
From: Doane, Maroaret
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Cc: Brenner, Eliot
Subject: Fw: Message from Mr. Sogabe
Date: Saturday, March 12, 2011 7:43:46 PM

I received this from Japan this morning in response to our offer of help.
Margie

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Margaret Doane

----- Original Message -----
From: iwamoto-akiko@jnes.go.jp <iwamoto-akiko@jnes.go.jp>
To: Doane, Margaret
Cc: Jaczko, Gregory; sato-tatsuo@jnes.go.jp <sato-tatsuo@jnes.go.jp>; Sogabe-katsuhiro@jnes.go.jp
<sogabe-katsuhiro@jnes.go.jp>; tomita-kazuhide@jnes.go.jp <tomita-kazuhide@jnes.go.jp>
Sent: Sat Mar 12 06:24:17 2011
Subject: Message from Mr. Sogabe

Dear Ms. Doane,

President of JNES, Mr. Sogabe, thanks you for your transmitting the warm
thoughts and expression from Mr. Jaczko. It is indeed terrible disaster and
we are very sorry for the victims of the earthquakes and tsunamis.

We also appreciate your offer of support. For the time being, we feel we
grasp well the situation, but it is very encouraging that the experienced
American experts are ready to support us.

As for BWR experts, we have already enough support from Japanese BWR
vendors, but your kind offer reassures us. In case we will need further
expertise, we will let you know.

Right now, we are working hard to have the situation under control. This is
the worst event that we ever had in our country, but we hope to get through
the challenge.

We will, of course, try to share the information on the event with you as
far as we can spare our efforts for that.

With best regards,

Akiko Iwamoto
Assistant Director
Office of International Programs
Japan Nuclear Safety Organization (JNES)
Tel. +81-3-4511-1911 (direct)
Fax. +81-3-4511-1998 /
Email: iwamoto-akiko@jnes.go.jp



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Burnell. Scott
Harrington. Holly; McIntyre, David; Couret, Ivonne; Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
RE: Q&As
Saturday, March 12, 2011 8:08:43 PM

OK, I'll take a look as I'm awake now -- got several hours sleep anyway.

The reason I'm up is that I just had a very productive off-the-record "as a friend" conversation with Joel
Achenbach, a really good science-y writer @ the Post. You'll hopefully see his article up soon, and I do
think he's approaching things in a sensible way. I also think the conversation will lead to WaPo writers
reaching out more through the Ops Ctr, so be aware. Thanks.

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 8:00 PM
To: Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David; Couret, Ivonne
Subject: FW: Q&As

These are good as of 8 p.m. I expect them to evolve... Scott - - these are saved to the
desktop to the second computer in the Op Center

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 7:58 PM
To: Jaczko, Gregory
Cc: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: Q&As

These are the current Q&As with both answers suitable for the public and additional
technical information. We expect these will continue to evolve.

Holly Harrington
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Questions and Answers for Chairman Jaczko

March 11, 2011 Japan Earthquake/Tsunami Aftermath
As of 8 p.m., 3/12/2011

1. What is the NRC doing about the emergencies at the nuclear power plants in Japan? Are
you sending staff over there?

Public Answer: We are closely following events in Japan, working with other agencies of the federal
government, and have been in direct contact with our counterparts in that country. We are ready to
provide assistance if there is a specific request. Two NRC staff members knowledgeable about
boiling water reactors is participating in the USAID team that has departed for Japan.

Additional technical, non-public information:
We are taking the knowledge that the staff has about the design of the US nuclear plants and we are
applying this knowledge to the Japan situation. For example, this includes calculations of severe
accident mitigation that have been performed. Tony Ulses has been dispatched to Japan and should
arrive Early Sunday.David Jim Trapp left 1600 Saturday should arrive in 20 hours

2. What's going to happen following the steam explosion everyone's seen from the video
footage?

Public Answer: If a similar event occurred at a U.S. nuclear power plant, the NRC would be seeking
information to answer several questions, including: What's the status of the reactor core, the reactor
vessel and the containment building? What radiation measurement equipment is available and what
measurements are being reported? What efforts are being taken to keep the public safe? How did
the explosion affect efforts to keep the nearby reactors in a safe condition? And most importantly -
What can the NRC do to help?

Additional technical, non-public information:

The explosion affected the secondary containment of the reactor plant. The primary containment
was not affected by the explosion. The Japanese are taking actions to preserve the primary
containment, cool the reactor core, maintain the reactor shut down and limit the spread of
radioactive contamination.

The NRC required a back fit to US reactors of the type similar to Fukushima Unit 1 to install a
hardened vent line. A hardened vent provides a release path which would prevent an explosion as
experienced at Fukushima Unit One.

3. What should done to protect people in Alaska, Hawaii and the West Coast do from
radioactive fallout?
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Public Answer: The available evidence shows the United States can be expected to avoid any
impacts from radioactive material, so no public action is necessary. We believe there-is very low risk
to the US considering the long distance from the US and the type of event.

Additional technical, non-public information: NRC is working with DHS, EPA and other federal
partners to ensure monitoring equipment is properly positioned, based on meteorological and other
relevant information.

4. Can this happen here i.e. an earthquake that significantly damages a nuclear power plant?
Are the Japanese plants similar to U.S. plants?

Public Answer: All U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including
earthquakes and tsunamis. Even those plants that are located outside of areas with low and
moderate seismic activity are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster. The NRC
requires that safety-significant structures, systems, and components be designed to take into
account even very rare and extreme seismic and tsunami events.

The Japanese facilities are similar in design to several US facilities.

Additional technical, non-public information:
Currently operating reactors were designed using a "deterministic" or "maximum credible
earthquake" approach. Seismic hazard for the new plants is determined using a much more robust
probabilistic seismic hazard assessment approach that explicitly addresses uncertainty, as
described in RG1.208. The NRC requires that adequate margin beyond the design basis ground
shaking levels is assured. The NRC further enhances seismic safety for beyond-design-basis events
through the use of a defense-in-depth approach.

In addition, the NRC periodically reviews the seismic risk at operating reactors when information
may have changed. Over the last few years the NRC has undertaken a program called Generic
Issue 199, which is focused on assessing hazard for plants in the central and eastern US using the
latest techniques and determining the possible risk implications of any increase in the anticipated
ground shaking levels. This program will help us assure that the plants are safe under exceptionally
rare and extreme ground motions that represent beyond-design-basis events.

5. What would U.S. plants do in this situation?

Public Answer: The NRC requires plant designs to include multiple and diverse safety systems, and
plants must test their emergency preparedness capabilities on a regular basis. Plant operators are
very capable of responding to significant events. In addition, NRC regulations require plants to have
plans in place that would allow them to mitigate even "worst case scenarios".

Since 9/11, we have implemented requirements for licensees to have additional response
capabilities for extreme situations.
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Additional technical, non-public information:
Our nuclear plants have procedures in place to address a variety of accident scenarios, including
abnormal operating procedures, emergency operating procedures, sever accident guidelines and
emergency plans.

6. Are U.S. power plants designed to withstand tsunamis?

Public Answer: Yes. Plants are built to withstand a variety of environmental hazards and those
plants that might face a threat from tsunami are required to withstand large waves and the maximum
wave height at the intake structure (which varies by plant.)

Additional, technical, non-public information:
Tsunami have been considered in the design of US nuclear plants since the publication of
Regulatory Guide 1.59 in 1977, although the approaches that were used for design of the existing
plants varied significantly. Nuclear plants are designed to withstand flooding from not only tsunami,
but also hurricane and storm surge; therefore there is often significant margin against tsunami
flooding. However, it should be noted that Japanese experience has shown that drawdown can be a
significant problem. Drawdown was not generally analyzed in the past. The particular

Currently the US NRC has a tsunami research program that is focused on developing modern
hazard assessment techniques and additional guidance through cooperation with the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the United States Geological Survey. This has already
lead to several technical reports and an update to NUREG 0-800. The NOAA and USGS
contractors are also assisting with NRO reviews of tsunami hazard. A new regulatory guide on
tsunami hazard assessment is currently planned in the office of research, although it is not expected
to be available in draft form until 2012.

7. What happens when/if a plant "melts down"?

Public Answer: In short, nuclear power plants in the United States are designed to be safe. To
prevent the release of radioactive material, there are multiple barriers between the radioactive
material and the environment, including the fuel cladding, the heavy steel reactor vessel itself and
the containment building, usually a heavily reinforced structure of concrete and steel several feet
thick.

Additional, technical, non-public information:
The melted core may melt through the bottom of the vessel and flow onto the concrete containment
floor. The core may melt through the containment liner and release radioactive material to the
environment.
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8. Why is KI administered during nuclear emergencies?

Public Answer: KI - potassium iodide - is one of the protective measures that might be taken in a
radiological emergency in this country. A KI tablet will saturate the thyroid with non radioactive iodine
and prevent the absorption of radioactive iodine that could be part of the radioactive material mix of
radionuclides in a release.KI does not prevent exposure from these other radionuclides.

Additional, technical non-public information.
There are a range of protective measures that we use ... the most effective is evacuation. Local
government officials are responsible for determining the best means to protect their public. KI is
another means for protection but evacuation and sheltering are the primary means that are used.

9. Was there any damage to U.S. reactors from either the earthquake or the resulting
tsunami?

Public Answer: No

Additional, technical non-public information:
Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2 declared an "unusual event" based on tsunami warning following the
Japanese earthquake. They have since exited the "unusual event" declaration, based on a
downgrade to a tsunami advisory.

10. Has this incident changed the NRC perception about earthquake risk?

Public Answer: There has been no change in the NRC's perception of earthquake hazard (i.e.
ground shaking levels) for US nuclear plants. As is prudent, the NRC will certainly be looking closely
at this incident and the effects on the Japanese nuclear power plant in the future to see if any
changes are necessary to NRC regulations.

Additional, technical, non-public information.
We expect that there would be lessons learned, etc.

11. Will this incident affect new reactor licensing?

Public Answer: It is not appropriate to hypothesize on such a future scenario at this point.

Additional, technical non-public information:
This event could potentially call into question the NRC's seismic requirements which could require
the staff to re-evaluate the staffs approval of the AP1000 and ESBWR design and certifications.
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12. What magnitude earthquake are US plants designed to?

Public Answer: Each plant is designed to a ground-shaking level that is appropriate for its location,
given the possible earthquake sources that may affect the site and its tectonic environment. Ground
shaking is a function of both the magnitude of and earthquake and the distance from the fault plane
to the site. The probabilistic approaches account for a large number of different magnitudes.

Additional, technical non-public information:
In the past, "deterministic" or "scenario based" analyses were used to determine ground shaking
(seismic hazard) levels. Now a probabilistic method is used that accounts for all possible
earthquakes coming from all possible sources (including background seismicity) and the likelihood
that each particular hypothetical earthquake occurs.

13. How many US reactors are located in active earthquake zones (and which reactors)?

Public Answer: Although we often think of the US as having "active" and "non-active" earthquake
zones, earthquakes can actually happen almost anywhere. Seismologists typically separate the US
into low, moderate, and high seismicity zones. The NRC requires that every plant is designed for
site-specific ground motions that are appropriate for their location. In addition, the NRC has specified
a minimum ground shaking level to which the plants must be designed.

Additional, technical non-public information: No additional.

14. How many reactors are along coastal areas that could be affected by a tsunami (and
which ones)?

Public Answer: Many plants are located in coastal areas that could theoretically be affected by
tsunami. Two plants, Diablo Canyon and San Onofre, are on the Pacific Coast, which is known to
have tsunami hazard. There are also two plants on the Gulf Coast, South Texas and Crystal River.
There are many plants on the Atlantic Coast or on rivers that may be affected by a tidal bore. These
include St. Lucie, Turkey Point, Brunswick, Oyster Creek, Millstone, Pilgrim, Seabrook, Calvert Cliffs,
Salem/Hope Creek, and Surry. Tsunami on the Gulf and Atlantic Coasts occur, but are very rare.
Generally the flooding anticipated from hurricane storm surge exceeds the flooding expected from a
tsunami for plants on the Atlantic and Gulf Coast.

Additional, technical non-public information: None
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15. How many U.S. plants have designs similar to the affected Japanese reactors (and which
ones)

Public Answer: Six of the 104 US reactors are General Electric BWR 3 with Mark 1 containments
similar to the design used at Fukushima Unit One.

Additional Information:
The units are: Dresden Units 2 and 3, Monticello unit 1, Pilgrim unit 1, Quad Cities Units 1 and 2.
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From: Jaczko. Gregory
To: Harrington, Holly

Cc: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden. Elizabeth; Borchardt, Bill
Subject: Re: Q&As
Date: Saturday, March 12, 2011 8:12:38 PM

Let's delete the non pubic piece related to new reactors. The public statement is all we need for that
item at this time

From: Harrington, Holly
To: Jaczko, Gregory
Cc: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Sat Mar 12 19:57:42 2011
Subject: Q&As

These are the current Q&As with both answers suitable for the public and additional
technical information. We expect these will continue to evolve.

Holly Harrington



From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Harrington, Holly

Jaczko. Greaorv
Brenner.,Eliot; Hayden. Elizabeth; Borchardt, Bill
RE: Q&As
Saturday, March 12, 2011 8:16:13 PM
boardfilel.docx

This version deletes per below, and adds information to question 7 per Bill Borchardt

From: Jaczko, Gregory
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 8:13 PM
To: Harrington, Holly
Cc: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth; Borchardt, Bill
Subject: Re: Q&As

Let's delete the non pubic piece related to new reactors. The public statement is all we need for that
item at this time

From: Harrington, Holly
To: Jaczko, Gregory
Cc: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Sat Mar 12 19:57:42 2011
Subject: Q&As

These are the current Q&As with both answers suitable for the public and additional
technical information. We expect these will continue to evolve.

Holly Harrington
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Questions and Answers for Chairman Jaczko
Sensitive Draft Information/ Not for Public Dissemination

March 11, 2011 Japan Earthquake/Tsunami Aftermath
As of 8 p.m., 3/12/2011

1. What is the NRC doing about the emergencies at the nuclear power plants in Japan? Are
you sending staff over there?

Public Answer: We are closely following events in Japan, working with other agencies of the federal
government, and have been in direct contact with our counterparts in that country. We are ready to
provide assistance if there is a specific request. Two NRC staff members knowledgeable about
boiling water reactors is participating in the USAID team that has departed for Japan.

Additional technical, non-public information:
We are taking the knowledge that the staff has about the design of the US nuclear plants and we are
applying this knowledge to the Japan situation. For example, this includes calculations of severe
accident mitigation that have been performed. Tony Ulses has been dispatched to Japan and should
arrive Early Sunday.David Jim Trapp left 1600 Saturday should arrive in 20 hours

2. What's going to happen following the steam explosion everyone's seen from the video
footage?

Public Answer: If a similar event occurred at a U.S. nuclear power plant, the NRC would be seeking
information to answer several questions, including: What's the status of the reactor core, the reactor
vessel and the containment building? What radiation measurement equipment is available and what
measurements are being reported? What efforts are being taken to keep the public safe? How did
the explosion affect efforts to keep the nearby reactors in a safe condition? And most importantly -
What can the NRC do to help?

Additional technical, non-public information:

The explosion affected the secondary containment of the reactor plant. The primary containment
was not affected by the explosion. The Japanese are taking actions to preserve the primary
containment, cool the reactor core, maintain the reactor shut down and limit the spread of
radioactive contamination.

The NRC required a back fit to US reactors of the type similar to Fukushima Unit 1 to install a
hardened vent line. A hardened vent provides a release path which would prevent an explosion as
experienced at Fukushima Unit One.

3. What should done to protect people in Alaska, Hawaii and the West Coast do from
radioactive fallout?
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Public Answer: The available evidence shows the United States can be expected to avoid any
impacts from radioactive material, so no public action is necessary. We believe there is very low risk
to the US considering the long distance from the US and the type of event.

Additional technical, non-public information: NRC is working with DHS, EPA and other federal
partners to ensure monitoring equipment is properly positioned, based on meteorological and other
relevant information.

4. Can this happen here i.e. an earthquake that significantly damages a nuclear power plant?
Are the Japanese plants similar to U.S. plants?

Public Answer: All U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including
earthquakes and tsunamis. Even those plants that are located outside of areas with low and
moderate seismic activity are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster. The NRC
requires that safety-significant structures, systems, and components be designed to take into
account even very rare and extreme seismic and tsunami events.

The Japanese facilities are similar in design to several US facilities.

Additional technical, non-public information:
Currently operating reactors were designed using a "deterministic" or "maximum credible
earthquake" approach. Seismic hazard for the new plants is determined using a much more robust
probabilistic seismic hazard assessment approach that explicitly addresses uncertainty, as
described in RG1.208. The NRC requires that adequate margin beyond the design basis ground
shaking levels is assured. The NRC further enhances seismic safety for beyond-design-basis events
through the use of a defense-in-depth approach.

In addition, the NRC periodically reviews the seismic risk at operating reactors when information
may have changed. Over the last few years the NRC has undertaken a program called Generic
Issue 199, which is focused on assessing hazard for plants in the central and eastern US using the
latest techniques and determining the possible risk implications of any increase in the anticipated
ground shaking levels. This program will help us assure that the plants are safe under exceptionally
rare and extreme ground motions that represent beyond-design-basis events.

5. What would U.S. plants do in this situation?

Public Answer: The NRC requires plant designs to include multiple and diverse safety systems, and
plants must test their emergency preparedness capabilities on a regular basis. Plant operators are
very capable of responding to significant events. In addition, NRC regulations require plants to have
plans in place that would allow them to mitigate even "worst case scenarios".

Since 9/11, we have implemented requirements for licensees to have additional response
capabilities for extreme situations.
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Additional technical, non-public information:
Our nuclear plants have procedures in place to address a variety of accident scenarios, including
abnormal operating procedures, emergency operating procedures, sever accident guidelines and
emergency plans.

6. Are U.S. power plants designed to withstand tsunamis?

Public Answer: Yes. Plants are built to withstand a variety of environmental hazards and those
plants that might face a threat from tsunami are required to withstand large waves and the maximum
wave height at the intake structure (which varies by plant.)

Additional, technical, non-public information:
Tsunami have been considered in the design of US nuclear plants since the publication of
Regulatory Guide 1.59 in 1977, although the approaches that were used for design of the existing
plants varied significantly. Nuclear plants are designed to withstand flooding from not only tsunami,
but also hurricane and storm surge; therefore there is often significant margin against tsunami
flooding. However, it should be noted that Japanese experience has shown that drawdown can be a
significant problem. Drawdown was not generally analyzed in the past. The particular

Currently the US NRC has a tsunami research program that is focused on developing modern
hazard assessment techniques and additional guidance through cooperation with the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the United States Geological Survey. This has already
lead to several technical reports and an update to NUREG 0-800. The NOAA and USGS
contractors are also assisting with NRO reviews of tsunami hazard. A new regulatory guide on
tsunami hazard assessment is currently planned in the office of research, although it is not expected
to be available in draft form until 2012.

7. What happens when/if a plant "melts down"?

Public Answer: To prevent the release of radioactive material, there are multiple barriers between
the radioactive material and the environment, including the fuel cladding, the heavy steel reactor
vessel itself and the containment building, usually a heavily reinforced structure of concrete and
steel several feet thick. In a so-called "meltdown," some of the nuclear fuel has melted because of
extremely high temperatures caused by a lack of adequate cooling. This does not necessarily mean
that radiation is released to the environment. But it could be if other barriers fail.

Additional, technical, non-public information: None.
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8. Why is KI administered during nuclear emergencies?

Public Answer: KI - potassium iodide - is one of the protective measures that might be taken in a
radiological emergency in this country. A KI tablet will saturate the thyroid with non radioactive iodine
and prevent the absorption of radioactive iodine that could be part of the radioactive material mix of
radionuclides in a release.KI does not prevent exposure from these other radionuclides.

Additional, technical non-public information.
There are a range of protective measures that we use ... the most effective is evacuation. Local
government officials are responsible for determining the best means to protect their public. KI is
another means for protection but evacuation and sheltering are the primary means that are used.

9. Was there any damage to U.S. reactors from either the earthquake or the resulting
tsunami?

Public Answer: No

Additional, technical non-public information:
Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2 declared an "unusual event" based on tsunami warning following the
Japanese earthquake. They have since exited the "unusual event" declaration, based on a
downgrade to a tsunami advisory.

10. Has this incident changed the NRC perception about earthquake risk?

Public Answer: There has been no change in the NRC's perception of earthquake hazard (i.e.
ground shaking levels) for US nuclear plants. As is prudent, the NRC will certainly be looking closely
at this incident and the effects on the Japanese nuclear power plant in the future to see if any
changes are necessary to NRC regulations.

Additional, technical, non-public information.
We expect that there would be lessons learned, etc.

11. Will this incident affect new reactor licensing?

Public Answer: It is not appropriate to hypothesize on such a future scenario at this point.
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12. What magnitude earthquake are US plants designed to?

Public Answer: Each plant is designed to a ground-shaking level that is appropriate for its location,
given the possible earthquake sources that may affect the site and its tectonic environment. Ground
shaking is a function of both the magnitude of and earthquake and the distance from the fault plane
to the site. The probabilistic approaches account for a large number of different magnitudes.

Additional, technical non-public information:
In the past, "deterministic" or "scenario based" analyses were used to determine ground shaking
(seismic hazard) levels. Now a probabilistic method is used that accounts for all possible
earthquakes coming from all possible sources (including background seismicity) and the likelihood
that each particular hypothetical earthquake occurs.

13. How many US reactors are located in active earthquake zones (and which reactors)?

Public Answer: Although we often think of the US as having "active" and "non-active" earthquake
zones, earthquakes can actually happen almost anywhere. Seismologists typically separate the US
into low, moderate, and high seismicity zones. The NRC requires that every plant is designed for
site-specific ground motions that are appropriate for their location. In addition, the NRC has specified
a minimum ground shaking level to which the plants must be designed.

Additional, technical non-public information: No additional.

14. How many reactors are along coastal areas that could be affected by a tsunami (and
which ones)?

Public Answer: Many plants are located in coastal areas that could theoretically be affected by
tsunami. Two plants, Diablo Canyon and San Onofre, are on the Pacific Coast, which is known to
have tsunami hazard. There are also two plants on the Gulf Coast, South Texas and Crystal River.
There are many plants on the Atlantic Coast or on rivers that may be affected by a tidal bore. These
include St. Lucie, Turkey Point, Brunswick, Oyster Creek, Millstone, Pilgrim, Seabrook, Calvert Cliffs,
Salem/Hope Creek, and Surry. Tsunami on the Gulf and Atlantic Coasts occur, but are very rare.
Generally the flooding anticipated from hurricane storm surge exceeds the flooding expected from a
tsunami for plants on the Atlantic and Gulf Coast.

Additional, technical non-public information: None
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15. How many U.S. plants have designs similar to the affected Japanese reactors (and which
ones)

Public Answer: Six of the 104 US reactors are General Electric BWR 3 with Mark 1 containments
similar to the design used at Fukushima Unit One.

Additional Information:
The units are: Dresden Units 2 and 3, Monticello unit 1, Pilgrim unit 1, Quad Cities Units 1 and 2.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

ET02 Hoc
Tuesday, March 22, 2011 5:21 PM
RST01 Hoc; RST12 Hoc
FW: Unit 3 Reactor Building Photo
3I-N A-F2.jpg

From: Devercelly, Richard
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 5:20 PM
To: ET02 Hoc
Subject: Unit 3 Reactor Building Photo

North is to the right.

Please confirm receipt.

Rick DeVercelly

yly
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gooole Alerts
Hayden, Elizabeth
Google Alert - Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Saturday, March 12, 2011 9:14:59 PM

News 6 new results for Nuclear Regulatory Commission

US Nuclear Commission Puts Boots on the Ground in Japan
Forbes Digital Download (blog)
By WILLIAM PENTLAND Two officials from the US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission with expertise in boiling water nuclear reactors have deployed to
Japan as part of a US International Agency for International Development (USAID)
team.

eeP all storipes on this, tonic r

Forbes Digital
Download (blog)

Japan Tries to Cool Nuclear Reactors. Avert 'Three Mile Island'
BusinessWeek
The "likelihood of success should be fairly high," Dale Klein, a professor of nuclear engineering at
the University of Texas at Austin and former chairman of the US Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, said of the seawater flooding.
See all stories on this topic »>

Owner says Calvert Cliffs is safe from earthquakes
Baltimore Sun
Now it's real," Peter Bradford, a former member of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, said
during a conference call organized by nuclear opponents. "Having it explode - those can't be
good things for an industry that's looking for votes in Congress ...
See all stores onthis toic t

FACTBOX-US nuclear plants similar to Japan plant in peril
Reuters
The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission said all of the 104 reactors in the United States,
including the Mark 1 reactors listed below, were operating safely. The following lists the Mark 1
reactors in the United States, according to data from the NRC and ...
See all stories on this topic ý>

State monitoring radiation levels to determine if nuclear event in Japan poses ...
Seattle Post Intelligencer (blog)
State health officials are monitoring the events in Japan and are in contact with the federal
Nuclear Regulatory Commission and US Environmental Protection Agency. An explosion
took place at the Japanese reactor site Saturday.
See All stories on this tonic ))

Japanese nuclear plants' operator scrambles to avert meltdowns
Washington Post
"Only the gravest danger would justify an evacuation at such a moment," said Peter
Bradford, a former commissioner at the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
The evacuation, wider than announced the day before, followed an explosion
Saturday that ...
S;A All s tnries on this tonic >

Washinqton Post

Tip: Use a plus sign (+) to match a term in your query exactly as is. Learn more.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Harrington. Holly
Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
RE: u guys monitoring the jaczko call?
Saturday, March 12, 2011 9:49:30 PM

We can also bring in Rob Taylor for help, too

From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 9:48 PM
To: Harrington, Holly; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: RE: u guys monitoring the jaczko call?

Jeez .... gonna be another long night and day .... and if this turns out as bad as it looks, neil
will be visiting us for a while.

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 9:43 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: RE: u guys monitoring the jaczko call?

Yes. We're here. I've asked Scott to come in sooner rather than later

From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 9:42 PM
To: Harrington, Holly; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: u guys monitoring the jaczko call?

I am on it, but may need your help. Stay put please for now.



News Release Ministry ofEconoy, Trade and Wndustry

March 12, 2011

Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency

Seismic Damage Information(the 16th Release)
(As of 20:05 March 12, 2011)

Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) confirmed the current

situation of Higashidori and Onagawa NPSs, Tohoku Electric Power Co.,

Inc,

Higashidori, Fukushima Dai-ichi, Fukushima Dai-ni and

Kashiwazaki-Kariwa NPSs, Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. and electricity,

gas, heat supply and complex as follows:

1. Summary of Damage(Earthquake at Sanriku-Oki)

(1) Time of Occurrence: 14:46 (UTC 5:46) March 11, 2011, Friday

(2) Epicenter: Off-Coast of Sanriku (North Latitude: 38; East Longitude:

142.9), 10km deep, M8.8

(3) Seismic Intensity in Japanese Scale

<Area of Seismic Intensity Larger Than and Including 4>
7: Northern Miyagi Prefecture

6+: Northern and southern Ibaraki Prefecture

5+: Sanpachi-Kamikita Aomori Prefecture

5-: Chuetsu, Niigata Prefecture

<Municipality of Seismic Intensity Larger than and Including 4>

6+: Naraha Machi, Tomioka Machi, Ookuma-machi, and Futaba-machi,

Fukushima Prefecture

6-: Ishinomaki-city and, Onagawa town (by Seismograph of NPP)of ,

Miyagi Prefecture and Tokaimura, Ibaraki Pref.
5-: Kariwa-village, Niigata Prefecture

4: Rokkasho-village, Higashidori-village, Aomori Prefecture,

Kashiwazaki-city, Niigata Prefecture and Yokosuka-city, Kanagawa

Prefecture
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1: Tomari-village, Hokkaido

2. The status of operation at Power Stations(Number of automatic

shutdown(units): 10 (as of 11:00, March12)

a. Onagawa Nuclear Power Station (Onagawa-machi and Ishinomaki-shi,

Miyagi Prefecture)

(1) The status of operation

Unit 1 (524MWe): automatic shutdown, cold shut down at 0:58, March 12

Unit 2 (825MWe): automatic shutdown

Unit 3 (825MWe): automatic shutdown, cold shut down at 1:17, March 12

(2) Readings of monitoring post etc.

Variation in the monitoring post readings: No

Variation in the main stack monitor readings: No

(3) Report concerning other malfunction

It is confirmed Smoke in the first basement of the Turbine Building was

confirmed the extinguished at 22:55 on March 11th.

b. Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station, Tokyo Electric Power

Co.,Inc.(TEPCO)

(Okuma-machi and Futaba-machi, Futaba-gun, Fukushima Prefecture)

(1) The status of operation

Unit 1 (460MWe): automatic shutdown

Unit 2 (784MWe): automatic shutdown

Unit 3 (784MWe): automatic shutdown

Unit 4(784MW): in periodic inspection outage

Unit 5(784MW): in periodic inspection outage

Unit 6(1,100MW): in periodic inspection outage

(2) Readings at monitoring post etc.

The measurement of radioactive materials in the environmental monitoring

area near the site boundary by a monitoring car confirmed the increase in

the radioactivity compared to the radioactivity at 04:00, March 12 now.

MP4(Moitoring car data at the site boundary, North-west of Unitl):

1015microSv/h

(15:29', March12)

MP6 (at the main gate) 0.07microSv/h ->3.25 micro Sv/h

(04:00, Marchl2->16:40, March 12)
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MP8 (at the observation platform) 0.07microSv/h ->2.06 micro Sv/h

(04:00, March 12->16:40, March 12)

(3) Wind direction/wind speed(as of 13:12, March 12)

Wind direction: South East

Wind Speed: 1.8m/s

(4)Report concerning other malfunction

Article 10* of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency

Preparedness (Fukushima Dai-ichi)
(*A heightened alert condition)

Article 15** of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency

Preparedness (Fukushima Dai-ichi, Units 1 and 2)

(** Nuclear emergency situation)

Situation of power source to recover water injection function at the Station.

-Cable from electric power generating cars are under connecting work(as of

15:04, March 12)
-Pressure in the containment vessel has arisen. Steam release is

undertaking in order to relieve pressure.(as of 14:40, March 12)

-A radiation level exceeding 500 microSv/h was monitored at the site

boundary(15:29, March 12). A large motion occurred due to an earthquake

with close epicentre and an large sound was issued near Uniti and smoke

was observed.

c. Fukushima-Daini Nuclear Power Station(TEPCO)

(Naraha-cho/Tomioka-cho, Futaba-gun, Fukushima pref.)

(1) The status of operation

Unitl(1,100MW): automatic shutdown

Unit2(1,100MW): automatic shutdown

Unit3(1,100MW): automatic shutdown, cold shut down at 12:15, March 12

Unit4(1,100MW): automatic shutdown

(2) Readings at monitoring post etc.

Variation in the monitoring post readings: No

Variation in the main stack monitoring readings: No

(3) Direction and velocity of wind (As of 17:43, 12 March)

Direction: South-southeast

Velocity: 5.9mls
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(4) Report concerning other malfunction

No Report of fire, etc.

Article 10* of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency

Preparedness (Fukushima Dai-ni, Unit 1)
(*A heightened alert condition)

Article 15** of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency

Preparedness (Fukushima Dai-ni, Units 1,2 and 4)

(**Nuclear emergency situation)

3. Industrial Safety

o Electricity
* Tokyo Electric Power Co. (as of 18:54, March 12, 2011)

Scale of loss of electrical power: approx. 500 thousand houses

Power loss area:

Ibaraki Pref.: Whole area (approx. 488 thousand houses),

Tochigi Pref.: Mogi-cho, etc. (approx 7 thousand houses)

Chiba Pref.: Shibayama-cho, etc. approx 6 thousand houses)

Saitama Pref: Kuki-shi: appprox 500 houses

* Tohoku Electric Power Co. (as of 18:00, March 12, 2011)

Scale of loss of electrical power: approx.3,150 thousand houses (under

investigation)

Power loss area:

Iwate Pref.: Whole area, (approx 725 thousand houses)

Akita Pref: Whole area (approx 353 thousand houses)

Miyagi Pref: whole area (approx 1,351 thousand houses)

Aomori Pref.: Almost whole area (approx 380 thousand houses)

Yamagata Pref: Almost whole area (approx 187 thousand houses)

Fukushima Pref: Some parts of Naka-dori and Hama-dori (approx 151

thousand houses)

Niigata Pref.: All of the power loss area has been recovered(as of 15:51,

March 12)

* Hokkaido Electric Power Co. (as of 14:00, March 12, 2011)

All of the power loss area has been recovered.
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*Chubu Electric Power Co. (as of 17:11, March 12, 2011)

Nagano Pref: All of the power loss has been recovered.(as of 17:11, March

12)

oGeneral Gas (as of 17:40, March 12)

The Japan Gas Association dispatched its six advance teams of thirty staff

(five teams for Sendai and one team for Joban area) at 07:00, 12 March upon

request from Sendai-shi.

Sendai-city municipal Gas, Kesennuma-city municipal Gas, Ishinomaki Gas

have trouble contacting at 1:00 12 March. The Japan Gas Association

confirmed that there are no supply disruption in the supply area of city gas

in Hokkaido, Yamagata, and Akita prefecture.

* Tokyo Gas Co. (whole area of Hitachi-shi)

Hitachi branch: 30,007 houses are in supply disruption. There is no damage

in equipment, however, equipment in inoperable due to loss of power.

Walkdown unit of eight person departed at 18:45, March 11 and already

arrived at 06:00, March 12. Recovery plan will be established by 12 afternoon.

Time of recovery is not certain.

Eastern part of Joso: 453 houses were in supply disruption in Ushiku (supply

restarted at 17:10, March 11)

471 houses were in supply disruption in Ushiku-shi

Ushiku- cho(supply restarted at 22:36 March1l)

77 houses are in supply disruption in

Ryuugasaki(supply restarted at 16:20, March 11)

40 houses are in supply disruption in Nishi-ku,

Yokohama-shi(supply restarted at 17:29, March 11)

Gas leaked from a Nozzle of an LNG tank at Sodegaura but no ignition

(restored on 02:30, March 12)
*Gas Bureau of Sendai-shi: whole supply disruption (approx.360 thousand

houses)
*Shiogama Gas Co.: approx.12,382 houses are in supply disruption.

Shiogama-shi, Tagashiro-shi, Nanahama-shi and Rihu-syo are out of service

due to no supply from Gas Bureau of Sendai)
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*Hachinohe Gas (Several part of Hachinohe-shi): approx.1,300 houses are in

supply disruption.
*Kamaishi Gas Co. : approx.10,000 houses are in supply disruption. First

floor of this Gas facility sank.

*Hatano Gas Co.: Approx. 380 houses are in supply disruption. Restoration

will be expected 13th of March.
*Keiyo Gas Co.: Leakage occurred at 5 locations of middle pressure conduit

Leakage occurred at many parts of Low pressure conduits

5,445 houses in Urayasu-shi are in supply disruption.

Supply to Yachiyo Station stopped.
*Kujukuri choei Gas: Approx 258 houses are in supply disruption.

*Atsugi Gas Co: leakage occurred at 1 location of middle pressure conduit.

*Fukushima Gas Co.: (A part of Fukushima-shi) About 2,726 houses are in

supply disruption
*Tohoku Gas (part of Shirakawa-shi): 300 houses are in supply disruption

*Joban kyodo Gas(Iwaki-shi): 14,000 houses (whole customer) are in supply

disruption
*Tobu Gas Fukushima-shisya: 7,500 houses are in supply disruption

(Koriyama-shi, Iwaki-shi) leakage occurred at 2 locations of middle pressure

conduit, leakage occurred at 54 locations of low pressure conduits and

another leakage occurred on 85 locations. 39 houses in supply disruption.

*Tobu Gas (a part of Tsuchiura-shi) 7,500 houses in supply disruption

(a part of Mito-shi) 330 houses in supply disruption
*Joban Toshi Gas (Mito-shi) 60 houses in supply disruption

*Tosai Gas(Kasukabe-shi) Gas leakage occurred from conduit. 150 houses in

apartment are in supply disruption. Supply restarted in the afternoon 12

March.

*Odawara Gas(Odawara-shi)

leakage occured at 1 locations of low pressure branch conduit and 3 locations

of ex-core inner conduit and have restored at 21:30 11 March. Other areas

are under investigation.

oCommunity Gas(as of 15:50, March 12)

Severe damage has not been reported to Japan Community Gas Association
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so far. No information is available about the damage in North part of Ibaraki

prefecture.

*Tokyo Gas Energy (North part of Ibaraki): Factory stopped supply to 943

houses in Nakago-New Town due to the leakage from pipe.

*Satoh Kosan (based in Iwatsuki-ku, Saitama City) Iwatsuki-housing

complex: Gas leakage occurred from conduit. 451 sites are in supply

disruption.

*Syutoken Gas (based in Sakura-City) Chitose-housing complex:1,320

houses are in supply disruption

*Kashima Marui Gas (Kamisu-shi):Gas conduit was damaged. 527 houses

are in supply disruption. Time of recovery is not certain.

*Nagashima Central Gas (Katori-shi) Tamatsukuri-housing complex, 222

houses are in supply disruption due to short circuit now under recovery

works.

*Taihei Sangyo (Takahagi-shi) Hagigaoka-housing complex 112 houses are in

supply disruption due to short circuit. Recovery has completed at 21:00 11

March. (Takahagi-shi) Ishidaki-housing complex 648 houses and

(Hitachi-shi) Hitachi-Densen Akasaka-housing complex 222 houses are in

supply disruption. Under recovery works.

*Imaichi Gas: Gas leakage occurred from conduit at the simple gas complex

in Nikko-shi: 240 houses were in gas supply disruption.

*Nihon Gas: Gas leakage occurred from conduit at simple gas complex in the

jurisdiction: 76 houses in Nasu-karasuyama-shi, 97 houses in Inashiki-shi,

594 houses in Tokai-mura, Natsu-gun,370 houses in Yaita-shi, and 3,299

houses in Itako-shi were in gas supply disruption.

These areas other than Itako-shi will be restored on March 12. Residents in

1876 houses of Hinode housing complex in Itako-shi evacuated from this
region due to liquefaction of the ground. Time of recovery is not certain.
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212 houses in Noda-shi were in gas supply disruption. This area has been

restored in March 11.

*Horikawa Industry (Bando city, Ibaraki Pref.) : Iwai Greenland Due to

liquefaction of the ground, 566 houses are in supply disruption.

*Tajima : 250 houses were in gas supply disruption at the simple gas

complex in Hachiooji-city. This area will be restored within March 12.

oGas conduit Operators (as of 15:50, March12)
*JX Nikko Nisseki Energy: Hachinohe LNG Base

Premise, electric room and in-house electricity generator equipment, were

flooded by the 2nd wave of tsunami and the gas supply was stopped.

According to Japan National Gas Association, there are no damage to

pipelines of conduit-trans port companies.(as of 23:00, March 11)

oHeat supply (as of 15:50, March12)

West side area at Morioka station: heat supply was stopped due to power

failure.

*Yamagata Netsu Kyokyu (Yamagata-shi): Supply was stopped due to

emergency shut down condition.

*Onahama Haiyu (Onahama, Iwaki-shi): stopped heat supply due to the

breakage of pipe. Heat supply pipes underground might be affected. Time of

recovery is not certain.

*"HITACHI NETSU ENERGY"(Hitachi City): stopped heat supply due to the

electrical outage at 15:19, March 11.

*`CHIBA NETSU KYOKYU"(Chiba-city): stopped freezer, etc. at 16:19,

March 11. Supply was stopped and walkdown is conducted at 16:19, March
11.

*"NISHI-IKEBUKURO 'NETSU KYOKYU": stopped freezer and boiler at

15:45, March 11.
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*"TOKYO NETSU KYOKYU";

-stopped boiler in Takeshiba and Yurakucho areas at 15:20, March 11

-stopped supply to one of the building complex at Hikarigaoka for approx. 3

hours due to the leakage of pipe at 21:35, March 11(Restart supplying at

00:05, March 12)

*'"Yokohama Business Park NETSU KYOKYU (Hodogaya-ku, Yokohama

city)

15:50 Stopped steam and cold water supply to PREZZO building

16:20 restored by temporary repair

oComplex (as of 11:00, March 12)
*Cosmo Oil factory Chiba branch

A column of Butane Butylene storage tank was broken. Fire occured due to

gas leakage. One person suffered serious-injury, 4 persons sufferd minor

injury.

*JX Nippon Oil&Energy Corporation Sendai oil factory (sendai-city, Miyagi

prefecture)

-Fire occured from an explosion of low temperature LPG tank

4. Action taken by NISA

(March 11)

14:46 Set up of the NISA Emergency Preparedness Headquarters (Tokyo)

immediately after the earthquake

15:42: TEPCO reported to NISA in accordance with Article 10 of the Act on

Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness regarding

Fukushima Dai-ichi, Units 1,2 and 3.

16:36: TEPCO judged the event in accordance with Article 15 of the Act for

Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness regarding

Fukushima Dai-ichi, Units 1 and 2.(notified to NISA at 16:45)

18:08: Unit 1 of Fukushima Dai-ni notified NISA of the situation of the

Article 10 of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency

Preparedness.

18:33: Units 1,2 and 4 of Fukushima Dai-ni notified NISA of the situation of
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the Article 10 of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency

Preparedness.

19:03 : Government declared the state of nuclear emergency

20:50: Fukushima prefecture's emergency preparedness headquarters -

issued a directive regarding the accident occurred at Fukushima-Dai-ichi

Nuclear Power Station, TEPCO that the residents living in the area of 2km

radius from Unit 1 of the Nuclear Power Station must evacuate.(The

population of this area is 1,864)

21:23: Directives from Prime Minister to Governor of Fukushima, Mayor of

Ookuma and Mayor of Futaba were issued regarding the accident occurred

at Fukushima-Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station, TEPCO, pursuant to

Paragraph 3, Article 15 of the Act for Special Measures Concerning Nuclear

Emergency Preparedness as follows:

-Residents living in the area of 3km radius from Unit 1 of the Nuclear Power

Station must evacuate.

-Residents living in the area of 10km radius from the Unit 1 must take

sheltering.

(March12)
5:22 Unit 1 of Fukushima Dai-ni notified NISA of the situation of the Article

15 of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency

Preparedness.
5:32 Unit 2 of Fukushima Dai-ni notified NISA of the situation of the Article

15 of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency

Preparedness.

05:44 Residents living in the area of 10km radius from unit 1 of the Nuclear

Power Station must evacuate by the Prime Minister Direction.

06:07 Regarding Units 1,2 and 4 of Fukushima Dai-ni NPS, TEPCO reported

NISA in accordance with Article 15 of Act on Special Measures

Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness.

6:50 According to the article 64, 3 of nuclear regulation act, government

order to control the internal pressure in Fukushima-daiichi unit

No. 1 and 2
7:45 Directives from Prime Minister to Governor of Fukushima, Mayors of

Hirono, Naraha, Tomioka, Ookuma and Futaba were issued

regarding the accident occurred at Fukushima-Dai-ni Nuclear
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Power Station, TEPCO, pursuant to Paragraph 3, Article 15 of

the Act for Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency

Preparedness as follows:

-Residents living in the area of 3km radius from

Fukushima-Dai-ni Nuclear Power Station must evacuate.

-Residents living in the area of 10km radius from

Fukushima-Daini NPS must take aheltering

17:00 Notification pursuant to Article 15 of the Act for Special Measure

Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness since the radiation

level exceeded the acceptable level of Fukushima Dai-ichi

Nuclear Power Station.(NPS).

18:25 Prime Minister directed evacuation of the residents living within the

20km radius from the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS

19:55 Directives from Prime Minister was issued regarding sea water

injection to Unit No. 1 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS.

20:05 According to the article 64, 3 of nuclear regulation act and concerning

to directives from Prime Minister, government ordered to inject

sea water Unit No. 1 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS.
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Status of Residents Evacuation

(Information from the Resident Safety Team of OFC at 16:20 March 12)

Resident Safety Team of ERC

Ookuma-cho Approx 3,500 in grasped number approx 4,000 residents

completed (refugee: Miyakoji junior high school)

Futaba-cho Approx 1,800 in grasped number approx 2,000 residents

completed (refugee: Kawamata elementary school)

Tomioka-cho Approx 15,650 in grasped number approx 16,000 residents

completed (refugee: Kawachi village office)

Namie-cho Grasped number approx 17,000 residents completed (refugee:

Tsushima Kasseika Center, Tsushima branch)

Naraha-cho Grasped number approx 7,800 residents completed (refugee:

Kusano junior high school, Taira Dairoku elementary school)

Among these towns, public announcement are implemented by wireless

emergency preparedness radio waves and walk down is also done in these

some area.

Residents live in 10km radius

Vicinity of Fukushima Vicinity of Fukushima Daini

Daiichi

0-10km 0-3km 0-10km

Tomioka-cho 14,808 Tomioka-cho 6,534 15,961

Ookuma-cho 11,363 Ookuma-cho - 7,127

Futaba-cho 7,243 Futaba-cho - 1,238

Namie-cho 17,793 Namie-cho 1,515 8,100

Total 51,207 Total 8,049 32,426

Some area of Fukushima-daiichi 10km area and Fukushima-daini 10 km

area are overlapped that cause duplication of resident number.
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(Contact Person)

Mr. Toshihiro Bannai

Director, International Affairs Office,

NISA/METI

Phone: +81-(0) 3-3501-1087
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From: Doane. Maroaret
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: Fw: Japan
Date: Saturday, March 12, 2011 7:40:30 PM

This is what I sent to my colleague in Spain.

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Margaret Doane

----- Original Message -----
From: Doane, Margaret
To: 'arc@csn.es' <arc@csn.es>
Sent: Sat Mar 12 16:46:19 2011
Subject: Re: Japan

AIfredo,
Immediately following the event we staffed our Operations Center. We sent offers of assistance to both
NISA and JNES. They have replied very kindly that at this time they are adequately staffed with
expertise to address the issues. They appreciate the offer and knowing that we are there if they need
anything.
At this time we are not further communicating with them to ensure that we do not cause any
distraction.
I will let Chairman Jaczko know that we exchanged notes. He too, is in contact with our Government
officials.
Our thoughts are with our counterparts in Japan to continue their efforts under such extreme tragedy
and difficulty.

With kind regards,
Margie

Sent from an NRC Blackberry
Margaret Doane

----- Original Message -----
From: DE LOS REYES CASTELO ALFREDO <arc@csn.es>
To: Doane, Margaret
Sent: Sat Mar 12 10:34:53 2011
Subject: Japan

Hi Margie!

How are you dealing all the events in Japan? Is there something we can do? Any important new?

My President is in permanent contact with our Government

AIfredo



From: Hayden. Elizabeth
To: Sheehan, Neil; Burnell, Scott; McIntyre, David; Couret. Ivonne; Screnci, Diane; Hannah, Roger; Ledford, Joev;

Mitlynq, Viktoria; Chandrathil. Prema; Dricks, Victor; Useldinq, Lara; Janberos. Holly
Subject: NEI has just posted the following fact sheet
Date: Saturday, March 12, 2011 7:23:00 PM

FYI--Summary info on Japan from NEI

Events at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant in Japan

March 12, 2011 (posted at 4:40 p.m. EST, Saturday, March 12)

Key Facts

The Incident

Unit 1 of the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power plant was damaged in a
magnitude 8.9 earthquake and subsequent tsunami on March 11. The plant is
centered along the shore of the Sendai region, which contains the capital
Tokyo.

The plant is a General Electric boiling water reactor 3 Mark 1 design, operated
by Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO).

Eleven of Japan's 55 nuclear reactors automatically shut down, as they are
designed to do, when the earthquake hit.

After the earthquake and tsunami, there were difficulties powering the cooling
system for unit 1 of the Fukushima Daiichi plant. After a buildup of hydrogen
gas in the secondary containment structure at the plant, there was an explosion
at that reactor on March 12.

The explosion caused a breach in the secondary containment. However, the
primary containment that houses and protects the reactor vessel and fuel
remains intact and is safe. This structure is made of steel and is extremely
robust. The primary and secondary containment are designed to prevent
radiation from being released into the environment in the case of an accident.
However, TEPCO intentionally vented steam from the secondary containment
building in an effort to reduce pressure in that building. For a diagram of the
reactor type used at Fukushima Daiichi, click here.
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It appears that as the level of coolant in the reactor vessel lowered, a portion of
the top of the uranium fuel rods was exposed. This may have caused zirconium
cladding of the fuel rods to react with water to create hydrogen. This hydrogen
was vented, then somehow ignited, causing the explosion.

As the explosion did not occur inside the reactor core-and the primary
containment was not breached-there has not been a significant public health
impact from the release of radiation from the containment structure.

Reactors 2 and 3 at Fukushima Daiichi were shut down in response to the
earthquake. Units 4, 5 and 6 had been shut down prior to the earthquake for
inspections and scheduled outages.

The Response

TEPCO has been pumping seawater, laced with boron, into the reactor core of
Unit 1 of the Fukushima-Daiichi plant to cool the fuel.

Backup diesel generators and batteries have arrived at the Fukushima Daiichi
plant. They will be used as an emergency source of electric power to pump
water into the reactor core or containment of units 2 and 3 to continue cooling
the reactor cores.

The Japanese government has expanded the evacuation zone around the
facility to 20 kilometers, or about 12 miles.

TEPCO also is preparing to vent the containment structures at Fukushima
Daiichi Units 2 and 3 to reduce the pressure inside primary containment in
these reactors and maintain the structural integrity of the containment. Venting
reduces pressure in the containment, but can be done in a safe manner.

Similar Reactors in the United States

The General Electric BWR 3 Mark 1 reactor design is used in six of 104
reactors in the United States. Every nuclear power plant is designed, built and
managed to prevent radioactive releases, even in the event of natural disasters,
operational accidents or security threats.

A variety of measures work together to protect public safety: the design and
safety features built into nuclear power plants; the multiple layers of physical
barriers that protect the reactor; and highly trained, federally certified
professionals who operate the plant safely and know how to respond in the
event of emergencies.



More information

To learn about boiling water reactors in general, click here.

For more on nuclear reactors and seismic events, click here.

To stay up to date:

See these resources:

" NEI
" TEPCO
* World Nuclear News
* International Atomic Energy Agency

FOLLOW US ON

An official energy sponsor of the Washington Capitals R

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc. The information is intended solely .for the use of
the addressee and its use by any other person is not authorized If you are not the intended recipient, you have received this communication in
error, and any review, use, disclosure, copying or distribution of the contents of this communication is strictly prohibited If you have received this
electronic transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by telephone or by electronic mail and permanently delete the original
message. IRS Circular 230 disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS and other taxing authorities, we inform you
that any tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the
purpose of (i) avoiding penalties that may be imposed on any taxpayer or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any
transaction or matter addressed herein.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

The Washington Post
Hayden, Elizabeth
Breaking News: Partial meltdown likely under way, AP reports
Saturday, March 12, 2011 10:18:30 PM

Breaking News Alert: Partial meltdown likely under way, AP reports
March 12, 2011 10:16:06 PM

Japan's top government spokesman says a partial meltdown is likely under way at a
damaged nuclear reactor, the AP reports.

For more information, visit washingtonpost.com

Get closer to the story. Download The Washington Post app for iPad.
http://itunes.com/app/thewashingtonpostforipad

Get breaking news alerts sent to your mobile phone. Sign up by texting NEWS to

98999.

Manage your e-mail subscriptions

To unsubscribe, click here

Copyright 2011 The Washington Post Company

Washington Post Digital
E-mail Customer Care
1150 15th Street NW
Washington, DC 20071
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From: OST01 HOC

Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 4:29 AM
To: RST01 Hoc
Subject: Comments on Transition Plan?
Attachments: transition plan - LT & PMT comments 4-14-2011.docx

I am working on compiling the comments / changes to the Transition Plan Document to be vetted before the end of
shift. Please see the attached file that contains changes from PMT, LT, and one change requested by the ET Director.

Does RST have anything to add? It looks like PMT made a formatting change to the RST section for consistency, but
didn't change any content...

Thanks,
-Nick

YIY/5~ 1
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Operations Center Transition Plan to Reduced Staffing for Fukushima Dai-ichi Event

Based on the Chairman's April 8, 2011 memorandum to the EDO with approval of Operations

Center staffing for the Japan event, staff is beginning to transition current staffing levels to a six-
person team as described in the memorandum:

"I have been briefed by the staff and understand their proposal recommending a reduction in the
Operations Center staffing in response to the event. Provided that adequate support to the site
team can be maintained, I approve the staffs recommendation to reduce the Operations Center
response team to one team directed by a member of the Executive Team (ET), and consisting
of two members from the Reactor Safety Team (RST), one member of the Protective Measures
Team (PMT), and one member of the Liaison Team (L T) to provide immediate support to the
site team, and one assistant to the ET director. The team should be supplemented as
necessary based on workload, and line organizations should be tasked as a high priority for
support as needed. The team should be staffed around-the-clock as long as the site team is
staffed."

The intent of this document is to detail the actions taken and planned for an orderly transition to
the six-person agency watch staff, the associated actions to transfer incoming requests to NRC

line organizations, and the subsequent reduction of products delivered by the agency watch

team and/or participation in conferences or calls regarding the event. It is expected that each

NRC Office will have a central point of contact and a distribution network to properly process
and distribute to key available staff members the requests sent by the agency watch team as it
continues to support the needs of the Site Team in Japan. The principal roles of the team in the

Operations Center are to provide a point of contact for the site team and to ensure that site
team needs are met with a similar response time as a fully-staffed Operations Center. The

change is that the Operations Center team is not expected to provide support directly, but rather
to manage that support from the line organizations. The Operations Center team will provide
direct support consistent with the limited resources and available skill sets of the new team size.

Messaging on Transition

NRC is realigning the functions for the Japan Earthquake and Tsunami response to better serve

the changing information needs for stakeholders. The following realignment will occur,

beginning Monday April 11,2011:
1. The NRC Site Team in Japan will continue to be staffed at the current level. Additional

NRC staff are preparing to depart the U.S. for Japan for turnover to allow some of the
current staff to return to the U.S.

2. NRC's line organizations will be leveraged to perform detailed technical analyses
previously performed by the full Reactor Support and Protective Measures Teams in the

NRC HQ Operations Center.

3. The Headquarters Operations Center will continue to have enhanced staffing around the
clock dedicated to this response, but will have fewer individuals per shift in the

Operations Center. Their focus will be coordination and communications while shifting
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most of the technical work associated with this response to NRC's regular line

organizations.

Actions by Team:

Executive Team

1. Continue to update the ET one pager.
2,. .... Define roles and skills needed for each position.

-.2. Determine when and if temporary augmentation of the Ops Center staff is
needed (when tasks cannot be efficiently or effectively worked through the line

organization), which skill sets are needed, and the duration of the augmentation.
4r3, Change to 2 Commissioners' Assistants (CA) briefings per week starting April 11.

Briefings will be Tuesdays and Thursdays at 10 am (CAs notified on 4/10/11 call).

5A. Modify Ops Center Status Update as of April 11 to once per day and shorten.

&5, Brief TAs on new schedule for status updates. (completed 4/10/11)

&-7. . _................... Determine staff for the start of the 6 person team on Monday April 11 - April 16

(completed 4/9/11)
•9.8. Develop implementing plan for new staffing starting April 17.

4079, Ensure ODs provide a point of contact for Japan-event related tasks coordinated
through the Ops Center. (M. Evans sent an email request to ODs on 4/9/11 to provide a

POC.)
.14.10. Ensures consistency in document nomenclature for various documents and

responses to information requests. Identify reports/documents to be sunsetted, as more

global documents are created and kept up-to-date.

Executive Briefing Team

1. Based on feedback from external stakeholders, the SitRep will continue to be provided in
its current format. The update frequency will be reduced to once per day. Obtain input
from PMT/RST and issue SitRep daily at NOON EDT.

ET Support Team

- Formatted: Strikethrough

1. Update list of calls for ops ccntec.Manaoe updates to the ET one pafler.
4-ta. Receive updates from each team and vet them through ET Director

before end of each shift.

2. Support staff should have appropriate coordination skills to work with the entire team to
facilitate the completion of actions and provide support as needed.

3. Teams should provide information so that support staff can be aware of the existence

and location and nomenclature of important documents.

. -. .. - Format! ed
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4. Coordinate with the HOOs to schedule and announce non-routine Commissioner
Assistance briefings for emergent issues as directed by ET Director (HOOs need 2 hrs
to make notifications and setup the voice conferencing system for CA calls).

NSIR Incident Response Staff (weekday dayshift: as part of the line organization)

1. Implement a process for capturing relevant items from various workstations and emails

(an auto-forward or bounce-back message may help for emails).

2. Provide SharePoint and WebEOC access and instruction to support staff so that
SharePoint can be utilized once the briefing products are consolidated/discontinued.

3. Determine an effective method to track actions, information, and decisions if Chronology

is to be discontinued.
4. Address Ops Center operational issues (facility and Ops Center computer system

issues)
5. Determine computer work station usage and how to transition to the 6 person team

functions.

Protective Measures Team

1. Staff the Protective Measures Team (PMT) with a single individual/shift from the

following qualified emergency response organization (ERO) roster positions:

a. PMT Director
b. PMT Deputy Director
c. Protective Action Asst. Director

d. Radiological Assessment Asst. Director

2. Responsibilities of the PMT include:

a. Lead the overall PMT activities for the Japan Event
b. Lead periodic calls with Japan site team PMT counterparts, PACOM

counterpart, and other contacts

c. Develop assessments on PMT activities for Japan site team and appropriate
stakeholders.

d. Provide recommendation on release of PMT assessments to the ET director.
e. Develop taskings for line organization to assist site team.

1.3. Notify participants on 0930 call - change to weekly. Consider moving to line

organizations for conducting weekly calls.
2-4. Agree with recommendation to go to weekly calls for information exchange on

monitoring data (1100).
3-5, Modify calls with the Japan team to once per day, but team should select the

best time. Recommend 0300 EDT.

j Formatted

-....... Formatted: Normal, No bullets or numbering_3

. Formatted: Indent: Left: 1", No bullets orF numbering
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4.,6. Maintain 1545 radiological community of interest call with PACOM - done in

SCIF, supported by Whitney, Ulses, and V. Holahan.

5-.7 Modify PACOM J2 calls to on an as-needed basis from 1700 daily.

8. Maintain daily calls w/V. Holahan, and PACOM.

6-.9. Provide updates to ET One Paqer to ET Support (OST01). These will be

compiled and vetted with ET Director.

A-0 ... -......F;oeeFoRmi cOMPutAr worIK 6tatio usago and now-to trniti:,036to. prc99,i -( Formatted: Strikethrough

Reactor Safety Team

1. Staff the BWR Expert position with a person with the following skills: Strong BWR
experience and continuity in the Japan event in RST area. Responsibilities include:

a . L . ... . r d .i . .......................... ...!.[ ... ..t...•b• ...o.D.• .A. .. . [. J p .t .,• .
b. Loa pe~rio~dipcais wihec~~ri~mand-Jepan.n ile le-lm
c. Deeo seset nRST ectivitis. or Japan site team endi~ ~p~propriete

stakeho-lde-rs
d. Provide recommendation on release of RST assessments to the ET director.-.___-___d . -r _ --- .•.e.a. a.!....... _..................q . ..I .e.e •...... . .Rs • . se m .£ .s.... .. t..e.... . .E.X . !.r.........- ......
e. Deveop,,paskiagas for Iioe organizationto. assist .site t.ea.

2-

2. Staff a Severe AccidentJBWR Analyst position with the following skills in priority order:
(1) severe accident/PRA, (2) BWR experience, and (3) Ops center function and
equipment experience. Responsibilities include:

a. Provid e-s pport to t~he BW.V.VRexp er t on.RST aases~srnots
b. Provide oF.ks chima sts te chart

c. Coordinate and track external requests going to line organizations
d. Maintain RST task tracker

Forumbterdng Indent: Left: 1", No bullets or

Formatted: Indent: Left: 1", No bullets or
numbering

-- Formated: Strikethrough
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d. M . T-4asl4,te~er

j130. Move responsibility of the UK/Canada/France call to the line organization or

discontinue. Notify participants on Monday, 4/11/11.

11. Consolidate two calls with the industry consortium/Japan team (one at 0300, and one at

1700). Include PMT in both calls. Suspend 1100 consortium call on Tuesday.
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12. Provide updates to ET One Pager to ET Support (OST01). These will be compiled and

vetted with ET Director.

7--,13.

Liaison Team

In addition to site team support, the LT member is responsible for providing liaison support to
the Operations Center team consistent with normal Liaison Team responsibilities. The LT

member will work with the POCs identified in each supporting office (principally OIP, FSME, and
OCA) to ensure that tasks, deliverables, and schedules are understood by the appropriate line

organization.

1. The LT member will participate on the following calls:
Formatted: List Paragraph, Numbered + Level:1 + Numbering Style: 1, 2, 3, ... + Start at: 1 -
Alignment: Left + Aligned at: 0" + Indent at:
0.25'1. Calls with the site team.

2. 1 100 EmFRnorcnv uooort huncjcnGO ltz=i 3 Gal thic ozcrc Son I uocdaYc onl noW
C~ID .,,~A I T ~

32. 1400 USAID Congressional call - this call occurs on Tuesdays only now (OCA
and LT Coordinator)

4-3. 1700 HHS call with 50 states and federal partners - State Liaison and LT
Coordinator participate - now down to Tuesdays and Thursdays only

These calls can be handled by the LT member and, at their judgment, by including
appropriate program office staff. These calls may stop altogether in the near future due to
diminishing interest by other stakeholders.

2 Maintain the. Rpctjrrinn Adlninn andl fnln'~ List

Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.25"

2 Maintain the Recurrinn Actoins and Calls List

3. Manage resolution of Task Tracker items assigned to the LT. 4-,

.Fpormatted: List Paragraph, Numbered + Level:
I1 + Numbering Style: 1, 2, 3, ... + Start at: 2 +
Alignment: Left + Aligned at: 0" + Indent at:
0.25"

{Formatted: List Paragraph, Indent: Left:
0.25"
F ormatted: List Paragraph, Numbered + Level:

1 + Numbering Style: 1, 2, 3, ... + Start at: 2 +
Alignment: Left + Aligned at: 0" + Indent at:
0.25"

4. Provide updates to ET One Pager to ET Support (OST01). These will be compiled and
vetted with ET Director.

Actions to Implement Prior to Transition

There are no LT calls that need to be cancelled and no actions required to interact with other
stakeholders prior to implementing the new ops center staffing plan.

1. Issue new roster for the revised staffing (Completed 4/9/11 for interim staffing; longer-

term staffing will be worked week of April 11).
2. Brief new team on roles/responsibilities
3. Identify POC's for Offices to provide as "reach-back" access, Brief Offices on transition

and implications including need for close communications (M. Evans requested Office
POCs by email dated 4/9/11)

a. FSME - Rich Turtil for State Liaison Functions

Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.5", No bullets or
numbering

Formatted: List Paragraph, Numbered + Level:
1 + Numbering Style: 1, 2, 3, ... + Start at: 2 +
Alignment: Left + Aligned at: 0" + Indent at:
0.25"
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b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
g.

NMSS - Doug Weaver

NRR - Pat Hiland (backup: Dave Skeen)

NSIR - Michael Dudek

OPA -= Holly Harrinqton

OCA - ?- Amy Powell / David Decker / Tim Riley
OIP -Stev-Blen-(b••ee-EmheNRO b aT

KGeF.e- Refer to OPI staffing schedule (extends through May 31, 2011). LT has a

copy.
h.

4. Notify stakeholders that the SitRep will be issued once daily .....................
5. Establish process for transfer of requests from Ops Center staff to line organization.

Include instruction for the following:. ................
a. Documentation of task to be performed (who. what, when,.
b. Identification protocol for contacting the office point of contac.

c. Identification of line organization individual(s) working task and how Ops. Center

staff are informed of responsible staff,.
d. Feedback process for questions and reviewcomment of task deliverables

4-.
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From: Brenner. Eliot
To: Harrington. Holly; Hayden, Elizabeth
Cc: McIntyre. David
Subject: RE: u guys monitoring the jaczko call?
Date: Saturday, March 12, 2011 10:22:09 PM

I may not make it in until 9. I will be on the 730 call with jazko from home. I will leave an
email with dave with instructions for Rob.

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 10:16 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: RE: u guys monitoring the jaczko call?

Rob will call in at 8 a.m. You can decide then ...

From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 10:01 PM
To: Harrington, Holly; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: RE: u guys monitoring the jaczko call?

I think 9 or 10 would be good. Correct me if I am wrong.

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 9:59 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: RE: u guys monitoring the jaczko call?

What time for rob?

From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 9:57 PM

.To: Harrington, Holly; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: RE: u guys monitoring the jaczko call?

Schedule looks good, include taylor because tomorrow may really go to hell. At GBJ's
request I am really pushing the White House to be more public. Right I don't want neil in
too much earlier. I will decide in the morning about that.

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 9:49 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: RE: u guys monitoring the jaczko call?

Should w6 get Ivonne in here noon tomorrow?
I can come in by 2/3
Bring Neil in by 4/5?

From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 9:48 PM
To: Harrington, Holly; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: RE: u guys monitoring the jaczko call?



Jeez .... gonna be another long night and day .... and if this turns out as bad as it looks, neil
will be visiting us for a while.

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 9:43 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: RE: u guys monitoring the jaczko call?

Yes. We're here. I've asked Scott to come in sooner rather than later

From: Brenner, Eliot
Sent: Saturday, March 12, 2011 9:42 PM
To: Harrington, Holly; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: u guys monitoring the jaczko call?

I am on it, but may need your help. Stay put please for now.



From: Leeds. Eric
To: Bahadur. Sher; Blount. Tom; Brown, Frederick; Cheok. Michael; Evans. Michele; Galloway. Melanie' Glitter

Joseph Givvines. Mary; Hiland. Patrick; Holian, Brian; Howe, Allen; Lee, Samson; Lubinski. John; McGinty. Tim;
Nelson. Robert; Quay, Theodore; Ruland. William Skeen. David

Cc: Boger. Bruce; Grobe, Jack
Subject: FW: 0600 EDT (March 14, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami SitRep
Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 7:38:00 AM

Attachments: USNRC EarthQuake-Tsunami Uodate.031411.0600EDT.docx

wj•f#- Please read.

/ Eric J. Leeds, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

301-415-1270

From: LIA07 Hoc
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 6:16 AM
To: LIA07 Hoc; Al Coons; Andersen, James; Anderson, Joseph; Barker, Allan; Batkin, Joshua; Bill King;
Bill King 2; Brenner, Eliot; Bubar, Patrice; Castleman, Patrick; Charles Donnell; Coggins, Angela; Collins,
Elmo; Conrad Burnside; D Feighert; D Hammons; Dean, Bill; Decker, David; DIA; DIA2; Dorman, Dan;
DOT; Droggitis, Spiros; DTRA; Dudek; EOP; EPA; EPA2; Franovich, Mike; Hahn, Matthew; Haney,
Catherine; Harrington, Holly; Harry Sherwood; HHS; Hipschman, Thomas; HOO Hoc; Howell, Linda; J H-
L; Jaczko, Gregory; Jim Kish; Johanna Berkey; Johnson, Michael; Kahler, Robert; L Hammond; Leeds,
Eric; Logaras, Harral; Loyd, Susan; Maier, Bill; Marshall, Michael; McCree, Victor; McDermott, Brian;
McNamara, Nancy; Michelle Ralston; Miller, Charles; Miller, Chris; Monninger, John; Nan Calhoun; Navy;
Nieh, Ho; NOC; Orders, William; Pace, Patti; Pearson, Laura; Peter Lyons; R McCabe; R Thomson; S
Horwitz; Satorius, Mark; Schmidt, Rebecca; Seamus O'Boyle; Sharkey, Jeffry; Sheron, Brian; Snodderly,
Michael; Sosa, Belkys; Steve Colman; Thomas Zerr; Tifft, Doug; Timothy Greten; Trapp, James;
Trojanowski, Robert; Vanessa Quinn; W Webb; Warren, Roberta; Wiggins, Jim; Williams, Kevin; Wittick,
Brian; Woodruff, Gena; Schmidt, Rebecca; Powell, Amy; Loyd, Susan; Coggins, Angela; Batkin, Joshua;
taskforce- 1@state.gov; NOC; Charles Donnell
Cc: LIA09 Hoc; LIA11 Hoc
Subject: RE: 0600 EDT (March 14, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami SitRep

Attached, please find a 0600 EDT situation report from the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
Emergency Operations Center regarding the impacts of the earthquake/tsunami on March 14, 2011.
This Update includes information on the Japanese request for US Assistance in cooling Fukushima Daiichi
Units 1, 2, and 3.
Please note that this information ic " i " is only being shared
within the federal family.
Please call the Headquarters Operations Officer at 301-816-5100 with questions.
-Jim

Jim Anderson
Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
iames.anderson(&nrc.gov
LIA07.HOC(@nrc.gov (Operations Center)
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News Release

March 14, 2011

Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency

Seismic Damage Information(the 22th Release)
(As of 07:30 March 14, 2011)

Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) confirmed the current

situation of Onagawa NPS, Tohoku Electric Power Co., Inc; Fukushima

Dai-ichi and Fukushima Dai-ni NPSs, Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. as

follows:

1. The status of operation at Power Stations (Number of automatic shutdown

units: 10)

OFukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station, Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc.

(TEPCO)

(Okuma-machi and Futaba-machi, Futaba-gun, Fukushima Prefecture)

(1) The status of operation

Unit 1 (460MWe): automatic shutdown

Unit 2 (784MWe): automatic shutdown

Unit 3 (784MWe): automatic shutdown

Unit 4 (784MWe): in periodic inspection outage

Unit 5 (784MWe): in periodic inspection outage

Unit 6 (1,100MWe): in periodic inspection outage

(2) Readings at monitoring posts

The measurement of radioactive materials in the environmental

monitoring area near the site boundary by a monitoring car confirmed the

increase in the radioactivity compared to the radioactivity at 19:00, March

13.

MP1 (Monitoring at North End of Site Boundary):
26 mnicroSv/h(18:30 March 13)

(Move to MP2)
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MP2 (Monitoring at north- northwest of Unitl and northwest of the

End of Site Boundary for Unit 1 ) :

450 microSv/h(20:10 March 13)
-680 microSv/h(3:50 March 14)

MP4 (Monitoring Car at North West Site Boundary for Unit 1)

44.0 microSv/h(19:33 March 13)
-56.4 microSv/h(04:08 March 14)

(Surveyed by MP2 as MP1 is in the top of the cliff)

MP6 (Monitoring at the Main Gate)

5.2rmicroSv/h(19:00 March 13)
-- 66.3 microSv/h(02:50 March 14)

(3) Wind direction/wind speed (as of 00:01, March 14)

Wind direction: North North West

Wind Speed: 0.3 m/s

(4) Report concerning other malfunction

* No fire report notified to NISA

TEPCO reported to NISA in accordance with Article 10 of the Act on

Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness

regarding Fukushima Dai-ichi, Units 1,2 and 3. (15:42 March 11)

* TEPCO report to NISA the event in accordance with Article 15 of the

Act for Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness

regarding Fukushima Dai-ichi, Units 1 and 2.(notified to NISA at 16:36

March 11)

* For Unit 1: Sea water is being injected to the Primary Containment

Vessel (PCV) via the Fire Extinguishing System Line (Start up 11:55

March 13)
-Interruption of injection (01:10 March 14)

* For Unit 2: Water Injection Function has been sustained. (14:00 March

13)

* For Unit 3: Fresh water is being injected to the PCV via Fire

Extinguishing System Line (FESL) (11:55 March 13)

* For Unit 3: Sea water is being injected to the PCV via FESL(13:12

March 13)

For Unit 1 and Unit 3: Injection of Sea water injection into PCV is

2
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interrupted because of the lack of sea water in pit. (01:10 March 14)

For Unit 3: Injection of Sea water into PCV is restarted(03:20 March 14)

0 Fukushima Dai-ni Nuclear Power Station (TEPCO)

(Naraha-machi/Tomioka-machi, Futaba-gun, Fukushima pref.)

(1) The status of operation

Uniti (1,100MWe): automatic shutdown

Unit2 (1,100MWe): automatic shutdown

Unit3 (1,100MWe): automatic shutdown, cold shut down at 12:15, March 12

Unit4 (1,100MWe): automatic shutdown

(2) Readings at monitoring post etc.

MP1 (Monitoring at the North End of Site Boundary)

0.036 microSv/h(19:00 March 13)
-0.038 microSv/h(05:00 March 14)

MP3 (Monitoring at the North/West End of site boundary)

0.038microSv/h(19:00 March 13)
-*0.037 microSv/h(05:00 March 14)

MP4 (Monitoring at the North/West End of Site Boundary)

0.036microSv/h(19:00 March 13)
-0.038 microSv/h(05:00 March 14)

MP5 (Monitoring at the West End of Site Boundary)

0.04 microSv/h(19:00 March 13)
-- 0.042 microSv/h(05:00 March 14)

(3) Direction and velocity of wind (As of 05:00, 14 March)

Direction: South-southwest

Velocity: 0.9 m Is

(4) Report concerning other malfunction

* None of fire report notified to NISA

* TEPCO reported to NISA in accordance with Article 10 of the Act on

Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness

regarding Fukushima Dai-ni, Units 1. (18:08 March 11)

* As same as above, TEPCO reported to NISA Fukushima Dai-ni Units 2

and 4.(18:33 March 11)

3
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For Unit 1: Due to Recovery of Residual Heat Removal System(RHR),

water in suppression pool is started to cool for cold shut down.(01:24

March 14)

c. Onagawa Nuclear Power Station (Onagawa-cho, Oga-gun and

Ishinomaki-shi, Miyagi Prefecture)

(1) The status of operation

Unit 1 (524MWe): automatic shutdown, cold shut down at 0:58, March 12

Unit 2 (825MWe): automatic shutdown

Unit 3 (825MWe): automatic shutdown, cold shut down at 1:17, March 12

(2) Readings of monitoring post

Reading of monitoring post: Changed

MP2 (Monitoring at the North End of Site Boundary)

Approx. 10,000 nGy/h (as of 13:09 March13)
-7,200 nGy/h (07:20 March 14)

(3) Report concerning other malfunction

Fire Smoke on the first basement of the Turbine Building was confirmed

extinguished at 22:55 on March 11th.

Article 10* of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency

Preparedness (Unit No. not identified) (13:09 March 13)

2. Action taken by NISA

(March 11)

14:46 Set up of the NISA Emergency Preparedness Headquarters (Tokyo)

immediately after the earthquake

15:42: TEPCO reported to NISA in accordance with Article 10 of the Act on

Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness

regarding Fukushima Dai-ichi.

16:36: TEPCO judged the event in accordance with Article 15 of the Act for

Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness

regarding Fukushima Dai-ichi, Units 1 and 2.(notified to NISA at

16:45)

18:08: Unit 1 of Fukushima Dai-ni notified NISA of the situation of the

4
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Article 10 of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency

Preparedness.

18:33: Units 1,2 and 4 of Fukushima Dai-ni notified NISA of the situation of

the Article 10 of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear

Emergency Preparedness.

19:03 : Government declared the state of nuclear emergency (Establishment

of Government Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters and Local

Emergency Response Headquarters)

20:50: Fukushima Prefecture's Emergency Response Headquarters issued a

direction regarding the accident occurred at Fukushima-Dai-ichi

Nuclear Power Station, TEPCO, that the residents living in the area

of 2km radius from Unit 1 of the Nuclear Power Station must

evacuate.(The population of this area is 1,864)

21:23: Directives from Prime Minister to the Governor of Fukushima, Mayor

of Ookuma and Mayor of Futaba were issued regarding the accident

occurred at Fukushima-Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station, TEPCO,

pursuant to Paragraph 3, Article 15 of the Act on Special Measures

Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness as follows:

-Residents living in the area of 3km radius from Unit 1 of the Nuclear

Power Station must evacuate.

-Residents living in the area of 10km radius from the Unit 1 must take

sheltering.

24:00: Mr. Ikeda, Vice Minister of METI, arrived at the Local Emergency

Response Headquarters

(March12)

05:22 Unit 1 of Fukushima Dai-ni notified NISA of the situation of the

Article 15 of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency

Preparedness.

05:32 Unit 2 of Fukushima Dai-ni notified NISA of the situation of the

Article 15 of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency

Preparedness.

05:44 Residents living in the area of 10km radius from unit 1 of the Nuclear

Power Station must evacuate by the Prime Minister Direction.

06:07 Regarding of Fukushima Dai-ni NPS, TEPCO reported NISA in

accordance with Article 15 of Act for Special Measures Concerning

5
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Nuclear Emergency Preparedness.

06:50 According to the article 64, 3 of the Nuclear Regulation Act,

government order to control the internal pressure in

Fukushima-dai-ichi Units 1 and 2

07:45 Directives from Prime Minister to Governor of Fukushima, Mayors of

Hirono, Naraha, Tomioka, Ookuma and Futaba were issued regarding

the accident occurred at Fukushima-Dai-ni Nuclear Power Station,

TEPCO, pursuant to Paragraph 3, Article 15 of the Act for Special

Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness as follows:

-Residents living in the area of 3km radius from Fukushima Dar-ni

Nuclear Power Station (NPS) must evacuate.

-Residents living in the area of 10km radius from Fukushima Dai-ni

NPS must take sheltering

17:00 Notification pursuant to Article 15 of the Act for Special Measure

Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness since the radiation

level exceeded the acceptable level of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS.

17:39 Prime Minister directed evacuation of the residents living within the

10 km radius from the Fukushima-Dai-ni NPS

18:25 Prime Minister directed evacuation of the residents living within the

20km radius from the Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS

19:55 Directives from Prime Minister was issued regarding sea water

injection to Unit No.1 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS.

20:05 Based on the directives form Prime Minister and pursuant to

Paragragh 3, Article 64 of the Nuclear Regulation Act, the

Government issued an order to inject sea water Unit 1 of Fukushima

Dai-ichi NPS.

20:20 Fukushima Dai-chi NPS, Unit1 started sea water injection.

(March 13)

05:38 TEPCO notified NISA of the situation pursuant to the Article 15 of Act

on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness

that Unit 3 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS is in a loss of all coolant

injection function. Recovering efforts of the power source and coolant

injection function and work on venting are underway.
09:08 Pressure suppression in the Containment Vessel and fresh water

injection started at Unit 3 of Fukushima Daii-chi NPS.

6
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09:20 Opening of Pressure vent valve of Unit 3 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS.

09:30 NISA directed the Governor of Fukushima Prefecture, the Mayers of

Ookuma-machi, Futaba-machi, Tomioka-machi and Namie-machi

based on the Act for Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency

Preparedness on radioactivity decontamination screening.

09:38 TEPCO notified NISA that Unit 1 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS reached

a situation specified in Article 15 of the Act for Special Measures

Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness.

13:09 Tohoku Electric notified NISA that Onagawa NPS reached a situation

specified in Article 10 of the Act for Special Measures Concerning

Nuclear Emergency Preparedness.

13:12 Fresh water injection was switched to sea water injection at Unit 3 of

Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS.

14:25 TEPCO notified NISA that Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS reached a

situation specified in Article 15 of the Act for Special Measures

Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness.

(March 14)

01:10 Sea water injection at unit 1 and unit 3 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS

were temporary stopped due to decreasing sea water in pool
03:20 Sea water injection at unit 3 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS was

restarted.

04:24 TEPCO notified NISA that Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS reached a

situation specified in Article 15 of the Act for Special Measures

Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness.
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'News Release

<Possible Exposure to Residents>

(1) Case for Travel from Futaba Public Welfare Hospital to Nihonmatsu Man

and Woman Symbiosis Center, Fukushima Prefecture

i) No. of persons to be measured: About 60 persons

ii) Measured Result: Not yet

iii) Passage: Exposure could have happened while waiting to be picked

up by helicopter at the Futaba high school ground

iv) Other

Prefectural Response Headquarters judged that there were no

exposure to 35 persons who traveled from Futaba Public Welfare

Hospital to Kawamata Saiseikai Hospital, Kawamata-machi by the

private bus provided by Fukushima Prefecture.

(2) Case for Futaba-machi Residents Evacuated by Buses

i) No. of Persons: About 100 persons

ii) Measured Result: 9 persons out of 100 persons

No. of Counts No. of Persons

18,000cpm 1

30,000-36000cpm 1

40,000cpm 1

little less than 1

40,000cpm*

very small counts 5
*(This results was measured without shoes, though the first

measurement exceeded 100,000cpm)

iii) Passage: Under investigation

iV) Other

Though persons evacuated in different location outside of the

Prefecture (Miyagi Prefecture), all destinations are under

confirmation.

<Status of Evacuation (As of 04:30 March 14)>

Ookuma-machi: Evacuation of subject evacuees (about 11,000 persons)

completed. (Area of Refuge: Tamura Comprehensive Gymnasium, etc.)
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(Contact Person)

Mr. Toshihiro Bannai

Director, International Affairs Office,

NISA/METI

Phone:+81-(0)3-3501-1087
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From: OST01 HOC
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 11:03 PM
To: Pace, Patti
Subject: RE: Japan One Pager 1500 EDT 4-14-11

Patti,

Will do. I just arrived for the midnight shift, but I'll let the other staffers know to send it directly to him. I think this was
being done earlier in the day. I forwarded a copy of the last One Pager to his regular NRC email address as well.

Thanks,
-Nick

From: Pace, Patti
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 10:47 PM
To: OST01 HOC; HOO Hoc
Subject: Re: Japan One Pager 1500 EDT 4-14-11

Good evening,

Please note, one pager updates should go directly to Chairman Jaczko at qregorv.iaczko•.nrc.qov That address goes to
him personally. The "Chairman resource" email address utilized below is a public address, the incoming correspondence
to the address is managed by SECY. The Chairman would prefer to receive Japan update information directly. Could you
make a note of this for future shifts?

Thank you very much!!
Patti Pace
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(301) 415-1820

From: OST01 HOC
To: CHAIRMAN Resource; Virgilio, Martin; Weber, Michael; Boger, Bruce; Johnson, Michael; Zimmerman, Roy; Uhle,
Jennifer; Tracy, Glenn; Wiggins, Jim; Carpenter, Cynthia; Moore, Scott
Cc: Pace, Patti; Batkin, Joshua; Gibbs, Catina; Speiser, Herald; Hipschman, Thomas; Marshall, Michael; Castleman,
Patrick; Snodderly, Michael; Franovich, Mike
Sent: Thu Apr 14 22:38:42 2011
Subject: Japan One Pager 1500 EDT 4-14-11

Please note that this information is O "

1.
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From: Haney. Catherine
To: Bailey. Marissa
Subject: RE: Highlights from AO scheduling call
Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:37:00 PM

Thanks

From: Bailey, Marissa
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 2:30 PM
To: Haney, Catherine; Dorman, Dan
Cc: Tschiltz, Michael; Kinneman, John; Pulliam, Timothy; Kokajko, Lawrence; Ordaz, Vonna
Subject: Highlights from AO scheduling call

1. Op Center Support Priority

* Asking Offices to support the Op Center, this should be a priority for offices
" Sending another 6 NRC staff members to Japan today to support the embassy and

coordinate with regulators: Chuck Casto, John Monninger, Tim Kolb, Jack Foster,
and 2 others whose names I didn't catch. OIP also mentioned that we are also
sending 3 OIP staff, for a total of 9 NRC staffs plus the 2 that are already there.

* Chairman message today
* Michelle Evans - expect the need to continue to staff the Ops Center at least

through Friday
* Congressional hearing on Wednesday will now focus on Japan event, not the

budget. Stay tuned for request for information.
* Remind staff that if they receive Congressional correspondence, get it to the OEDO

and in process ASAP.

2. Strategic Acquisition SRM

SRM issued 2/28, both recommendations accepted: Contract authority delegated
to EDO, who can re-delegate to head of Contracts and Chairman paper process
terminated immediately

3. Profiling OIG Report Recommendation Status Correspondence in ADAMS for public
availability

* Once OIG Report is publicly available, staff response/correspondence should also
be profiled in ADAMS as publicly available with the exceptions (i.e., documents
containing classified, SGI, OUO, SRI, PII etc.). This will be included in the special
instructions to the green ticket.

4. Commission Meeting Presentation Feedback
* Commission does not like scripted presentations, may get into more technical

details, and likes photographs

5. OCFO - e-mail sent to all PBPB directors requesting feedback on FAMIS
implementation review.

yy / z24



From:
Sent:
To:
Attachments:

RST01 Hoc
Friday, April 01, 2011.3:47 PM
RST12 Hoc
FW: Question from PACOM; FW: Proposed Conference Call; FW: Coordination of
contaminated water cleanup efforts

YI7
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From: Haney, Catherine
To: Cianci, Sandra
Subject: RE: Rescheduling Prep Meetings with DEDOs for Congressional Hearing
Date: Monday, March 14, 2011 4:05:00 PM

Thanks, I was confused.

From: Cianci, Sandra
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 4:03 PM
To: Haney, Catherine
Subject: RE: Rescheduling Prep Meetings with DEDOs for Congressional Hearing

Mike is on day shift tomorrow;

Sandy Cianci
Administrative Assistant to Marty Virgilio, DEDR

Office of the Executive Director for Operations

0-17 H13

301-415-1714
sandra.cianci@nrc.gov

From: Haney, Catherine
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:59 PM
To: Cianci, Sandra
Subject: RE: Rescheduling Prep Meetings with DEDOs for Congressional Hearing

Is Mike on the shift again tonight? I thought Dan Dorman was theET re6p?

From: Cianci, Sandra
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:52 PM
To: Walker, Dwight; Casby, Marcia
Cc: Weber, Michael; Miller, Charles; Haney, Catherine; Jacobs-Baynard, Elizabeth; Muessle, Mary;
Taylor, Renee
Subject: FW: Rescheduling Prep Meetings with DEDOs for Congressional Hearing
Importance: High

Marcia/Dwight,

Please ensure Charlie and Cathy are available tomorrow to support Bill Borchardt at the Chairman

Prep meeting scheduled 9:30am-1O:OOam - Chairman's Office

Thank you



4 a

Sandy Cianci
Administrative Assistant to Marty Virgilio, DEDR

Office of the Executive Director for Operations

0-17 H13

301-415-1714

sandra.cianci@nrc.gov

From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:26 PM
To: Cianci, Sandra
Cc: Muessle, Mary; Taylor, Renee; Jacobs-Baynard, Elizabeth
Subject: Response - Rescheduling Prep Meetings with DEDOs for Congressional Hearing

Yes, please prepare them to support Bill.

Thanks

From: Cianci, Sandra
To: Weber, Michael
Sent: Mon Mar 14 15:20:10 2011
Subject: FW: Rescheduling Prep Meetings with DEDOs for Congressional Hearing

Mike,

Bill is covering the Chairman prep meeting on your behalf. Would you like Cathy and Charlie to

attend as well?

Sandy

From: Pace, Patti
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:04 PM
To: Belmore, Nancy; Quesenberry, Jeannette; Pulley, Deborah; Mayberry, Theresa; Hudson, Sharon;
Ellis, Marv; Taylor, Renee; Garland, Stephanie; Cianci, Sandra; Casby, Marcia; Walker, Dwight
Cc: Coggins, Angela; Batkin, Joshua; Dhir, Neha; Gibbs, Catina
Subject: Rescheduling Prep Meetings with DEDOs for Congressional Hearing
Importance: High

Good afternoon,

I have rescheduled the following briefings for the Chairman in advance of the
Congressional hearing on Wednesday morning.

Tuesday March 1 5 th

9:00a - 9:30a
Prep Meeting with Marty Virgilio



I

Chairman's Conference Room

9:30a - 10:00a
Prep Meeting DEDMRT Areas (Mike Weber not available, will be covered by Mr.
Borchardt)
Chairman's Conference Room

As before, OCA, OGC, CFO invited to attend as well as TAs from the Commission offices.

Thanks,

Patti Pace
Assistant to Chairman Gregory B. Jaczko
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1820 (office)
301-415-3504 (fax)



From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Alter, Peter
Friday, April 01, 2011 7:09 AM
ET07 Hoc
FW: 0430 EDT (March 30, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update
NRC Status Update 3.30.11--0430.pdf

EST Status officer,
I don't believe that all the teams understand what Jim Anderson has to say about the USNRC Emergency
Operations Center Status Update an example of which is attached.
Peter

From: LIA07 Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 4:43 AM
Cc: LIA07 Hoc
Subject: 0430 EDT (March 30, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update

Attached, please find a 0430 EDT (March 30, 2011) status update from the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
Emergency Operations Center regarding the impacts of the earthquake/tsunami.

Plaem• lat this-intormationi Mc•r•f~V-nd is only being shared w~ithin Wthe feera dlTa .

Please call the Headquarters Operations Officer at 301-816-5100 with questions.

-Jim

Jim Anderson
Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
LIA07.HOC@nrc.gov (Operations Center)
iames.anderson@nrc.gov

/ YY/9SVD
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

RST12 Hoc
Friday, April 01, 2011 6:40 PM
RST01 Hoc
summary of 1700 call with PACOM call
Discussion Points for PACOM call 1700 April 1.doc

XX/Y/Cý I
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Summary of PACOM call 1700 April 1, 2011

Introductions

What are NRC's most significant information gaps?

We have no direct communication between our RST staff and TEPCO or real-time
plant data. Both of these communication paths would be available during an event
in the U.S. What we are doing is based on second-hand data, including the
assessments that have been coordinated with DOE, GEH, INPO and other U.S.
agencies. As examples, some of these information gaps include: reliable
indication of SFP levels for Units 3 and 4, better indications of building
accessibility from either radiological or structural damage standpoints, better
information on actual releases from site, detailed information on injection/leak
flowpaths for Units 1-3 (including nitrogen inerting flowpaths).

To what degree is TEPCO executing a reactor recovery strategy versus
reacting/responding to day-to-day events?

Some examples of each case.

Recovery examples: They were early on questioning salt assessment, strategy to
bring nitrogen purging back online, partial flooding of primary containment

Reacting/Responding: Turbine Building/trench flooding; dosimeter shortage;
hydrogen explosions; also early on in the event, actions we would have expected
would have been taken were not.

What information/assessment does NRC have wrt concrete durability under sustained
high heat Pressure?

In the U.S., we have symptom-based Emergency Operating Procedures as well as
Severe Accident Management Guidelines that .deal with accidents. Specifically
related to concrete durability under high heat and pressure, we recently
published the following NUREG/CR:

NUREG/CR-7031, Dec. 2010, A Compilation of Elevated Temperature Concrete Material
Property Data and Information for Use in Assessments of Nuclear Power Plant
Reinforced Concrete Structures. NRC Contact: Jose Pires, 301-251-7696

What Isotopic Monitoring and Analysis Information Is Available?

* In general, data are limited in quantity and in details about the data.
• Discussed available classified data.
* There was one data set from DOE: isotopic measurements of ground
deposition. Several locations, analyses included 1-131, Cs-137, and others, and
were expressed as a ratio relative to 1-131 (absolute values were not
determined).

[Type text] Prepared by Rebecca Karas
RST, 4/1/2011, 1830
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* MEXT data from Japan include some limited measurements reported as Fallout
(activity per area) and are analyses for 1-131 and Cs-137. Details about these
measurements are not available to us.
* U.S. Nuclear Plants are voluntarily reporting measurements of 1-131 in air
that are deemed to be the result of releases from Fukushima. These data are
posted on the EPA RadNet web page as they are posted by the Plants.

Most likely catastrophic events, and their indications

Unit 1 hydrogen deflagration/detonation - no prior warning indications, and we
know they are energizing various equipment, which could create an ignition
source, but we do not know their schedule. We believe they are doing that in a
careful manner and appear to be aware of this concern.

If they elect to do planned venting on Unit 1, as we are recommending in order to
prevent a more significant hydrogen detonation, the venting would release a
significant radioactive plume.

Discussion of reactor stability and forecasts

Information is in the assessment document. Most significant concern is Unit 1,
due to buildup of pressure in RPV and containment and possibility for hydrogen
deflagration/detonation.

Items for follow up: When is the next revision to be published?

Working on revision - no current estimate of release time.
Also working on a similar document for the spent fuel pools - schedule not yet
determined.

[Type text] 2 Prepared by Rebecca Karas
RST, 4/1/2011, 1830
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IAEA SAFETY RELATED PUBLICATIONS

IAEA SAFETY STANDARDS

Under the terms of Article III of its Statute, the IAEA is authorized to establish
or adopt standards of safety for protection of health and minimiziation of danger to life
and property, and to provide for the application of these standard/

/7

The publications by means of which the IAEA estalblishes standards are issued in --
the IAEA Safety Standards Series. This series covers nuclear safety, radiation safety,
transport safety and waste safety. The publication'categories in the series are Safety.•
Fundamentals, Safety Requirements and Safety Guides) J

Information on the IAEA's safety standards programme is available at theIAEA
Internet site

http://w~ww-nsiaea.org/standards/

The site provides the texts'in English of published and draft safety,'standards. The
texts of safety standards issued in Arabic, Chinese, French, Russiin and Spanish, the
IAEA Safety Glossary and(a status report for-safety standards\under development are
also available. For further-information, please contact the IAEA at PO Box 100,
1400 Vienna, Austria.

All users of, IAEA safetystan'dards'are invited to reform the IAEA of experience
in th i us t• \ \\ / . , <, - .. ,
n their use (eg.-as-a'basis for natioiial-regulations, for safety reviews and for trainingcouses f& the '• o/ n\~ '

courses) f~rithe, purpose of -cnsung that they-continue to meet users' needs.
lnforrmation may be provded via/ the IAEA Internet site or by post, as above, or by

email to..fficial.Mail@iaea.org.
N- ".. .\ "~ ' "

O pTHER SAFETY-RELATEDIPUBLICATIONS

The IAEA provides for the application of the standards and, under the terms of
Articles III and VIII.C of its Statute, makes available and fosters the exchange of
information relating to peaceful nuclear activities and serves as an intermediary among
its Member States fortlhis purpose.

Reports .onuisafety and protection in nuclear activities are issued as Safety
Reports, whichj-provide practical examples and detailed methods that can be used in
support-of the safety standards.

/ ,Other safety related IAEA publications are issued as Radiological Assessment
Reprts the International Nuclear Safety Group's INSAG Reports, Technical Reports
and\TECDOCs. The IAEA also issues reports on radiological accidents, training
manuals and practical manuals, and other special safety related publications. Security
related publications are issued in the IAEA Nuclear Security Series.

'. ,
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FOREWORD

by Yuldya Amano
Director General

The IAEA's Statute authorizes the Agency to "establish or adopt...
standards of safety for protection of health and minimization of danger to life and
property" - standards that the IAEA must use in its own-operations, and which
States can apply by means of their regulatory provisions'for nuclear and radiation
safety. The IAEA does this in consultation with ,he competent organs of the
United Nations and with the specialized agendies concerned. A comprehensive"
set of high quality standards under regular review is a key element of a stable andu&.
sustainable global safety regime, as is the' I-AEA's assistance in their applicaion.')

The IAEA commenced its safety,-standards programme i r195 8. The
emphasis placed on quality, fitnessf6or purpose and-continuous innprovem\tnt has
led to the widespread use of the-IAEA standards lh0ulout e orl.The SafetyStandards Series now includes-unified Fundaental Safetyheimples, which

represent an intemational consensus on. what must constitufeýahigh level of
protection and safety.(With the strong support of the-Com0mssion on Safety
Standards, the IAEAs-w6rking to priomnote the global ,acceptance and use of its
standards. (Q

Standards-are only effectiveif they areptoperly applied in practice. The
IAEA's safety ,services encompass desigin, siting and engineeming safety,
operational'safety, radiation-safety, safe-transpoil-of radioactive material and safe
management of radi6active waste, )asýwell as governmental organization,
r•gulatory matters aidsafety culture'in orgI zations. These safety services assist

(Member States, '/fithe application of he
(Mendmberights .t tes•/ t ea t hgstandards and enable valuable experienceC --•and/imsights toeshared. (")

\ "§' Regulatingmsafety-is a~'ational responsibility, and many States have decided
to adopt the IAEA's, sfand ,Idsbfor use in their national regulations. For parties to
the various mternational safety conventions, IAEA standards provide a
consistent, reliable means of ensuring the effective fulfilment of obligations
under the conventions. The standards are also applied by regulatory bodies and
operators aroiid the world to enhance safety in nuclear power generation and in
nuclear applicaions in medicine, industry, agriculture and research.

•Saft--is not an end in itself but a prerequisite for the purpose of the
,protection of people in all States and of the environment - now and in the future.

\The risks associated with ionizing radiation must be assessed and controlled
without unduly limiting the contribution of nuclear energy to equitable and
sustainable development. Governments, regulatory bodies and operators
everywhere must ensure that nuclear material and radiation sources are used
beneficially, safely and ethically. The IAEA safety standards are designed to
facilitate this, and I encourage all Member States to make use of them.
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PREFACE

In March 2002, the IAEA's Board of Governors approved a Safety
Requirements publication, Preparedness and Response for a Nuclear or
Radiological Emergency (IAEA Safety Standards Series No. GS-R-2), jointly
sponsored by seven international organizations, which establishes the
requirements for an adequate level of preparedness for and response to a nuclear
or radiological emergency in any State. The IAEA.General Conference, in
resolution GC(46)/RES/9, encouraged Member States "to implement, if
necessary, instruments for improving their own'preparedness and response,(,
capabilities for nuclear and radiological incidents and accidents, including their,.,',
arrangements for responding to acts involvinglthe malicious use of nuclear, or)
radioactive material and to threats of suchI-acts, /and further encouraged them-to

"implement the Safety Requirements~for•Prejparedness and Response tfoa"Nuciear
or Radiological Emergency" D

The Convention on EarlyNNoctification 9f aNuclear Accident ('the Early
Notification Convention') and the Convention on Assistance" i'Imthe Case of a
Nuclear Accident or nRaiological Emergency ('the AIsistance Convention')

(•AA L e g a S e ie s N o . 1 , , 7 , N n e t
(IAEA Legal Seris-No.14), adopted-in 1986, place spec~ific obligations on the
Parties and on the IAEA. Under Article 5a(ii) of the Assistance Convention, one
finction of theIAEA is to collectand dissemnnate-to States Parties and Member
States infornation concenig iethIodologies techniques and available results ofeau to respnse to sUCh emergencies.

reer•r'a~n to re/po 51 , , ..

<,.-This-Safety Guideis mtended to assist Member States in the application of
theSafety Requirements,publication on A, eparedness and Response for a Nuclear( r- "\ . . / -ý :-I\"./ \\-.I

\or.RadiologicaruEmergency (IAE-A .afety Standards Series No. GS-R-2), and to
\Nhelp in the fulfilieinti of the IAEA's obligations under the Assistance Convention.

,It provides generic criteriaor pfotective actions and other response actions in the
case of a nuclear ourradiologicl emergency, including numerical values of these
criteria. It also presents operational criteria derived firom specific generic criteria.

The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO), the
Intemational/Iabour Office (ILO), the Pan American Health Organization
(PAHO) and>'hevWorld Health Organization (WHO) are joint sponsors of this
Safety Guide>
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THE IAEA SAFETY STANDARDS

BACKGROUND

Radioactivity is a natural phenomenon and natural sources of radiation are
features of the environment. Radiation and radioactive substances have many
beneficial applications, ranging from power generation tomuSes in medicine, industry
and agriculture. The radiation risks to workers and the public and to the environment
that may arise from these applications have ,to be assessed and, if necessary, ,'
controlled. \

Activities such as the medical uses(-of radiation, the operation of~nuclear1• . . ~~~/ ,\ / ,,.,\,.,

installations, the production, transport and-use of radioactive material,,andthe
management of radioactive waste must theirefore be subject to standards of safety.

Regulating safety is a nationalresponsibility. However, radi/tin-nsks may
• ( t y. o ,eve"" radiatio"-risks may

transcend national borders, and-minternational cooperation serves- topromote and
enhance safety globally by exchanging experience and by improving capabilities to
control hazards, to preet, accidents, to respond to emergencies anfd to mitigate any
harmful consequences? --

States have an-obligation of-diligence and duty of',care, and are expected to
fulfil their national and internationial inidertakiigsaanmdiobligations.\. ",. ."/ -'x- .. { • • •

Interatinal safet standards provide support for States in meeting their
obligations'ýuder general principles of/international law, such as those relating to
environmental protectioni,.Intemational',sdfety standards also promote and assure
confidence in safety'armidfacilitate international comnmerce and trade.

,-/A global nuclear safety regmeis i place and is being continuously improved.
"AEA safety standards, which isupiport the implementation of binding international

instruments and national. s/afety-inifrastructures, are a cornerstone of this global
regime. The IAEA safety standards constitute a useful tool for contracting parties to
assess their performance irader these international conventions.

-.\ 'V

THE IAEASAFETY STANDARDS

/> The-status of the IAEA safety standards derives from the IAEA's Statute, which
auithorizes the IAEA to establish or adopt, in consultation and, where appropriate, in
collaboration with the competent organs of the United Nations and with the
specialized agencies concerned, standards of safety for protection of health and
minimization of danger to life and property, and to provide for their application.

With a view to ensuring the protection of people and the environment from
harmful effects of ionizing radiation, the IAEA safety standards establish



fundamental safety principles, requirements and measures to control the radiation
exposure of people and the release of radioactive material to the environment, to
restrict the likelihood of events that mnight lead to a loss of control over a nuclear
reactor core. nuclear chain reaction, radioactive source or any other source of
radiation, and to mitigate the consequences of such events if they were to occur. The
standards apply to facilities and activities that give rise to radiation risks, including
nuclear installations, the use of radiation and radioactive sources, the transport of
radioactive material and the management of radioactive waste.

Safety measures and security measures' have in cojmmnon the aim of protecting//

human life and health and the environment. Safety measures and security measures,;(-
must be designed and implemented in an integrated, manner so that security measurer,
do not compromise safety and safety mneasures-do not compromise securty/' t

The LAEA safety standards reflect.-an international consensus-6on \what
constitutes a high level of safety for protectmng people\and the enviomnent, from
harmful effects of ionizing radiation. \They are issued in the IAEA Safety'Standards
Series. which has three categories (see Fig. 1). Z_ \ - t _

Safety Fundamentals ? '\

Safety Fundamentalspresent the fundamental safety objective and principles of
protection and safeOt,.and providethebasis'for the safety requirements.

Safety Requirements
Andintegrated and consistent set of Safety Requirements establishes the

requirenients that mustbe met to ensure the protection of people and the environment.
both' now and einthe future. The requirements are governed by the objective and

\.principles of the Safety Fundamentals.f ithe requirements are not met, measures must
- , be'taken to reach or restore the required level of safety. The format and style of the

" ,requiremients facilitate theirfuse for the establishment, in a harmonized manner, of a•2/ .- , ý,\ >
national regulatory .airework. Requirements. including numbered 'overarching'
requirements, are expressed as 'shall' statements. Many requirements are not
addressed to a specific party, the imnplication being that the appropriate parties are
responsible forffulfilling them.

Safety Guides,
§Safety Guides provide recommendations and guidance on how to comply with

the safety requirements, indicating an international consensus that it is necessary to
takethe measures recommended (or equivalent alternative measures). The Safety
Guides present international good practices, and increasingly they reflect best

1 See also publications issued in the IAEA Nuclear Security Series.



Safety Fundamentals
Fun~damental -Safety Principles

General Safety Requirements

Part 1. Governmental, Legal and
Regulatofy FrameworkFfor Safety

Part 2. Leadersilp end Management
for~at

Part 3. Radiation Protection and the
Safety Radiatioan Sources

Specific Safety Requirements

1. Site Evaluation for
Nuclear Installations

2. Safe .tNuclear Power Plants

21Design and Construction
2.2ZCommlssloning and Operation

Part4. Safety Assessment for
Fac!ilies and Actl~les

Part 5. Predisposal Management
of .Redloctlve Waste

Part 6. 0ecommissloning arn
Termination 6fActtieivt e

Part 7. Emergency Prepared
andkResponse

I

./

Collection of Safety Guides

FIG-I. The long t1 'sh-ntilt of the LEA SafeIt Standands Seoes.

l t(.A\ '- '. ••/ , "

prcieto-help uses•intotahe'W~
practisa userssveo e h'igh levels of safety. The reconmnendations
provided-in Safety Guides-aare expresse s ~Should' statements.

APPLICATION OF THE-AEA SAFETY STANDARDS

The principal usersof safety standards in IAEA Member States are regulatory
bodies and otheirkrelevant national authorities. The IAEA safety standards are also

used b c -_,\ .\'
used by co~sp~0nsornig organizations and by many organizations that design,
construct and operate nuclear facilities, as well as organizations involved in the use of
radiatioi ancdl adioactive sources.
i"> T1I TeAEA safety standards are applicable, as relevant, tluoughout the entire

/l./,n \\ > fle n ci xtig\liNfetimeof all facilities and activities - existng and new - utilized for peaceful
purtoses and to protective actions to reduce existing radiation risks. They can be used
by States as a reference for their national regulations in respect of facilities and
activities.

The IAZA's Statute makes the safety standards binding on the IAEA in relation
to its own operations and also on States in relation to IAEA assisted operations.



The IAEA safety standards also form the basis for the IAEA's safety review
services, and they are used by the IAEA in support of competence building, including
the development of educational curricula and training courses.

International conventions contain requirements similar to those in the IAEA

safety standards and make them binding on contracting parties. The IAEA safety
standards, supplemented by international conventions, industry standards and
detailed national requirements, establish a consistent basis for protecting people and
the environment. There will also be some special aspects~of safety that need to be
assessed at the national level. For example, many of the4<IAEA safety standards, in4/"

particular those addressing aspects of safety in planning or design, are intended to, \\

apply primarily to new facilities and activities.Tile requirements established in.the\, >
IAEA safety standards might not be fully/niet at-some existing facilities that •were)
built to earlier standards. The way in whiclhIAEksafety standards are tobe -applied
to such facilities is a decision for individual States. %-,

The scientific considerations underlying theIAEA safety standards-pr6vide an
objective basis for decisions concerning safetylAjhowever decision- makers'must also
make informed judgements mid must determine how best to balancethie benefits of an
action or an activity against the associated-radiation risks anid an-other detrimental
impacts to which it gives-iise. I >/ \"

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS FOR:THE IAEA SAFETY STANDARDS

The preparation, and.,review of tlie\ safety standards involves the IAEA
Secretariat mid-four\safety standards ,coimmittees, for nuclear safety (NUSSC),

/,radiation safety '(RASSC), the safety-6of/radioactive waste (WASSC) and the safe

-ý transport of radioactive material (TRANSSC), and a Commission on Safety
\ Standards (CSS) which oversees the IAEA safety standards programme (see Fig. 2).

All IAEA Men.er/ States may nominate experts for the safety standards

committees and may provide comments on draft standards. The membership of the
Commission on Safety Standards is appointed by the Director General and includes
senior governmental officials having responsibility for establishing national
standards.,-

,.*sA^ianagement system has been established for the processes of planning,
developing,/ reviewing, revising and establishing the IAEA safety standards.

I, It atticulates the mandate of the IAEA, the vision for the future application of the



Outline and work plan
prepared by the Secretariat;

review by the safety standards
committees and the CSS

Secretariat and
consultants:

drafting of new or revision
of existing safety standard\

Review DraftState
safety standards "1Member Sae

committee(s) ~
- Cmments

71tidraft

K

(' /Eho~rsemnent (J J

F1"G 2^.he p rcessfo (developing a new safety standard ao revising an e'isting standard.

(sa ety stanwards,policies and-- strategies, and corresponding functions and
\ t"-. responsibilities. •> , \

\\ /,\

INTE.AOTION.WITH OTHER INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

The findings'of the United Nations Scientific Comnmittee on the Effects of
Atomic Radi~atiu (UNSCEAR) and the recommendations of international expert
bodies,,66otably the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP), are
takeenitoaccount in developing the IAEA safety standards. Some safety standards7 /A> \ ") ....

<'are d'eveloped in cooperation with other bodies in the United Nations system or other
spe cialized agencies, including the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United

Nations, the United Nations Environment Programme, the International Labour
Organization, the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency, the Pan American Health
Organization and the World Health Organization.



INTERPRETATION OF THE TEXT

Safety related terms are to be understood as defined in the IAEA Safety
Glossary (see http://www-ns.iaea.org/standards/safety-glossary.htm). Otherwise,.
words are used with the spellings and meanings assigned to them in the latest edition
of The Concise Oxford Dictionary. For Safety Guides,. the English version of the text
is the authoritative version.

The background and context of each standard in theAIAEA Safety Standards
Series and its objective, scope and structure are explaine'in Section 1. Introduction,
of each publication. ("N"

Material for which there is no appropriate.'place in the body text (e.g. material,,,
that is subsidiary to or separate firom the body text, is included in suprill*)
statements in the body text. or describes methods of calculation, procedttes.or limits

and conditions) may be presented in appe aices or annexes,
An appendix, if included is considered to fornm ail integral pailt ofthe safety

standard. Material in an appencx~has the same sttatusas the body~textiand the IAEA
assumes authorship of it. Annexes-and footnotes to the main text,, ificluded, are used
to provide practical exaimples or additional. ififornation orexplanation. Annexes and
footnotes are not mtegral. pairts of the main text. Annex material published by the
IAEA is not necessarily issued under-its authorship; niaterial inder other authorship
may be presentediihanexes to the safety standaids. Extran eous material presented in
annexes is-excerpted and adapted as necessa'y to be generally useful.
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1. INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

1.1. Under Article 5a(ii) of the Convention on Assistance in the Case of a
Nuclear Accident or Radiological Emergency ('the Assistance Convention') [I],
one function of the IAEA is to "collect and disseminate to States Parties and
Member States infonmation concerning ... methodologies, techniques and available
results of research relating to response to nuclear accidents or radiological,( •
emergencies".

1.2. In March 2002, the IAEA's `rofa Governors approvedcla-Safety
Requirements publication, Prepar\edness and Response for a Nuclear or

Radiological Emergency, which' estalis ,the erequirements for. anadequate
level of preparedness for and response to a nuclear or radiological-emhrgency in
any State. This was jointly sponsored by seven intemational organizations and
was issued as IAEA Safety Standards Series-No. GS-R-2 [2]).

1.3. A rigorous assessment of experience in Member States has shown that there
is a need forJadditional consis•ent miiternational guidance on taking protective
actions andoth etresponse actions, and for placinig this guidance in a context that
is comprehensive for decision'makers and that can be explained to the public. In
2005.,the -IAEA issed,.a publication, jointly sponsored by the World Health
Organization (OWH-O)) [3],/ that presents numerical values for generic criteria for

(eimergency respoiiseand provides-additi'onal guidance. The criteria are described
and needs for the hdevelopmentonhe basis of lessons learned from experience

"/and related scientificnowledge' are explained. The framework proposed in

Ref. [3] was used ?s(,the starting point for developing revised international
guidance on emergency preparedness and response.

1.4. Principl&9; off 'the Fundamental Safety Principles establishes that
arrangements or emergency preparedness and response include "[c]riteria set in
advance' for /use in determining when to take different protective actions"
([ef.[4], para. 3.36). The present Safety Guide provides recommendations on
suchcriteria.

I Examples of other response actions include the provision of public information,

medical treatment and long term health monitoring.
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1.5. Safety related terms used in this Safety Guide are to be understood as
defined in the IAEA Safety Glossary [5].

OBJECTIVE

1.6. The primary objective of this Safety Guide is:

- To present a coherent set of generic criteria (expressed numerically in terms
of radiation dose) that form a basis for developing the operational levels-,f
needed for decision making concerning, protective actions and otheri,\
response actions necessary to meetthe emergency response objectives. The)
set of generic criteria: ,
" Addresses the requirements ofRef.,[2] foremergency prep aredness and

response; :- (>
" Addresses lessons learned from responses to past emergencies;
" Provides an internally- consistent foundation for, the ,application of

principles of and insights into radiation protection f-r the conceivable
range of protectiveactions and other response ations, and of emergency
conditions J -

- To propose a basis for'a platinlanguageexplanation of the criteria for the
public and/for public officials that addiessieý the risks to human health of
raaiatton exposure an fdprovles a basis fora response that is commensurate

K' (~~~with-the risks. .". 7. -'

1..7. ,)This S/ uide should be used in conjunction with Ref. [2], which it
su pkorts. It provides recoimenidattions on meeting the requirements of Ref. [2]
by providing generic-cnriteria, and numerical values for these criteria, for
protective actions and)other, response actions in the event of a nuclear or
radiological emergency. This Safety Guide also presents operational criteria
derived from specific generic criteria and as such represents the revision of
Ref [6]. /, \\@

SCOPE

1.8. The recommendations presented in this Safety Guide concern the values of
the generic criteria needed to develop operational criteria for implementing
protective actions and other response actions to protect emergency workers and
the public in the event of a nuclear or radiological emergency.
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1.9. Examples of default operational criteria for implementing protective
actions and other response actions are also provided. The method used for the
development of operational criteria is described only in general terms.2

1.10. This Safety Guide addresses the criteria for initiating protective actions and
other response actions and criteria to support decision making in an emergency.

1.11. This Safety Guide excludes recommendations for actions that might be
required in an existing exposure situation. /

1.12. This Safety Guide does not provide detailed guidance on the arrangements--'"
necessary for developing and maintaining-,an 'effective emergency ,response;,ý ( ,\ , , / . ý77\ 7-7/
capability. Detailed recommendatioiis on/ developing and maintaining an
effective emergency response capability are provided.i Refs [7-9]. -

1.13. This Safety Guide cannot take into account all-factors that are site specific,
local, State specific or specific -to a particular'type of emelrgency. Emergency
planners should remain flexible i their use ofthe guidance and should work with
interested parties toa-apt-the reconmnendations so as to take account of local,
social, political, eco6nomic, environmental, demographic and other factors.

1.14. Protecttveations and other response actions are not based on attributes
relating 4toradation protection •lone./Decision mnakers should consider various

social\econinic, enviroinental and :psychological factors before making any
fiial decision on-.actions-to be taken in rsponse to an emergency. However, the

, (reoommendatio6s on generic and, operational criteria presented in this Safety
- Guide relate solely-to that inputinto the decision making process that is based on

c" considerations of radiation,protection.

1.15. Decision makers'in an emergency and the public may have only a limited or
no understanding of the principles of radiation protection, the risks associated
with radiation-/expoy9ure and the appropriate actions that can be taken to reduce
these risks. (This Safety Guide therefore also provides a plain language
explanation,\.f the operational criteria, to assist in the communication of the
putp6seoteach of the criteria and the associated protective actions and other

<response actions.

A manual for assessment of field data in a nuclear or radiological emergency is in

preparation.
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STRUCTURE

1.16. This Safety Guide has five sections. Section 2 provides a discussion of the
basic considerations used in the development of the recommendations. Sections 3
and 4 provide recommendations on emergency response criteria for protective
actions and other response actions for protecting the public and on guidance
values for emergency workers, respectively. Section 5 discusses operational
criteria. The four appendices provide further elaborationon and clarification of
the recommendations provided in the main text. <

(9 C»
r

2. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS (
..... '\?\y

2.1. Experience has clearly shown, that ,an internationally endorsed. fuly
integrated system of guidancejis necessary for takin comsistent prptectiy-ctions
and other response actions in anemergency that will best eisureýpublic safety.
This system should build on'existing internaiional guidanceýn'ýd experience,
should be based on international consensus and should subsequently be
implemented at the ,natio'nal level. implementing co'mnpatible systems at the
national level in different States willallow the objectives-of emergency response
to be met and-Will-contribute& twards establishiing• a harmonized system for\ \ / 2,\ ." [( "

emergency preparedness and.response worldwide.

2.2.-The franework'ofgeneric criteria foremergency response presented in this
Safety -Guide was developed on theutderstanding that it should be simple and
consistent. )._J- : / :-., •

.,./-

i 2.3. This Safety Gtide-was developed with due consideration of the relevant
international guidan'ce-that provides recommendations for the response to a
nuclear or radiolog calemiergency [2. 6, 10-15].

2.4. The reconunendations presented in the Safety Guide address health
consequencds/dýme`to external exposure and internal exposure of specific target
organs.-forwhich the generic criteria were developed. For the recommendations
onli0wtoineet the requirements of Ref [2], thresholds for severe detenninistic

<,effects 3 for both external exposure and internal exposure were developed that
coultd be directly related to the full range of important radionuclides.

A deterministic effect is considered to be a severe deterministic effect if it is fatal or
life threatening or if it results in a pennanent injury that reduces quality of life [2, 5].
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2.5. Generic criteria are based on current knowledge of deterministic and
stochastic effects (see Ref. [3] for the basis for the numerical values of the criteria
addressing deterministic and stochastic effects).

3. FRAMEWORK FOR
EMERGENCY RESPONSE CRITERIA

SYSTEM OF PROTECTIVE ACTIONS ANDOTHER RESPONSE ACTIONS,.,

3.1. The system of protective actions!anid- other response actions, in (An)
emergency (see Table 1) includes nunericalvalues of generic critenaas'well-as
of the corresponding operational critenrathat form the basis for decision making
in al emergency.

TABLE 1. SYSTEM OF PROTECTIVE ACTIONS AND OTHER RESPONSE
ACTIONS IN AN EMERGENCY '

( 'J : Basislor implementation.0fprotective actions
Types of possible health / and other iesponse actions
consequences of exposure

..... , .'Projcteddose Dose received

Severe detemimhiiatic effecisa iihnpljimentatioi of precautionary
--\ .. urigent protectiveiactions, even

../ , under advese'conditions, to
prevent severe.deterministicQ) effects ..\J

\ Icrease in stochastic effects < Implementation of urgent
V / protective actions mid initiation

S of'early protective actionsc to
<,'• "> reduce the risk of stochastic

effects as far as reasonably

Other response actionsb for
treatment and management
of severe deterministic
effects

Other response actionsd for
early detection and
effective management of
stochastic effects

((I
possible

Oenenc critenra'are established at levels of dose that are approaching the thresholds for severe
determmisti!effects.

b /Sch\actions include immediate medical examination, consultation and treatment as

/'ndicated, contamination control, decorporation where applicable, registration for long term
health monItong, and comprehensive psychological counselling.
S uch actions include relocation and long term restriction of consumption of contaminated
food.

d Such actions include screening based on individual doses to specific organs, to consider the
need for registration for medical follow-up and counselling to allow informed decisions to be
made in individual circumstances.
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3.2. The following considerations form the basis of this system:

- The following possible outcomes should be considered during the planning
and implementation of protective actions and other response actions in an
emergency:
" Development of severe deterministic effects4;
• Increase in stochastic effects;
" Adverse effects on the environment and property'
" Other adverse effects (e.g. psychological,•ffects, social disorder.

economic disruption).
- The following types of exposure shoud\be taken into account in the,\•'\

planning and implementation of potective actions and other resposet)
<//actions in an emergency:

• The pr6jected dose that could be,"prevented or reduced by, means of
precautionary urgentprotectiveactions: ( (7'/

• The dose that has been. received. the detriment duej-to~wliich may be
minimized by, for example, miedical actions as re it"r e, and may be
addressed by public-reassurance or counsell'g 9 "

-- Precautionaryurgeint'protectiveacions should 6e implemented before the
event (on the basis of a substantial risk of a release-or exposure) under any
circumstances•, in order to. prevent thedevelopment of severe deterministic
effects, for> veiy high. levels of dose '(generic criteria are presented in
Tabl 2) '(7 )

-. If the-risk of stocliastic effectis s the main concern and the risk of the
< -development of'se vre detemril.istic effects is negligible, urgent and early

/) ,lprotective actions and other-response actions, all of which are justified and
- -optnze should be itplemented to reduce the risk of stochastic effects

I V (generic criteria are,presented in Table 3).
- If the dose exceedsa particular generic criterion identified m Table 2 or 3,

individuals should- be provided with appropriate medical attention,
including- medical treatment', long term health monitoring and
psychological counselling.

/ \-.-t

4 See Appendix I.
Medical actions should be initiated and performed on the basis of medical symptoms

and observations. However, dosimetric information (e.g. based on radiation survey data, dose
measurements or dose calculations) can provide a valuable input for determining the medical
treatment.
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For Issues related to:

Operational Iintervention • Field and laboratory
levels measurements
(OILs)

Emergency1 • Abnormal facility
action levels v conditions

(EAL) ,

CoObservables/ C in

Indicators 4 on the'scene

FIG 1. System of generic cHltera and o6gralonal cilte0lv

For ,• 1 (i•/ •' )
For all levels,of dosetcy exposure situation, a

plain-langge explanation •of the risks should be provided to decision
nakersrand the pu1ibc to allow them to inakeinfonned decisions about what

c , tions they willtake...

6734 /'Table 1(suiiunarizes, for differenit types of possible health consequences of
exposure, the basis'for inplementation of protective actions and other response
actions. A sunmmary/oft\e•\dose concepts and the dosiinetric quantities is
provided in Appendix 1 <\1

3.4. The system of generic criteria and operational criteria is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Generic criteria are~provided in termrs of dose that can be projected or dose that
has alreadyl een received., The operational criteria' are values of ineasurable
quantitid's-or~observables that include operational intervention levels (OILs),
emergen'cyction levels (EALs), specific observables and other indicators of

<c6nlditions on the scene that should be used in decision making during an

6 These operational criteria are used as 'triggers' at the early stage of an emergency, and

in some publications the term 'trigger' is used.
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emergency. The operational criteria can be used immediately and directly to
determine the need for appropriate protective actions and other response actions.

3.5. Generic criteria have been established on the basis of generic optimization
in consideration of the range of conditions that prevail in all emergency. Generic
criteria are established for urgent protective actions and early protective actions,
as well as for other response actions that may be required in an emergency.
Urgent protective actions (e.g. evacuation) should be takeni promptly (e.g. within
hours) to be effective, because their effectiveness will'be reduced by delay [6].
Early protective actions should be implemented within days or weeks to be, >
effective. They can be long lasting, even iafter the emergency (e.g. temporary,\,,>
relocation). In no case should urgent piotective actions and early pro~tect.y";
actions based on the generic criteria cause-roire detriment than they aveirtEvent
specific conditions may warrant modification of the~generic criteria. %, ,

3.6. The generic criteria replace-the system of gemeric intervention levels (GILs)
and generic action levels (GALs) that, have-been described in previous
standards [6, 10]. This/US'eof generic criteria-meets thetiiede' I a common term
for the system of values th t'would bemused as the basis~fbr the implementation of
protective actions (elg,. evacuation orfood replacement) and other response
actions (e.g. medical follow-up), -, /

3.7. A ,protectnon strategy,, comprising, specific protective actions and other
response actions, slhduldbe developed, 'It should include, but should not be
limited to. the fo~lowingaspects,

Generic criteria for implementing precautionary urgent protective actions to
prevent severe detenniniic effects should be established (see Table 2).

-A reference level.slould be set, typically an effective dose of between 20
and 100 mSv. expressed in terms of residual dose, which includes dose
contributionsyia all exposure pathways. The protection strategy should be
optinzed to re duce exposures below the reference level.

-- On the bas'is of the outcome of the optimization of the protection strategy,
,anfd by using the reference level, generic criteria for particular protective

actions and other response actions. expressed in terms of projected dose or
- -' dose that has been received, should be developed. If the numerical values of

the generic criteria are expected to be exceeded, those actions, either
individually or in combination, should be implemented. Table 3 provides a
set of generic criteria for use in the protection strategy that are compatible
with reference levels within a range of 20-100 mSv, as well as further
details for specific actions in different time frames. The implementation of
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protective actions and other response actions, given in Table 3, would
prevent a significant amount of dose.

- Once the protection strategy has been optimized and a set of generic criteria
has been developed, default triggers for initiating the different parts of all
emergency response plan, primarily for the early phase, should be derived
from the generic criteria. Default triggers, such as conditions on the scene,
OILs and EALs, should be expressed in terms of parameters or observable
conditions. Arrangements should be established inmadvance to revise these
triggers, as appropriate, in an emergency exposure situation, with account
taken of the prevailing conditions as they evolve.

3.8. Table 2 presents generic criteria (expressed in terms of the dose that is)'
projected or dose that has been received) for taking precautionary,,,rgent
protective actions under any circumstances to prevent severe detemrunistic
effects.

3.9. Table 3 provides a set of generic criteria expressed inteinsof the dose that
has been projected or the&dose that has b6en-received. The set-6f generic criteria
expressed in terms of the projected dosetcomipatible with, reference levels within
a range of 20-10 mS-; Taking protective actionsiat thistlevel of dose will allow
the occurrence ofa lldetermnnimstiic eects to-bieavoided' and the risk of stochastic
effects to~be reduced to ac cepable levels. If a protective action is implemented
effectivejy.. the majority of ,hprojeFted d6se can be averted. The concept of
averted dose is therefdre •usjeful for the assessment of the efficiency of individual
protective actions--orthleir,-ombination. The concept of averted dose represents an

\unportant component of the optimization of emergency response planning [15].
nthe application of generinccriteria for individual protective actions, the process

, of optimization of emergentcyresponse planning should be applied.

3.10. The generic criterion provided in Table 3 for iodine thyroid blocking is
applied for an urgent proiective action: (a) if exposure due to radioactive iodine is
involved, (b)-O e'forer shortly after a release of radioactive iodine, and (c) within
only a shor period after the intake of radioactive iodine. Less disruptive
protective-actions such as sheltering could be implemented for lower doses.

<3.11. Iiinthe absence of national guidance, the generic criteria presented in
Tables 2 and 3 could be used as a basis for the development of criteria at the
national level. If a reference level different from 20-100 mSv is chosen,
appropriate scaling of the values of the generic criteria in Table 3 should be
carried out, with account taken of the time frame (acute or annual) of the
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TABLE 2. GENERIC CRITERIA FOR ACUTE DOSES FOR WHICH
PROTECTIVE ACTIONS AND OTHER RESPONSE ACTIONS ARE
EXPECTED TO BE TAKEN UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES TO AVOID
OR TO MINIMIZE SEVERE DETERMINISTIC EFFECTS

Generic criteria Examples of protective actions
and other response actions

External acute exposure (<10 hours)

ADRed MArFOW8

ADr~,týf

ADTiG,U,

ADskiu'

1 Gy

0.1 Gy

25 Gy at 0.5 cm

10 Gy to 100 cm2

Internal exposure from acute intake-
(A = 30 days).

If the dose is projected:
- Take precautionary urgent protective

action iinnmediately (even under
,difficult conditions) to keep doses belowm
,thegeneric criteria --

"Povide public information and,,
warnings

" Carry out urgent decontamination..

Ifithe.dose-has been received:
-,Perform inmediatenmedical

examination. coiisUltation and indicated
medical treatmeint'"
Carry out contamination control

- Carry out 'inimediate decorporationd
,(if applikcable)

S ary' out• registration for long term
heaIth monitoring (medical follow-up)

-"o'A~ide comprehensive psychological
counselling

-.7

A'D(A)R.d m.now 0.2 Gy for radionuclides
with Ig 90'.
2-Gy. for, radionuclides-
wvith,!Z • 89' •-.•,":

A4D(A)Thy~d < ,.,"ý2 Gy

AD(A)L~S

D(4~r.t~b

'30 Gy

20Gýy'

0 .y,/)
pAD~, mrnw representi the averageR.BE,,eighted absorbed dose to internal tissues or organs

--... -(e g .......... red marrow. nh4g, small intestine, gonads, thyroid) and to the lens of the eye fiom

exposure in a uniform field of strongly penetrating radiation.
Dose delivered to 100 .ui& at adepth of 0.5 cm under the body surface in tissue due to close
contact with a radioactive source (e.g. source carried in the hand or pocket).
The dose is to the, 100 cm2 dermis (skin structures at a depth of 40 mg/cm 2 (or 0.4 mm) below
the body surface).,
AD(A) is theRBEweighted absorbed dose delivered over the period of time A by the
intake (I0,) t6htwill result in a severe deterministic effect in 5% of exposed individuals.

e Different ciiteria/are used to take account of the significant difference in the radionuclide
specific intake threshold values for the radionuclides in these groups [3].

. hegeneric criterion for decorportion is based on the projected dose without decorporation.
'Decorporation is the biological processes, facilitated by a chemical or biological agent, by
"which incorporated radionuclides are removed from the human body.

s For the purposes of these genrmic criteria, clung' means the alveolar-interstitial region of therespiratory tract.
For this particular case, A' means the period of in utero development.
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TABLE 3. GENERIC CRITERIA FOR PROTECTIVE ACTIONS AND
OTHER RESPONSE ACTIONS IN EMERGENCY EXPOSURE SITUATIONS
TO REDUCE THE RISK OF STOCHASTIC EFFECTS

Generic criteria Examples of protective actions
and other response actions

Projected dose that exceeds the following generic criteria: Take urgent protective actions
and other response actions

Hn.ý.id 50 mSv in the first 7 days Iodine thyroid-blacking

E 100 mSv in the first 7 days Sheltering; ei'acuation; decontamination; /

HFe. 100 mSv in the first 7 days restriction of consumption of food, milk and-,
water;-contamination control; public:. ('C

<"reassurance (N

Projected dose that exceeds the followingeneic'Criteria-Take protective actionsand, other
response actions early in the response? f (7';*, -/",'> -'

N
N

K 2N'-'

E 100 mSv per annum, n Temporayrelo'cation; decontaiiination;
100 mSv for the MpeI ,replacement of food, milk and~water; public.. perio reassurance "--of in utero deye.iopJment 7>_, .-'-

Dose that has been r~eceived and that exceedsjthe following generle criteria: Take longer
term medical actions,to-detect and to effeciveiy'treat radiation uidiced health effects

E00 m06&Sin a month", / Screening-baed on equivalent doses to
• ...,. - specific.radiosensitive organs (as a basis

.(cfor niedical follow-up), counselling

HfF/"-"- 100 msv for thfe uill period _- '.Comunselling to allow informed decisions to be
\• N 'of inIritro-idevelopment { '-, umade in individual circumstances

\ONe-t -H - equivalent dose in an organ o tissue T, E - effective dose.

7/ ( \7

reference level. In excýption~aftircunstances, higher values of the generic criteria
may be necessary.

3.12. Exampleeiof' when such higher values of generic criteria in exceptional
circmnstances may be warranted include cases in which replacement food or
water isiot, available, cases of extreme weather conditions, natural disasters, theV-/ .•. \ \ .-. ... .

rapimdvro'ession of a situation and cases of malicious acts. Generic criteria used7 ,,
, I-such' /ases should not exceed those presented in Table 3 by a factor of more

than\i2-3.
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SUBSTANTIAL RISK AS A BASIS FOR OPERATIONAL CRITERIA

3.13. The risk associated with a radioactive release or exposure is considered to
be a 'substantial risk' if the release or exposure could result in early deaths or
other severe deterministic effects.

3.14. The term 'substantial risk' is the basis for operational criteria for decision
makers to take actions to prevent severe deterministiceffects by keeping doses
below those approaching the generic criteria set out in Table 2. These precautionary

7,77urgent protective actions are warranted under any circuimstances [2].

3.15. Emergencies can result in early deathl-oor other severe deterministic effe&ts
unless urgent protective actions are taken. tExamnples include a nuclear/emergency
in a facility in threat category I [2], such as'severe core damage at a nuclear power
plant, a criticality accident or, a mergency m threat caeg/ry

involving a lost or stolen source or the malicio-ususe-of radioactive-material [ 16].. ý I", / .. , ./I . . ,(;) Z

For such emergencies. observed conditions Andicatmgta i_/ýsbstantial risk
associated with a release or exposure that, could resultin severe deterministic
effects should warrant precautionaryi~irgent protective,actions.

3.16. Reference, [2] addresses(tiilS'issue bystmating that facilities in threat\ ", \ " 7 f / \\ // - J "

categories-I; II and III shall have appioprlate arraiigements in place for promptly
detecting,- classifying and-responding to emergencies for which precautionary( \ ý I . \._.,\ , "" , N

urgent\protective actins, should be taken'to protect workers and the public from
severe--detenniistic\effects. Generic criteria, based on projected dose, for
precautionary, urgent) pfotective actions•to prevent severe deterministic effects, as
p provided in Table22 should be, used as the dosimetric criteria in defining those
emergencies that have the potential to result in such health effects.

3.17. For emergencies ,in>threat category IV [2] involving dangerous sources.
precautionary urgent protective actions should also be undertaken before or
shortly afterthel'sarta of a release or exposure. These include transport and other
authorized activities involving dangerous sources such as industrial radiography

, Threat categories I, II and III represent decreasing levels of threat at facilities and of
the 'corresponding stringency of requirements for emergency preparedness and response
arrangements. See para. 3.6 and table I of Ref. (2] for more details.

8 A dangerous source is a source that could, if not under control, give rise to exposure
sufficient to cause severe deterministic effects. This categorization is used for determining the
need for emergency response arrangements and is not to be confused with categorization of
sources for other purposes.
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sources, nuclear powered satellites or radiothermal generators, as well as events
involving possible unauthorized activities. Reference [2] establishes that the
operator of a practice using a dangerous source shall make arrangements to
respond promptly to an emergency involving the source in order to mitigate any
consequences (Ref. [2], para. 4.37). The generic criteria in Table 2 are used as the
dosimetric criteria in defining those sources that are considered dangerous [8,
17]. In addition, local officials should develop predeternined criteria for
initiating precautionary urgent protective actions upon identifying a situation that

//could result in severe deterministic effects if no actionfwere taken [18].

PROJECTED DOSE AS A BASIS FOROPERATIONAL CRITERIA
•.• ' , "-, "-N..'. • , "

3.18. The projected dose is the basis for operational criteria for decision'inlakers
to take actions that meet the f6olowig tiree objeciiVes [2]: ,! < •: " \ .. \ . /

-- To prevent severe deterministic effects by keeping the dose below levels
approaching the(generic cntena mnTable 2 at :which urgent protective
actions are warranted-under any circunstances: 1 \

- To take effective protective.actions and otherresponse actions to reasonably
reduce/the risk of stpchastic-effects/by keeping the dose below levels
approaching' the genericcfiteria in Table-3;;

-- Toiiisure the salfeoif emergencyworkers i the tasks being undertaken
.\/ thriough the use o!f theguidance values in Table 4.

:_->,~ ~ :- .: . ,>• . ..

.:S49Urgent (pfroe`iv~e actions-should always be introduced to avoid doses
a7"'pproaching levelsat which,.ifirecelved, severe deterministic effects could occur.

\ It should be recognized-,that the-doses received before implementation of the
/ protective action couldciontribute to the induction of deterministic effects.

3.20. When assesking projected doses, the dose distribution should be considered
together with theuicertainty in the dose distribution in the population under
consideration When exposure is being assessed for members of the public, the
possibility- ofle presence of children and pregnant women should be considered.

<3.ý .2lThe generic criteria in Table 2 are given separately for intake of radioactive
material and for external exposure. For external exposure, the threshold for the
development of deterministic effects depends on the dose, the dose rate and the
relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of the radiation. For internal exposure, the
threshold depends on many factors, such as intake activity, half-life, route of
intake, the radionuclide emitted and the metabolism of the radionuclide. In order
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to take all of these factors into account, the threshold for the development of
specific deterministic effects following intake is best established in terms of
intake activity [3]. However, the thresholds in terms of intake range over six
orders of magnitude [3]. Establishing threshold values in terms of the 30 day
committed RBE weighted dose relative to the intake thresholds leads to a
decrease in the range of threshold values from six orders of magnitude (for the
intake) down to a factor of three (for the dose). Therefore, in the case of
inhalation or ingestion of radioactive material, a value of/the 30 day committed
RBE weighted absorbed dose is used to specify thelthreshold for the possible77

onset of severe deterministic effects in the organ concerned.

3.22. The RBE weighted averaged absorbed'&dose in an organ or tissue (RBE)
weighted absorbed dose) is defined as the'pioduct of the averaged absorbed dose
in an organ or tissue and the RBE Tfhe`,imnift used to-express the RBE weightedý / -- , 1 \ - (/, _. o'7 7 "

absorbed dose is the gray (Gy).-For' details see..Apjiýdix I.

3.23. In the case of combined internal and extemal exposure the sm of the RBE
weighted absorbed doses/for intake of-iradioactive materaland for external
exposure may be usedas~a basis foi-calcil'ation ofILs for decision making
purposes, as discussed mh detail in paraJI.5 of appendix II of Ref. [3].

3.24. The.-geieric criteria+\Tabi2le> 2 should bemused to derive OILs for taking
precautionary'urgent protective actions.and-other response actions to prevent
severedeterinnistic effects. iFor the pttpose of taking actions to reduce the risk of
stochastic effec li the-principles of(both'justification and optimization require'consideration-of the benefit that would be achieved by the protective actions andýc-. n \derti '-fýt " --'"b• i t- \0 /e a-c eve

other response actions and of the, liarm in its broadest sense, that would result, from them. Actions to-preyent-doses approaching those in Table 2 are always
V justified. <'

3.25. Table 3 provides the generic criteria that should be used to derive OILs for
taking urgent ahd,\early protective actions and other response actions. The
protection provided by applying these generic criteria has been optimized on a
generic' basis, for the general population, assuming that other hazardous
conlditionsdo not prevail at the time the actions are implemented. The proposed

Kvalu \es do not need to be adjusted to take account of any particular members of the
population (e.g. children or pregnant women) because protective action taken to
avert these doses will satisfy the basic principle for the whole population.
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DOSE THAT HAS BEEN RECEIVED AS A BASIS FOR
OPERATIONAL CRITERIA

3.26. In describing the dose that has been received, there is a need to distinguish
between the planning stage and an actual situation. In the planning stage, the
hypothetical dose that will be received falls under the definition of residual dose
(the dose expected to be incurred in the future after protective actions have been
tenminated or a decision has been taken not to implementrprotective actions). In
an actual situation, the dose that has been received is the actual dose received via
all exposure pathways.

3.27. The dose that has been received iS the -bAsis for operational criteria to
support the following actions: <

- To provide medical care, as required, when the dose received exceeds the
levels in Table 2 (see footnote 3 on pageJ).; , - ,-.

- To consider the need for medical follow-up-for early detection and effective
treatment of radiaiioni induced cancers, if the dose received exceeds the
levels in Table-3\ ...

- To provide tcounsellmig to those exposed, including pregnant women, so
that they~ca-6, make informed'decisions-concerning the further course of
their-treatment if thedose received exceeds the levels in Tables 2 and 3;//'_ \,." ,~t //,'. I- \ "• • ." • -"./

- To~piovide a basis folr reassuring~those-who were not exposed above the
-,levels'specifiedin Tables 2 and 3.tiat there is no need for concern.

3,28./The dose-that has been receivedsupports decisions for urgent and longer
-term medical actions. Examples ofurgent actions are medical triage on the scene
of an emergency and specialized treatment in hospital shortly after an emergency.
These actions are iniiated and'perforned on the basis of medical symptoms and
observations. However in the performance of medical triage on the scene,< \ */1

observables (e.g., radiation signs and placards) and radiation survey data should
be taken into account when they become available. Decisions on the
innplementation-of medical actions in the hospital (e.g. the extent of exposed
tissue t6d be\xcised during surgical treatment for local radiation injury and the
ekciency,6f decorporation for internal contamination) are strongly supported by
t6he/do'siietric information. Long term health monitoring of exposed persons
starts early during the response and continues for an extended period of time.

3.29. Medical records made during an emergency (especially on the site) should
be focused on clinical symptoms and other observed facts, without including
assumptions of causal association with radiation exposure. Such assumptions
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might lead to anxiety and unjustified medical examination. Determining the
cause of the symptoms requires analysis by experts.

3.30. There are different reasons to perform long term health monitoring of the
persons affected, such as to provide advanced medical care, to reduce their
concern with regard to their health status and to advance scientific knowledge.
The reason for follow-up studies should be carefully explained to those involved.

/1ý
3.31. Long term medical follow-up is justified to detect and treat late
deterministic effects and their complications as well'as radiation induced cancers.',"-
Long term health monitoring should be justified on the basis of one of the,\,'
following levels of exposure: , , K *• K )

-- Long term health monitoring (isalaysiustified,at levels of dose above the
thresholds for determinisic effects[3]. ?, ((7) '(--'I . ý , i,

-- Justification of long term health montoring-at levels of-dose-below the
thresholds for deterministic effects requires proper identification of
populations at highernrisk of developihg-radiation reduced cancers. Medical
follow-up should'always result/imiimore benefit thanarmn in terms of publicI / _.\. .) . '_"- \. >,

health. One reason for establishimi-a registryiand providing medical follow-
up is fr,,the early ,deteptibnof disease. Ti is on the basis of the

assumption that earlietrdifgnosis of cancer, will result in more efficient
trea met and thus in reduced morbidity and mortality. The level of

-,exposure of radiosensitive organs expressed in equivalent dose and the
•"possibility of detecting cancer-ainong the exposed population should be
,,Ataken into account when establishing the registry.

3.32. Current epidemiolo"ical 'data show that radiation induced cancers (the
excess numnber of ,cancer cases above background cancer cases) could be
statistically detected in large populations exposed at doses above 0.1 Sv delivered
at high dose r'ates., These data are based on epidemiological studies of well
defined populat'ions"(e.g. the survivors of the atomic bombings in Japan and
patients undergoing radiological medical procedures). Epidemiological studies
havenot demionstrated such effects in individuals exposed at low doses (less than
0. 1,iSv),delivered over a period of many years [19]. The inclusion in long term

<health monitoring programmes of persons who have received very low doses may
caue unnecessary anxiety. Moreover, it is not cost effective in terms of public
health care.

3.33. Assessment of long term follow-up after the Chernobyl accident in 1986
revealed that medical follow-up of persons receiving doses below 1 Gy may not
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be justified, except in the case of absorbed doses to the thyroid. As cited in the
WHO Report on Health Effects of the Chernobyl Accident and Special Health
Care Programmes [20], cancer screening tests for asymptomatic persons have not
been beneficial in terms of improving either survival or quality of life, except
screening for breast cancer and cervical cancer through mammography and Pap9

tests, respectively. Thyroid cancer screening following emergencies involving the
release of radioactive isotopes of iodine has proved very effective for earlier
diagnosis and treatment of children exposed following the'Chemobyl accident.

/,/

3.34. Exposed persons should be provided with adequate infornation about the,• ',
long term risk due to their radiation exposurej\including assurance of no further,
actions being required. "" .

:1->

4. GUIDANCE VAL TES FOR EMERGENCY WORKERS
t -d / . --? -.J•• \k. >• '

4.1. An emergency worker is a person-havmg specified duties as a worker in
response to an emergency, who -might be exposed' Wnhile taking actions in
response to the-emergency./Emergency workeis may include those employed by
registrants-and licensees as-well, as personnel from response organizations, such
as pohcerofficers, flfefighlter,_medical personnel, and drivers and crews of
evacuation-vehicles. \ \

(42 Reference'[2], paia. 4.60.,states that

"National guidanc/e, hat is in accordance with international
standards... shall~betadopted for managing, controlling and recording the
doses received by emergency workers. This guidance shall include default
operational levels of dose for emergency workers for different types of
response- activities, which are set in quantities that can be directly• ('7 ') .>'

monitored during the perfornance of these activities (such as the integrated
ddokse fi'oi external penetrating radiation). In setting the default operational

, ieels of dose for emergency workers the contribution to doses via all
"2 exposure pathways shall be taken into account."

9 The Papanicolaou test.
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4.3. Table 4 recommends guidance values to be used for the protection of
emergency workers responding to an emergency.

4.4. Life saving actions resulting in doses that approach or exceed the threshold
for severe deterministic effects should be considered only if (a) the expected
benefit to others would clearly outweigh the emergency worker's own risk and
(b) the emergency worker volunteers to take the action, and understands and
accepts this risk.

4.5. Emergency workers who undertake actions iin which the doses receivedi ,\-
might exceed 50 roSv do so voluntarilyand\ should have been clearly andtj
comprehensively informed in advance of athe'associated health risks, as well as oj
available protective measures, and should be trained, to the extent possible, in'the
actions that they may be required to take."The voluntary basis for responseactions

by emergency workers is/.usually icovered (in the emergeicy, response
arrangements. / /

4.6. Emergency workers/,,hould receiven'medical attentionappropriate for the
dose they may have-received (actions-according to Tables 2 and 3). The doses
received and information concerning-the conseqjuent health risks should be
commnunicated\ to 'the workers."\ Female workers ~who/are aware that they are
pregnant> shouldjbe encouragedcl'ýto' notify the, appropriate authority and would
typically, be'excluded fron-emergencyduties.

4.7--In-almost-all 'emergencies, atebest only the dose from external penetrating
r(ýdiation will6ie me'asiired conntitiously. Consequently, the operational guidance
provided to emergency workers, should be based on measurements of penetrating
\ radiation (e.g. as displayed.onman active or self-reading dosimeter). The dose from
intake or skin contaminiation should be limited by means of the use of protective
equipment, the use of stable iodine prophylaxis and the provision of instructions
concerning operations in potentially hazardous radiological conditions"0 .
Available infoiiiatilon about radiation conditions on the site should be used in
aiding decmsioiiý on the appropriate protection of emergency workers.

10 Instructions will cover the application of time, distance and shielding principles, the
prevention of ingestion of radioactive material and the use of respiratory protection.
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TABLE 4. GUIDANCE VALUES FOR RESTRICTING EXPOSURE OF
EMERGENCY WORKERS

Tasks Guidance value'

Life saving actions Hp(10)b <500 mSv
This value may be exceeded under
circumstances in which the expected benefits
to others clearly outweigh the emergency
worker's own health risks, and the emergency
worker volunteers to take the action and
understands and accepts this health risk Hr__`

Actions to prevent severe deterministic
effects and actions to prevent the
development of catastrophic conditions that
could significantly affect people and the K(-
environment

H1(-l0) <500 mSv

7-'
-- ,\,,I

>

z'
7~ -1'/ A

Actions to avert a large collective-dcse, Hp(l0Y''10mSv
These values apply only for-the dose from exposure to external peetrating radiation. Doses

from exposure to non-penetrating external radiatiin and from iitaker -skin contamination
need to be prevented-by all possible means. If this is not feasible, the effective dose and the
equivalent dose to(an rgan that are received have to be Inmitedeto minimize the health risk to
the individual fin line-with the risk associated with-the guidance values given here.

b H(l0) is the personal dose equivalent Hi(d) where d =10 mnm.

6; \1 /V"

" (." OPERATIONAL CRITERIA

A A A U U/A

J.1. r'iuji.u u n, uUb UiLt im3 Vn ir.iv Uium not meiauriaibe

quantities and cannot be used as a basis for quick actions in an emergency. There
is a need to establish - in advance - operational criteria (values of measurable
default quantiaies or observables) as a surrogate for the generic criteria for
undertaking different protective actions and other response actions. Precautionary
urgent protectie actions and, as applicable, urgent protective actions should be
takenon tlie basis of precalculated default operational criteria. The majority of

-•.rg'ent protective actions and early protective actions are also implemented on the
basi•s of precalculated default operational criteria. However, if the characteristics
of an emergency differ from those assumed in the calculations of default
operational criteria, the criteria should be recalculated. Methods for the
recalculation to address prevailing conditions in an actual emergency should be
established during the planning phase.
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5.2. The operational criteria" are the EALs, OILs. observables and indicators of
conditions on the scene.

5.3. The EALs are the specific. predetermined, observable operational criteria
used to detect, recognize and determine the emergency class of an event at
facilities in threat categories I, II and III [2]. The EALs are used for classification
and for decisions on the implementation of precautionary urgent protective
actions corresponding to the emergency class. These criteria should be predefined
as stated in Ref. [2] and implemented as described in/efs [7, 8]. Appendix III
provides a discussion of the EAL development process and gives examples of,( -
EALs for the classification of emergencies at-alight water reactor nuclear poweri'
plant.

54. For emergencies i threat category,,V [2], .the operational 'criteria' for
implementing urgent protectiv'e actions -should be predeterminedon-the basis of
information that will be observable on theýscene.-Usually obserivations that
indicate a radiation hazard will-be made by first-responders opyr6ierators on the
scene (e.g. upon seeinfga"placard on a" ehicle that has be/e-involved in an

accident). References, [7, 8, 18] provide-guidance on.theapproximate radius of
the inner cordoned area in which -urgent protectiveactions would initially be
taken on the basis f information observable by'responders upon their arrival on
the scene.jThe sizd of the cordoned area maybe expanded on the basis of dose
rate OILs and~other envn'omnental measureient OILs (see Appendix II) when

\ Ithese !d\ita!bcome ay il.b e'Reference. [18] provides a list of observables that

can.\be-used by responders to identify) a'dangerous source, together with the
ý.,actions to be taken, to 'protect respo'nders and the public. Reference [17] provides
-guidance on the activity of'a radionuclide that, if not controlled, should be

Vc,/considered to constitute a dangerous source.

5.5. The OIL ,is a calculated quantity that corresponds to one of the generic
criteria. The OLs, are used with the other operational criteria (EALs and
observables)/to deterinine appropriate protective actions and other response
actions. If the Oils are exceeded, the appropriate protective action should be
promptly,"invoked. The OILs are typically expressed in terms of dose rates or
activity\ of radioactive material released, time integrated air concentrations,
ground or surface concentrations, or activity concentration of radionuclides in the
environment, in food, in water or in biological samples. OILs can be measured by

" These operational criteria are used as triggers at the early stage of an emergency; in
some publications the term 'trigger' is used.
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means of instruments in the field or can be determined by means of laboratory
analysis or assessment.

5.6. Reference [2], in para. 4.71, states that "arrangements shall be made for
promptly assessing the results of environmental monitoring and monitoring for
contamination on people in order to decide on or to adapt urgent protective
actions to protect workers and the public, including the application of operational
intervention levels (OILs) with arrangements to revise thbOILs as appropriate to
take into account the conditions prevailing during theemergency." In addition,
para. 4.89 of Ref. [2] states that default OILs~shall be established together with.(,-'\
the means to revise the OiLs for "environmental measurements (such as dose,,\"
rates due to deposition and deposition densities)and food concentrations; the nmeans)
to revise the OILs; timely monitoring...for-ground contamination in thefield; -the
sampling and analysis of food and water; and the means to enforce agricultural
countermeasures." /

5.7. Every effort should be made to keep the'-system shnple'by keeping the
number of OILs to a minimum. In principle, the defuiult. OILs should be a
minimuun set forvitachdoperatconal-sqiuanit (e.eg,, dose- rate due to skin
contamination) that,_ýwith due considerition of/the uncertainties, reasonably
encompasses, he" protectiv~e, actioni(e.g. urgent kdecontanunation), applicable
generic criteria'aind associated assumptions (e.g. ,the type of emergency or the
characteristics of the radiologick, hazard).

•'\ c.•i /\. "- c., m i
5.8\. Itis possible<thaduring an/emerency, idividuals might receive doses

/_ thiat give risetoahigh risk of incurring)radiation induced cancers. Although it is
( -Qiunlikely, there might be a detectable increase in the incidence of cancers among

\ /the population group thathas,,been exposed, owing to radiation induced cases of
cancer. Emergencies have occurred for which no criteria for long term health
monitoring and, treainent had been pre-established. Criteria that have been

<.\ I\established afteremergencies have occurred have often been set at too low a level
of dose received'or,have not been set on the basis of radiation dose criteria at all.
This has led' to(he designation of groups for follow-up for which it would have
beenhunp•ssibll, because of the inherent limitations of epidemiological studies,
to';de//cranjy increase in the incidence of cancers, owing to the relatively small

•nuunbe~rof cases of radiation induced cancer to be expected. Default operational
criteria are therefore needed for determining whether a person should be
considered for long term health monitoring and treatment.
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5.9. Reference [2] states a requirement for guidelines relating to the diagnosis
and treatment of radiation injuries. These guidelines should include operational
criteria used in the dosimetric support of medical management of the patient [211.

5.10. The dosimetric models for developing the OILs should be established
during the planning phase. These models should include a fall set of parameters
important for the purposes of decision making for dose assessment. For internal
dose assessment and the development of corresponding,OILs. the application of
computer codes is necessary. /

5.11. The dosinetric models and data should provide reliable assurance that all,\'
members of the public, including those tliajnost sensitive to radiation :(e.g.)
pregnant women), are considered. In the development of the default ,operational
criteria, the public needs to be assured 'that all groups (e.g. children playing
outdoors) have been considered. Consequently, tfhOILs must be ,accoiiipanied
by a plain language explaniationiof the situation-to which- thiey-a'pply (see
Appendix II), the way in which-they address a safety or health'toncem and what
their application means Iinterms of the risk toindividuals..'$

/-- \ / ;-./, 7'\

5.12. These defaultý-dffLs should- be developed on. ilhelbasis of assumptions
regarding the eniergency, the*affected populition and-the prevailing conditions:
these assumnhti h ma not acciurafiey reflect the emergency in

howvt may 1

questi ii.,-onsequently. Ref. [2) requires, thatnmeans be established to revise the
default'OI~s to take~Intoaccount prevailing emergency conditions. However,
revising/the OILs "during an emergency may be disruptive. amid they should
\therefore only be ir'evised if theesituation is well understood and there are
compelling reasons (o do so.,The public should be informed of the reasons for any
c, ,hange in the OILs applied an -actual emergency.

5.13. Appendix II provides selected examples of default OILs for deposition,• ., \ IV , .. .

levels of individual contamination, and contamination levels for food, milk and
water. togethe ,witha plain language explanation of the OILs.

1>-•'; .
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Appendix I

DOSE CONCEPTS AND DOSIMETRIC QUANTITIES

L.1. There are different dose concepts that are relevant to preparedness for and
response to an emergency: projected dose, residual dose and averted dose [5].

1.2. The dosimnetric quantities of effective dose,/e'equivalent dose and RBE
weighted absorbed dose are used in evaluating Iradiation induced consequences ofr-",
a nuclear or radiological emergency. They are listed in Table 5 and illustrated-in-@v

Fig. 2, and are discussed in the following- '-,\--"

1.3 The RBE weighted averaged absorbed dose.in an organ or tissue'-RBE
weighted absorbed dose, ADT)i's .defined as the product of averaged)absorbed
dose (D•T) of radiation (R) uixan organ or tissue (T) and the.relatie biological/ '7•

effectiveness (RBERT): \> , •!/

A(.- D \ 7. ,--M
.. .".7"

k*1/

TABE\ 5ýDOSIMETRIC QUANTITIES US]
X)POSUPE SITUAZTIONS (

( --. osimetric quantity -7) Symbol (, -

/'• y. ->Raarl6n plotection quantities

RBE weighted > ADr For evaluating determir
absorbed dose <( > of exposure of an organ

ED IN EMERGENCY

uirpose

Listic effects induced as a result
or tissue

Equivalent dose

Effective

HT For evaluating stochastic effects induced as a result of
exposure of an organ or tissue

E For evaluating detriment related to the occurrence of
stochastic effects in an exposed population

Operational quantities

Hp(d) For monitoring external exposure of an individual

B*(d) For monitoring a radiation field at the site of an
emergency

K
Personal dose
equivalent

Ambient dose
equivalent

V
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Personal dosel
equivalontI Individual
Hp(d) (Sv) monitoring

(qomb Isorbed o0o oerormintsvc(B~O ~ K D,(Gy) effects
Natno: 7• ' to tissue or
At a dapth'oe d In the ICRU slab phantom to ,o

v At a doo 611O rnm In tho ICRU aphodcal phantom L orgnl T

FIG 2. Dosiiet1ic q fantities and thefr application in emeigency exposume situations.

1.4. />Tle'value of RBE should be selected with account taken of the type of
radiation.-t1e dose and the health effects of concern, as shown in Table 6.

.5.> The International System of Units (SI) unit used to express the RBE
weighted absorbed dose is J.kg1 ., which is called the gray (Gy) [14, 22, 23].
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TABLE 6. TISSUE SPECIFIC AND RADIATION SPECIFIC VALUES OF
RBE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
DETERMINISTIC EFFECTS [3, 17]

OF SELECTED SEVERE

Health effect Critical organ Exposurea RBETR

Haematopoietic syndrome Red bone External and internal y 1
marrow External and internal n 3

Internal 131
/•2

internal a 2

Pneumonitis Lung" /. External and internal y V1

External and internal n ' 3.

" Internal13 ?,,2.:-, (',j11 t"- /rf-"x, 7T;,\

Gastrointestinal syndrome "Colon/ <ýExieral and internaly" 1

E,,,, ,External and itenal-n 3
/' ,\

,7 /, !--Internal-3, 1

N ecrosis /:, (K' ,7"

( -SofItissued \ "External y 1
C\. - 's •., Externaln 3

'Motist-desquamation,. 2 Skin' External 13, 1

-. External n 3

--~ypothyroidism -( Thyroid Intake of iodine isotopes' 0.2

N ¾,
N ¾'
¾

(N N'
\ ~./

V
/~¾

N.,
Other thyroid seekers I

a External p3, y exposure includes exposure due to bremsstrahlung produced within the material
of the source. "

b Tissue of the alveolai interstitial region of the respiratory tract.

For alpha einitters uniformly distributed in the contents of the colon, it is assumed that
irradiation ofthe walls of the intestine is negligible.

dTisueat4adepth of 5 mm below the skin surfce over an area of more than 100 cm2.
Tissueat~a depth of 0 5 mm below the skin surface over an area of more than 100 cm,.
UnOjifonin irradiation of the tissue of the thyroid gland is considered to be five times more likely

\to\produce deterministic effects than internal exposure due to low energy beta emitting
is6topes of iodine, such as 1311, 1291,I25j, 11•I and I31, Thyroid seeking radionuclides have a
heterogeneous distribution in thyroid tissue. The isotope 131 emits low energy beta particles,
which leads to a reduced effectiveness of irradiation of critical thyroid tissue owing to the
dissipation of the energy of the particles within other tissues,
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1.6. The weighted averaged absorbed dose (equivalent dose, HT) is defined as
the product of the averaged absorbed dose in the organ or tissue (D) and the
radiation weighting factor iv, [ 11, 24]:

HT= I & X WIR
R

(2)

1.7. The weighted averaged absorbed dose (equivalentdo~se, HT) is expressed in
sieverts (Sv) [22, 24]. It is an organ specific quantity that may be used for
assessment of the risk of incurring any radiation induced cancer in an organ. <,,

1.8, The effective dose is widely used Ain jiistifying and optimizing protective"
actions [10] Its unit is the sievert (Sv) ['22]. Thietotal effective dose (E)-hicluides
the doses due to external penetratingradiation and due to intake:

E= wHTXwT • (3)

1.9. The quantitl'esius/ d for radiatioln momitoringr'- e:A• • , \ ). "- ,

- Ambientfdose equivalent (H*(d)) that is, the dose equivalent that would be
produced by the corresponding aligned and expanded field in the

• International Connission on Radiation Units and Measurements (ICRU)-. " I / \ "'11-.\ ..

"\'sphere at a depth-d on the radius opposing the direction of the aligned field:

'i-Personal 'dose equivalent,(H4(d))V that is, the dose equivalent in soft tissue
A' below a specified point\ 6ii the body at an appropriate depth d.

The SI unit for these quantities is J'kg-1 , and they are expressed in Sv.

I. 10. Ambient dose equivalent and personal dose equivalent are the operational
quantities basedcn'.the quantity of dose equivalent. The dose equivalent is the
product of the absorbed dose at a point in the tissue or organ mid the appropriate
quality factor (Q.) for the type of radiation giving rise to the dose [25]:

/ ,-, \ N

'\AD HX xQR
R

(4)
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TABLE 7. CRITICAL RADIATION INDUCED HEALTH EFFECTS IN A
NUCLEAR OR RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY [3]

Health effect Target organ or entity

Deterministic effects

Fatal

Haematopoietic syndrome

Gastrointestinal syndrome

Pneumonitis

Death of embryo/fetus

Non-fatal

Red marrow' /•
Small intestinaefor external exposure'
Colon for internal exposureb

/\

\ Skin'

.- i~• 0feu i al eros f esa7 n /

Moist desquamation

Necrosis

Cataract
K

\ .> >\ V

\ ;'
V

Malfromation` C,
Growth retariation,' C-'

,-~. 'Stochastic

Thyroid cancer 0) /

All stochastic effects".
-,.,

Eiibryo/fetus 8-25 weeks of gestation

Embryo/fetus 8-25 weeks of gestation

Embryo/fetus 3-25 weeks of gestation [26]

Embryo/fetus 3-25 weeks of gestation [26]

* effects

Thyroid

All organs taken into account in definition
of effective dose

External exp6s ' to the red bone marrow, lung, small intestine, gonads, thyroid and lens of the
eye as irradiatio'n'imia uniforn field of strongly penetrating radiation is addressed byADpd w,.

b Differcht targets for gastrointestinal syndrome are proposed because of the difference in the
'doso fomlation in the snall intestine and colon in the case of internal exposure. This is due to
diffeieiices in the kinetics of ingested material in the gastrointestinal tract, which lead to much

\Ihigher doses in the colon than in the small intestine after intake.
For the alveolar-interstitial region of the respiratory system.

d Skin structures at a depth of 50 mg/cm2 (or 0.5 mm) below the surface and over an area of
100 cm2 .
To a depth of 5 min in tissue.
Lens structures at a depth of 300 mg/cm2 (or 3 nun) below the surface.
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I. 11. Table 7 presents a list of radiation induced health effects that would be
critical during an emergency. Experience and research indicate that evaluation of
the dose to the target organs as presented in the table should provide a basis for
selecting operational criteria for making decisions that will address the fall range
of possible health effects.
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Appendix H

EXAMPLES OF DEFAULT OILs FOR DEPOSITION,
INDIVIDUAL CONTAMINATION AND CONTAMINATION OF

FOOD, MILK AND WATER

GENERAL 7>

II.1. In this appendix, examples of defaults, Oilfs are provided for use in,('-\
responding to an emergency that results in co'ntamination, together with a plain\ 7
language explanation of these OILs an&',guidance on the use of the OILs (see)
Tables 8-10). The following example default OILs are provided'2,13 : r' -

>

(1) OIL I is a measured value of ground contamination calling f oi .
- -Urgent protective actions i(e.g. evacuatibn) to keep-the dose to any

person living in a contamninated'area below the generic criteria for urgent
protective actions-provided in Table,3; / _

- Medical actions,As required' because the dos ereceived by evacuees may
be above ,the ~generic criteria f6dr-nedical action p rovided in Table 3.

(2) OIL2 is (a measure d'alue, of gro undicontiation calling for early
protective actions to keepthie dose for one year to any person living in the
area /bel ow the gene nr criteria for taking actions to reasonably reduce the

,--risk of stochastic 'effects provded in-Table 3.

.•-'-12 OILs for rtesor air conceiiti trti6ns in a plume resulting from an ongoing release are

n/liot provided because the exa!Wle criteria are intended to be very general and practical. OILs
for air doses or air concentrations-from a plume are not included because: (a) in many cases the
significant release will\ e (over by the time results of environmental measurements are
available; (b) it is difficult t6 take and analyse air concentrations in a sample in a timely
manner; (c) there, isa'great variation in time and location of the plume concentrations at any
location during a release; and (d) OILs of these types are highly dependent on the nature of the
release, which makes it very difficult to develop OILs that apply to the full range of possible
releasesIDuringthe period of significant release, therefore, protective actions (e.g. evacuation
or'vshetering,Žto a predetermined distance) are best taken on the basis of observable criteria.

</Opefatiing organizations of facilities at which there could be emergencies that result in airborne
Ireleases of long duration should develop EALs and possibly facility specific OILs for
measurements taken in a plume, for possible airborne releases from the facilities. Examples of
OILs for dose rates in a release from a light water reactor resulting from core melt are provided
in Ref. (27].

13 OILs for air concentrations arising from resuspension are not provided because doses
arising from resuspension have been considered in the deposition OILs.
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(3) OIL3 is a measured value of ground contamination calling for immediate
restrictions on the consumnption of leaf vegetables, milk from animals
grazing in the area and rainwater collected for drinking to keep the dose to
any person below the generic criteria for taking the urgent protective
actions provided in Table 3.

(4) OIL4 is a measured value of skfii contamination calling for performing
decontamination or providing instructions for self-decontamination and for
limiting inadvertent ingestion so as: *-2

-- To keep the dose due to skin contamination- to any person below the
generic criteria for taking urgent protective-action provided in Table 3: -,

- To initiate medical treatment or screenitng, as required, because the doses..
received by any person may exceed-thie generic criteria for-medical/
actions provided in Table 3. \ / -

(5) OIL5 and OIL6 are measured-values, of concentrations in food, milk or
water that warrant the consideration of restrictions on cons onption so as to
keep the effective dose',toany person below, l1 mSv per annum.

H1.2. For the purposeq oidescribing theuie-of the OELs.n'trckediror radiological

emergencies resulting, incontamninationcan-be thoughtofas being of three types:
/--i_ "

(1) A nuclear-or-radiologicaliemergency resultinlgi contaimnation of a large
area-(hmndreds of square '16 etes), with, the possible involvement of a
large ntunber of people':, that is,/contamuation of an area so large that, in

- , order to be effective. iinplementatidn of urgent protective actions and early
protective actions 'should be-perf6nned in two phases: first, urgent

. ,-sprotectmve actions (e.g. evacuation) are taken, followed by early protective
- actions (eg. •elocation).; An) emergency of this type could occur at nuclear

facilities such as nuclear power plants that are in threat category I or II [2].
(2) A nuclear ormradi6logical emergency resulting in contamination of a

moderate area (tens- of square kilometres) with the possible involvement of
a large number of people; that is, contamination of an area small enough
that urgent protective actions and early protective actions can be effectively
performned)at the same time without the need for a phased response. An

'/-,emergency of this type could be the result of the explosion of a radiological
//) dispersal device or could be caused by a damaged dangerous radioactive

- , source [28].
(3)• A nuclear or radiological emergency resulting in contamination of small

areas and/or with the possible involvement of a small number of people;
that is, contamination of small areas that can easily and quickly be isolated,
with the involvement of a small number of people who can all be
decontaminated and medically assessed by using available resources,
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without causing any major disruptions. This type of emergency includes
those confined to a single room or a single spill. For this type of emergency,
the response involves isolating the potentially contaminated area and
decontaminating all those involved without necessarily using the OILs.

RESPONDING TO A NUCLEAR OR RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY
THAT RESULTS IN CONTAMINATION OF A LARGE'AREA

11.3. The process of assessing and responding to'/an emergency of this type(,
through the implementation of protective ac tions is shown in Fig. 3. First:,,,,
protective actions should be taken on thfebasis of conditions observed on 'the;
scene [7, 18] or on the basis of an emergencyclassification (see Appendix-III- and
appendix IV of Ref. [7]) before data"f'om radiological monitoring become
available. ( f .

HA.4. Within hours, areas whereground deposition levels exceedor are likely to
exceed OILI, the defilt.OI, should be Identified andtelie appropriate urgent

d ed "l / t \ / I ,de n1 , "t
protective actions shouild b6 taken, such as evacuation',stoppinig the consumption
of local produce, and iiedical evahiatidhof evacuees,'-

11.5. Within7 'liours, actions,should also be taken to reduce the consequences of
contamiatilon;for thos'e tepie Who were in the area where OILl was exceeded.
If OIL4 is--xceeded, •i.\ývauees should be monitored and decontaminated (if/~~- \._- /\ , "f- N, . ..

theseclions can be7 cqarried out promptly). If monitoring and decontamination are
(lnot, immediately possible, the evacuees should be released and instructed to take

\ -.actions to reduce iadvertent i gestion, and to shower and change their clothing

as soon as possible. 0OI4;leveis -iay be very difficult to detect under emergency
conditions. Threfo a erson who may have been contaminated, including
those who were monitored and had contamination levels below OIL4, should take
actions to rediice inadvertent ingestion, and should shower and change their
clothing as soon as possible. The dose to evacuees should also be evaluated and
the medical actions called for in Tables 2 and 3 should be taken, as appropriate.I' \,V-./

ii$6§'<Withiin a day, the areas where ground deposition levels exceed default
<Oi'bILýsshoild be identified and early protective actions should be taken, such as

stopping the consumption of locally produced vegetables and milk and
commencing the process of implementing temporary relocation, Relocation
should be accomplished within a week.
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FIG,>3. Process of assessment of a nuclear or' radiological emeygency resulting in
contanination of a large area.
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11.7. Within days, the areas where ground deposition levels exceed default
OL3 should be identified and actions should be taken to stop consumption of
locally produced vegetables and milk, and of rainwater collected for drinking,
until they have been screened and analysed. Within a week, food, milk and water
should be screened and analysed, possibly out to a distance of more than 100 knm,
and actions should be taken to restrict consumption of food, milk and water with
concentrations of radionuclides in excess of OIL5 and OIL6.

11.8. Within days, the mixture of the radionuclides ove/r the affected area should
be determined and the OILs being used to make decisions should be revised, if,(,-'
warranted.,, <' , \\\ -,

11.9. Any recommendation to the public to'takelany protective actions sho'ild be/
accompanied by a plain language explanation of the-criteria.

II.10. After the emergency is over further actions should be taken'on the basis of
criteria developed after careful'assessment-of conditions and id/ncnsultation with
interested parties. -

RESPONDIN TO- A NUCILEA1OR RADI6LQGICAL EMERGENCY
RESULTING N, CONTAMINATION OF A MODERATE AREA

II.11- LTe- process 0f\'assessing and responding to a nuclear or radiological
emiergency resultin 'Iin contamination of a moderate area through the
hplementatioin ofrotective actions is'shown in Fig. 4. First protective actions

S> are taken on the basis of conditions observed on the scene [7, 18] or on the basis
\/of an emergency classifica-.ion(see Appendix III, and appendix IV of Ref [7])

before data from radiologicalmonitoring become available.

11. 12. Within hours, areas where ground deposition levels exceed default 01L2
should be ideuntifiod', and the appropriate urgent protective actions and early
protective-ac't'/iios-'s'hould be taken where 01L2 is exceeded. The dose to evacuees
should Klso4e evaluated and the medical actions called for in Tables 2 and 3
shlould'be, taken.

I1,13. Evacuees should be monitored and if OIL4 is exceeded, evacuees should
be decontaminated, if this can be done promptly. If monitoring and/or
decontamination are not immediately possible, the evacuees should be released
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at tho

FIG 4. Process of a'ssessntent f a nuclear or radiological eneigency rmulting in contaminaion
of a moderate awa.,\

/ ,, k

and should'be instructed to take actions to reduce inadvertent ingestion, and to
,shower and change their clothing as soon as possible. OILA levels may be very
dificult to detect under emergency conditions. Any person who may have been
contaminated, including those who were monitored and had contamination levels
below OIL4, should therefore take actions to reduce inadvertent ingestion, and
should shower and change their clothing as soon as possible.
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11.14. Within days, areas where ground deposition levels exceed default OIL3
should be identified and actions should be taken to stop the consunmption of
rainwater and locally produced vegetables and milk until they have been screened
and analysed. However, if only limited amounts of food (e.g. fruit and vegetables
from local gardens) and non-essential food could have been affected, this step
may be omitted, and instead restrictions should be placed on the consumption of
all the food that could be contaminated until it can be screened and analysed.
Finally, food, milk and rainwater should be screened.j1d analysed, out to a
distance of several kilometres, and actions should'/be taken to restrict the
consumption of food, milk and rainwater having concentrations of radionuclidesi \
in excess of OIL5 and OIL6. . \

11.15. Within days, the mixture of radionuclides-over the affected areashould-beb
determined and the OILs being used iouake decisions should be reveisd, if
warranted.2 /

1. 16. Any recommendations to the publicto take any protectiveactions should
be accompanied by a plaqinlanguage explanation of the criteria.

~>{( - ./ Y/ \.

1. 17. After the emergency is overt furtiher actions should.be taken on the basis of
criteria developed'after carefulassessment of-the conditions and in consultation
with the interested parties,

DEFAULT OILs - ,\'"

K"L, -I;.118. Table 8 c'ntains O.l foi assessing the results of field monitoring of
\\ i'contamiination of the grouxd, ski"n and clothing. Three types of OIL are provided

in the units mneasureq byfield- survey instruments: dose rate (OIL(y)); beta counts
per second (counts/s)\f~r'beta radiation (OIL(p)); and alpha counts/s for alpha
radiation (OIL(d)..An OIL is exceeded if any of its types are exceeded. These
OILs apply f0r" emiiergencies involving all radionuclides, including fission
products released'by melting reactor fuel.

/ J s .\

I19; The' OILs in Table 8 were established for implementing the protective

\actions and other response actions in a way consistent with the generic criteria in
Tables 2 and 3. In the development of these OILs, all members of the population
(including children and pregnant women) as well as all usual activities (such as
children playing outdoors) were considered. The OILs were calculated to ensure
that the protective actions to be taken protect against the most radiotoxic
radionuclides. As a result, the OILs are overly conservative for many
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TABLE 8. DEFAULT OILs FOR FIELD SURVEY MEASUREMENTS

OIL OIL value Response action (as appropriate) if the OIL is exceeded

Environ•iental ineasu•enents

OILI Gamma (y) 1000 ptSv/h at - Immediately evacuate or provide substantial shelter'
1 in firom surface or a - Provide for decontamination of evacueesb
source - Reduce inadveitent ingestionc

- Stop consumption of local pr6duced, rainwater and milk2000 counts/s direct beta . . . ,/
from animals grazing in tle area

surface contamination ,/i/
mA3easure nt' Register and providefor a medical examination of --.measurement evacuees 0 1 .,.

50 counts/s direct alpha (a) - If a person has-handled a source with a dose rate equal-
surface contamination to or exceedinig 1090 Sv/h at 1 m, provide an t )"'

measurement( iinmediat uiiiedical examination

OIL2 Gamma (y) 100 pSv/h at -,-Stop consumption of local produce, rainwaterandi milk
1 in from surface or a fromin alimnals grazingiin the area until'thieyihave been
source ' screiened and contammiation level hie been assessed

200 counts/s direct beta () using OIL5 and "-
sa o i' ' Temporarily, relocate thoseliviig inthe area; before

surface ~ - -otiiaiIý o'- relocaition, reduce inadveiftent'ingestion'; register and
measureme / \

• estnatet the dose to those who were in the area to
10 counts/s direct alpha (a) determine if medical screening is warranted; relocation
surface'lonitamiination 'i\-. of pople from nte. aeasvwith the highest potential
measfifement e- xposure s d begin within days

') .. ,' -If a peison has-handled a source with a dose rate equal
, . to or exceeding 100 jiSv/h at I inm. provide medical

\examnation and evaluation: any pregnant women who
ha've.handled such a source should receive immediate

/.-medical evaluation and dose assessment

DIL3 Gamma (y) I iSv/h at 1n\ m -Stop consumption of non-essentials local produced,
from surface " / rainwater and milk from animalsb grazing in the area

until it has been screened and contamination levels haveS 20 countsts,direct beta '(P)20 coun tir \bet/ been assessed using OIL5 and OIL6
surface containnation
nieasuremnentU•0 Screen local produce, rainwater and milk from animalsh

grazing in the area out to at least 10 times the distance
2 counts/ direct alpha (a) to which OIL3 is exceeded and assess samples using
sifa'ace o-ntamination OIL5 and OIL6
measurenment, - Consider providing iodine thyroid blockingJ for fresh

fission productsk and for iodine contamination if
replacement for essentials local produce or milk is not
immediately available
Estimate the dose of those who may have consumed
food, milk or rainwater from the area where restrictions
were implemented to determine if medical screening is
warranted
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TABLE 8. DEFAULT OILs FOR FIELD SURVEY MEASUREMENTS (cont.)

OIL OIL value Response action (as appropriate) if the OIL is exceeded.

Skin contamination

014 Gamma (y) 1 p.Sv/h at - Provide for skin decontaminationb and reduce
10 cm from the skin inadvertent ingestionc

1000 counts/s direct beta - Register and provide for a medical examination

(P3) skin contamination
measurement!

50 counts/s direct alpha (a) \>
skin contamination 

-

measurements 
>

Note: The OILs should be revised as soon-is it-is known which radionuclides"are actually
involved. The OILs should also be revised,/if necessary, as part of the 'preparedness
process, to be more consistent with the instruments to be used during-the response.
However, the default OILsin)thlis table can be used without revisioni to make a
conservative assessment inmiediately. (

Inside closed halls of large-multi-storey buildings or large masonry str ctures and away from
walls or windows. k" ý26) el ,
If immediate decontamination is not practicable, advise evacuees to ge their clothing and

to shower as soon as possible. Guidance on performing decontamiation can be found in
Refs [18, 2lY. N,> 0> ( •i:I /C d i e v c \e vn t t d ri ,-e a Io -

c Advise ev#cuees--;not to dk-et or smoke andtokeep hands away from the mouth until
ands are wasned. ar "' _)D

d'-) . , )
Local produce is food tiats 'grown open spaces that may be directly contaminated by the

<'r~lease and that is consumed vithin week§s (e.g..vegetables).
, \ . . I (C -TWis external dose rate cntenon applies only, to sealed dangerous sources and does not need

to.,be revisedn Ian ezergeney / "
/,Performed using-good conta inalon monitoring practice.
9 Restricting essential foods couldi'esult in severe health effects (e.g. severe malnutrition), and

therefore essential foods5 should be restricted only if replacement food is available.
h Use 10% of OL3 for inllk from small animals (e.g. goats) grazing in the area.

Deposition by rain of shortived naturally occuring radon progeny can result in count rates
of four or more tiimes the background count rate. These rates should not be confused with the
deposition ra(es dcieýto the emergency. Count rates due to radon progeny will decrease rapidly
after the raid stops and should be back to typical background levels within a few hours.
Only f6dreveral days and only if replacement food is not available.

kFission ppoducts that were produced within the last month, thus containing large amounts of
ýiodiine.,2.
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radionuclides and should be revised as soon as it is known which radionuclides
are involved,

11.20. As a minimum criterion, a contamination monitoring instrument is
considered suitable for applying the OIL if it will provide a response equal to or
more conservative than that assumed in development of the OILs. The following
procedure may be used for checking whether or not a particular instrument meets
the minimun criterion and can be used in applying theperational criteria for
OIL 1, OIL2 and OIL4 in Table 8:

(1) Ensure that the instrument can display.codunts/s (or counts/mm) over the\,
ranges of the OIL values in Table V - Q)f. de" ... /. , \6n

(2) For a beta monitor, ensure that it acdeiaect both high (e.g. 32P)-andlow
(e.g. 1

4C) energy beta emitters.-I i's .not required that very weak emititers13 'ý k \7 t -) / " -3 ' \_

(e.g. Ni) be detectableW>--/ -/ Q.,
(3) Calculate the instrumentcoefficients (ICs)&usmg ineasured-(ie. derived

from the calibration factor) o known.4rt efficiencies (e.j. those provided by
the manufacturef),!for high energy,•%and low-velter-gy- beta emitting
radionuclides-andan-alpha emitting radionuclide taselicable)
formula: puit\- /1

where' \

.. e,!)j is the instrument coefficient ((counts/s x cm 2)/Bq);
W, > is te e-ffec'tive area oftihe detector window (cm 2);

V- 6m ni,, is the energy dependent-efficiency for 47T geometry close to the surface
and under ideal conditions (counts/s x Bq-1 ).

(4) If the calculated IC values are greater than or equal to the following, the
instrmdnentis'suitable:

<.,---+or +ediu or high energy beta emitters (e.g. 36CI) 1 1:
N,ý>\"F low energy beta emitters (e.g. C) - 0.2;
-'For alpha emitters - 0.5.

A beta mlonitor should meet both the high energy and the low energy beta criteria.

These criteria were established so that the majority of conunonly available
contamination monitoring instruments will give a response that is equal to or
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higher (i.e. more conservative) than the response assumed in developing the
default OILs. However, the response of instruments that meet these minimum
criteria may vary by a factor of as much as 20, primarily owing to differences in
the effective area of the detector. Therefore, the OILs in Table 8 should be
revised, if necessary, to be more consistent with the characteristics of the
instruments to be used during the response. This should be done as part of the
preparedness process.

UI.21. The process of assessing radionuclide concentrations in food, milk and
water is shown in Fig. 5. First the potentially contaninated food should b,(.
screened over a wide area and analysed todetermine the gross alpha and beta\
concentrations if this can be done more promptly, than assessing the concentrption,,
of individual radionuclides. If the OIL5 i(se Table 9) screening levelsatre not
exceeded, the food, milk and water 'are safe for, consumption dAi'ing the
emergency phase. If an OILS levelis exceeded the radionuclide specific
concentrations in the food, milkor water should be.determined. If the O1L6 levels
in Table 10 are exceeded, consumption, of non-essential food,' milk or water
should be stopped, and essential food, milk-and water should be replaced or the
people should be relocated'if replacements are not available Finally, as soon as
possible the guidance/in Ref. [29]-should be used to determine whether the food,

milk or water is,stfa lbe f 'rinternatonal trade, and -national criteria or WHO
guidance r30] should be used tdetermine whether the food, milk or water is
suitable 16orv ofg term consumnpton afeirthe emergency phase.

U. 22-Tables 9-and 10,give OILs 'for>assessing food, milk and water (see also

(Table' 11). These OILsapply toradioniclides in food, 1mlk and water destined for
"->lituhan consumption/(they are notapplicable for dried food or concentrated food).

hThe food, milk and waterNOILs in'Tables 9 and 10 were calculated on the basis of
the following conseryatiye assumptions:

• All of the fqod, milk and water are initially contaminated and are consumed
throughiout6ifull year.

SThelno-stbiestrictive age dependent dose conversion factors and ingestion
rates-k(i~e, ihose for infants) are used.

•Thgene"ric criterion of 10 mSv per year (and not 100 mSv per year, as in Table 3,
at-Y!hich early protective actions are to be taken) was used to ensure that those
people in areas from which they were not relocated will not receive a total dose
(including the dose from ingestion) greater than 100 mSv per year.
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Determine radionuclide "
concentration ,,\

I loD
Suitable, or I May not be suitable forSuiotabnefor consumption except In

o Iexceptional circumstances

\ S FIG 5. PrW ess' assessing,-adionuclide concentrations in food, milk and water:

f1.23. Radioactive 40K i, coummonly found in food and water. It does not
acctunulate in the\body but is maintained at a constant level independent of• 14 ... '

intake [30].Ile"contribution of 'K should therefore be subtracted, following a
separate 7deteirmyation of total potassium content. The beta activity of the 40K

included infnaatural potassium is 27.6 Bq/g. This is the factor that should be used
to-calcuelatethe beta activity due to 40K (Ref. [29], para. 9.4.2).

Text cont. on p. 49.

14 In the response to the Chernobyl accident in 1986, in some cases 40K was confused

with t"Cs and produce was discarded even though it contained virtually no radioactive
caesium [31].
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TABLE 9. DEFAULT SCREENING OILs FOR FOOD, MILK AND WATER
CONCENTRATIONS FROM LABORATORY ANALYSIS

OIL OIL value Response action if the OIL is exceeded

OIL5 Gross beta (03): 100 Bq/kg Above OIL5: Assess using OIL6

or Below OIL5: Safe for consumption during

Gross alpha (a): 5 Bq/kg the emergency phase

/h

TABLE 10. DEFAULT RADIONUCLIDE SPECIFIC OILs FOR FOOD, MILK,
AND WATER CONCENTRATIONS FROM LABORATORY ANALYSIS '..

Radionuclide OL6 (Bqlkg) Radionuclide OI16'(Bq/kg)

H-3 2 x 1<' 7c4

Be-7

Be-10
C-11

C-14

F-18

Na-22 --

Na-24 ,

Mg- 28

Al-26 ,

Cl) '

7 x 16\1'>
t.

2 x2108 7>(

~2 W

< x~05

-1 X4 10 ,1

A

Sc-47-

Sc-48

7) Ti-44--

-V-,43

V

>7 '.7

e -,

~

2/ 4 x 10'

3 x I0'

+ 6x 10'-

3 x 104~

2 x I0'

8 x 101

I x I01
9 x tO4
9 x W...-..?

"'31

P-32

P-33

S-35

CI-36

CI-38
K-40 7

\2j
.71'..,
-F".'.

/ 5 ,X10 7 .

9 X'101..''

/-N 1ý

Mn-52

Mn-S3
Mn-54

Mn-56

Fe-S2

Fe-SS

Fe-59

Fe-60

Co-55

Co-56

Co-57

>'. i 0lo

I lX 104

3 x I07

+ 2 x 10'
I x 10

4

9 x 101

7 x 10'

I x 106

2 x 104

11 3 x 10'

3 x 108

NAb3 1
3 x 106

indicates radionuclides with progeny listed in Table 11 that are assumed to be in
equilibriun with the parent radionuclide and therefore do not need to be considered
independently when assessing compliance with OILs.

b NA: not applicable.
The dose from ingestion of 40K is considered not to be relevant because 40K does not
accumulate in the body and is maintained at a constant level independent of intake [29].
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TABLE 10. DEFAULT RADIONUCLIDE SPECIFIC OILs FOR FOOD, MILK
AND WATER CONCENTRATIONS FROM LABORATORY ANALYSIS (cont.)

Radionuclide

K-43

Ca-41

Ca-45

Ca-47

Ni-63

Ni-65

Cu-64

Cu-67

Zn-65

Zn-69

Zn-69mn

Ga-67

Ga-68

Ga-72

Ge-68

Oe-71

Ge-77

'Aks-76

As-77

Se-75

se-79

Br-76

Br-77 7'

Rb-83

Rb-87

01L6 (Bq/kg)

4 x 10'

4 x 104

8 x 0

2 x 104

4 x10

Ix1 )1

8 x 101

2 x10'

Sx 10, '/

3 'x 1 0

+ 1 1x 10,

N1 7

3 5x106

-4 10'~K
7 7 0

1Xi10
4

I x 1~ 4I& '

4 x 105
"'~

Radionuclide OIL6 (Bq/kg)

Co-58

Co-58M

Co-60

Ni-59

<'r-90

Sr-92

Y-87,--,
I>

y__90

Y-91

Y-91M
Y-9/2'-

Zr-98

NN Zr-95

Zr-97

Nb-931

Nb-94

Nb-95

Nb-97

Mo-93

Mo-99

Tc-95n

Tc-96

Tc-96n

TC-97

Tc-97n

TC-98

TC-99

7

7

'N,
if

'N

K

2 x HO4

9 X10

8 x c

6 x10

6 x10'

+ 2 x102

5 x 10~'

'2 9x109

1" 5X107

2 x IV~

1 x 106

2 x ICO
+ 6 x101

+ 5 x101

2 x ICO
2 x 10'

5 i 0'
2 x 10'

3 x 10'
+ 5 x101

+ 3 x W

2 x 10'

2 x 109

4 x W0

2 x ICO
2 x10

4 x10
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TABLE 10. DEFAULT RADIONUCLIDE SPECIFIC OILs FOR FOOD, MILK
AND WATER CONCENTRATIONS FROM LABORATORY ANALYSIS (cont.)

Radionuclide

Sr-82

Sr-85

Sr-85m

Sr-87m

Ru-106

Rh-99

Rh-101

Rh-102

Rh-102m

Rh-103m

Rh-105

o0L6 (Bq/kg)

+ 5 x 103

3 x 104

3 x 10'

3 x 10o

+ 6x102

1 x 101

8 x 103

2 x 10'

5 x 103  
/

5 x 10'
I x1o' )

Radionuclide

Tc-99m

Ru-97

Ru-103

Ru-105l///

Sb-12(0f

\Te-121

>' I Te-123m

7 "\/~ Te-125m

Te I127m

Pd- 103 +

Pd- 1077

Pd- 109 + I
Ag-lOS Q

Ag-110m +

~Cd-115m
Cd-III

In-I 1l

In- I14m

Sn-I21

Sn-la 23

12 xt0 6

5 10~4~
2 x-103>

1,2 x104

,) Nl"

4x 10O2

4 x10

IX< 104

4 x 104

3 x 10'

Te- 129

.7 . . Te-1291n

S /Te-13.

Te 1 lm3

S 1-123

1-124

A \j 1-125

1-126

1-129

1-131

1-132

1-133

1-134

1-135

Cs- 129

Cs-131

Cs-132

Cs-134

3'

OIL6 (Bq/kg)

2 x 10t

2 x 106

+ 33xlO4

2 x 10'

3 x 104

I x 101 K
+ 3"Xoi::

I X 10 7

./. 3 x 1o3
-2 x 10

+ 65x 10'
4 x 10'

3 x 10'

+ 5 x 104

5 x t0o

Ix104

S x 106
1 x 103

12x I03

NAd

3 x t03

2 x 1o7

I x I01

2 x 108

2 x I06

1 x 167

2 x 106

4 x 10'

1 x 10t

3 x 10'Cs-134m

d Not a significant source of radiation because of the low specific activity.
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TABLE 10. DEFAULT RADIONUCLIDE SPECIFIC OILs FOR FOOD, MILK
AND WATER CONCENTRATIONS FROM LABORATORY ANALYSIS (cont.)

Radionuclide OIL6 (Bq/kg) Radionuclide OIL6 (Bq/kg)

Sn-125 2 x 10' Cs-135 9 x 101

Sn-126 + 5 x 102 Cs-136 4 x 104

Sb-122 2 x 10' Cs-137 + 2 x 10'

Sb-124 5 x 10' Ba-131 x 1 x 101

Sb-125 + 3 x 10' Ba-133/' 3 x 101

Ba-133m 9 x 101 (\Eu-156 2 x I04

Ba-140 + 1 x 104  + &x ) •-

La-137 4 x 104  < ''d-148 10

La-140 2 x 10' ( ) Gd-1,53-

Ce-139 3 x I0 <' ,Gd-159 ( ' v2 x 10

Ce-141 3 x1 ld \"T3- 15-7 9 gx le

Ce-143 5 '- Th-158 3x10'

Ce-144 + x'102 . Th-160 7 x I0
Pi.42 (>Ki;6 x 105 " yd59>\• 7 x 104

Pr-143 , 4 x 10. / / 7 x 10'

Nd-147 ",", 16×10, , Dy-66 + 6 x 10

Nd14x 1_0 Ho-6 5 x 101

3 x0 1,4 Ho-166mn 2 x 10'

',Pm-14/4 -,--6 10' Er-169 2x 10'
-- Pin-445 / 3 x 10'' 4> Er-171 6 x I0
/<'Pmn-147 '1 xi0' 4 Tm-167 I x 10'

Pmn-148m + < <i Tm-170 5 x 101

Pmn-149 - "3,x101 Tin-171 3 x I&

Pm-151 K 8 × 10' Yb-"169 3 x I04

Smn-145 (K'. 2 x 104 Yb-175 4 x 10'

Smn-147..', I x 10' Lu-172 1 x 101

SmlI'-15,-",1 3 x 10' Lu-173 2 x 104

<,Sm.153 5 x 101 Lu-174 1 X 104

EUi47 8 x 101 Lu-174m 1 X 104

Eu-148 2 x 10' Lu-177 2 x 10'

Eu-149 9 x 10 Hf-172 + 2 x 10'

Eu-150b 3 x 10' Hf-175 3 x I1O
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TABLE 10. DEFAULT RADIONUCLIDE SPECIFIC OILs FOR FOOD, MILK
AND WATER CONCENTRATIONS FROM LABORATORY ANALYSIS (cont.)

Radionuclide OIL6 (Bq/kg) Radionuclide OIL6 (Bq/kg)

Eu-150a 4 x 103 Hf-181 2 x 101

Eu-152 3 x 103 Hf-182 + 1 x 101

Eu-152m 4 x 106 Ta-178a 1 x l01

Eu-154 2 x 10' Ta-179 ,7 6x le

Eu-155 1 x 104 Ta-1821ý 5 x 103

W-178 + 2 x 1:Hg-194 2 x 102 '

W-181 2 x 101 2HxS 210....

W-185 2 x 104 < ) Hg-195m

W-187 1 x 10 ; ( , Hg-197. X-1'I0

W-188 + 3 x 1Hg-I`9.7rn 72 X 10

Re- 184 2 x 164 - % '3' 1 4

( i TI-200 .....
Re-184n 1 3-x-103  5>T-0 '' x 106

Re-186 I "(16', - TI-201 "" 3 x 106

Re-187 fj.5 x 101 <. TI-202,(,"/ 2 x 10:"....../ 7 7>• ( fw/)/.TI24./3
Re-188 7 x (/3 x 10'

Re- 189 8 X-A0 , ",Pb-201 2 x Io7os-18s5 I:, ý10 " x 0
Os-lB '1) 2 o • •' Pb-202 + 1 x 103

Os-"." >1<0 Pb-203 2 x 101

(-s.19jtn -A x 10, Pb-205 2 x le

"Os-493 <,.: " 7 x 10, Pb-210 + 2.0

s-194 + 81,02 . Pb-212 + 2 x 103

Ir-189 ,2j 10"' Bi-205 7x 104

Ir-190 ,'\ 6/ 104 Bi-206 8 x 101

Ir-192 ". 8 x 10' Bi-207 3 x 10'

Ir-194 6 x 101 Bi-210 1 x l01

Pt-188 , + 6 x I04 Bi-210m 2 x 102

.-)91• > 9 x 101 Bi-212 7 x 10'
Ipt- /\ 8 x 104  PO'210 5.0

t.-J193m 3 x 10' At-211 + 2 x 101

Pt-195m 3 x 10' Ra-223 + 4 x 102

Pt-197 2 x 106 Ra-224 + 2 x 10'

Pt-197m 1 x 108 Ra-225 + 2 x 102

~J\ ,>:
\.'>
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TABLE 10. DEFAULT RADIONUCLIDE SPECIFIC OILs FOR FOOD, MILK
AND WATER CONCENTRATIONS FROM LABORATORY ANALYSIS (cont.)

Radioniuclide

AU-193

Au- 194

AU-195

Au- 198

Au-199

Th-227

Th-228

Th-229

Th-230

Th-23 1

Th-232

Th-234

Pa-230

Pa-231

Pa-233

U-230

U-232 '

U-233 "\

U-236

UT-238

Np-235

Up-2361

Np-236s

Np-2361

Np-236sý(`

Np-237

~Pu-237

PU-239

Pu-240

PU-241

o0L6 (Bq/kg)

8 x 10o

1 x 101

2 x 104

3 x 10'

5 x lo

+ 9 x 101

+ 2 x 10'

+ 8.0

5 x 10l

2 x 106-

4. 0

+ 8x10,

52•( 10'

2 .../ x 10' .
2 / - V

7 2X104

"÷ ± 8 x 102 "

2 x 106

+"~24 x 102

> 7x 1o4

\.# 2 8'X 102

/ ' x ..101

,, '>, 10

, 4x 105

5 x 101

5 x 101

4x 10'

Radionuclide

Ra-226

RR-228

Ac-225

Ac-227

Ac-22

<lhi-242

'u244

) r-241

7 Am-242mn

\4~.43)

NAf i244

> Atn-241/Be.91ý(

Crn-240-\"

Cin~-:241 > /

K Cin-4243

Cmn-244

Cm-245

,, (~> Cin-246
N > Crn-247

<2 Cm-248

Bk-247

Bk-249

Cf-248

Cf-249

Cf-250

Cf-251

Cf-252

Cf-253

Cf-254

Es-253

Pu-239/Be-9

OIL6 (Bq/kg)

+ 2 x 10'

3.0

3 x 10

+ 5.0

7 x 106

5xlOl <•
+ 5,x i01---

+ SA
'-- 7 ,v

+.. / 4 x 10'

.... : 5 x l01

4 x 10'
3x110

5 x 102

6 x 10'

7 x 101

5 x 10'

5 x 101

6 × 10'
I x 101

2 x 101

1 x 101

2 x 1011 x10

4 x 10'

2 x 101

4 x 101

3 x I01

3 x 10'

5 x 10o

5 x 10l
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TABLE 11. EQUILIBRIUM RADIOACTIVE CHAINS

Parent radionuclide
Progeny radionuclides considered in 01L6 assessment as being

in equilibrium with the parent

Mg-28 AI-28

Si-32 P-32

Ca-47 Sc-47 (3.8)0

Ti-44 Sc-44

Fe-52 Mn-52m

Zn-69m Zn-69 (1.1) 1

Ge-68 Ga-68 ",( . "')

Sr-90 Y-90 • " '..

Y-87 Sr-87m

Zr-95 Nb-95 (2,2)

Zr-97 Nb-97m (0.95), Nb-97
Tc-95m Tc-95(0;041) ' .r• !B(0.96 \ .... { ,,\",

Mo-99 T¢9ln (0.96)

Ru-103 KRli-103mn/ _ ( .:7, 7./

Ru-106 i \Rh-1,/ /

Pd- 103 4 -Rh1-103M--~.9pd. i09\-.109M <\

eA-- Ag-i108 (0,09) .
{Agc,0n "Ag-110(0.013)_ I......

Cd-d094 < Ag-109m (<'

Cd-11S In--15nmO, I, A

In- I14m 16"14 (ý0.96)

Sn-113 ' In-1lmin

Sn-121m -\: 'Sn-121 (0.78)

Sn-126 -(,Sb-126m, Sb-126 (0.14)

Sb-125 ITe-125m (0.24)
Te•121•'\ ) Te-121

\7Teý7-/I27 Te-127

T,!29m Te-129 (0.65)

Te-132 1-132

The value inside the parentheses is the activity of the daughter radionuclide, per unit of the
parent, assumed to be present.

\ V
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TABLE 11. EQUILIBRIUM RADIOACTIVE CHAINS (cont.)

Parent radionuclide
Progeny radionuclides considered in 01L6 assessment as being

in equilibrimn with the parent

Cs-137 Ba-137m

Ba-131 Cs-131 (5.6)

Ba-140 La-140 (1.2)

Ce-14 Pr-144m (0,018), Pr-144 //

Pm-148m Pm-148 (0,053) - ',

Gd- 146 Eu-146

Dy-166 Ho-166 (1.5) :- -

Hf-172 Lu-172 "

Hf-182 Th-182 /-, \~ ') /"-W -178 Ta-178a - '•..... \, , . "'- "

W-188 Re-188 \ Ž

Re-184m Re-184 (0.97)

Os-194 hx-I94" - / '"
Pt-188 :.r f18 1 (I.2) X-..,_' " " - ,:- -3

Hg-194 Au-194 / .
Pb-202 ,/ "\, , TI.202 :-.,, .. •

Pb-2I 0:,'\(,\ .,

Bi-2,1 TI-208 (0.4q),Po22(0.71)

'jii-2 f0m',lK ( .:Ti•20"6 ,,"-'/

-B -212 .TI208 (o03). .Po.212 (0,65)

At-211 Po-211,,(0,58)

Rn-222 Po-218, Pb-2 14. Bi-214, Po-214

Ra-223 ., Rn-219, Po-215, Pb-211. Bi-211, TI-207

Ra-224 K,,n'.220, Po-216. Pb-212 , Bi-212, TI-208 (0.36), Po-212 (0.65)

Ra-225 / /', Ac-225 (3.0), Fr-221 (3.0), At-217 (3.0), Bi-213 (3.0), Po-213 (2.9),

<, \>- Pb-209 (2.9)t TI-209 (0.067), Pb-209 (0.067)

Rit-226 "'' Rn-222, Po-218, Pb-214, Bi-214, Po-214

"Ac-225 Fr-221, At-217, Bi-213, Po-213 (0.98). Pb-209, TI-209 (0.022)

Ac-227 Th-227 (0,99), Ra-223 (0.99), Rn-219 (0.99), Po-215 (0.99).
Pb-211 (0,99), Bi-211 (0.99), TI-207 (0.99), Fr-223 (0.014),
Ra-223 (0,014), Rn-219 (0.014), Po-215 (0.014), Pb-211 (0,014),

Bi-211 (0.014), TI-207 (0.014)
----- ----- -------------------------------

'77
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TABLE 11. EQUILIBRIUM RADIOACTIVE CHAINS (cont.)

Parent radionuclide Progeny radionuclides considered in OIL6 assessment as being
in equilibrium with the parent

Th-227 Ra-223 (2.6), Rn-219 (2.6), Po-215 (2.6), Pb-211 (2.6), Bi-211 (2.6),
TI-207 (2.6)

Th-228 Ra-224, Rn-220, Po-216, Pb-212, Bi-212, TI-208 (0.36),
Po-212 (0.64)

Th-229 Ra-225, Ac-225, Fr-221, At-217, Bi-213(<Po-213 (0.98), Pb-209 (0.98),
TI-209 (0.02), Pb-209 (0,02) .i

Th-234 Pa-234m

U-232 Th-226, Ra-222, Rn-218(Po-214)

U-235 T "-231 j

U-238 Th-234, Pa-234m, ,
Np-237 Pa-233

Pu-244 U-240, Np-240,n ,
Am-242m Am-242,,ý,Cm-242 (0.83) _1, , .

Am-243 /0pý1239

I / -, -_D

I>>11.24. If .6isexceeded tfhehfollowigcondition is satisfied:

• .3 'V ," - > -I ,: -,: ........ "(6 )
,.-- / 0- 1 O L 61 > ) : < ,

/" / .... ":,/(y /,...

where / " "/

< is the concnuation of radionucide ntin the food, milk or water (Bq/kg);
a1L6, is thescsnmentnation of radio stclide I from Table 10 (Bqikg).

II.25. If 0IL6 is exceeded, the following actions should be taken:

K ,.4• S top consumption of non-essential15 food, milk or water and conduct an
NA' assessment on the basis of realistic consumption rates. Replace essential

1 Restriction of the consumption of essential food could result in severe health effects

(e.g. severe malnutrition).
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food, milk and water promptly, or relocate people if replacement of
essential food, milk and water is not possible.

- For fission products (e.g. containing iodine) and iodine contamination,
consider providing iodine thyroid blocking if replacement of essential food,
milk or water is not immediately possible.

- Estimate the dose to those who may have consumed food, milk or rainwater
from the area where restrictions were implemented to determine if medical
screening is warranted.

PLAIN LANGUAGE EXPLANATION

11.26. Experience has shown that decision"imakers take actions and the pubhlc
follow instructions best when they understand how the actions provide for the
safety of the public [32]. The defaultO-ls are theirefore supportedoby a plain
language explanation of how, cmiteria and associad actions provideforlthe safety
of all members of the public, In'additioniexpene'nce showý thhfuse of overly
conservative criteria can result in the public- taking actipuiisthit do more harm
than good. The default;.OILs are ;developed using<.reaistlcally conservative
assumptions that provide reasonableaassurance that allinmembers of the public are
safe.

11.27. The development of plain language "explaItions for the default OILs
should, be-based on the.asstunption that, members of the public living under
normal-conditions'; \.iluing those- Wh6 are more vulnerable to radiation
exposure such aschildfen and pregnant women, will achieve a level of protection
that meets international standards,) provided that during the emergency phase
t`hey:

-- Do not receive'a\,dose to any organ approaching that resulting in severe
deterinkisticeffects. The thresholds for the onset of severe deterministic
effects/pare-listed in Table 2.

- Do notr•rceive a dose above which the risk of health effects (e.g. cancers) is
^sufficienly high to justify taking protective actions during an emergency

(generic criterion of 100 mSv per annum, as presented in Table 3). Below
this generic criterion, protective actions are not always justified and will be
taken (if at all) on the basis of justified criteria developed, with interested
parties, after careful consideration of the conditions, including the impact of
any protective action.
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11.28. The plain language communications below provide text that may be given
directly to those members of the public to whom the criterion applies.

OIL1 plain language explanation

1I.29. Remaining in the area where OIL1 is exceeded may not be safe. Those
living in the area should [insert appropriate recommended actions for OILI] to
reduce the risk of health effects due to radiation.

OIL2 plain language explanation

U.N30. Remaining in the area where 01L2-is exceeded for a short time is possible)
if the following recommended actions are-4aken, but staying for longer periods
may not be safe. Move out of the,-area (relocate)- within a week andt[insert
appropriated recommended actions for 1OL2].,"

11.31. The recommended actions for 01L2 take into account those members of
the public most vulnerable to radiation exposure (e.g,\,ifants and pregnant
women). They also- Ionsider all the ways a person can be exposed to radiation
from radioactive material deposited on the ground, including inhalation of dust
and inadvertentin.gestion i f dirt (e.g. from-dirty hands). For some types of
radioactive-mat-rial this advice may be oyerly cautious, but it is considered
prudent 6umitil/further analys is, i. perforned.-The relocation is likely to be

temporary.

\0IL3'plai ngage explanatuolf

11.32. If other food is,.available -in the territories where OIL3 is exceeded, stop
consuming local produce (e.g. vegetables), milk from grazing animals and
rainwater until they have been screened and declared safe. However, if restriction
of consunptionwislikely to result in severe malnutrition or dehydration because
replacement fo6odý milk or water is not available, these items may be consumed
for a short-tine-until replacements are available.

IL33.- Theirecommended actions for OIL3 take into account the most vulnerable
<,members of the public (e.g. infants and pregnant women). The actions assume

thaqtall the locally produced food and milk is contaminated with radioactive
material and that little is done (e.g. washing) to reduce the levels of
contamination in the food before consumption. Exceeding OE3 does not mean
that the food or milk produced in the area is not safe; however, it is prudent not to
consume local non-essential food until further analysis has been performed.
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OIL4 plain language explanation

f1.34. Any person who may have radioactive material on the skin or clothing
should take actions to prevent inadvertent ingestion of the material (which may not
be visible). Appropriate actions include washing the hands before drinking, eating
or smoking, and keeping the hands away firom the mouth until they have been
washed. Fur-ther actions include changing clothes as soon as possible and
showering before putting on clean clothes. The removed clothing should be put in a
bag until it can be dealt with. These recommendations '~also apply to those people
who may have been monitored. The recommended actions for OIL4 take into,.
account the most vulnerable members of the! public (e.g. infants and pregnant,\
women). It is assumed that people might eaiwith contaminated hands and,thereby)
might ingest radioactive material.< Timely monitoring and pinunediate'
decontamination by experts may not,be possible. and the contamination levels-may
be very difficult to detect under emergency conditions, but potentially contaminated
persons can take the effective actions mentioned above to protect themnselves.

OIL5 plain language explanation

11.35. Below OILS: L6cally produced-food, milk and water have been screened,
and all members of the public, including infants, children and pregnant women.
can safely drink the milk andwater and eat the food during the emergency phase.

OIL6 ,,plailiaanguage-expianation •;D

1.36. Below OIL6:,Locally produced food, milk and water have been screened,
anýdall membiersof, the public, including infants, children and pregnant women,
c.-can safely drink the milk and water and eat the food during the emergency phase.

11.37. Above OIL6: Locally produced food, milk and water have been screened
and the measurements ,indicate that further investigation is necessary before
unrestricted general consumption of these items is allowed. However, if
restriction of ,consumption is likely to result in severe malnutrition or
dehydration. bicause no replacement food, milk or water is available, then these
itemsrma hbe consumed for a short time until replacements are available.

13•8• The analysis for OIL6 considers the most vulnerable members of the public
(eg.>infants and pregnant women), and it assumes that all of the food, milk and
water is contaminated. Exceeding the criteria therefore might not mean that the
food, water or milk is unsuitable for consumption but might indicate that further
investigation, including consideration of actual consumption rates and additional
screening, is needed,
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Appendix Ill

DEVELOPMENT OF EALs AND EXAMPLES OF EALs
FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS

III.1. Reference [2], in para. 4.19, requires the operator of a facility or a
practice in threat category I, II, Ill or IV (which includes'light water reactors) to
implement a system for classifying all potential "nuclear and radiological
emergencies that would warrant an emergency intervention to protect workers,(,-,
and the public. 7-" \\ ..

111.2. The events considered in the classification system should,..not, be
expanded to include all reportable events,, but should be limited to. alerts and
emergencies that require inmmediate on-site actionl ,.>

I.3. The following classes aredefined-for facilities in thieat-categories I and
II: general emergency, sitearea emergency,\facility emergency aid alert [2].

III.4. Declaration.of an emergencymin any of these, emergency classes should
initiate a responsethait is considerably beyond tnormal operations. Four is the
mininumnnuinber of classes\.,Each class initiatesiýa distinctly different level of
response,-asýsliown in Fig,•, ) N

\-- / "K'.."./

'Alert 'I'aelit ceigen A Site Area ernc I General emergencyK vmmediate uctiozsis toqn~ijse the situation and-tifiitjiatý the consequences

Imnmediate actiongs to'prbotct those on the site

Preparations to take protective action off the site

Immediate actions to protect
the public off the site

FIG 6. Rolationshrp'ofirsonse actions under the classlcation system. (Note: The actions are
not pi•sented Inrasequenc for implemenation.)

16 Examples of events that should not be included in the emergency classification system

ard,,technical deficiencies exceeding the limits of in-service inspection codes; equipment
failure beyond expected reliability limits; detection of major design deficiencies or of potential
accident sequences outside the plant's design basis; symptoms of severe deficiencies in
operator training or behaviour; breaches of technical specifications or of transport regulations;
and deficiencies in safety culture.
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M11.5. Reference [2], in para. 4.20. states that "The criteria for classification shall
be predefmed emergency action levels (EALs) that relate to abnonnal conditions for
the facility or practice concerned, security related concerns, releases of radioactive
material, environinental measurements and other observable indications".

111.6. The following are examples of situations that could lead to a general
emergency:

- Actual or projected17 damage to the reactor core.r•llarge amounts of recently
discharged fuel in combination with actual damage to barriers or critical.,"\
safety systems such that a radioactive release \ becomes highly probable: .: >

- Detection of radiation levels off thet site, that warrant urgent protective)
mleasures: </ < . .

- A malicious act resulting in an inability to monitor or control critic ',safety
systems that are neededtopreventa release.or rn exposures off the site that
could result in doses that wa'rant urgentprotective actions,---\.-

M11.7. The following ireiexaimples of situations that could lead to a site area
em erg en cy : ,-_

- A major decrease in the lev6l of defence in depth provided for the reactor
coreor, actmvely cooled ftel"

-- A ialordecrease in protection against an accidental criticality:
. Conditions such that any additional failures could result in a general emergency:

'`--Doses off the' site approachligtlhe intervention levels for urgent protective
- actions. -, --

S - A maliciousact wi thepotential to disrupt the performance of critical
safety functions or-t6sesultii a major release or severe exposures.

1M1.8. The following,\,aie examples of situations that could lead to a facility
emergency:

-A fuel adling emergency including the dropping of a fuel transport
cOintianer 1:

S 17 'Projected damage' is indicated by a loss of critical safety functions necessary to
protect the core or large amounts of recently discharged fuel.

Is The dropping of a fuel transport container and a fuel handling accident are considered
facility emergencies because they cannot give rise to doses that warrant protective actions off
the site.
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- An in-facility fire or other emergency not affecting safety systems;
-- A malicious or criminal activity (e.g. extortion or blackmail) leading to

hazardous on-site conditions but with no potential to result in a criticality or
a release off the site that would warrant urgent protective actions;

- Loss of shielding or control for a large gamma emitter or for spent fuel;
- Rupture of a dangerous source;
- High doses on the site approaching intervention levels for urgent protective

actions;
- Doses exceeding established limits for occtupationally exposed staff,

including workers in transport or handling activities, and including cases of (>\
confirmed high values measured by area., or process radiation momtors or,,,>
from contamination measurements:' )

- Spills of oil or chemicals that constitutnea hazard to the environment; -".
-- Civil disturbance (e.g. demonstatiaons,in thevicinity of a nuclear-powerplant). ?t. ./ , 'C,• • ,"

111.9. Alerts are events that do not represent au eniergencýy'but that warrant
prompt activation of partsof the on-site, response organization in support of the• "/_)/ N-, /-' / N

operating staff. 'Ž -" ' K /

TECHNICAL BACKGROUND FOR EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION
FOR LIGHT.WATER REACTORS , .

11:10:--,This classifircation was developed to be as independent as possible of
The-aim is to develop a classification that can be

considered a useful ieference for the various designs of light water reactors used
\0'(throughout the world,, lien1rt-s applied, the specific reactor design features

V available have to be 'onsidered.

III.11. The foundation of the classification system is the fact that core damage
and failure o0/confinement are both necessary for a severe release and high on-
site doses-to'occur.

11A2• 11Thi classes are associated with increasing probability or confidence that
,conditions exist thai will lead to core damage or to high doses on or off the site.

Such a classification system provides the on-site staff with the greatest
opportunity to mitigate the consequences of the event and the off-site responders
with the greatest opportimity to take effective protective actions for the public.
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APPLICATION OF THE EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION

111.13. The criteria used for classifying the events are called emergency action
levels (EALs). An EAL is a predetermined threshold for an observable that places
the plant and off-site response organizations in preparedness for an emergency in
a given emergency class, There are two fundamentally different types of EAL:
symptom based and event based. Symptom based EALs are site specific
instrument readings (e.g. reactor coolant system press ure> higher than a certain
level) or other observable or quantifiable thresholds (/e.g. failure of emergency
power supply systems as indicated by a specific parameter). Event based EAL. ,7,>
are more subjective criteria requiring tile judgemnent of the operating staff.,An-,,•
example of an event based EAL would/be , fire detected in anl area contaiijig)
vital safety systems'. K\ ') /\ ,

111.14. When possible, symptom based EALs shouldýbe used becaiuse-$tey make
the classification process mote-timely and less,subject to error.->Eor facilities
where safety significant systems' are momitored-by means, (oifiistnunents and
alarms, a large fraction ofdihe EALs may be-symptom based imnnature,. whereas,,"I f / - ,, , I1, :" \ .. . . "

classification procedures for sinple facilities with few instruments will consist
almost exclusively of'event based EA s.i L''

111.15. This appendix has two pbles providin eg les of EALs for classIfymg
events, ý.T-ableb12 is for a reacto,;m opet standby or hot shutdown mode. In
these Mn\odes. all the fissionlproduct bai'ie's, instruments and safety systems are in
place-and operation@al. Table 13 is/for 'eactors in cold shutdown mode (reactor
,coolant syste closed and reactor,\coolant system coolant temperature less than
i00°) or in refuielling mode. ln these modes the amount of energy in the reactor
coolant system. decay~heat 1generation and short lived fission products are greatly
reduced. In additioiin'nifitlese modes the reactor coolant system and containment
may not be in,.place,,(e,g. the reactor pressure vessel head may have been
removed) and\ fewer safety systems and instrunents are required to be
operational. ,The"scopes of these two tables, as described, conservatively bound
the essential citerion, which is whether tile reactor coolant system is sealed or not
sealed (i:e: open to the atmosphere).

" S Examples of EALs for a facility emergency are not included because research and

generic studies have not been done to identify the range of possible facility emergencies that
could be used as a finn basis for developing such examples. Events that are classified as a
facility emergency and EALs for their classification should therefore be based on site specific
analysis.
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Il. 16. The criteria in the tables are organized to provide for the earliest possible
classification of an event that could result in a severe release. The criteria are
provided in the following order: (1) impairment of a critical safety function;
(2) loss of fission product barriers; (3) increased radiation levels on the site;
(4) increased radiation levels off the site; (5) security events, fires, explosions,
releases of toxic gas, natural events and other events; and (6) spent fuel pool
events.

I1.17. Tables 12 and 13 contain examples of EALstha •address the elements of
the classification system. The EALs providedin the tables should therefore be,(",
replaced with site specific EALs. The followi gudance applies for this process.-,"

-- It is crucial that the site specifinc'clamsstcation procedure be designed for
fast (to be completed in a few muutes) and easyuuse in an event-.,\

- Care should be taken to' ensure that the class/fication procedures,-are usable
under accident conditions-,• when the worldoad and stress-arewve, "high.

- The performance of instruments minan emergency shouldalsotbe considered
in developing theEkLs. Tables 12 and 13 include, notes about facts that
should be considered-when usiig various instrumients in an emergency. Not
all instruments, are qualified\for reliable,/'peation in harsh accident/ "../ i / /- '

conditions.j> /\, "I - .

-Th-e.site.,specific EAIs. shiould use ilie- unmts of the instruments and the
tenniinology used iii the plamit. K

.i- Once-the site specific EAL system has been developed, it should be tested
\K_, and/or validaited in drills and. walk-ftough sessions to ensure that it is
Q (b usable by the assigned control-room staff in emergency conditions.

\ ,-""'•-- The final stepf n nplementation is to review the classification system with
\ ,' off-site officials.-The 'off-site officials who would be tasked with the

implementation of any'protective action or other response action called for

by a classification should be in agreement with the classification system.
- The EALs§,nd corresponding procedures should be revised on the basis of

operatin'gexperience and feedback from exercises.

ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES AND
<EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION

11.18. The main objectives of accident management are to prevent the
escalation of an event to a severe accident, to mitigate the consequences of a
severe accident once it has happened and to achieve a long term safe stable state.
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111.19. Emergency operating procedures aimed at preventing a severe accident
are used by the main control room staff in events not involving a severe accident.
Severe accident management guidelines are developed to deal with a severe
accident, should one occur; severe accident management guidelines are used
primarily by the operating organization's technical support centre or emergency
control centre to advise the main control room staff and off-site emergency
groups on mitigatory measures.

111.20. Paragraph 4.19 of Ref. [2) requires tha8the operator "shall make
arrangements for the prompt identification ofan actual or potential nuclear or.,(
radiological emergency and determination of the\appropriate level of response".""-

11.21. Any conditions that would warrant the use of emergency\0'peratig
procedures would be classified as constituting an emergency and would trigger a
predetermined emergency response-on the site.(Once conditions, of'actual or
iminient core damage exist,,aa transition f'om -the domain" of _emergency
operating procedures to the domain of severe accident mianagement gi elines
should take place. guidelines

111.22. The emergency operating prodedures and severe accident management
guidelines shouldbe integrated into,the organizational structure defined hi the
plant emergency plan andishbould be coordinated with the plan to ensure a
consistent'and coordinated response ,to severe accident conditions. Plant
conditiOns-in the emergency operatin procedures and severe accident
managenent guidelinesshiould provide clear inputs for accident entry conditions
i-th&eaccident classifiction for-declaring appropriate EALs on the site.

111.23. As part of theinmplementation of the plant specific emergency operating
V procedures and severe 'accid~nt management guidelines, the emergency plan

should be reviewed with•respect to the actions that should be taken following the
emergency operating procedures and severe accident management guidelines, to
ensure that there are'no conflicts. It should be ensured that there are no conflicts
with the garr; gdments made for security, firefighting and support from off the
site./suchs',aff-site firefighters or off-site security services.

iIII.241 .\Paragraph 4.7 of Ref [2] requires that it be ensured "that the transition to
the emergency response and the performance of initial response actions do not
impair the ability of the operational staff (such as the control room staff) to follow
the procedures needed for safe operations and for taking mitigatory actions".
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TECHNICAL ASSUMPTIONS

111.25. The examples of EALs in Tables 12 and 13 are based on the considerable
amount of severe accident research conducted for light water reactors (such as
pressurized water reactors, boiling water reactors and water moderated, water
cooled reactors). The EALs should cover all possible events at a light water
reactor that could result in high doses on the site or in a severe release. However,
they should be compared with the results of any<av.ailable site specific
probabilistic safety assessment to ensure that all severe accidents are addressed.

11.26. The three possible levels of emergencyh ihTables 12 and 13 are defined-as'V
follows [27]: ( "-

General emergency. Events resultingmll an actual release or a substantial isk of a
release requiring the inplementation of urgent protective actions offthe site. This
includes (a) actual severe danage 0,'or projectedsevere damage to the core or to
large amounts of spent fuel, or (b) releases off the site resultming in a dose
exceeding the intervention4levels for urgent-protective actions. Urgent protective
actions should be takeinubmediately'for~the public near the plant when this level

.... i •7/•. t J) /\
of emergency is declared. K- -,

Site areemerg Events resulting in a major decrease in the level of. \'- . < 1 " \ V \ ., \ý -- , . .
protection for/on-site personnel ,or fdr the public. This includes: (i) a major
decrease in-the level of protection provided for the core or for large amounts of
spent fuel; (ii) conditibonsin whichany additional failures could result in damage

(toi:the core oi to spent fuel; or, (in) high doses on the site or doses off the site
\""approaching theiintervention'lqeelsfor urgent protective actions. For this class of

\\~' emergency, actions shouldbe\taken to control the dose to on-site personnel and
preparations should be-iiade to take protective actions off the site.

Alert. Events involving' an unknown or significant decrease in the level of
protection foro0i,-ite personnel or for the public, For this class of emergency, thei //' on
state of ,;eadiiso the on-site and off-site response organizations is increased
and additional assessments are made.

x\\i

20 Severe damage resulting in a release of greater than 20% of the gap inventory.
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TABLE 12. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATIONIFOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN OPERATING STANDBY OR HOT
SHIUTDOWNMODE,-
For the following -, "/ ....-

en followins /. Declare a general aerrni ncy i-,,, Declare a site area emergency if: Dedae an alert if.
entry conditions: -<//--)
Critical saretyfunction impairent', /

Failure to stop nuclear reactioni 7-' Failure to scram wghen above 5% powerFailure to scram whien above 5% power Failure to fully shut down (increasing
<ý 0 !r irw site specIilcp ilrellsJ ('orrinse'r site specificpoawer level and neutron flux)3 as part of normal

and anywofthe following:' -/ abrwrmal conditins indicate that an shutdown with sufficient heat removal
< autoina.ticior mmal scram isnecessary available (ultimate heat sink available

Pressurized water reacor negative \ and sufficient)
coolmngwnnhbsso i" '

or ~ '

- Vessel water l below \LotiK '-
activefuel

- Major (100-1000 "oti ) ncreases /

in multiple radiation moni-tors/ "
or \ / >

- Other indication of actual or ", / /
imminent core damage \ ,, /

Inadequate core cooling - Vessel water level is, or is projectedto Vessel water level s or is projected to Vessel water level decreasing over a
vessel level4  be, below top of active fuel for more \be below top ofactrie fuel longer time period than expected while

than 15 min systems ake responding as designed

1 'Stop nuclear reaction' is a general term that includes -reactor scram', which is used onlyfor tke-insertion of control rods into the reactor.
2 Failure to scram the reactor is usually evaluated if reactor power is greater than 5% and conditic•s indicate that scram is necessary (safety systems are usually capable

of removing heat for the heating rate at less than 5% of nominal power). For some plants, diffun .plt,,aplatspecific values should be used.
Increasing neutron flux is an explicit symptom that tie reactor is not fully shut down.

4 Inadequate core cooling is characterized by three kinds of entry condition: vessel level, core temperature andecay heat removal capability. T1hse conditions are valid
\e4vieis relevant for pressurized wraer rew rs only,.forboth pressurized water reactors and boiling water reactors.and are put before the primary system temperature ,vh" itoo

"•V"



TABLE 12. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION FOR LIGHT WATER* REACTORS IN OPERATING, STANDBY OR HOT
SHUTDOWN[,MODE'fcont.) /

For the following Declare a general Declare a site _ea emergency ift Decre-analertif

Notes about level measurcrmrcw \b• Vessel water level -osr is projectedto -,

-Pres e . r o -. )bebelowtopof"6ctivefiel and any of./t
-Prressurized waterreactorp ess•,/ ...e -.nowin: \ \ " /K

levelsnmaynotbevalidindicatoirs / . (o
vessel water level under accident -- ysseliiection rate leWssthan (we x'Q\•--
conditions ,,,, r, . , i 'm4/

-- Pressurized water reactor walterlevels cwrves operaugpuhlSJ k
measured in the vessel can have / or ,
considerable uncertaimies 300%) and - Major 6100')Otmes) increas-- .
should only be used for trend in multipleradiaion monitois
assessment o

- Boiling water reactor high dry well -Olher indications of immment or
temperature and low pressure actual core damaig- /.
accidents(etg. LOCAs) c ea use the Note: Imminent reactor coolant systeem,-
water level to read eroneously high or containment boundary failure might

beconsideredasadditionalcriteria. ,.

Inadequate core cooling-- Core exit thermocouple reading greater Core exit thermc~preaidinggreater Core exit thermocouple reading greater
core temperatun:6 than 80t0 C A\ian650'•C than3,7O1C

Inadequate core cooling - decay heat Actua]lfi -or projected long term Unavailabity of the normal feedwater
removal (considering the operations of failure of the ability to remove decay system for decay heat removal 7

pumps, piping, heat exchangers, heat heal to tih ew0roinnent, potentially
sinks, power supply, auxiliary fluid) affecting tdeeabiity 1to protect the core

In the event of core damage, the status offlre reactor containment system and the containment bairiers will-greatly affect the magnitude ofthe release of fission products.
6Elevated core exit temperature is a direct mynptom of core cooling degradaftion. Therefore, this symptom isused a'san entry condition for inadequate core cooling. The

critical water temperature above which liquid water cannot exist irrespective of system pressure is 3700 C; 6560 C-is a&vaue usually used for inadequate core cooling in
emergency procedures and indicates that steam-Zr reaction will start to produce hydrogen; 800WC indicates core damage that starts at a core temperature of about 12000 C.
Normal feedwater is used for heat removal in these modes. If normal feedwater is not available, the alternate water r s should be used for steam generator (SG)

Olt feeding.



a" TABLE 12. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION-FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN OPERATING, STANDBY OR HOT
SHUTDOWN MQDE,(cont.) -

For die following Declare a general nrn, Declare a site area emergency if: Declare an alert if-
entry conditions:

Pressurized water reactor - abnoi-ni!,\ Pressurized water reac - negati•e, 'Pressurized water
pimary system temperature (inadequ•ate cooling margin o the "is of Fig. 7Tor, cooling margin oi
Core cooling) "ý ,pnimarysysterntempoeraftureexceeds -m~norethan 15i

ýNote: Temperature should he measured' scale ffir more thait 15niin [or insert qwicrfitbne that
in the vessel. Most pressurized sie4eii finwo are -dbr P cPzg~ ssibkefol iomvnS " y io iýo l ag ja ss of c oo m ma vcL ý • w ,
reactors have core exit thermocouplesto o lo-, o. c aaceid i, \

measure temperatures in the vesseL . andsanyeot~hcolowin. / / /-
the average of the highest fbor core exit - Vessel -mjccfiýn'e less thakwater//
thermocouple readings. Ifthen: is water loss due to decay heat boil-6ff/se V
flow, the hot legtemperature (T,,) could Fig 8and capaiý6ijrsus pressuk. r,
be used i fcore exit thermocouples are curves ofoperatmgp.-.-psl
not available, although this indication is or,--) x

less prompt! - Vessel water level below.top of " /-<!

For boiling water reactors the are no active fuel
instruments that provide a valid reading or / ''

of core temperature. - Major (100-1000 times) incre-s--c' ,
in multiple radiation monitors <N •

or
-Other indications of actual or "-

imminent core damage .//'N ,

Note: Imminent reactor coolant system

reactor - negative
n the basis of Fig. 7
min [or insert sie
core damage is
ga loss of coolant

Pressurized water reactor - primary
system pressure and temperature
indicate negative cooling margin on the
basis of Fig. 7 for more than 5 min

Note: Negative cooling margin is read as
soon as the system temperature is higher
than the saturation temperature at (he set
pressure of the reactor coolant system
safety valves."

N

/>

I(\f>

(I; /7

\
or containment boundary failure might
be considered as additional criteria." N

'Tprovides a backup for the core temperature since the flow thmugh the core cannot readily be conft'ned and Pbýchanges are delayed relative to the core exit temperature.
This provides a more accurate description ofthe phenomena inside the reactor vessel. / N.

"'In the event of core damage, the status of the reactor coolant system and containment barriers will greatly affect the, magnitude of the release of fission products..
"Ifadequatc coolant injection flow cannot be established to restore core heat removal, the reactor coolant system I iqiiid startto become sartuated. If the system tempt

is higher than the saturation temperature at the set pressure of the reactor coolant system safety valves, this prevents further pressurization of the reactor coolant system.



TABLE 12. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION-FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN OPERATING, STANDBY OR HOT
SHUTDOW' vlODE'(cont.) !

For the following </ - 7Declare a general emerec if\ Declare a site area emergency if Declare an alert if:enr ond•if~iosý -- ',

Loss of ACorDC powersoucvc > 'Nx Actua orprojectedlosofall ACor -Actual or projected loss of AC or DC ACor DC power needed for operation of
\-.' j I)-power need dfoiopnranion ofý p-/ o wer needed for operation of safely safely systems and their supporting

14 ' ~ety systems and their upporting <~/s'-ystq and their supporting systems systems is lost or reduced to a single
systems is likely forino than 45 mm for more than 30 mm for iraert site source

~If=, _site specific time require~d to spec j/c r-n-e reqwdred to uncover the
unvoierc•rfor mote rho !5 core].'

Loss of all A&4or DC powernheeddfbtor-
safetysystem,4e'nion and anyofin~e/
following: ,/

- Vessel w evel belowtopof
1c•e• -. <' K.,'t_ -,;/- L ).

-Major (l00-1000 times) increases-- /
in multiple radiation monito • ,"

or /
-Other indication of actual or

mminent cow damage

Conditions of an unknown cause Conditions which are not understood and
affecting safety systems which could potentially affect safety

/ - systems

'-5'

L~J C
0%

/~-'N,' ,



TABLE 12. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION -FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN OPERATING STANDBY OR HOT
SHUTDOWN MODE-(cont.)
For the follow*n .:/ " .... -ory conditions: g Declare a general emergency'i Declare a site ra emergency if- Declare an alert if-

Loss of or degraded control of sakty•-\ Unavailability of safct system , Unavailability of safety system Unreliable functioning of several safety
systems including post-accident /instrumnents or con~trols in- the control4 instruments or controls in the control system instruments or controls in the
instnxmentation" room and remote control locations and., rooifor more than 15 m .and major control room for more than 15 min

\/any ofthe following: transient in progress potentially
e \ .ater leve t,~ t-o/ of atlectinag -iir ility to Wot the core

active fuel',

-Major (100-1000 tns nrae
in multiple radiaion monio / / \\ N•

Other indcaions ofinnnenor '
actual cre daag '7

Loss at fission product barriers 'S\ /)

Major increased risk of damage to the
core or spent fiel

Note: Core damage can occur if the core

Loss for momr than 45 min of all ihe 4Failure of an additional safety system ' ctual o predicted faihurs leaving oy
systems required to protect the core c"-omponent wil reult'uncovering of_ i one train to prevent core damage, spent
spent fuel [or insert sie speciJic ame the'coreorspentfutl fiuel-,dinageora major release
requaired to uncover comefor mome than V-~/)/\>

is uncovered tor more utan t, mmin. 15 mW

I Safety system control capability can be either degraded or completely lost; both cases are.reflect-ed ,Uraeliable functioning of several safety system instnrments or

alarms and unavailability of safety system instruments or controls are considered- Post-acidetu nmentation provides the essential information to support safety
system operation and control and is indcuded.



TABLE 12. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION-FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN OPERATINGC STANDBY OR HOT
SHUTDOWNMODE,(cont.) z 7>
For lhe following / 3, i

o e ng / -- Dla a general emergenci. Declare a site area emergency if- Declare an aler if.
enty conditions: D-" /a .... 1 o-" :

High "'I concentration in ft i p •;; m ' comwncertiaton - ,atcrthanjlmhe \'l nccrnratlionisgreaterthan i311 concentration is greater than [bmrt
coolant ".'+I.il' fic flv eofr, rleeseof tioi."' er:site pecific value indicatuig site specific vahe 100 times the
Nt .. o ..a..t ,/poec~e shold no jaocare mv fr, .releaseof20% of the gap inwvntory] tednical secifications or other

taken if iheywill result inhigh / operational limits]

individual doses.

- Use only concentrations huom
samples taken aflter the start oft•e / . /
event ,•, / / . ' '.,

- Coolnt concentrations may not be

,representative b
- Assumes the core may ntb

coolable after INo me•t /

Confirmed core damage [inert site specific readr ngsframp -1-v mer nsderspecifcreadinfrom.posw-
accidem samplingsytsm indca~tiwg accidwnt saplin•ý'stem indicating /-"
rease jr20I ofgap inmoriy"•J release of 1% of gap n oy- ~ .. -. -. - -. ý- - - - - - - - -- - -( - -----.-

Reference to a failed fuel monitor in a pressurized water reactor and off-gas monmir i aboiling waier rea or is replaced by reference to a post-accident sampling
system -

"The gap inventory is the amount of fission products in the fuel pin gap diring normal oIperaion.

0A
(-Ir

<W"



TABLE 12. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATIO- N FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN OPERATING, STANDBY OR HOT
SHUTDOWN MODE (cont.)
For the following , .. ":., .... ...Frhfl gDeclare a general emergenay if Declare a site area emergency if: Declare an alert if:
entry conditions:

Prim --m LI Pnm-i, s'lrtim leak wITuiro niI -.Prhmarv -stem pl leak for mre. than Prim-v scuftm leak rate for mov than

,normal and high iressure emergency,
core coolant systems to maintain
pnmarysystem water level" and any
of thi folloi : ng:

-1 injecuon into the vessel less than the
rate foundf•r-m Fig. 8

- Vessel water lev•e• below topof
active fuel and decreasing

- Major (100-l000 timesý)increascs
in multiple radiation monitors

or
- Oilter indications of imminent or

actual corw damage

15m requiring all normal and high
preSSUre emergency core coolant
systems to maintain primary system
watlr level insertsite specific
indicaiors

15 min greater• an / of normal fill
power feedwater flow" (for boiling
water reactor refer to the rector coolant
inventory control system) [insert site
specific indicators - as an daer fire.
reference to normal chfrgingflI.w miglt
be made]

Note: Imminent containment boundary /
failure might be considered as an
additional criterion". 1 6.'

"The criterion was replaced by the same requirement used for site area emergency to refer to lhe ieairate instead of the (previously misleading) operational core cooling
system.

16 [in the case of a loss of coolantaccident and core damage, the status of the containment barnier Wilt*iectly affect the magnitude of the fission product releasel
17 Leak rate with respect to normal feedwater flow for normal full power operation is used instead of lea'k rate with respect to the number of operating pumps. Such leak

rate specification better covers the concern during a loss of coolant accident (i.e. to ensure sufficient core mooing). For some plants, the leak rate should also be
determined on the basis of the normal charging flow rate.



TABLE 12. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION.-FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN OPERATING, STANDBY OR HOT
SHUTDOWNýM MDE (cont.)'" 2 / N" i !

For the following I/• .in \
entry thedifollwngs.~ Declare a general e rencyift Declare a site area energency ifi Declare an alert if

Primary system leak directly o/ " Primarmys-sem leakdireclyto'the"/'/ ŽPrimary system leak directly to Pressuri7ed water reactor: primaryatmosphere, such as: i . atiniosphere and'may ofihe following: atmosphere's system leak to the secondary system
\gor tequiring continuous operationofmo

- Pressurized water reactor: steam / Projected or confulned vcssel waw, or reuiin cntnuusopraioto m,
generator tube rupe evelbelow top of acte - rssrized water reactor: significant than the usually oprain harging

g r leg fromtheprimary to the secondary pumpstonmaintainprimarysystemwater
-- Boilingwater reactor: mainSti / / or "so, /N/> syte lel

isolation valve failure outside of -- Maor (1000 000 times)Jincreass .. -
containment in multeqle,-iiahon monitols i7'•. / Boiling water reactor main steam

-A leak with afailure ofthe ' oT isolation valve failure without loss of
containment to achieve isolation - Other indication of actual or \x' / >'\ integrity of steam piping to turbine

-A plant with no containment imminent coedmg> ~ /,~and/or condenser"

Radiation levels ( ' N,,

Effluent release rates greater than Effluent monitor readings for more Efflue, imoitor readings for more Effluent monitor readings for more than
100ltimestherdease limits than 15ringreaterthan fnsen sde than 15 mm greatertha fliSert site 1 15mingreaterthan [insert site specific

specific list ofeffl~uen monitors and -specc list of, _effenUmonitors and' .. It ofeffluern monitors and readings
readin indicati that in j homaiii readings indicalin that in 4 hourslthe,'indicatorg 100 times the release limits]
off-site dosestrifl be greater thri the 2off-si~re doses in/i be greatethan0.10
intervenion leelsfor wagenprotective th intervention le;ýl6for urgent
aciOh asnsm ng average prorecti• actimns assuwming average \\
meteorologicalconditiosJ meteorlogical conditions]

Any' significant primnay leak directly to the atmosphere will cause releases of fission products tot h\.nvironfnt, and itis necssaytotakeimmedi io s p
the leak.

'9For pressurized water reactors, a significant system to seconda•y system leak could causerehease of fisson products to the environment, and it is nesa

to take immediate actions to stop the leak.
2 For pressurized water reactors, a primary system to secondary system leak at a rate above the normal charging s•steem.capability can quickly cause releases of fission

products to the environment, and it is necessary to take appropriate actions to stop the leak. '4 / >
21 For boiling water reactors, failure ofthe main steam isolation valve withwut loss of integrity of steam piping to the turbine and/or condenser could cause early releases

of fission products to the environment, and it is necessmay to tale appropr•ale actions to stop the leak.
--,2



ON TABLE 12. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION-FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN OPERATING, STANDBY OR HOT00 / 11\, 1.

SHUTDOWN MODE (cont.)

For the following / .
entry conditions: < ,Declare a general emergency-ie" Declare a site area emergency if Declare an alert if-

High radiation leves in the ontroliom\ Radiation levels greethan I0'muSvh _-Radiation levels greatertlhan I mSv/h Radiationlevelsgreaterthan0.10 mSvAi
or other areas requiring continuous" , . ,i potentially lasting several hours potentially lasting several hours
access for safety system operation and'/7/ /""

maintenance / (

Note:tnconsistentmonitorreadingscould \ '- //// N
result from incomplete mixing, a failed , ' / ,

monitor or irradiation froma / a -

contaminated system nearby. Monitors " -/ /'7>
nay show high. ow orcentre range ifthey
falL. Readings can be confirmnedusn
hand held monitors outside he area. .: ( ,

High radiation levels in areas requiring Radiation levels greater tan/'- Radiatiin levels greater than-i- 0 m'0 v/h Radiation levels greater than I mSv/h
occasional occupancy to maintain or 100 mSv/h potentially las\tmig several-, potentialy lasting several fioursm-• potentially lasting several hours
control safety systems hours /

Elevated containment (for boiling water
reactors, dry wall)y2 radiation levels

Containment radiation levels grmite Contanment radiation-lcvels greter-
than 5 Gy/h [or insert site specific /tithan l Gy/h [ora, ierrte \peific

Containment radiation levels increase
more than 0.10 mGy/h [or inseet site

Note: Inconsistent monitor readings 2han 2%-gap invent ory] giearerwn
could result from incomplete mLxingora /.e

fifled monitor or irradiation from a . "•
contaminated system nearby'. MonitOrs
may show high, low or centre range if
they fail. Readings can be confirmed
using hand held monitors outside the
containment

" For boiling water reactors, the dry well instead of the containment is monr appropriate. - -- -

23 Radiation from a contaminated system nearby could also affect the radiation monitors inside the containment. '7,

\V



TABLE 12. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN OPERATING, STANDBY OR HOT
SHUTDOWNMODE'(cont.) X/

For the following Declare a general emergencytif\ Declare a site area emergency if Dedare an alert ifetyconditions: '"•:) •

Unplamed increase in plant radialion Multieplant radiationimrtorssii)ow -Multiple plant radiation monitors show Multiple plant radiation monitors show
vlvds an unplarned or unirdi~ted increase / i unplamed or unpredicted increase an unplanned or unpredicted increase by

< //byafactoroflO0or moreand any <ibyvTfactoroflOO or more and a major afactoroflOOormore
.. otheridication of actual core damage transient is m progress potentially

#ft ýtngthpbility to protect the core

High ambient dose rates at of beyond& Ambrient Zoserates at or beyond-ie - Ambientc(lose rates at or beyond the Ambient dose rates at or beyond the site
the site boundary site bound-my greater than I mSv)'h[pr-site boundarygreaterthan 0.1 mSv/h boundary greater than 0 lpSv/h[or

insert the site •ficq operational' . 1-or insert naw terah 6f the site specific insert site specic reading indicating
iervrnnon velfo~evcuation,; see / operantonal imaei'enmion level for 100 times the background]

Procedure BI m Ref )r27] \-e-iacuotion, see Prmceure BRI in

Security events, Erms, explosions, toxic gas releases, natural and other ".ent . - -

Sec event (intruder or malicious act) Secmityevent resulting in loss of the.. Scuriyeent resulingindamageor' Security event with potential to affect
ability to monitor and control safety ,Mpaire•d• accesstosafety systems ,-" sfety!systemoperation, or uncertain
functions needed to protect the cor \ .- security conditions

Fire or explosion Fire'or explosion potentially affecting
(including turbime failure) - areas containing safety systems

Toxic or flammable gases including for
boiling water reactors, hydrogen in dhe
dry wdl'6

Flammable' gas concentrations that
preventcoitrl6or maintenance of
safety systems- ý:, I

Toxic or flaminmable gases in the plant

' Ambient dose rate is usually measured at the site boundary. However, if any measurement of ambient dose rate beyond the site boundary is available, it can be used
for the purpose of this EAL.
Wording change to better reflect the intent of the criterion.
For boiling water reactors, hydrogen concentration in the dry well could increase, which can cause significan d"mag in the event of ignition.

0%
~0



TABLE 12. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN OPERATING, STANDBY OR HOT
SHUTDO ,MODE',(cont.)
For the following /7/'// N'-.: :/-~
eFory cothe ions: ,n Declare a general emergency if Declare a site area emergency if: Delare an alert if

Evacuation of the main control roi Ncithcr the main control room nor the Plant can be controlled from emergency
'emerency control room is habitable control room

anatr. dsastersu :nata events resulting in Major natural events that threaten die
E atulisase s daas:gJor impaired3 access to safety plant such as:

- / systems andror decay heat removal - Events beyond the design basis of the
- Tomado »' " '/ systems •r'.affecting their long term plant
- Flghwds . . .i'-\operation /- Events resulting in actual or potential
- Veghil wrinds l~crs
-Vehihe orairdrafscrash .:loss ofacess to the site for•a long
- Hurricane "._period of time
- Tsunami
-Storm surge aw , \ .
-- Low water level
- Lightning striker / - - x' 7i

Loss of co.munications ><•Events resulting in actual or potential
t loss of communications to the site for a

7 longperiod of time
27New EAL: In the case of the need to evacuate the main control room, the ability to0¢c:,i6.lthe plant is.affected (the severity ofthe situation depends on the plant

design). If the emergency control room is used for plant control, an alert is the alýSp.roIpIEA4L if both the main control mom and theaemergency control room are
affected and the plant has to be controlled by alternative means, a site area emergency is the appropriate EAL.
An aircraft crash could also cause severe damage to the plant and reduce plant safety- \".
Lightning strikes could also cause severe damage to the plant and reduce plant safety.

3 Wording changed to better reflect the intent of the criteri.m " "'

31 This EAL is new and reflects the items that were deleted from the previous line. 7•(;.: <7 .

",':// <7



TABLE 12. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION-FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN OPERATING, STANDBY OR HOT
SHUTDOWNMODE((ont.) Q/ /A
For the following z /'\.•/ :
entry conditiong/s-: Declare a generalmgent &\ Declare a site area emergency if Declare an alert if:

Plant shift supesor's opinion'Y• Condiions that wua6;i-taking urgent .-Conditionsthatwanrant preparing the Abnormal conditions that warrant
protedtive actiWis offthe'site / public to implement urgent protective obtaining immediate additional

\'/' //, / K i/iia ns," assistance for dhe on-site operations staff
\.// /\ " or Abnormaloror

or Abnorma conditions that warrant/ C'\'~' ,~> Conditidii~'that warrant taking increased preparedness on the part of
protective acions on the site off-sitenofficials

Spent fuel pool events - '' \

Abnormal refuelling or spent fuel Fully drained.6o' comtainimg no-i- A- Water level belowtop ofirradrated fuel Loss of ability to maintain water level
conditions than one thirdofcaeorercmovedfrom. ' or - above spent fuel

the reactor within die plst'3 years -P-RiatiOn level in pool area greater or

or ___/ CŽ than/301mGvhDngosntfeRaito lee in polae/rae - < , ... temertur blo or
Radianlevlh Lnpoolam-gar Loss of ability to maintain pool waterthan 3Gy/h b-. (•< , ::. trmper-ture below 80°CP

High temperature in the spent fuel pool is a result of the degradation of heat remoal from the spenItfixl, and thisitemp e should also be used as an additional
symptom of abnonnal refuelling conditions or spent fuel conditions. / - ,\ -

</-,

-I 7/"/

/ /



TABLE 13. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATIfON t FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN COLD SHUTDOWN OR
REFUELLING MODE -"

For the following entry/ Declare a general emagaicions Declare a site a••e•ergency if Declare an alert it

Critical safety function imrpairment\

Inability to maintain the plant in'asafe. Failure to maintain the reactor in an ) Failure to nimaintn the reactor in a
shutdown (subcritical) state / subcritical condition and any of the ý.subcritical condition

-- ,sselinjection rate less thanslhown

77 . or """ '
- level below top, ""

active fret "'

- Major Q 00-1000 timc reasss)-m
in multiple radiation monkaiisx V

or
-Other indications of a/ctualor

imminent core damiage or Spent itcj_
damage

- . . ...-- - -. .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7• ' - - -' -• - - - -- - - --.I [nablity to maintain the plant in a safe shutdown (suboritical) state is also a -concrn in the cold shutdovn mode and the refuelling mode. Since all control rods are

inserted into the core and there is no means for immediate insertion of negative ieactivity into the corýej lb6ron dilution in ther'eactor coolant system could rtdum
the reactor to criticality. This would cause the temperature of the reactor coolant sys-"i to imýfrea and, because of thde negative thermalreactivityc cefficient negative
reactivity would be inserted into the core. This process is partly self-controlted. Howver inrthre evnt of failure to uimam the reacor m a subcritical condition, it is
necessary to take immediate action to return the reactor to a subcritical condition. Alert andsite area emergency are appropriate EALs in this case, since this process
is not so time critical as during power operation, or in the hot standby or the hot shutdown mode N

XV

/ /vN? 2
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TABLE 13. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION WFOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN COLD SHUTDOWN OR
REFUELLING MODE>(cont.) -'

For the following entWv ondifions Declare a gen•ial emerics f: Declare a site area emergency if- Dedare an alert if

Pressurized water reactor inadeqate
core cooling-- abnormal primr ,
system temperature"

Note: Temperature should be measured
in the vessd. Most pressurized waer '
reactors have core exit thermocouples to
measure temperatures in the vessel Use
the average of the highest four core exit
thermocouple readings- The hot leg
temperature (Thm) could also be used if
no core exit thennocouples are available,
although this indication is less piomptL

Pressurized water reactor p ,imawy Pressurized water reactor primary
system tempoeraturfweater than ', <.systcmr temperature eater than 900C

,aId any ofth fbiloomig Aafor more than 30 min

-- -Vesse injectioio iatelss thn valtor Note: 900C limit applies to refuelling
loss due to decay heat l~i1oiff.[se m'de'-ifoteold shutdowm mode it has to

<Fig. 8 can capaciy" .. m-sc prTeswre be relaced by temperature
-s ofopmgpw - -, +correon-si. to the relieving pressure

or Of,, i .ofthe coldoverpressoemigatig
- Vessel kewibelowtopof/ / system "

aeive fuel
ý-or

-Mior (100-IO9im) uns) increases
in multiple radiationmi mwnors -

or

-- Other indications of immernina core
or -n., fuel darn I /

Pressurized water reactor primary
system temperature greater than 800C

Different temperatures that characterize inadequat core cooling for pressurized x-eI •reactors should 6bcused for the cold shutdown and rcfuelling modes. Duning

refullingthr reactor upper head is removed and the reactor coolant system can onl" be at atmospheric pressure. The reactor coolant system temperature is maintained
at a low levd. The ractor oolant sysem tmpeatu increase isa symptom ofindequale core cooling and immediate action to restore core cooling should be taken.
For temperatures above 800C, alert is the appropriate EAL Iftdie reactor coolant systm te continues to increase, it is a mori severe situation and a site area
emergency is the appropriate EAL. --

T,, provides a backup fbr core temperature, however, water flow through the core cannot be•meadlv &rmfinned and changes in T7, occur after the core exit temperature
changes-

d This is a more accurate description of the phenomena inside the reactor vessel. - -

" Ifthe reactor coolant system is umealed, 90'"C is the appropriate temperature value for this EAL. Hoýever•,if the reactor coolant system is sealed and the reactor
coolant system temperature can increase without loss of subonoling, the temperature corresponding to saturation temperature at the relieving pressure of the cold
overpressure mitigating system is the appropriate value.



-.1 TABLE 13. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION> FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN COLD SHUTDOWN OR

REFUELLING MODE(cont.)

For the following entrycondifions: Declare a general emVergecy if. Declare a site area emergency if: Declare an alert if

Abnormal water level in the prrssurc. Water level is, or is projected to he- below Water level is, or is projected to be, Water level is, oris projected to beI
vessel or in the refuelling area top of active fuel forore than 30 mi below top of active fuel below the mid-loop elevation and
(inadequate core or spent fuel coolinrg) residual heat removal is interupted for

- morethan 5 min

Waterlevel is, or is proje•ý t tobe-
belo v top oif active fuel'and anyof die

Fig. 8oangadc/ ci- versus prey.r ---
curves ofoperaugpumpsP . .

o r
- Major(1100-1000 tImsincreases In

areas or process rd"i mon.itors
or -

- Other indications of imminent core-, "I
damage

Loss of AC or DC power sources Actual or projected loss of all AC or'DC (Ac'ual or projected loss of all AC or ACo DC power needed for operation of
power needed for operation of safety \'DC power needed foropration of safety systems and their supporting
systems and their supporting systems" is safiety systems and their supporting systemsn reduced to a single souere
likely for more than 90 mm [or insertsire systems fr 'more than 60 nm [or
specific time required to uncover core or insert sitespecffic time required to
spewfuelfor more than 30 mini uwowr the-1o••r •semfuel]

r Actual or projected abnormal water level in the pressure vessel or the refuelling area is a symptm of ina"dequate core cooling or spent ful cooting. The severity of
the event increases as the water level decreases. If the water level is lower than is necessary for residual heat removal and cannot be restored, immediate action to
restore core cooling should be taken. For this water level, alert is the appropriate EAL.
This isa more accurate description of the phenomena inside the reactor vessel-

6 Operation of the supporting systems for the safety systems is a necessary condition for operation of the safetysystens.



TABLE 13. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION-/FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN COLD SHUTDOWN OR
REFUELLING'MODEK(cont.) W
For the following efot'coýdiin Dclan a general eniergc if: Declare a site area emergency if- Declare an alert if

L loss ofal) AC or DC power frieedei for •
(:75 the operation ofsaf-ystems ad anyd"'
',\o •fihu f ,,low.ing< \. .

, Vessel water levelb belotop of 'activefuel (6->/\, :
or- /

- Major (IlO0t1000 fmiets)icreasein , ,
multiple radiition monitors - /\--

-/ ,

-Olherindicqaionofactualoru,' \ '-.,

imminent core aamagej&

Conditions of an unknown cause ,/ - ~ , <''' Conditions which are not understood
affecting safAy systems 7'" /" >'> and which could potentially affect safety

, system

Loss or degraded control of safety
systems including post-accident
instnnam•emiozf

Unavailability of safely system iUnavailability of. afýltr system Unreliable functioningof some safety
instruments or controls in the control, instnsnents or controls in the control-' system instruments or controls in the
room and remote control locations and 'roomfor more than" 3 nnand major control room for more than 30 mm
any of the folowing: transirietin progress-pq.coeially. . . . . . . . afficting ih c abilit y to pro tect irradiated\ , \
- Projected or confirmed vessel water afel-c/ abil pt rde

level below top of irradiated fuel e / " .'
or

- Major ( 00-O000 times) inrease in
multiple radiation monitors

or
- Other indications of actual or

imminena core damage o; /

The control capability for safety systems could be either degraded or lost completely; both are reflected. "/ "
-a
kA



TABLE 13. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICNTION FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN COLD SHUTDOWN OR
PPPI IPF I rMC IiAr, nP r,'nt I

For the following entry conditions: Declare a general emezge' if, Declare a site area emergency if- Declare an alert it

loss or fission product barners/ r .-

Major increased risk of core damage or Loss for more tban 90 mo of all " / Famlure of one or more safety system Actual or predicted safety system
spent fuel damage \7// systems required to protect die core'/, pcmponents will result in uncovering failures which increase the risk of core

§x'insert site specjýc,umeiefdq.red to ofthe core or spen fuel (loss of damage or spent fuel damage
uncowerýcof moremlthan -30 min redundancy in safety systems)

Confirmed or projected core or spent Coneiruied irlease greater thlai 20% of Fuel himndling'accidentorconfirmed Fuel handlingaccidentand containmentfuel gap inventoryinthe reactor core; , <ýrelease gr6ter than 1% of gap isolation (e.g. by ventilation, locks)d gV " minventory and imcompleI ontaimet

P yolationt (eg9 nl Ventilation, lock-s)

Primary system coolant fluid leak' - Major leak frompiping carrying priniai
KJ ,~"> -~ /<'7system coolant fluid outside die

~' / containment (in purification systems,
/ > .i rcaor heat removal system, etc.)

A fuel handling accident or confirmed release of a significant amount of the gapv mwevwot can cause release of ftssion-Wioducts to the envtronmcnL In tie cold
shutdown and refuelling modes, the containment could be ihe only intact airier to a release In suc a case, imimedate-action should be taken to mitigate or prevent
the release. In the event that the containment is isolated, alert is the appmprmate emerency class, and sae;area emergency mayie appropriate in the event that the
containment is not completely isolated. X.&},/ \, \-.

L Even if a leak is less probable in the cold shutdown and refuelling modes than int- power operation, hot standby and hot shutdown modes, dtere still adsts a

possibility of primary system coolant leak. Ira leak affecting core cooling occurs, inunediat'cation to stop the leak and to prevent dil\'6ss ofcore cooling shoukl be
taken. The alert EAL is appropriate in such cases. ' --

~,I7N<
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TABLE 13. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICAT1ON"'FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN COLD SHUTDOWN OR
REFUELLING MODE(cont)
For the following eniy con~diti •ons Decare a general eme-gai.if- Declare a site area emergency if- Declare an alert if

Radiation levels \//A -,

Effluent release rates greater than C'• ) Effluent moora for more / Effluent monitor readings for more Effluent monitor readings for more than
100 times the release limits S /thrnlImm atht .[imertste mhan15 mmgreaterthan[insert site 15 rain greater than finsert site ecific

N,// specic' list ofeffiuArte mbokrs and specific list of effluent monitors and list ofeffluent monitors and readings
readig irna~tg that in l 'or, the readingsindicating that in 4 hours the indicating 100 times the release limits]

[ffsizedosai ivill be greaser than the off-sit dosesi•ifi be greater tham 0.10
i rtvi for urgent mrtýce .of the iii!vennon leven s or urgent
acttns. assunmng a•amge _ !,/proectmn'e actions$ assraning average

High radiationlevelsinareasrequiring Radiation lei•ilsgreter than 1o0nisvh Raditionlevds nraterlhan I mSvlh Radiation levels greater than 0. 1OmSvlh
continuous access for operation and potentially lasting severalhours potentially lasting several hours
nanitcrnanve of safety systems " "

Note: inconsistent monitor readings -. ,-- ( , /
could result from incomplete mixing, a . .> / "

fled monitor or irradiation from a
contaminated system neaiby. Monitors ./

may show high, low or ointre range if
they fail. Readings can be confirmed N"

using hand held monitors outside the/ ,- -.

area.

High radiation levels in areas requiring
occasional occupancy to maintain or

Radiation levels greater than
100 mSvi potentially lasting
cpv'm-',, h!e'urv

Radizti6nlev•lsgreqter than 10 mSvlh Radiation levels greater than I mSvlb
potentially lasting several hours potentially lasting several hours

/swa- ------- ------- -------:- --- -------

/



- TABLE 13. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION' FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN COLD SHUTDOWN OR
REFUELLING MODE)(cont) \

For the following enrmyonrditions Declare a general emiergertcy f:_ Declare a site area emergency if- Declare an alert if

Evaluated containment radiation levels Containment radiation lcvclstgreatcr) Containment radiation levels greater Containment radiation levels increasing
Nt.n .n.tt monto . than 5 Gylh [or in isier speci fic' ''than I Gy/h for insert site specric iaster than 0.10 mGy/h [or insert sire
Nouldtesui:froinoredig Incnassgtretease of reeater/ - reading indicating release ofgreater specifw reading indicating release ofcou~ld result from ilCncomplete rlixing-a'//re - g r , "/2 "

IL dtan 20% of gapivenboryl ' 'than+1% of gap inventory] greater titan 10% of coolant)
ailled monitor or irradiation from a

contaminated system nearby. Monitors
may show high. low or centre range if '-
they fail. Readings can beconfimied <\
using hand held monitors outside the
containment. -- /
Unplanned increase in plant radiation Multiple plantnidiationmonitors show \ 4,ultiple plant radtion monitors show Multiple plant radition montors show

levels as indicated by monitors an unplanned or unpredicied increase "'i'uiptlannd or unpredicted increase an unplanned or unprcdictedinc•easc ky
by a factor of 100 or /e; an d aqy by, aftor of 100 or more a'nd a major a factor of 100 or more
other indication ofactualicoredmnage transiet in progress poteiiially,"-,

y•-,affecting the abity to prot*t the core

High ambient dose rates at or beyondi Ambient dose rates at or beyond iht' &Ambient dose rates at or beyond the' '•/•mbient dose rates at or beyond the site
the site boundary site boundary greater than I mSvQlt[, site boundary g eaterthan 0.1 mSv•,- boundary greater than 10 pSv/h [or

insert the sire specific opertmtnal / [orrnnr one tenth of the site specific frtrt site specific reading indicating
intervention level for evacuationT oprational 1ntervention leurlfor 100 tithes the doae rate due to
see Procedure Bl in Ref [2711 evawdaho ;see Procedure Bl in background radiadon levels)

Refj [2' 71 ]1

Ambient dose rate is usually measured at the site boundary. However, if any measurement of ambient dose rate beyond the site boundary is available, it can be used
for the purpose of-this EAL..-•" _\

A k".
.,7' //.



TABLE 13. EMEiRGENCY CLASSIFICATION 'FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN COLD SH4UTDOWN OR
REFUELLINGMODE (cont) ,

For the following e 'conndit•ins: Declare ageneralemergenby f: Declare a site area emergency if: Declare an alert if

Security events, fires, explialins. toxic gas releases. natural and otheri:iets,

Security event (intruder or mahic ous- 'Security event restfT~ing loss ofh'Security event resulting in damage or Security event with potential to affect
act) V// ability to monitor andool safety nimpaired access to safety systems that safety system operation, or uncertain

'!/functions needed-to prol te core are reqired to be operable" security conditions

Fire orexplosion' > Fire or explosion potentially affecting
areas containing safety systems

Toxic or flammable gases Toxic or flammable gases in plant

A major natural disaster such as: Mor natural V" ts•r•sulting in Major natural events that threaten the
.- J.

Earthquake _decay heat rem oal-systemsor-- T o r n a d o a iwJ r e mo"n i s. s l a .o r . q- F - ~ s e n t ~ ~ s g b s s f
-To o \affe-ting Ihir long terra erEvstens yo tb
- Floods . - plant
-High winds . -Events rsultinginactual orpotential
-- Vehidceor aircafcrash* / lossofaccsstothesiteforalong
- urricane Lpe/dperiodof time
-Tsunami \
-Storm surge
- Low water
- Lightning strike&

' Formal wording change to better convey the intent of the criterion. Only safety systems that•a reqird to be operable are referenced in this EAL.
* Turbine is not in operaion in the co6ld shutdown and refuelling modes.
o Aircraft crash can also cause severe damage to the plant and reduce plant safety.
P Lightning strikes can cause severe damage tothe plant and reduce plant safety.
q Wording dcanged to better convey the intent of the criterio,



00 TABLE 13. EMERGENCY CLASSIFICATION FOR LIGHT WATER REACTORS IN COLD SHUTDOWN OR
REFUELLINiG MODE (coL) .

For the following enty'•riditionts Declare a general emnegcni if; Declare a site area emergency if: Declare an alert it

Loss of communications' '/ / Events resulting in actual or potential
-. loss of communications to the site fora

long period of time

Plant shift supervisor's opinion K< Conditions that warrari t9king urgent CJ (onditions that warrant preparing the Abnormal conditions that wanrant
protectve actitons off the site\, publicto implement urgent potective immediate additional assistance for the

/ actions or taing protective actions oan on-site opertions staffor increased
, the site \ preparedness of off-site officials

Spent fuel pool events " /--.7 /

Abnormal refuelling or spent fuel Fullydrainedpoolconainingfuelq/` -'Water level belowtop ofirradiated fuel Loss of ability to maintain water level in
conditions reMved from lth retorre withm "in or pool containing irradiated fuel

the past 6 months \ ,, ldiatoileveiinpoolareagieater or
or / <7 than 30mLmGyi Damage to irradiated fuel

Radiation level in pool a ereaei i tcr< -// or
than 3 Gyi \, \-- Loss of ability to maintain pool water

•-.: /" ", : _, to : •m p erdfure b elow W 0 C

This EAL is newand reflects itemsdeleted from the previousline. temperturebelo{8OhC'

High temperature in the spent fuel pool is a result of a degradation in heat removalAi6m, the spent " c,and this temperature should also be used as an additional
symptom of abnormal refuelling or abnonral spent fuel conditions. /

/•:

- --- ,.



EXAMPLE EALs

111.27. When using Tables 12 and 13, all the abnormal entry conditions in the
first column should be reviewed. For each entry condition that applies to a
specific case, the class is selected by matching the EAL criteria to the left. The
accident is classified at the highest class indicated, the highest class being
'general emergency' and the lowest class being 'alert'.

111.28. These example EALs are based on an example system from Ref. (27].
Changes in the original guidance of Ref. [27] ,are accompanied by footnotes to,("..,
explain and distinguish them from the technical comments included in the
original guidance in Ref. [33]. This wafs dine to help users of the,,previous'.)
guidance to better understand how to apply the changes. Some of the EALs fronm
the original guidance were removed (this is not noted in the tables)._-"

COOLING MARGIN-SATUkATION CURVE .)Q
11.29. A primarysstem-temperalure e-qal to or greater than the saturation

temperature indicates.that the waterinithe core is boiling. The cooling margin can
be approximated (neglecting instrument inaccuracies) by subtracting the coolant
temperature from te saturationtemperature for the given primary system
pressure.,For/apressuize Iwate!,reactor, a negative cooling margin indicates that
water iS\boiing in th reactor pressure vessel and that the reactor core may be
Imicovered [331---; Q\)• <

280 '; -I, ', 390-¾,/

370

350,

310

270

280

1 2 3 4 6

Absolute pressure (MPa)

6 10 15 20 25

Absolute pressure (MPa)

on cuve [27],FIG 7. Cooling maren-satumrt
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How to use Fig. 7:

111.30. Determine tile absolute pressure and temperature in the primary system T,,:
then use the graphs to determine the saturation temperature T,.,, and thus the
cooling margin, by using the equation below:

Cooling margin = Tsar- Tpj

where

TP, is tile temperature in the primary system:-, X
T7,, is the saturation temperature from Fig"-.

WATER LOST BY BOILINGDUEO TODECAY HEAT IN A 3000 MW(th)

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT'\-),/

11131. The curve in Fig`. 8 shows the amount of water that must be injected into
the reactor pressure vessel to replace water lost by boi de to decay heat. This
curve is based on a-3000 MW(th) reactor operat'd at'a constant power for a
nominally infinite, period and then shut down ntaneously. This is the
mmnnmumwater now rate tat mUst be ijected i 6to a reactor core to cool it once

it is shut down [33].

Ste 1: Determine the aniount of water injection required, from:

W W3000 oPlant (MWJth))
3006(MW(th))

where

W. is the w~ter injection required (mn3/h);

W.00 isthe water injection required for a 3000 MW(th) plant (m3/h), from Fig. 8:
Pl is, thepower output of the plant in MW(th) (MW(th) = 3 x MW(e)).

Step, 2: If the core has been uncovered for more than 15 min, increase the
injection rate by a factor of three to accommodate the heat from the Zr-H 20
reaction and built-up (stored) energy.
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Appendix IV

OBSERVABLES ON THE SCENE OF
A RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY

IV. 1. In a radiological emergency, the inner cordoned area is where protective
action is implemented to protect responders and the public. Initially the size of the
area is determined on the basis of information that can bedirectly observed (e.g.
markings). The size of the area may be expanded oinithe basis of dose rates and
environmental measurement OILs (see Appendix <II) when these data become., '
available. Table 14 [7. 17] provides suggestions for the approximate radius ofthe,,'
inner cordoned area. Instruction I in Ref. [17]-provides a list of observables/lthlat'
can be used by first responders to identify a dangerous source. /The'actual
boundaries of the safety and security permeters should be defined in suchI >way

that they are easily recognizable (e.g.-by roads) and-.sliOuld be securedH'owever,
the safety perimeter should lbe-established at least-as far fi'om the.-source as is
indicated in the table until tie radiological asses'sorihas assessekdthe situation.

TABLE 14. SUGtESTED RADIUS.IOF THE INNER CORDONED AREA
(SAFETY PERIMEER) IN A NUCLEAR OR RADIOLOGICAL EMERGENCY

Initial inner cordoned areaSita •tion 1  \/ /"" \ ') A. (safety perimeter)
iK K' {, '',

. .,, "' Iitiial deterninaýion - Outside
7Unshielded or damaged'paientially danger'u. ource 30 m radius around the source

"Major spill from-a potentially dangerous source 100 m radius around the source
,--Fire, explosion or fumes involving a-dangerous source 300 m radius

Suspected bomb (possiblebradiological dispersal 400 m radius or more to protect
device), exploded or unexploded against an explosion

Conventional (non -nuclear) explosion or a fire 1000 m radius
involving a nuclearweapon (no nuclear yield)

.... \ Initial determination - Inside a building

Damiagelossof shielding or spill involving a Affected and adjacent areas
potentially,dangerous source (including floors above and below)

/ K",• -\ >

".Fire~or other event involving a potentially dangerous Entire building and appropriate
source that can spread radioactive material throughout outside distance as indicated above
the building (e.g. through the ventilation system)

Lvpansion based on radiological monitoring

OILI and OIL2 from Table 8 Wherever these levels are measured
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"Governments, regulatory bodies'anS operators ever-y-whre\must
ensure that nuclear material'and radiation sources>a-reused
beneficially, safely and(ethically. The kklAE~safety stanrards are
designed to facilitate this_ nd I encourage all Member States to
make use of them.".
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From: Leeds, Eric {~
To: LIA04 Hoc
Cc: Nouven. Ouvnh Evans. Michele; McDermott. Brian; Brenner. Eliot

Subject: RE: ACTION: Do States Require Additional Information?
Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 7:47:00 AM

51/,u I agree, Sara. NRR is going to set up a SharePoint site where everyone can access the Q&As. The
regions are especially interested because of upcoming EOC meetings with the public. NSIR

assistance and scrubbing is welcome!

Eric J. Leeds, Director

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

301-415-1270

From: LIA04 Hoc
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 6:25 PM
To: Virgilio, Rosetta; LIA06 Hoc; Thaggard, Mark; McGinty, Tim
Cc: Noonan, Amanda; Brenner, Eliot; Mroz (Sahm), Sara; Miller, Charles; Leeds, Eric; Virgilio, Martin
Subject: RE: ACTION: Do States Require Additional Information?

I think it is important to make sure that NSIR/EP is looped in on the development and distribution

of any answers. This is for a few reasons: 1) to maintain consistency with existing EP messaging; 2)
to ensure consistency with FEMA REPP communications; and 3) to allow for consistency with any

future messaging.

-Sara (from the LT room)

Sara Mroz
Outreach and Communications

Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response

Sara.Mroz@nrc.gov

From: Virgilio, Rosetta
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 6:13 PM
To: LIA06 Hoc; Thaggard, Mark; McGinty, Tim
Cc: Noonan, Amanda; LIA04 Hoc; Brenner, Eliot; Mroz (Sahm), Sara; Miller, Charles; Leeds, Eric;
Virgilio, Martin
Subject: RE: ACTION: Do States Require Additional Information?

Thank you, Tim. In my conversation with OEDO (just prior to receiving your email) I was
informed that NRR/Eric Leeds has taken on the responsibility (Quynh Nguyen is the PO)
for the collection of questions and development of answers for responding to our
stakeholders on the events involving the earthquake in Japan and the implications for NRC
licensees. That being the case, shouldn't we provide the State Qs to NRR to address?

From: LIA06 Hoc

Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 5:56 PM
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To: Thaggard, Mark; LIA04 Hoc; Miller, Charles; Virgilio, Rosetta; Brenner, Eliot; Mroz (Sahm), Sara;
Noonan, Amanda
Subject: RE: ACTION: Do States Require Additional Information?

This is email is primarily for Charlie and Rosetta, to close the loop. We discussed

the need for providing consistent information to the States, via the RSLO's, with the

Executive Team and the Chairman a few minutes ago. The Chairman directed us to
coordinate with FEMA since they have an established relationship with the States.
We settled on working with OPA to provide the information tailored to our best
extent to the questions and concerns that would be expressed by the States, and
provide to FEMA for awareness and commonality, and then the RSLO's for sharing.

A broad conference call with all States is not currently being contemplated, we'd
like to see how providing a common set of information works first. Tim McGinty,

LT Director

From: Tifft, Doug ýQUK
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:44 PM
To: McNamara, Nancy; LIA04 Hoc; Woodruff, Gena; Barker, Allan; Logaras, Harral;
Maier, Bill; LIA06 Hoc
Cc: Turtil, Richard; Virgilio, Rosetta; Rautzen, William; Lukes, Kim; Flannery, Cindy;
Trojanowski, Robert
Subject: RE: ACTION: Do States Require Additional Information?

Amanda,

We just got off a conference call with all the Region 1 state liaison officers
and emergency directors. Bill Dean opened the meeting. A strong message
the states sent Bill was that they need to be informed before information hits
the public.

Here are some of the questions we heard. I broke them into the two
categories you requested. I think we need answers to the hypothetical
questions ASAP as well. (I know we'll be looking for this for our upcoming
annual assessment meetings, that start for Region 1 next week.)

Questions related to event in Japan:
Could this happen at [X plant]?
What is the sequence of events at the Japanese reactors?
What is the magnitude of the release at the Japanese facility? (There are
conflicting reports in the press.) (ie, offsite dose rates)
Who are the Federal Contacts (for the state) to get information on what DOE
& EPA are doing?
When will the plume hit the US?
What are the environmental consequences to the US?
What dose rates do we expect to see in the US?
How do the Japanese reactor designs compare to the US reactor designs of
similar vintage?
When the states receive questions from the public / media that the NRC
would be better to answer, where should they direct these calls?



What is the NRC doing to correct misinformation in the public / media?

Hypothetical questions related to US plants:
What would the effect be on [plant X] if a 9.0 earthquake hit?
What would the effect be on [plant X] if a subsequent tsunami hit?
Why is Indian Point safe if there is a fault line underneath it?

-Doug

---F-r Iom"I: -1M 1c INamara, -N .an Ic.y 4
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:27 PM
To: LIA04 Hoc; Tifft, Doug; Woodruff, Gena; Barker, Allan; Logaras, Harral; Maier, Bill;
LIA06 Hoc
Cc: Turtil, Richard; Virgilio, Rosetta; Rautzen, William; Lukes, Kim; Flannery, Cindy
Subject: RE: ACTION: Do States Require Additional Information?

Absolutely. We are having a conf. call at 1:30 w/all our states to hear their
opinions. But the more we can give, the better. We've been getting
questions all morning and Bill Dean has a call with a NY congressional
arranged through OCA.

From: LIA04 Hoc
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 1:24 PM
To: McNamara, Nancy; Tifft, Doug; Woodruff, Gena; Barker, Allan; Logaras, Harral;
Maier, Bill; LIA06 Hoc
Cc: Turtil, Richard; Virgilio, Rosetta; Rautzen, William; Lukes, Kim; Flannery, Cindy
Subject: ACTION: Do States Require Additional Information?

Nancy, Doug, Bob, Gena, Alan, Harral, and Bill:

It is our understanding that a few additional questions from SLOs have come in
from states following distribution/communication of recent Q&As and Press
Releases.

In view of this, we are assessing whether additional information may be needed/if

there are additional pressing questions about the radiological fallout from
Japan.

Currently the Operation Center is responding to an International Emergency and
any possible implications from this event that may affect the United States. If
States have specific questions about Reactors in the United States they should be
answered by the RSLO's if it reasonable. If the questions are regarding hypothetical
events at U.S. Reactors these questions can be collected and answered, if possible,
at a later date.

BOTTOM LINE: do we sense a need to provide additional Q&As and other
information pieces that respond to State needs? We respectfully request that you
make this assessment using practical judgment and beg your indulgence in



communicating real State needs for additional information.

Amanda Noonan

State Liaison - Liaison Team

Incident Response Center
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March 15, 2011

Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency

Seismic Damage Information (the 25th Release)
(As of 23:30 March 15th, 2011)

Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) confirmed the current

situation of Onagawa NPS, Tohoku Electric Power Co., Inc; Fukushima

Dai-ichi and Fukushima Dai-ni NPSs, Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. Tokai

Dai-ni NPS , Japan Atomic Power Co., Inc, as follows:

New updates are as follows.

1. Nuclear Power Stations (NPS)

* Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS

TEPCO confirmed that the fire occurred at Unit 4 was extinguished.

(11:00 March 15th)

2. Actions taken by NISA

(March 15th)

07:24 Incorporated Administrative Agency, Japan Atomic Energy Agency

(JAEA) reported to NISA in accordance with the Article 10 of the Act on

Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness

regarding Nuclear Fuel Cycle Engineering Laboratories, Tokai

Research and Development Center.

07:44 JAEA reported to NISA in accordance with the Article 10 of the Act on

Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness

regarding Nuclear Science Research Institute.

10:30 According to the Nuclear Regulation Act, Minister of Economy, Trade

and Industry issued the directives as follows.

For Unit 4: To extinguish fire and to prevent the occurrence of

re-criticality

For Unit 2: To inject water to reactor vessel promptly and to vent

Drywell.

10:59 Considering the possibility of lingering situation, it is decided that the
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function of the Local Emergency Response Headquarter is moved to

the Fukushima Prefectural Office.

<Situation of the evacuation>

* Prime Minister Kan issued the directive at AM 11:00 this morning for

in-house stay in the area from 20-km to 30-km radius from the

Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS.

* Regarding the evacuation as far as 20-km from Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS

and 10-km from Fukushima Dai-ni, necessary measures have already

taken.

(Contact Person)
Mr. Toshihiro Bannai
Director, International Affairs Office,
NISA/METI
Phone:+81-(0)3-3501-1087
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(Attached sheet)

1. The status of operation at NPS (Number of automatic shutdown units: 10)

* Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS, Tokyo Electric Power Co. Inc. (TEPCO)

(Okuma-machi and Futaba-machi, Futaba-gun, Fukushima Prefecture)

(1) The status of operation

Unit 1 (460MWe): automatic shutdown

Unit 2 (784MWe): automatic shutdown

Unit 3 (784MWe): automatic shutdown

Unit 4 (784MWe): in periodic inspection outage

Unit 5 (784MWe): in periodic inspection outage

Unit 6 (1,100MWe): in periodic inspection outage

(2) Major Plant Parameters (21:05 March 15th)

unit Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3

Reactor 0.169 (A) 0.170 (A)
Pressure 0.166(B) 0. 180 (A)

Not
CV Pressure KPa 250 355available

Reactor Water mm - 1800(A) 1200(A) - 1900(A)

Level* - 1800 (B)-2300

Suppression
PoWae CNot Not NotPool Water °C

available available availableTemperature

•Suppression NotKPa down scale down scale
Pool Pressure available

Measuring time 18:43 18:43*2 21:05

*1: Distance from the top of fuel.
*2: The data of Unit 2 were not available because operators evacuated

from the central control room.

(3) Report concerning other incidents
. TEPCO reported to NISA the Event in accordance with the Article 10 of

3
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the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency

Preparedness regarding Fukushima Dai-ichi. (15:42 March 11th)

TEPCO reported to NISA the event in accordance with the Article 15 of

the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency

Preparedness regarding Fukushima Dai-ichi, Units 1 and 2.(16:36

March 11th)

For Unit 1: Seawater was injected to the Containment Vessel via the

Fire Extinguishing System Line (Started up 11:55 March 13th)

-- Temporary interruption of the injection (01:10 March 14th)

* For Unit 2: Water injection function was sustained. (14:00 March 13th)

* For Unit 2: Reactor water level was decreasing. (13:18 March 14th)

For Unit 2: Seawater injection to the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) was

ready through the Fire Extinguishing System line. (19:20 March 14th)

* TEPCO evaluated core damage of Unit 2 was "less than 5%" (22:14

March 14th)

* Water level in RPV in Unit 2 is decreasing. (22:50 March 14th)

* A sound of explosion in Unit 2. As the pressure in Suppression Chamber

decreased, there was possibility that an incident occurred in this

Chamber. (06:20 March 15th)

For Unit 3: Fresh water was injected to the PCV via the Fire

Extinguishing System Line (FESL). (11:55 March 13th)

* For Unit 3: Seawater was injected to the PCV via FESL. (13:12 March

13th)

* Unit I and Unit 3: Injection of seawater into PCV was interrupted due

to the lack of seawater in pit. (01:10 March 14th)

* For Unit 3: Injection of seawater into PCV was restarted (03:20 March

14th)

* For Unit 3: The pressure increased unusually. (11:45 March 14th)

* For Unit 3: The explosion like Unit 1 occurred around the Reactor

Building (11:01 March 14th)

* A sound of explosion was made in Unit 2 and the pressure in

Suppression Chamber decreased. (06:10 March 15th) Thereafter it

was confirmed that a part of wall in the operation area of Unit 4 was

damaged. (06:14 March 15th)

* The fire at Unit 4 occurred. (09:38 March 15th) It was confirmed that

the fire was extinguished spontaneously. (11:00 March 15 th)

4
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The temperature of water in the Spent Fuel Storage Pool at Unit 4 had

increased.

(84 'Cat 04:08 March 14th)

0 Fukushima Dai-ni Nuclear Power Station (TEPCO)

(Naraha-machi/Tomioka-machi, Futaba-gun, Fukushima pref.)

(1) The status of operation

Unit1 (1,100MWe): automatic shutdown, cold shut down

March 14th

Unit2 (1,100MWe): automatic shutdown, cold shut down

March 14th

Unit3 (1,100MWe): automatic shutdown, cold shut down

March 12th

Unit4 (1,100MWe): automatic shutdown, cold shut down

March 15th

at 17:00,

at 18:00,

at 12:15,

at 07:15,

(2) Major plant parameters (As of 05:00, 15 March)

unit Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4

Reactor Pressure MPa 0.13 0.09 0.04 0.13

Reactor water RC 59.0 56.1 29.1 93.2

temperature
Reactor water Mm 11,396 11,296 7,558 8,784

level*

Suppression pool °C 43 36 44 72

water temperature

Suppression pool KPa 189 163 131 207

pressure

cold cold cold coldRemarks shutdown shutdown shutdown shutdown
* Distance from the top of fuel

(3) Report concerning other incidents
* TEPCO reported to NISA the event in accordance with the Article 10 of

the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency

Preparedness regarding Fukushima Dai-ni Unit 1. (18:08 March 11th)
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TEPCO reported to NISA the events in accordance with the Article 10

regarding Units 1, 2 and 4. (18:33 March 11th)

* Onagawa NPS (Tohoku Electric Power Co., Inc.)

(Onagawa-cho, Oga-gun and Ishinomaki-shi, Miyagi Prefecture)

(1) The status of operation

Unit 1 (524MWe): automatic shutdown, cold shut down at 0:58, March 12th

Unit 2 (825MWe): automatic shutdown, cold shut down at earthquake

Unit 3 (825MWe): automatic shutdown, cold shut down at 1:17, March 12th

(2) Readings of monitoring post

Reading of monitoring post:

MP2 (Monitoring at the North End of Site Boundary)

approx. 6,500 nGy/h (19:00 March 14th)

--*approx. 5,400 nGy/h (19:00 March 15th)

(3) Report concerning other incidents

Fire Smoke on the first basement of the Turbine Building was

extinguished. (22:55 on March 11th)

Reported on the Article 10* of the Act on Special Measures Concerning

Nuclear Emergency Preparedness (13:09 March 13th)

2. Action taken by NISA

(March 11th)

14:46 Set up of the NISA Emergency Preparedness Headquarters (Tokyo)

immediately after the earthquake

15:42 TEPCO reported to NISA in accordance with the Article 10 of the Act

on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness

regarding Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS.

16:36 TEPCO judged the event in accordance with the Article 15 of the Act

on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness

regarding Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS, Units 1 and 2. (reported to NISA

at 16:45)

18:08 Regarding Unit 1 of Fukushima Dai-ni NPS, TEPCO reported to

NISA in accordance with the Article 10 of the Act on Special Measures

Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness.
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18:33 Regarding Units 1,2 and 4 of Fukushima Dai-ni NPS, TEPCO

reported to NISA in accordance with the Article 10 of Act on Special

Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness.

19:03 Government declared the state of nuclear emergency. (Establishment

of Government Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters and Local

Emergency Response Headquarters)

20:50 Fukushima Prefecture's Emergency Response Headquarters issued a

direction for the residents within 2 km radius from Unit 1 of

Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS to evacuate. (The population of this area is

1,864)

21:23 Directives from Prime Minister to the Governor of Fukushima

Prefecture, the Mayor of Ookuma Town and the Mayor of Futaba

Town were issued regarding the event occurred at Fukushima-Dai-ichi

NPS, TEPCO, in accordance with the Paragraph 3, the Article 15 of

the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency

Preparedness as follows:

-Direction for the residents within 3km radius from Unit 1 to

evacuate.

-Direction for the residents within 10km radius from Unit 1 to stay

in-house.

24:00 Vice Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry, Ikeda arrived at the

Local Emergency Response Headquarters

(March12th)

05:22 Regarding Unit 1 of Fukushima Dai-ni NPS, TEPCO reported to

NISA in accordance with the Article 15 of the Act on Special Measures

Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness.

05:32 Regarding Unit 2 of Fukushima Dai-ni NPS, TEPCO reported to

NISA in accordance with the Article 15 of the Act on Special Measures

Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness.

05:44 Residents within 10km radius from Unit 1 of Fukushima Dai-ichi

NPS shall evacuate by the Prime Minister Direction.

06:07 Regarding of Unit 4 of Fukushima Dai-ni NPS, TEPCO reported to

NISA in accordance with the Article 15 of the Act on Special Measures

Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness.

06:50 In accordance with the Paragraph 3, the Article 64 of the Nuclear
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Regulation Act, the order was issued to control the internal pressure

of the Containment Vessel of Units 1 and 2 of Fukushima Dai-ichi

NPS.

07:45 Directives from Prime Minister to the Governor of Fukushima

Prefecture, the Mayors of Hirono Town, Naraha Town, Tomioka Town

and Ookuma Town were issued regarding the event occurred at
Fukushima Dai-ni NPS, TEPCO, pursuant to the Paragraph 3, the

Article 15 of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear

Emergency Preparedness as follows:

-Direction for the residents within 3km radius from Fukushima

Dai-ni NPS to

evacuate.

-Direction for the residents withon 10km radius from Fukushima

Dai-ni NPS

to stay in-house

17:00 TEPCO reprted to NISA in accordance with the Article 15 of the Act

on Special Measure Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness

since the radiation level at Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS exceeded the

acceptable limit.

17:39 Prime Minister directed evacuation of the residents within the 10 km

radius from Fukushima-Dai-ni NPS

18:25 Prime Minister directed evacuation of the residents within the 20km

radius from Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS

19:55 Directives from Prime Minister was issued regarding seawater

injection to Unit No.1 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS.

20:05 Considering the Directives from Prime Minister and pursuant to the

Paragraph 3, the Article 64 of the Nuclear Regulation Act, order was

issued to inject seawater to Unit 1 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS.

20:20 At Unit 1 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS, seawater injection started.

(March 13th)

05:38 TEPCO reported to NISA pursuant to the Article 15 of Act on Special
Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness since Unit 3

of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS lost total coolant injection function.

Recovering efforts by TEPCO of the power source and coolant injection

function and work on venting are underway.
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09:08 Pressure suppression in the Containment Vessel and fresh water

injection started at Unit 3 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS.

09:20 Opening of Pressure vent valve of Unit 3 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS.

09:30 The order was issued for the Governor of Fukushima Prefecture, the

Mayors of Ookuma Town, Futaba Town, Tomioka Town and Namie

Town in accordance with the Act on Special Measures Concerning

Nuclear Emergency Preparedness on the contents of radioactivity

decontamination screening.

09:38 TEPCO reported to NISA that Unit 1 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS
reached a situation specified in the Article 15 of Act on Special

Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness.

13:09 Tohoku Electric Power Company reported to notified that Onagawa

NPS reached a situation specified in the Article 10 of the Act on

Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness.

13:12 Fresh water injection was switched to seawater injection at Unit 3 of

Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS.

14:25 TEPCO reported to NISA that Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS reached a

situation specified in the Article 15 of the Act on Special Measures

Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness.

(March 14th)

01:10 Seawater injection at Unit 1 and Unit 3 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS

were temporarily interrupted due to the lack of seawater in pit.
03:20 Seawater injection at Unit 3 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS was

restarted.

04:24 TEPCO reported to NISA that Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS reached the

situation specified in the Article 15 of Act on Special Measures

Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness.

07:53 TEPCO reported to NISA that Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS reached the

situation specified in the Article 15 of the Act on Special Measures

Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness.

13:25 TEPCO reported to NISA that Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 2 of NPS

reached the situation specified in the Article 15 of the Act on Special

Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness.

22:13 TEPCO reported to NISA in accordance with the Article 10 of the

Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency
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Preparedness regarding Fukushima Dai-ni NPS.

22:35 TEPCO reported to NISA in accordance with the Article 15 of the Act

on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness

regarding Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS.

(March 15th)

00:00 The acceptance of experts from IAEA was decided.

NISA agreed to accept the offer of dispatching of the expert on NPS

damage from IAEA considering the intention by Mr. Amano, Director

General of IAEA. Therefore, the schedule of expert acceptance will be

planned from now on according to the situation.

00:00 NISA also decided the acceptance of experts dispatched from NRC.

07:24JAEA reported to NISA in accordance with the Article 10 of the Act on

Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness

regarding Nuclear Fuel Cycle Engineering Laboratories, Tokai

Research and Development Center.

07:44 JAEA reported to NISA in accordance with the Article 10 of the Act on

Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness

regarding Nuclear Science Research Institute.

10:30 According to the Nuclear Regulation Act, Minister of Economy, Trade

and Industry issued the directives as follows.

For Unit 4: To extinguish fire and to prevent the occurrence of

re-criticality

For Unit 2: To inject water to reactor vessel promptly and to vent

Drywell.

10:59 Considering the possibility of lingering situation, it is decided that the

function of the Local Emergency Response Headquarter is moved to

the Fukushima Prefectural Office.

11:00 Prime Minister directed the in-house stay area.

In-house stay was additionally directed to the residents in the area

from 20 km to 30 km radius from Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS

considering in-reactor situation.

< Possibility on radiation exposure (As of 19:00 March 15th) >

<Exposure of residents>

(1) Including the evacuees from Futaba Public Welfare Hospital to
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Nihonmatsu City Fukushima Gender Equality Center as the result of

measurement of 133 persons at the Center, 23 persons counted more than

13,000 cpm were decontaminated.

(2) The 35 residents transferred from Futaba Public Welfare Hospital to

Kawamata Town Saiseikai Hospital by private bus arranged by

Fukushima Prefecture were judged to be not contaminated by the

Prefectural Response Center.

(3) As for the about 100 residents in Futaba Town evacuated by bus, the

results of measurement for 9 of the 100 residents were as follows. The

evacuees were divided into two groups which joined later to Nihonmatsu

City Fukushima Gender Equality Center.

No. of Counts No. of Persons

18,000cpm 1

30,000-36,000cpm 1

40,000cpm 1

little less than 1

40,000cpm*

very small counts 5

*(This results was measured without shoes, though the first

measurement exceeded 100,000cpm)

<Exposure of workers>

(1) As for the 18 workers conducting operations in Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS,

results of measurements are as follows;

One worker; 106.3 mSv, No threat of internal exposure and no medical

treatment needed.

Others; at the level of no impact to health. No exact data was available.

(2) The 6 out of 7 people working at the time of explosion at the Unit 3 of

Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS injured and were conscious. The detailed

measurement data are not available.

<Others>
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(1) Fukushima Prefecture has started the screening from 13 March at two

health office in the prefecture. It is undertaken at 12 evacuation sites, 6

health offices, etc. The results of screening are being totalled up.

(2) 5 members of Self-Defence-Force who worked for water supply in

Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS were exposed. After the work (March 12th),

30,000 cpm was counted by the measurement at Off site Center. The

counts after decontamination were between 5,000 and 10,000 cpm. One

member was transferred to National Institute of Radiological Science. No

other exposure of the Self-Defence-Force member was confirmed at the

Ministry of Defence.

(3) As for policeman, the decontaminations of two policemen were confirmed

by the National Police Agency. Nothing unusual was reported.

(4) As for fireman, no contamination was reported to National Firefighting

Agency. The confirmation is continued.

<Situation of the injured (As of 19:00 March 15th)>

1. Injury due to earthquake

- Two employees (slightly)

- Two subcontract employees (one fracture in both legs)

- Two missing (in the turbine building of Unit 4)

- One emergency patient (According to the local prefecture, one patient of

cerebral infarction was transported by the ambulance).

- Ambulance was requested for one employee complaining the pain at left

chest outside of control area (conscious).

- Two employees complaining discomfort wearing full-face mask in the

main control room were transported to the industrial doctor of

Fukushima Dai-ni NPS.

2. Injury due to the explosion of Unit 1 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS

-Four employees were injured at the explosion and smoke of Unit 1

around turbine building (out of control area). Examined by Kawauchi

clinic.

3. Injury due to the explosion of Unit 3 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS

- Four employees

- Three subcontractor employees
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- Four members of Self-Defence-Force (one of them will be transported to

National Institute of Radiological Sciences considering internal

exposure)

<Situation of Resident Evacuation (As of 19:00 March 15th)>

At 11:00 March 15th, Prime Minister directed in-house stay to the

residents in the area from 20 km to 30 km radius from Fukushima Dai-ichi

NPS. The directive was conveyed to Fukushima Prefecture and related

municipalities.

Regarding the evacuation as far as 20-km from Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS

and 10-km from Fukushima Dai-ni, necessary measures have already taken.

* It was reported that all people in Futaba Hospital and Onhuuru Futaba

completed the evacuation from the 20 km zone.

* It seems that a plural number of people who were staying in the 20 km zone

are in moving gradually.

* The in-house stay in the area from 20 km to 30 km from Fukushima

Dai-ichi NPS is made fully known to the residents concerned.

(Contact Person)

Mr. Toshihiro Bannai

Director, International Affairs Office,

NISA/METI

Phone:+81-(0)3-3501-1087
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Haney. Catherine
Jacobs-Baynard, Elizabeth
Weber, Michael; Ordaz. Vonna; Kokaiko. Lawrence; Tschiltz, Michael; Walker. Dwight
Budget brief
Tuesday, March 15, 2011 4:32:03 AM

Liz
I was called back to the ops center before I had the chance to get home last night. I just got home and
although exhausted need to relax before I can sleep.

I asked Josh if he thought the Chairman would still have the budget meeting. He thought yes but it was
subject to change. He understood that I might not be into the office and was willing to do later if
schedule permitted. Here are a few options -
1. I participate by phone. I have info jennifer sent by email.
2. Vonna and Mike/Marrissa brief the chairman
3. We schedule for later but I do need to leave at four.
4. Anything else you can think of.

I will set alarm for 8 and will check emails then.

Thanks
Cathy

Y%/Y/ 2 4 5--



Ward, Steven

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Institute of Nuclear Materials Management [info@inmm.org]
Monday, March 14, 2011 2:35 PM
Ward, Steven
INMM Asks for Donations to Red Cross in Support of Japan

Problem viewing this email? Click here for our online version I Send this email to a friend

March 14, 2011

INMM Extends Condolences and Support to Japan
The Institute of Nuclear Materials Management wishes to express its condolences and sympathies to the
people of Japan, to the government of Japan, and to the members of the INMM Japan Chapter during
the aftermath of the earthquake and subsequent tsunami that struck Japan on Friday, March 11.

The loss of life and the physical devastation to Japan are a great tragedy. We offer our support to all
those affected directly and indirectly by these disasters and the subsequent crisis at the Fukushima
Daiichi nuclear power plant.

The INMM Japan Chapter is one of INMM's most active and largest Regional Chapters, and recently
celebrated its 30th Anniversary. The 135 members of the Japan Chapter are not only our respected
colleagues but our dear friends, and we offer our support to them during this difficult time.

We encourage anyone wishing to help the victims of the earthquake and tsunami to make a donation to
the Red Cross through:

* The American Red Cross Web site
* The Japanese Red Cross Web site
* Or by texting REDCROSS to 90999 to give $10 for Japan Earthquake and Pacific Tsunami relief

Thank you for your generosity.

Sincerely,

Scott Vance
President, Institute of Nuclear Materials Management

ýYy/s 14
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From: Haney. Catherine
To: Doolittle. Elizabeth
Subject: RE: LIST OF PUBLIC MEETINGS THIS WEEK AND NEXT
Date: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 3:05:00 PM

thanks

From: Doolittle, Elizabeth
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 12:52 PM
To: Haney, Catherine; Dorman, Dan
Cc: Kokajko, Lawrence; Kinneman, John; Ordaz, Vonna
Subject: LIST OF PUBLIC MEETINGS THIS WEEK AND NEXT

1. March 14, 2011, with Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) to discuss the NRC pilot issue
for NEI's Dry Storage Task Force. The pilot issue for the utilizing NEI's Regulatory
Issue Resolution Protocol is stress corrosion cracking of storage casks in a marine
environment - SFST

2. March 16, 2011, with NAC International to discuss the new application submitted for
the Model No. MAGNATRAN transport package - SFST

3. March 17, 2011, with Northern States Power Management (NSPM) and Xcel Energy
to discuss the plans of Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota corporation,
d/b/a Xcel Energy for submittal of an application to renew the Prairie Island ISFSI
site-specific license. SFST

4. March 24, 2011, with Holtec and the NRC staff to discuss the proposed HI-STORM
FW dry cask storage system license amendment request No. 1 -SFST

5. March 28, 2011 with NEI to obtain external stakeholder feedback regarding
regulatory foundation enhancements (inspection, Certificates of Compliance and
technical specifications, and NEI 72.48 Guidance Document) SFST

6. March 30, 2011, with Transnuclear, Inc. to discuss TN's proposed new application
for the Model No. TN-LC transportation package SFST

7. March 31, 2011, with AREVA to discuss the content and test plan for the Model No.
LANL-B transport package - SFST.

8. March 17, 2011, NRC, NEI, Fuel Cycle Licensees and Certificate Holders, Meeting

on Fuel Cycle Oversight Enhancements - FCSS.

9. Week of March 21, Bret Leslie moderating - HLWRS
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From: LIA02 Hoc

Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 6:36 PM
To: Bernhard, Rudolph
Cc: LIA03 Hoc
Subject: RE: Your BB Number?

Rudy - When you reply with your BB phone number, could you also send "in case of Emergency contact" for you to
include:

Name,
Phone#,
Email address
Snail mail address

Thank you.
Mugeh
On behalf of the International Liaison Team

From: Bernhard, Rudolph
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 1:44 PM
To: LIA02 Hoc
Subject: FW: Your BB Number?

From: Bernhard, Rudolph
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 1:43 PM
To: Heard, Robert
Cc: Mayros, Lauren
Subject: FW: Your BB Number?

Rob,
Can you provide when available?
Also copy me so I can tell my wife...
Rudy

From: LIA02 Hoc
Sent: Thursday, March 31, 2011 1:20 PM
To: Bernhard, Rudolph
Subject: Your BB Number?

Hi Rudolph - I forgot to ask you on our phone call to please provide us with your international blackberry number as
soon as possible. Thank you!!

Lauren Mayros

,i



From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Hi Folks,

Holahan, Vincent
Wednesday, March 30, 2011 4:31 AM
Hoc, PMT12
LIA01 Hoc; PMT03 Hoc
RE: Coordination with PACOM

From: Hoc, PMT12
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 5:15 PM
To: Holahan, Vincent
Cc: LIA01 Hoc; PMT03 Hoc
Subject: Coordination with PACOM

Vince,

Trish stopped by after your video-conf. The question came up how NRC should best liaise with PACOM. Have you had

further comms with Admiral or his staff regarding what type of information and how best to share any
information/opinions we may have?

I assume that you get the NRC SITREP updates. Are you also getting the DOE NITOPS SITREPs? Would it be appropriate
to funnel information thru you (either via emails or tele/video conf)? Would it be better to schedule direct
communication between PACOM and PMT/RST?

What's the sense in sunny HI.

Tim Harris
PMT, PAAD

YY /oC?
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From: Emche, Danielle

Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 10:55 PM

To: Imrivera@ofda.gov'

Cc: Smith, Brooke; 'DARTPACTSU@ofda.gov'; 'ofdasupport@ofda.gov'; LIA02 Hoc; LIA03

Hoc; Collins, Elmo

Subject: Re: E. Collins blackberry in Japan

Great, thanks Marco. Elmo arrives on 3/31. We'll send him over to you when he gets here.
Danielle
Sent from an NRC BlackBerry.

From: Rivera, Marco <mrivera@ofda.gov>
To: Emche, Danielle; tanabexy@state.gov <tanabexy@state.gov>
Cc: Smith, Brooke; DARTPACTSU <DARTPACTSU@ofda.gov>; ofdasupport <ofdasupport@ofda.gov>
Sent: Mon Mar 28 22:29:31 2011
Subject: RE: E. Collins blackberry in Japan

I will get one ready from the cache of black berries in reserve. All I need is for the incoming person to sign the OFDA

email user agreement and property receipt. Thanks!

From: Emche, Danielle [mailto: Danielle.Emche@nrc.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 10:24 PM
To: 'tanabexy@state.gov'
Cc: Smith, Brooke; Rivera, Marco
Subject: Re: E. Collins blackberry in Japan

Tanabe,
An NRC staffer, Elmo Collins, arriving soon, is in need of a blackberry. Can the embassy arrange this?
Danielle
Sent from an NRC BlackBerry.

From: LIA02 Hoc
To: Smith, Brooke; Emche, Danielle; Stahl, Eric
Cc: Collins, Elmo; Jackson, Karen; LIA03 Hoc
Sent: Mon Mar 28 11:40:43 2011
Subject: E. Collins blackberry in Japan

Brooke, Danielle and/or Eric,

Elmo Collins has an NRC blackberry that is on Verizon. Karen Jackson tells us that Verizon works only intermittently in

Japan. We have not had the time to exchange Elmo's blackberry for an AT&T one prior to his departure. There are two

options: He can stay with his blackberry as is (i.e., endure the intermittent coverage via Verizon). He can take a

blackberry from a team member returning to the U.S. - if this is the route chosen, he will need to let us know which

number he has so OIS can track it.

Cheers,

Karen YYV,3O•
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Collins, Elmo

From: LIA03 Hoc
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 1:35 PM
To: Doane, Margaret; Mamish, Nader
Cc: LIA02 Hoc; Liaison Japan
Subject: FW: FYI - REPORT FROM THE DOE EMBEDDED INDIVIDUAL (Bisconti TDY-Tokyo)

Information from DOE/Giulia Bisconti who is at the Embassy with the NRC team and others.

- ---- Original Message -----
From: OST02 HOC
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 2:12 PM
To: LIA02 Hoc; LIA03 Hoc
Subject: FW: FYI - REPORT FROM THE DOE EMBEDDED INDIVIDUAL (Bisconti TDY-Tokyo)

- ---- Original Message -----
From: OST02 HOC
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 1:51 PM
To: OST01 HOC
Subject: FW: FYI - REPORT FROM THE DOE EMBEDDED INDIVIDUAL (Bisconti TDY-Tokyo)

- ---- Original Message -----
From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 1:19 PM
To: RST01 Hoc; LIA06 Hoc; LIA08 Hoc
Cc: ET07 Hoc; ET05 Hoc; OST02 HOC; FOIA Response.hoc Resource; Casto, Chuck; Dorman, Dan
Subject: FYI - REPORT FROM THE DOE EMBEDDED INDIVIDUAL (Bisconti TDY-Tokyo)

Here is a report from one of the DOE staff members who is embedded with the DART Team in Tokyo, along
with our team.

- ---- Original Message -----
From: Bisconti, Giulia [mailto:Giulia.Biscontiknuclear.enerqy..qov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 12:26 PM
To: PWG; DL-NITsolutions
Cc: Bisconti, Giulia
Subject: Bisconti TDY-Tokyo

Dear all:

As requested, this is an update of how I am helping in Tokyo for the week. My main duty is to be embedded
with the NRC team at the Embassy. I am also performing other duties where I can be helpful to Ron and
Aleshia. They have both been very welcoming.

Giulia

Here are some items of interest:

y YY/ o 0



--Tpo, PNNL experts to visit Japan (at the request of Japan)to help on water decontamination and storage
issues.
--Japanese government is seeking private sector experts on fuel rod/pool issues with hands-on TMI experience
(per NRC meetings).
--Japanese government is thrilled with NNSA's airborne monitoring cooperation (I joined MOFA/MEXT meeting
with Alan).
--Met with Toshiba and B&W. Toshiba has hundreds of employees at the accident site and the TEPCO
emergency control room. Toshiba is deploying equipment and resources. Toshiba and Hitachi are both in the
emergency control room, and TEPCO is heavily relying on them. Toshiba offered to be an information resource
to our specialists.
--6.3 quake in Northeastern Japan today--no damage reported to facilities.
--Aleshia and I met today with METI Vice Minister Okada (at his invitation). Okada mentioned that Japan is
thinking about a "cover" for the Fukushima plants in the coming months. He and his colleagues expressed very
deep appreciation for assistance from DOE and its National labs and everyone's hard work and long hours.
They appreciated DOE recommendations on the salt/fresh water issue. Okada offered to personally work with
DOE on any matter related to the Fukushima response and to help overcome any barrier. Although, he
mentioned that information flow is much better now (the government is better organized to receive and respond
to inquiries) and the mechanisms seem to be working. He noted that Japan will be looking for assistance-
including on the issue of water decontamination (10,000 tons ? of contaminated water). He said that the
Japanese government would seek input from DOE and its labs, including PNNL, Idaho, Livermore, others...
--Participated in NRC meeting. Issues: remove heat from the reactor. Structural concerns for the pools.
Controlling releases. Water management is a big issue. Are the Japanese workers wearing adequate
protective clothing? Flooding--continued leakages? Need to establish the water level of the pools--want to get
water above the rods, maybe 3-4 feet above. __
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From: OST01 HOC
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2011 5:44 PM
To: Mroz (Sahm), Sara
Subject: RE: Help with EPA request

Sara,

I left a voicemail on your work phone about this. I have obviously figured it out. I talked to Rick and he says he has the
answers almost ready. I have created a tasker (#5082) for it. Jeff K will be here in the morning if you have any
questions.

Thanks,
Rebecca Stone
EST Coordinator

From: Mroz (Sahm), Sara
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2011 2:26 PM
To: Dudek, Michael; OST01 HOC
Subject: FW: Help with EPA request

Per our conversation, please put this in the task tracker. I believe Rick Hasselberg will be the POC for
answering.
Thanks,
Sara

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2011 1:51 PM
To: Mroz (Sahm), Sara
Subject: Help with EPA request

EPA has requested GIS locational coordinates for NPPs. (See below). This request got
forwarded to the Federal Liaison Desk on April 14, but apparently took no action. After EPA
complained about the non-response, I sent it to NR. They reviewed and said it's probably an
NSIR action. Can someone review this and perhaps get back to EPA directly (even with a "no
can do"?_

Holly:

I work in the Office of Ground Water and Drinking Water at Headquarters EPA, and have been
assigned a project to analyze the number of persons on public drinking water supplies (PWS)
that may be exposed to potential contamination from nuclear power plants as a result of the
Japan
earthquake/tsunami event. For these types of analysis using geographic
information systems (GIS) it is very helpful to have the locational coordinates (i.e.
latitude and longitude) of the locations.

I request the coordinates of all 65 sites (104 reactors) with plant name either in an Excel
or ESRI shape file format that could be used directly
in the GIS analysis. I have copied my two managers in the branch that
approve of this data collection. CNNMoney.com published this information the other week at:
http://money.cnn.com/news/specials/nuclear power plants locations/index.html?hpt=C2

1 0



The source for the information was NRC below the map, but I believe they must have
developed the locations from your List of Power Reactor Units that gives a general direction
and distance from a point (,city and state). If you have the locations in "decimal degrees"
that would be very helpful. \

Thank you very much for your attention to this request.

Roger Anzzolin

Mailing Address:
A. Roger Anzzolin, GISP
GIS Coordinator

U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
Office of Ground Water and Drinking Water (OGWDW) Mail Stop 4606M 1200 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20460-0001

Phone: (202) 564-4093
FAX (202) 564-3757.
E-Mail: anzzolin.roaer(@ePa.Rov
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

AkeJon
Burnell, Scott; Munson, Clifford; Bensi. Michelle
Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
RE: Peter Yanev??
Sunday, March 27, 2011 8:16:47 PM

Scott, I have heard the name but I am not familiar with the guy. I'll check around.
Jon

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Sunday, March 27, 2011 8:54 AM
To: Munson, Clifford; Ake, Jon; Bensi, Michelle
Cc: Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: Peter Yanev??
Importance: High

Cliff, Jon, Michelle;

This is from today's New York Times piece on the tsunami at Fukushima:
http:/!www.nytimes.com/201103127/world/asia/27nuke.html? r= 1&hp=&pagewanted=all

"They had years to prepare at that point, after Kashiwazaki, and I am seeing the same thing at
Fukushima," said Peter Yanev, an expert in seismic risk assessment based in California, who has studied
Fukushima for the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission and the Energy Department.

Do we know this guy? I know we've been very careful to avoid commenting on Fukushima, and
certainly not in this way! I'm thinking Yanev overstated his credentials and the reporter didn't check
with us.

I'm much less concerned with the article's slam against us for "not going far enough" with risk-based

seismic analysis, that's nothing new.

Scott
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From: The Washinoton Post
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: Breaking News: Radiation levels at Japanese nuclear plant 100,000 times above normal
Date: Sunday, March 27, 2011 7:30:13 PM

Breaking News Alert: Radiation levels at Japanese nuclear plant 100,000 times above
normal
March 27, 2011 7:27:23 PM

Leaked water from the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant showed the highest radiation
readings yet, compounding the risks for the hundreds of workers trying to repair the
facility's cooling system. Seventeen workers have been exposed to high levels of
radiation, and airborne radioactivity in the unit 2 building remained so high that a
worker there would reach his yearly occupational exposure limit in 15 minutes.

http://link.email.washingtonpost.com/r/JDFA9Q/M9NWIW/9ZOJTC/1QDPMG/T5F50/82/h

For more information, visit washingtonpost.com

Get closer to the story. Download The Washington Post app for iPad.
http: //itunescom/app/thewashingtonpostforipad

Get breaking news alerts sent to your mobile phone. Sign up by texting NEWS to

98999.

Manage your e-mail subscriptions

To unsubscribe, click here

Copyright 2011 The Washington Post Company

Washington Post Digital
E-mail Customer Care
1150 15th Street NW
Washington, DC 20071
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BanO, Mahmooda
Bano, Mahmooda

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Scott, Michael
Saturday, March 26, 2011 8:08 PM
'tdywebsterjm@state.gov'
FW: Dart Deployment Schedule 3.26.11
DART Deployment' Schedule 03.26.11 .xlsx

From: RMTPACTSUAC [mailto:RMTPACTSU AC@.ofda.gov]
Sent: Saturday, March 26, 2011 5:12 PM
To: RMTPACTSU; DARTPACTSU
Subject: Dart Deployment Schedule 3.26.11

Hi Everyone,

Attached is the DART Deployment Schedule for 3/26/11 Washington time. Please let me know if there are any questions
or concerns.

Regards,

Ron Mortensen
Acting Admin Coordinator for 3/26/11
Pacific Tsunami and Japan Earthquake Response Management Team
USAID/DHCA/OFDA
Rmtpactsu ac@ofda.gov
703-839-0563
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From: PMT09 Hoc
Sent: Saturday, March 26, 2011 6:23 PM
To: Hoc, PMT12
Subject: RE: Embassy Readings

Thanks

NRC PMT

From: Hoc, PMT12
Sent: Saturday, March 26, 2011 5:31 PM
To: PMT02 Hoc; PMT11 Hoc; PMT09 Hoc; PMT03 Hoc
Subject: FW: Embassy Readings

From: Rothgeb, Jason (TDY/DAO) [mailto:TDYRothgebJ@state.gov]
Sent: Saturday, March 26, 2011 5:11 PM
To: CMHT; CWO2 Johnson; DOE Liaison; Farrell, Michael (TDY/DAO); HM2 Dorris; Foster, Jack; JFLCC COC; Miller, Marie;
Mr. Courtney Brown; Hoc, PMT12; Richard Siler; Sorom RD; SSgt McCarty, James; Thomas Murphy
Subject: Embassy Readings

Good Morning Ladies and Gentlemen,

Attached is the latest readings from the United States Embassy Tokyo, Japan.

R/S
Sergeant Rothgeb, Jason A (2100-0900)
Sergeant Ravelo, Jaclyn L (0900-2100)
080-5033-3572

SBU
This email is UNCLASSIFIED.
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0030 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.033 mrem Yamaaata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
0030 3/25/20 1 1 Beta/Gamma 0.035 m rem Yamaata 54S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
0130 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.035 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
0230 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.036 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
0330 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.046 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
0430 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.04 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
0530 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.032 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
0630 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.037 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
0730 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
0830 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.032 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
0930 3/25 2011 Beta/Gamma 0.08 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
1030 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.042 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
1130 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.04 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
1230 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.047 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
1330 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.038 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
1430 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.043 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
1530 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.04 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
1630 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.034 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
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0001 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
0006 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.029 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
0016 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.038 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
0019 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.029 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
00104 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
0110 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.034 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
0120 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.033 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
0126 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
0212 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
0219 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.036 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
0228 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.035 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
0230 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.034 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
0304 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.032 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
0308 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.034 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
0314 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.032 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77

0317 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.027 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
0403 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.017 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
0407 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
0416 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.029 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
0419 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.031 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
0500 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
0507 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.027 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
0513 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
0315 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.034 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
0317 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.027 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
0403 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.017 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
0407 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.031 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
0416 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.029 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
0419 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.031 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
0500 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
0507 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.027 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
0513 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
0515 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.034 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34932 AN/PDR-77
0610 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.045 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
0617 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.031 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
0623 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.034 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
0625 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.031 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
0703 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 1mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
0709 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.037 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
0709 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.037 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
0716 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.033 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
0719 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.039 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
0801 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
0806 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.033 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
0813 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
0816 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.035 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77



0900 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.036 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
0907 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.039 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
0914 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.037 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
0916 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.044 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
1001 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.021 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
1005 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.037 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
1013 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
1015 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.033 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
1100 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
1107 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
1115 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.035 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
1117 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.034 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
1200 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.033 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
1207 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.035 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
1213 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.036 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
1215 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.039 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
1330 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.04 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93061 34872 AN/PDR-77
1340 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.035 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92587 35100 AN/PDR-77
1356 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.026 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92747 35393 AN/PDR-77
1359 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.033 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93055 35380 AN/PDR-77
1401 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93064 35571 AN/PDR-77
1407 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.032 mrem Sendai 53 S VH 93455 35566 AN/PDR-77
1411 3/25/2011. Beta/Gamma 0.031 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93378 35339 AN/PDR-77
1414 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.033 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93400 35135 AN/PDR-77
1418 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.031 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
1420 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.032 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922. AN/PDR-77
1542 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93207 34932 AN/PDR-77
1535 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.029 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
1530 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
1526 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.026 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
1606 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.034 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
1613 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.048 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92670 34884 AN/PDR-77
1621 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.031 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
1623 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.037 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
1705 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.032 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
1706 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.032 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
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0001 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.041 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19495 51446) HANGER SS
0007 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.032 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19512 51428) W. GATE
0014 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.051 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19613 51690) LRG BLD NS
0021 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.05 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19337 51675) BB FIELD
0025 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.031 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19339 51673) FL E. SIDE
0100 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.045 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19495 51446) HANGER SS

0105 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.029 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19512 51428) W. GATE
0111 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.053 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19613 51690) LRG BLD NS
0117 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.055 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19337 51675) BB FIELD

0121 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.03 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19339 51673) FL E. SIDE
0200 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.053 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19495 51446) HANGER SS
0206 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.033 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19512 51428) W. GATE

0213 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.058 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19613 51690) LRG BLD NS
0218 3/25/2011. gamma/beta 0.056 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19337 51675) BB FIELD

0222 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.031 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19339 51673) FL E. SIDE
0300 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.046 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19495 51446) HANGER SS

0306 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.032 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19512 51428) W. GATE
0312 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.054 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19613 51690) LRG BLD NS

0318 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.059 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19337 51675) BB FIELD
0322 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.029 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19339 51673) FL E. SIDE

0400 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.054 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19495 51446) HANGER SS
0406 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.029 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19512 51428) W. GATE
0412 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.056 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19613 51690) LRG BLD NS

0418 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.048 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19337 51675) BB FIELD
0423 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.03 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19339 51673) FL E. SIDE
0500 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.046 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19495 51446) HANGER SS
0504 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.028 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19512 51428) W. GATE
0510 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.052 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19613 51690) LRG BLD NS
0515 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.059 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19337 51675) BB FIELD

0521 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.031 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19339 51673) FL E. SIDE

0635 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.038 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South)
0641 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.035 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate
0645 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.047 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange

0656 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.052 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Main Gate
0701 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.026 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 PAX Terminal
0707 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.045 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North)
0711 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.032 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse

0726 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.031 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South)
0731 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.031 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate
0735 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.041 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange
0740 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.03 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Main Gate
0745 3/24/201.1 gamma/beta 0.029 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 PAX Terminal
0749 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.033 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North)
0754 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.05 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse
0819 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.032 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South)



0824 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.038 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate
0827 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.028 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange
0831 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.031 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Main Gate
0836 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.029 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 PAX Terminal
0841 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.042 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North)

0847 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.043 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse
0910 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.029 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South)
0916 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.028 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate
0920 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.035 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange
0923 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.033 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Main Gate
0929 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.024 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 PAX Terminal
0933 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.052 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North)
0945 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.035 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse
1011 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.029 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South)
1018 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.039 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate
1026 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.026 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange
1030 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.022 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Main Gate
1039 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.03 mrem. 52S UE 59686 24824 PAX Terminal
1045 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.037 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North)
1051 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.023 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse
1115 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.03 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South)
1123 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.031 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate
1154 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.027 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange
1158 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.038 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Main Gate
1203 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.02 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 PAX Terminal
1209 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.031 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North)
1215 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.022 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse
1242 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.032 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South)
1250 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.03 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate
1254 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.03 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange
1258 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.018 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Main Gate
1303 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.045 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 PAX Terminal
1308 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.031 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North)
1314 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.025 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse
1414 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.04 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South)
1421 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.037 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate
1425 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.036 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange
1430 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.022 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Main Gate
1442 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.034 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 PAX Terminal
1448 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.035 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North)
1455 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.026 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse
1538 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.037 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South)
1545 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.035 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate
1551 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.028 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange
1555 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.027 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Main Gate
1601 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.027 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 PAX Terminal



1607 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.024 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North)
1612 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.031 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse
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0003 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.032 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
0016 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.024 mrem 54S UE 59346 22940 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
0023 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem 54S UE 57852 23672 West Gate PDR-77
0026 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Navy Exchange PDR-77
0030 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
0035 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
0040 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.027 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
0046 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.015 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
0056 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem 54S UE 59346 22940 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
0103 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem 54S UE 57852 23672 West Gate PDR-77
0108 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.035 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Navy Exchange PDR-77
0111 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.027 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
0117 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
0121 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma , 0.028 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
0127 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
0156 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem 54S UE 59346 22940 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
0202 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem 54S UE 57852 23672 West Gate PDR-77
0207 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.016 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Navy Exchange PDR-77
0209 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
0214 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
0220 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
0225 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.017 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
0237 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.027 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
0243 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
0247 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.024 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
0250 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
0253 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
0258 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.035 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
0303 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
0346 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.031 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
0352 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
0357 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
0400 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.026 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
0409 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
0414 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
0419 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
0432 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
0439 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.014 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
0444 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
0448 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
0456 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
0500 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.031 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
0505 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
0618 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
0626 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77



0700 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.029 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77

0705 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.027 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
0712 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
0718 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.029 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
0725 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
0749 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.026 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
0757 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.041 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
0803 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
0809 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
0816 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.031 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
0821 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
0829 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.052 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
0859 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.033 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
0907 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.041 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
0911 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.026 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
0919 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.029 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
0925 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
0933 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.035 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
0940 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
1008 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.032 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
1024 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.035 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
1029 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
1035 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.026 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
1042 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
1051 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.032 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
1059 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
1153 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.024 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
1201 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
1204 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.035 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
1209 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.026 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
1217 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
1232 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.033 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
1237 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
1448 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
1455 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
1500 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.021 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
1505 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
1512 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
1520 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.031 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
1526 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
1605 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77

1610 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.032 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
1614 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
1620 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.027 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
1626 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
1632 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77



1638 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
1702 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.04 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
1709 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
1714 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
1718 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
1730 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
1739 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
1754 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
1820 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.021 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
1835 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.033 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
1840 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
1843 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.024 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
1850 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.081 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
1854 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.026 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
1859 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
1924 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
1929 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
1933 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77

1935 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.042 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
1940 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
1945 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.046 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
1950 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.017 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
2008 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
2014 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.026 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
2017 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
2020 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
2025 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.016 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
2031 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.021 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
2035 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
2046 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.011 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
2055 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.035 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
2059 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
2101 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
2107 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.024 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
2111 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.034 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
2116 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
2152 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.015 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
2159 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
22033/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
2206 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
2212 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.024 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
2216 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
2223 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77

.1. L I I .1.
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0001 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 m/Rem Yokota 51752 57170 ANPDR-77

0001 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.017 m/Rem Yokota 51519 57126 ANPDR-77
0001 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.014 m/Rem Yokota 51451 57542 ANPDR-77
0001 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 m/Rem Yokota 51386 57958 ANPDR-77

0001 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 m/Rem Yokota 51924 57038 ANPDR-77
0001 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.017 m/Rem Yokota 51880 56657 ANPDR-77
0200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.008 m/Rem Yokota 51752 57170 ANPDR-77

0200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.024 m/Rem Yokota 51519 57126 ANPDR-77
0200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 m/Rem Yokota 51451 57542 ANPDR-77
0200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 m/Rem Yokota 51386 57958 ANPDR-77

0200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 m/Rem Yokota 51924 57038 ANPDR-77
0200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.011 m/Rem Yokota 51880 56657 ANPDR-77

0400 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 m/Rem Yokota 51752 57170 ANPDR-77
0400 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.021 m/Rem Yokota 51519 57126 ANPDR-77
0400 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.014 m/Rem Yokota 51451 57542 ANPDR-77

0400 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 m/Rem Yokota 51386 57958 ANPDR-77
0400 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.021 m/Rem Yokota 51924 57038 ANPDR-77

0400 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.015 m/Rem Yokota 51880 56657 ANPDR-77
0800 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.011 m/Rem Yokota 51752 57170 ANPDR-77
0800 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 m/Rem Yokota 51519 57126 ANPDR-77
0800 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.017 m/Rem Yokota 51451 57542 ANPDR-77

0800 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 m/Rem Yokota 51386 57958 ANPDR-77
0800 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.017 m/Rem Yokota 51924 57038 ANPDR-77

1000 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.012 m/Rem Yokota 51880 56657 ANPDR-77
1000 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 m/Rem Yokota 51752 57170 ANPDR-77

1000 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.024 m/Rem Yokota 51519 57126 ANPDR-77
1000 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 m/Rem Yokota 51451 57542 ANPDR-77

1000 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 m/Rem Yokota 51386 57958 ANPDR-77

1000 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.015 m/Rem Yokota 51924 57038 ANPDR-77
1200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.01 m/Rem Yokota 51880 56657 ANPDR-77

1200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 m/Rem Yokota 51752 57170 ANPDR-77

1200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.027 m/Rem Yokota 51519 57126 ANPDR-77

1200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.014 m/Rem Yokota 51451 57542 ANPDR-77

1200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 m/Rem Yokota 51386 57958 ANPDR-77

1200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.014 m/Rem Yokota 51924 57038 ANPDR-77

1800 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.015 m/Rem Yokota 51880 56657 ANPDR-77
1800 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 m/Rem Yokota 51752 57170 ANPDR-77

1800 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 m/Rem Yokota 51519 57126 ANPDR-77
1800 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.011 m/Rem Yokota 51451 57542 ANPDR-77
1800 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.012 m/Rem Yokota 51386 57958 ANPDR-77

1800 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.013 m/Rem Yokota 51924 57038 ANPDR-77

2000 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.012 m/Rem Yokota 51880 56657 ANPDR-77

2000 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.009 m/Rem Yokota 51752 57170 ANPDR-77
2000 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.007 m/Rem Yokota 51519 57126 ANPDR-77

2000 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 m/Rem Yokota. 51451 57542 ANPDR-77



2000 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 m/Rem Yokota 51386 57958 ANPDR-77
2000 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 m/Rem Yokota 51924 57038 ANPDR-77
2200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.017 m/Rem Yokota 51880 56657 ANPDR-77
2200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.014 m/Rem Yokota 51752 57170 ANPDR-77
2200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.013 m/Rem Yokota 51519 57126 ANPDR-77
2200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.004 m/Rem Yokota 51451 57542 ANPDR-77
2200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.001 m/Rem Yokota 51386 57958 ANPDR-77
2200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.016 m/Rem Yokota 51924 57038 ANPDR-77



Measurement2Da,
Beta/Gamma 0.027 mremn Sendai Air 3ort N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77

0027 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
0038 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.029 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
0115 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.031 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
0124 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
0142 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
0200 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
0211 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.024 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
0232 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
0300 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
0312 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.026 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
0342 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
0415 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
0421 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
0432 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77

0445 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem Sendai Airport 54 S VH 93749 21182 AN PDR 77
0600 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.021 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
0613 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
0623 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
0630 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem Sendai Airport 54 S VH 93749 21182 AN PDR 77
0658 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.021 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
0702 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
0706 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.024 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
0719 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.017 mrem Sendai Airport 54 S VH 93749 21182 AN PDR 77
0809 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
0815 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
0821 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
0827 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 mrem Sendai Airport 54 S VH 93836 21142 AN PDR 77
0902 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
0909 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
0915 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
09 24 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem Sendai Airport 54 S VH 93749 21182 AN PDR 77
1005 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
1016 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.021 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
1023 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
1035 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem Sendai Airport 54 S VH 93893 21043 AN PDR 77
1039 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem Sendai Airport 54 S VH 93749 21182 AN PDR 77
1105 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
1113 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.021 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
1118 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
1123 3252011 Beta/Gamma 0.016 mrem Sendai Airport 54 S VH 93893 21043 AN PDR 77

1205 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
1211 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
1214 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
1219 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem Sendai Airport 54 S VH 93893 21043 AN PDR 77



1314 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
1321 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.021 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
1324 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
1329 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem Sendai Airport 54 S VH 93893 21043 AN PDR 77
1407 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
1415 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
1418 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
1422 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem Sendai Airport 54 S VH 93893 21043 AN PDR 77
1505 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.013 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
1512 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
1516 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.017 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
1522 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem Sendai Airport 54 S VH 93893 21043 AN PDR 77
1610 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.015 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
1618 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.021 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
1623 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
1628 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 mrem Sendai Airport 54 S VH 93893 21043 AN PDR 77
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Beta 850 CPM Embassy Rooftop
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Gamma 25.7K CPM
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1800 20110326 Beta 911 CPM Embassy Rooftop 35.668 139.743
1800 20110326 Gamma 33.4K CPM Embassy Rooftop 35.668 139.743
2000 20110326 Beta 820 CPM Embassy Rooftop 35.668 139.743
2000 20110326 Gamma 33.3K CPM Embassy Rooftop 35.668 139.743
2200 20110326 Beta 930 CPM Embassy Rooftop 35.668 139.743
2200 20110326 Gamma 34.0K CPM Embassy Rooftop 35.668 139.743
0001 20110327 Beta 680 CPM Embassy Rooftop 35.668 139.743
0001 20110327 Gamma 34.8K CPM Embassy Rooftop 35.668 139.743
0200 20110327 Beta 615 CPM Embassy Rooftop 35.668 139.743
0200 20110327 Gamma 33.4K CPM Embassy Rooftop 35.668 139.743
0400 20110327 Beta 930 CPM Embassy Rooftop 35.668 139.743
0400 20110327 Gamma 33.0K CPM Embassy Rooftop 35.668 139.743
0600 20110327 Beta 870 CPM Embassy Rooftop 35.668 139.743
0600 20110327 Gamma 32.6K CPM Embassy Rooftop 35.668 139.743
xxxx 20110327 Beta CPM Embassy Rooftop 35.668 139.743
xxxx 20110327 Gamma CPM Embassy Rooftop 35.668 139.743
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DT-685/PDQ SIN A01669 33 CPM
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From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Attachments:

Milligan, Patricia
Friday, March 25, 2011 8:41 AM
PMT09 Hoc; Hoc, PMT12
Blarney, Alan
RE: Q about shelf-life for KI Tablets - Can you find your document summarizing shelf-
life extension for KI
FDA shelf life extension.pdf

From: PMT09 Hoc
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 10:07 PM
To: Milligan, Patricia; Hoc, PMT12
Cc: Blarney, Alan
Subject: Q about shelf-life for KI Tablets - Can you find your document summarizing shelf-life extension for KI
Importance: High

Trish-

Alan Blarney from the Japan team called the PMT tonight and asked about the statement that you previous had (I
believe you had worked with Ambex) on the extension of the shelf-life for KI.

Can you find that documentation and either provide it to Alan or summarize it in a statement for him to use in his future
discussions, should the issue come up? He is working with CDC and accessing their strategic stockpile of KI and it would
be good to have that in their back pocket should the KI go to the Japanese.

Thanks
Cyndi Jones
PMT

X/~/3o7
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This guidance represents the Food and Drug Administration's (FDA's) current thinking on this topic. It
does not create or confer any rights for or on any person and does not operate to bind FDA or the public.
You can use an alternative approach if that approach satisfies the requirements of the applicable statutes
and regulations. If you want to discuss an alternative approach, contact the FDA staff responsible for
implementing this guidance. If you cannot identify the appropriate FDA staff, call the appropriate
number listed on the title page of this guidance.

I. INTRODUCTION

This document is intended to provide guidance to Federal agencies and to state and local governments
on testing to extend the shelf life of stockpiled potassium iodide (KI) tablets. The Agency has
developed this document in response to several state inquiries on this topic. This guidance discusses
FDA recommendations on testing for such shelf life extensions, the qualifications of laboratories
suitable to conduct the tests, and issues regarding notification of holders of stockpiled KI tablets as
well as end users2 about changes to batch shelf life once testing has been successfully conducted.

FDA's guidance documents, including this guidance, do not establish legally enforceable
responsibilities. Instead, guidances describe the Agency's current thinking on a topic and should
be viewed only as recommendations, unless specific regulatory or statutory requirements are
cited. The use of the word should in Agency guidances means that something is suggested or
recommended, but not required.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Regulatory Framework

This guidance has been prepared by the Office of Pharmaceutical Science (OPS) in the Center for Drug Evaluation
and Research (CDER) at the Food and Drug Administration.

2 For purposes of this guidance, end users are consumers who have purchased KI, or intermediate holders of KI,

such as fire departments, health departments, hospitals, or other entities who store KI for use in emergencies.
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FDA has approved two new drug applications (NDAs) for Potassium Iodide Tablets, USP. 3

Both applications4 were approved prior to 1985 and currently provide for marketing of 130-mg
KI tablets over the counter (OTC) (i.e., without a prescription). Potassium iodide tablets
manufactured by one or both holders of these NDAs have been stockpiled under controlled
conditions for use in a radiation emergency.

An abbreviated new drug application (ANDA) 5 for Potassium Iodide Tablets, USP (65 mg), was
approved on September 10, 2002.6

B. HHS Role in Radiological Planning and Preparedness Activities

Under 44 CFR 351, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has established roles
and responsibilities for Federal agencies in assisting state and local governments in their
radiological emergency planning and preparedness activities. The Federal agencies, including
the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), are to carry out these roles and
responsibilities as members of the Federal Radiological Preparedness Coordinating Committee
(FRPCC). Under § 351.23(f, HHS is directed to provide guidance to state and local
governments on the use of radioprotective substances and the prophylactic use of drugs (e.g., KI
tablets) to reduce the radiation dose to specific organs, including dosage and projected radiation
exposures at which such drugs should be used. As a part of HHS, FDA has been providing
relevant guidance to other agencies and the public on KI.

C. FDA Guidance on Safe and Effective Use of KI as a Radioprotective Agent

In November 2001, FDA provided guidance on the safe and effective use of KI tablets as an
adjunct to other public health protective measures in the event that radioactive iodine is released
into the environment. The guidance Potassium Iodide as a Thyroid Blocking Agent in Radiation
Emergencies updated FDA's 1982 recommendations for the use of KI tablets to reduce the risk of
thyroid cancer in radiation emergencies involving the release of radioactive iodine. The
recommendations in that guidance addressed KI dosage and the projected radiation exposure at
which the drug should be used. In April 2002, FDA issued another document, Frequently Asked
Questions on Potassium Iodide (KI). Additional information was provided for emergency
pediatric dosing in Home Preparation Procedure for Emergency Administration of Potassium
Iodide Tablets to hIfants and Small Children (Home Procedures document), updated on July 3,
2002.'

3 United States Pharmacopeia.

4 NDAs 18-307 and 18-664.

5 Application ANDA 76-350.

6 For an up-to-date listing of all approved KI products, consult the online version of FDA's Approved Drug Products
With Therapeutic Equivalence Evahlations (Electronic Orange Book) at http://www.fda.gov/cder/ob/default.htm.

7 These guidances can be found at http:wwvw.fda.gzov/cder/guidance/index.htm;

http://www.fda.gov/cder/drugprepare/KI_Q&A.htm; and http://www.fda.gov/cder/drugprepare/kiprep.htm,
respectively.
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D. Shelf Life Extension of KI Tablets

A number of state and local governments maintain stockpiles of KI tablets for use in the event of
a radiation emergency involving the release of radioactive iodine. Several states have asked
FDA what would be necessary to provide confidence that stockpiled KI tablets have retained
their original quality (i.e., purity and potency) after passing the expiration date.

Previously, two approaches have been used to extend the shelf life of expired drug products: (1)
the ordinary approach taken by drug manufacturers, and (2) the Department of Defense (DOD)
Sponsored Shelf Life Extension Program.

I. Ordinaiy Shelf Life Extension

In the preferred method of shelf life extension for drug manufacturers, the manufacturer
of an approved drug product may propose an extension of the expiration dating period
for that product based on acceptable data from full, long-term stability studies on at least
three production batches in accordance with a protocol approved in the application. The
data can be reported and FDA can be notified of the extension of the expiration dating
period in an annual report submitted to the NDA or ANDA if, after obtaining and
analyzing the data in accordance with the protocol, the criteria set forth in the approved
stability protocol are met. 8

2. DOD-Sponsored Shelf Life Extension Program

Certain drug products have been qualified for shelf life extension through the Shelf Life
Extension Program (SLEP), which is sponsored by the DOD and performed by FDA.
The SLEP is sponsored by the DOD because of the substantial savings to the government
from extending the shelf life of certain antibiotics and other drug products of strategic
importance that are stored in Federal stockpiles in large quantities under controlled
conditions. .

It is unlikely that any manufacturer of KI tablets would be willing to conduct testing of all of the
lots of KI tablets that have already been distributed, and it would be infeasible for FDA to
include KI tablets in a DOD-sponsored program. Because several states have inquired about
possibly testing stockpiled KI for shelf life extension, the Agency is providing this guidance on
testing for such shelf life extensions of KI that is being stockpiled under controlled conditions.
The Agency is also providing guidance on how to identify laboratories suitable to conduct the
tests, how to notify holders of stockpiled KI tablets and end users about changes in shelf life,9

and how to distinguish stockpiled batches with different shelf lives.

In June 1998, the Agency issued a draft guidance on stability testing, Stability Testing of Drug Substances and
Drug Products. Once finalized, this guidance will represent the Agency's current thinking on this topic.

9 The shelf life extension testing described in this guidance can provide confidence only that KI that has been stored
in accordance with the conditions described in the labeling will retain its potency and quality for an extended period
of time.

3
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III. DISCUSSION

Studies conducted during the SLEP program on a variety of drug products have shown that
shelf lives of most drug products can be extended well beyond their expiration dates, but the
additional stability period for a given drug can be highly variable. It was concluded that, due to
lot-to-lot variability, the stability and quality of drug products with extended expiration dates
could only be assured by continual testing and systematic evaluation of each lot. 10

A. Observations About KI Tablet Stability Based on Historical Data

Potassium Iodide Tablets, USP, is a compendial drug product that is manufactured to meet the
recommended tests and specifications listed in the USP monograph. Assay and dissolution are
the two specifications with potential relevance to stability, assuming identification and content
uniformity testing were performed at release."' Stability studies over many years have confirmed
that none of the components of KI tablets, including the active ingredient, has any significant
potential for chemical degradation or interaction with other components or with components of
the container closure system, when stored according to labeled directions.

To date, the only observed changes during stability testing have been the failure of some batches
of KI tablets to meet the USP S dissolution specification, Q=75 percent in 15 minutes. Some
tablets tested required slightly longer than the specified time to achieve dissolution, but even in
the case of a failure of this sort, the product would remain usable. In such cases, instructions can
be provided to crush the tablets and mix them with a juice or other liquid prior to administration
as suggested for emergency pediatric dosing (see Home Preparation Procedures document cited
above). In any long-term stability evaluation, appearance should be monitored as a matter of
course. In the specific case of KI tablets, a yellowish discoloration would be indicative of
stability problems. Since pure KI is known to be very stable (as long as it is protected from
moist air),12 ongoing evaluation and testing of each batch is probably unnecessary as long as the
market package remains intact and continues to be stored under controlled conditions as
described in the labeling.

B. Recommended Protocol for Shelf Life Extension of KI Tablets

An example of a protocol for shelf life extension of KI tablets from a given manufacturer
(manufacturer A) of stockpiled KI tablets is illustrated in the table later in this section.

0 "Stability Profiles of Drug Products Extended Beyond Labeled Expiration Dates," AAPS Poster Session,

November 2001, Center for Drug Evaluation and Research, Office of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Division of Product
Quality Research.

11 The quality control division of the manufacturer performs identification and content uniformity testing before the

product can be released for sale.

2. "Slightly deliquescent in moist air; on long exposure to air becomes yellow due to liberation of iodine, and small

quantities of iodate may be formed; light and moisture accelerate the decomposition," The Merck Index, 12th
edition, 7809, Potassium Iodide.
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We recommend that samples of three batches of KI tablets from each manufacturer be selected
and stored under controlled conditions of temperature and humidity and that the samples be
tested periodically for compliance with the USP assay and dissolution specifications. Each
sample should consist of at least 25 tablets per test, but it would be prudent to select larger
samples so that sequential testing and extensions can be performed indefinitely. Accelerated
stability testing storage conditions are 40'C/75% relative humidity (R.H.). These conditions
stress the product and are thought to be conservatively predictive of future stability for a period
of time under room temperature conditions. Accelerated data are commonly used to establish
initial expiration dates for pharmaceuticals. The expiration dates are confirmed with real time
stability data. For KI tablets, results of these tests could support shelf life extensions as follows:

* if the testing results are acceptable after 3 months of storage under accelerated storage
conditions, all batches of KI tablets from that manufacturer can be considered to be
tentatively qualified for an additional 2 years.

* We recommend that additional samples of the three batches, stored at room temperature
in a warehouse or other facility, be tested at the end of 2 years from the date of initial
sampling to confirm the shelf life extension tentatively qualified by the accelerated
studies.

* After this confirmation, additional shelf life extensions in increments of 2 years can be
qualified in the same fashion (i.e., 3 months storage at accelerated conditions followed by
confirmatory data from samples stored at room temperature for 2 years).

We recommend that adequate records of the testing be kept even when a batch fails stability
testing.

As already mentioned, in any long-term stability evaluation, we recommend that appearance be
monitored. Discoloration of the tablets would provide an early indication of stability problems.

Table: Example of a Protocol for Shelf Life Extension

Batch Start Finish Tests/Specifications* Stations Monitored Shelf life Expiry
Identification Conditions date date per USP:

Assay: 60.1-69.9 mg
Diss.: 75% in 60 min.
Appearance

Manufacturer A 90 days 10/1/02 12/31/02 -4 '4 .4 0, 1, 2, 3 months 5 years (tentative) 10/04
accelerated. (tentative)
24 months 10/02 ongoing 04 - O, 3, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24 5 years 10/04
long term months (confinned) (confirmed)
confirnatory

90 days 10/1/04 12/31/04 .4 "4 . 0, 1,2, 3 months 7 years 10/06
accelerated (tentative) (tentative)
24 months 10/02 ongoing " .) 0, 3, 6, 9. 12, 18, 24 7 years 10/06
long term months (confinned) (confirmed)
confinnatory

*Test USP Specification
Potassium Iodide (USP method - titration) 60.1- 69.9 mng (92.5% - 107.5%) (65 mg tablet)
Dissolution NLT 75% (Q) of labeled amount in 15 minutes
Appearance (visual) (Not USP) No appreciable discoloration

5
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C. Identifying a Suitable Laboratory

If the decision is made to contract to have shelf life testing performed, we recommend that a
suitable laboratory be identified. The testing suggested in this guidance is uncomplicated, and
most laboratories should be capable of performing the tests. General laboratory GMPs are
discussed in detail in Guide to Inspections of Dosage Form Drug Manu/actlurer's CGMPRs. 13

The recommended assay test is a titration. Dissolution testing and the requisite apparatus are
adequately described in the USP. Because these are compendial tests, the validation of
methodology is straightforward (i.e., typical parameters are listed in USP <1225>). Potassium
iodide is a very soluble drug substance and will be dissolved in the specified medium upon tablet
disintegration, confirmed by measurement of the UV (ultraviolet) absorbance at the specified
wavelength using a UV spectrophotometer.

D. Identification of Batches Qualified for Extension and Notification of Expired
Batches

Once KI tablets from a given manufacturer have been qualified for shelf life extension by the
program described above, we recommend that some provision be made to notify holders of
stockpiled KI and end users as to which drug product has been qualified and what the new
expiration date should be. The identification and notification procedures should be amenable to
additional extensions. Potassium iodide tablets that are centrally stored can be shrink wrapped
and marked with the qualified shelf life extension dates to distinguish them from other KI tablets
that have different expiry dates. Each individual container need not be relabeled. End users can
be notified of the extension of the expiration date using the batch identification number on each
bottle.

Due to the inherent sttbility of KI tablets, stockpiled or distributed batches will probably not
need to be replaced frequently. As noted previously, even if a batch fails the dissolution test,
instructions for crushing the tablets can be provided with distributed batches.

13 This document is available at http://www.fda.gov/ora/inspect ref/igs/dose.html.
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From: Hayden. Elizabeth
To: Harrington, Holly
Subject: RE: Pushback to CNN survey on EPZ community awareness
Date: Friday, March 25, 2011 4:47:00 PM

Thanks. Can Trish give you the approximate number of people surveyed?

Beth

From: Harrington, Holly
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 4:28 PM
To: Brenner, Eliot; Burnell, Scott; Couret, Ivonne; Hayden, Elizabeth; McIntyre, David; Chandrathil,
Prema; Dricks, Victor; Hannah, Roger; Ledford, Joey; Mitlyng, Viktoria; Screnci, Diane; Sheehan, Neil;
Uselding, Lara
Subject: Pushback to CNN survey on EPZ community awareness

Some useful info below related to this: http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2011/03/25/cnn-
poll-most-near-nuclear-plants-not-ready-for-emergency/?hpt=C2. I also have the entire
document if you want it.

A national level public telephone survey was conducted among residents of NPP
emergency planning zones (EPZ)i. The survey was designed to support assessment of
public response. (It can be analyzed at the NRC regional level but not for detailed analyses
at a state
or reactor site level. The survey was conducted in March of 2008.

Survey data indicates the following tendencies among the public residing
within EPZs:

Residents are generally well informed about what to do for an NPP
emergency;

Most residents remember receiving emergency response information
from the NPP and keep it readily accessible;

Most residents recall receiving information regarding evacuation and
sheltering;

Most residents would evacuate, shelter or monitor for more
information if so directed;

Most residents would support a staged evacuation order, (i.e., shelter
while others evacuated);

Many parents will go to schools to pick up children even if told they
are already being evacuated; and

Most "special needs" persons, not in special facilities, have not
registered for evacuation assistance. :

Most survey respondents believe they are likely to follow evacuation
or shelter instructions. This data indicates that compliance with
protective actions is likely.

Over 75 percent of respondents remembered receiving emergency
planning information, and the majority of these respondents keep the information
readily accessible. Respondents generally expressed that the emergency
planning information is easy to understand, clear, and helpful, with 19
percent indicating that not enough information is provided.

xY%/ o Y5 ý



Twenty percent of all respondents have packed supplies in
preparation for an evacuation.

Eight percent of respondents identified that someone in the household would need
assistance from outside the home to evacuate, but only about a third of these respondents
have registered with local authorities. This data suggests these individuals are not utilizing
the registration programs available and that a more proactive means of registering special
needs individuals who do not reside in special facilities may be beneficial.

Respondents were asked how likely they were to evacuate if they
were not in danger but saw others evacuating, and a majority believed
they would evacuate. When informed that sheltering while others
evacuated higher risk areas was necessary, a majority believed they
would shelter, which is supportive of staged evacuation used as a
protective action.

A subsequent question asked of a smaller respondent set showed
that 23 percent of respondents had previously evacuated when they
were not under evacuation orders. This data provides insights into the
potential for a shadow evacuation and emphasizes the need to
communicate to the public in non-affected areas.

Most survey respondents believe they would go to a congregate care
center if told to do so, while the focus group participants indicated they
are not likely to go to these centers.



Yarsky, Peter

From: Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 8:25 AM
To: RES DSA
Subject: ,Ew: 0730 EDT (March 15, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami SitRep ,;"
Attachments: LUSNRC Earthquake-Tsunami Update.031511.0730EDT.doc-x

FYI -

From: Sheron, Brian
To: Case, Michael; Coe, Doug; Correia, Richard; Gibson, Kathy; Lui, Christiana; Richards, Stuart; Sangimino, Donna-
Marie; Scott, Michael; Uhle, Jennifer; Valentin, Andrea
Sent: Tue Mar 15 07:59:04 2011
Subject: FW: 0730 EDT (March 15, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami SitRep

From: LIA07 Hoc
Sent: Tuesday, March 15, 2011 7:48 AM
To: Al Coons; Appleman Binkert; Bill King; Bill King 2; Charles Burrows; Charles Donnell; Conrad Burnside; Dan Feighert;
Darrell Hammons; DOE NIT; DOT; DTRA; dudek; Elmer Naples; EOP; EPA; EPA2; Eric Sinibaldi; Gregory Simonson; Harry
Sherwood; HHS; J Szymanski; Jim Kish; Johanna Berkey; John Holdren; K Donald; Karyn Keller; Lisa Hammond; Lukas
McMichael; Maceck; Michelle Ralston; Nan Calhoun; Navy; NOC; NOC Duty Director; Nuclear SSA; Peter Lyons; Rebecca
Thomson; RMT; Ron McCabe; Seamus O'Boyle; State; Stephen Trautman; Steve Colman; Steve Horwitz; Thomas Conran;
Thomas Zerr; Tim Greten; Vanessa Quinn; William Webb; Andersen, James; Anderson, Joseph; Barker, Allan; Batkin,
Joshua; Bradford, Anna; Brenner, Eliot; Bubar, Patrice; Castleman, Patrick; Coggins, Angela; Collins, Elmo; Dean, Bill;
Decker, David; Dorman, Dan; Droggitis, Spiros; Franovich, Mike; Gibbs, Catina; Hahn, Matthew; Haney, Catherine;
Harrington, Holly; Hipschman, Thomas; HOO Hoc; Howell, Art; Howell, Linda; Jaczko, Gregory; Johnson, Andrea;
Johnson, Michael; Kahler, Robert; Leeds, Eric; Logaras, Harral; Loyd, Susan; Maier, Bill; Marshall, Michael; McCree, Victor;
McDermott, Brian; McNamara, Nancy; Miller, Charles; Miller, Chris; Monninger, John; Nieh, Ho;
NSIRDDSPILTABDistribution; Orders, William; Ostendorff, William; Pace, Patti; Pearson, Laura; Satorius, Mark;
Schmidt, Rebecca; Sharkey, Jeffry; Sheron, Brian; Snodderly, Michael; Sosa, Belkys; Speiser, Herald; Tifft, Doug; Trapp,
James; Trojanowski, Robert; Warren, Roberta; Wiggins, Jim; Williams, Kevin; Wittick, Brian; Woodruff, Gena
Cc: LIA07 Hoc; LIA09 Hoc; LIAII Hoc
Subject: 0730 EDT (March 15, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami SitRep

Attached, please find a 0730 EDT situation report from the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Emergency Operations
Center regarding the impacts of the earthquake/tsunami on March 15, 2011. This Update includes information on the
Fukushima Daiichi Units 2 and 4.
Please note that this information is "effitl Use-&,+y" and is only being shared within the federal
family.
Please call the Headquarters Operations Officer at 301-816-5100 with questions.
-Jim

Jim Anderson
Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
james.andersonbnrc.qov
LIAO7.HOCdnrc.gov (Operations Center) 0
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From: Haney. Catherine
To: Mohseni. Aby
Subject: FW: 0630 EDT (March 16, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami SitRep
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 8:54:00 AM
Attachments: NRC Status Update 3-16.11--0630am.pdf

See below evacuation. Based on where we were on Monday nite/Tuesday am, they
haven't evacuated far enough based on this report - assuming winds going back to land

"/"vs. water.

From: LIA07 Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 6:46 AM
To: Andersen, James; Anderson, Joseph; Ash, Darren; Baggett, Steven; Barker, Allan; Batkin, Joshua;
Boger, Bruce; Borchardt, Bill; Bradford, Anna; Brenner, Eliot; Smith, Brooke; Brown, Milton; Bubar,
Patrice; Camper, Larry; Carpenter, Cynthia; Castleman, Patrick; Ader, Charles; Casto, Chuck; Coggins,
Angela; Collins, Elmo; Correia, Richard; Dapas, Marc; Dean, Bill; Decker, David; Dickman-Disabled-
11/14/2010, Paul; Dorman, Dan; Droggitis, Spiros; Dyer, Jim; ET02 Hoc; Evans, Michele; Franovich,
Mike; Apostolakis, George; Gibbs, Catina; Guitter, Joseph; Gott, William; Grobe, Jack; Hahn, Matthew;
Haney, Catherine; Harrington, Holly; Hipschman, Thomas; Holahan, Gary; Holahan, Patricia; HOO Hoc;
Howell, Art; Howell, Linda; Foster, Jack; Jackson, Donald; Jaczko, Gregory; Johnson, Andrea; Johnson,
Michael; Kahler, Robert; Foggie, Kirk; Kock, Andrea; Kozal, Jason; Leeds, Eric; LIA01 Hoc; LIA02 Hoc;
LIA03 Hoc; LIA06 Hoc; LIA08 Hoc; LIA11 Hoc; Logaras, Harral; Loyd, Susan; Magwood, William; Maier,
Bill; Marshall, Jane; Marshall, Michael; McCree, Victor; McDermott, Brian; McNamara, Nancy; Miller,
Charles; Miller, Chris; Monninger, John; Morris, Scott; Nieh, Ho; NSIRDDSPILTABDistribution; Ordaz,
Vonna; Orders, William; Ostendorff, William; Pace, Patti; Pearson, Laura; Pederson, Cynthia; Plisco,
Loren; Powell, Amy; R1 IRC; R2 IRC; R3 IRC; R4 IRC; Reddick, Darani; Reyes, Luis; Devercelly, Richard;
ROO hoc; Satorius, Mark; Schmidt, Rebecca; Sharkey, Jeffry; Sheron, Brian; Snodderly, Michael; Sosa,
Belkys; Speiser, Herald; Svinicki, Kristine; Thoma, John; Tifft, Doug; Kolb, Timothy; Ulses, Anthony;
Nakanishi, Tony; Tracy, Glenn; Trapp; Trapp, James; Trojanowski, Robert; Uhle, Jennifer; Virgilio,
Martin; Warnick, Greg; Warren, Roberta; Weber, Michael; Westreich, Barry; Wiggins, Jim; Cook, William;
Williams, Kevin; Wittick, Brian; Woodruff, Gena; Zorn, Jason
Subject: 0630 EDT (March 16, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami SitRep

Attached, please find a 0630 EDT situation report from the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
Emergency Operations Center regarding the impacts of the earthquake/tsunami on March 16, 2011.

is-Update includes-information-on-dose-rates-near-Fukushima-DaiichiTFukushima-Daiicbi plant
pararmitiMr,,and NRC PMT hypothetical Worst Case Analyses.

Please call the Headquarters Operations Officer at 301-816-5100 with questions.

Yen Chen
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
LIA07.HOC(fnrc.gov (Operations Center)

YY/g3io



From: Rothgeb, Jason (TDY/DAO) <TDYRothgebJ@state.gov>
Sent: Saturday, March 26, 2011 5:11 PM
To: CMHT; CWO2 Johnson; DOE Liaison; Farrell, Michael (TDY/DAO); HM2 Dorris; Foster,

Jack; JFLCC COC; Miller, Marie; Mr. Courtney Brown; Hoc, PMT12; Richard Siler; Sorom
RD; SSgt McCarty, James; Thomas Murphy

Subject: Embassy Readings
Attachments: Embassy Rad Readings.xls

Good Morning Ladies and Gentlemen,

Attached is the latest readings from the United States Embassy Tokyo, Japan.

R/S
Sergeant Rothgeb, Jason
Sergeant Ravelo, Jaclyn
080-5033-3572

SBU
This email is UNCLASSIFIED.

A (2100-0900)
L (e900-21e0)
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asurementType RawValue MeasurementUnit GRID Location Equipment Used
0030 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0,033 mrem Yamaqata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
0130 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.035 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
0230 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.036 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
0330 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.046 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
0430 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.04 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
0530 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.032 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
0630 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.037 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
0730 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
0830 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.032 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
0930 3/25 2011 Beta/Gamma 0.08 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
1030 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.042 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
1130 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.04 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
1230 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.047 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
1330 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.038 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
1430 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.043 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
1530 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.04 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77
1630 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.034 mrem Yamagata 54 S VH 58791 25188 AN/PDR-77

______ .1 ______ 1 ___ 1 ______ .1 ______ 1 _______ 1 _____

t t I
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4 4 9 4 4 +

.4 4 9 4 4 .1.
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.4 9 4 4 4 J.



0001 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
0006 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.029 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
0016 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.038 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
0019 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.029 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
00104 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
0110 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.034 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
0120 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.033 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
0126 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
0212 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
0219 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.036 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
0228 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.035 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
0230 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.034 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
0304 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.032 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
0308 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.034 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
0314 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.032 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
0317 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.027 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
0403 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.0127 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
0407 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
0416 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.029 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34926 AN/PDR-77
0419 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.031 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
0500 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
0507 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.027 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
0513 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
0315 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.034 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
0317 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.027 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
0403 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.017 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
0407 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
0416 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.029 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
0419 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.031 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
0500 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
0507 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.027 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
0513 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
0515 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.034 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34932 AN/PDR-77
0610 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.045 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
0617 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.031 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
0623 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.034 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
0625 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.031 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
0703 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
0709 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.037 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
0716 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.033 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
0719 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.039 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
0801 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
0806 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.033 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
0813 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
0816 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.035 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77



0900 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.036 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
0907 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.039 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
0914 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.037 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
0916 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.044 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
1001 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.021 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
1005 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.037 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
1013 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
1015 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.033 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
1100 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
1107 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
1115 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.035 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
1117 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.034 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
1200 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.033 mrem Sendai '54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
1207 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.035 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
1213 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.036 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
1215 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.039 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
1330 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.04 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93061 34872 AN/PDR-77
1340 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.035 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92587 35100 AN/PDR-77
1356 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.026 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92747 35393 AN/PDR-77
1359 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.033 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93055 35380 AN/PDR-77
1401 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93064 35571 AN/PDR-77
1407 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.032 mrem Sendai 53 S VH 93455 35566 AN/PDR-77
1411 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.031 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93378 35339 AN/PDR-77
1414 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.033 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93400 35135 AN/PDR-77
1418 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.031 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
1420 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.032 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
1542 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93207 34932 AN/PDR-77
1535 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.029 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 92760 34884 AN/PDR-77
1530 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
1526 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.026 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
1606 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.034 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
1613 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.048 mrem Sendal 54 S VH 92670 34884 AN/PDR-77
1621 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.031 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93434 34916 AN/PDR-77
1623 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.037 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77
1705 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.032 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93202 34932 AN/PDR-77
1706 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.032 mrem Sendai 54 S VH 93320 34922 AN/PDR-77



0001 3/25/2011 aamma/beta 0.041 mrem HANGER SS
MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19495 51446) HANGER SS0007 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.032 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19512 51428) W. GATE

0014 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.051 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19613 51690) LRG BLD NS
0021 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.05 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19337 51675) BB FIELD
0025 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.031 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19339 51673) FL E. SIDE
0100 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.045 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19495 51446) HANGER SS
0105 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.029 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19512 51428) W. GATE
0111 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.053 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19613 51690) LRG BLD NS
0117 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.055 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19337 51675) BB FIELD
0121 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.03 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19339 51673) FL E. SIDE
0200 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.053 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19495 51446) HANGER SS
0206 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.033 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19512 51428) W. GATE
0213 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.058 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19613 51690) LRG BLD NS
0218 3/25/2011. gamma/beta 0.056 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19337 51675) BB FIELD
0222 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.031 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19339 51673) FL E. SIDE
0300 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.046 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19495 51446) HANGER SS
0306 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.032 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19512 51428) W. GATE
0312 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.054 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19613 51690) LRG BLD NS
0318 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.059 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19337 51675) BB FIELD
0322 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.029 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19339 51673) FL E. SIDE
0400 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.054 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19495 51446) HANGER SS
0406 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.029 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19512 51428) W. GATE
0412 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.056 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19613 51690) LRG BLD NS
0418 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.048 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19337 51675) BB FIELD
0423 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.03 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19339 51673) FL E. SIDE
0500 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.046 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19495 51446) HANGER SS
0504 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.028 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19512 51428) W. GATE
0510 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.052 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19613 51690) LRG BLD NS
0515 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.059 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19337 51675) BB FIELD
0521 3/25/2011 gamma/beta 0.031 mrem MATSUSHIMA (54S WH 19339 51673) FL E. SIDE
0635 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.038 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South)
0641 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.035 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate
0645 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.047 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange
0656 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.052 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Main Gate
0701 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.026 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 PAX Terminal
0707 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.045 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North)
0711 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.032 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse
0726 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.031 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South)
0731 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.031 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate
0735 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.041 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange
0740 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.03 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Main Gate
0745 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.029 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 PAX Terminal
0749 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.033 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North)
0754 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.05 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse
0819 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.032 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South)



0824 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.038 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate
0827 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.028 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange
0831 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.031 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Main Gate
0836 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.029 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 PAX Terminal
0841 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.042 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North)
0847 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.043 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse
0910 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.029 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South)
0916 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.028 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate
0920 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.035 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange
0923 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.033. mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Main Gate
0929 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.024 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 PAX Terminal
0933 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.052 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North)
0945 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.035 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse
1011 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.029 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South)
1018 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.039 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate
1026 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.026 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange
1030 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.022 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Main Gate
1039 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.03 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 PAX Terminal
1045 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.037 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North)
1051 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.023 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse
1115 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.03 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South)
1123 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.031 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate
1154 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.027 mrem 54S UE58779 26057 Navy Exchange
1158 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.038 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Main Gate
1203 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.02 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 PAX Terminal
1209 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.031 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North)
1215 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.022 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse
1242 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.032 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South)
1250 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.03 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate
1254 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.03 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange
1258 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.018 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Main Gate
1303 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.045 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 PAX Terminal
1308 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.031 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North)
1314 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.025 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse
1414 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.04 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South)
1421 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.037 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate
1425 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.036 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange
1430 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.022 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Main Gate
1442 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.034 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 PAX Terminal
1448 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.035 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North)
1455 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.026 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse
1538 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.037 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South)
1545 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.035 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate
1551 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.028 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange
1555 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.027 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Main Gate
1601 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.027 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 PAX Terminal



1607 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.024 mrem 52S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North)
1612 3/24/2011 gamma/beta 0.031 mrem 52S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse
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+ 4 4 4

4 4 4
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0003 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.032 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 1CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
0016 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.024 mrem 54S UE 59346 22940 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
0023 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem 54S UE 57852 23672 West Gate PDR-77
0026 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Navy Exchange PDR-77
0030 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
0035 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77

0040 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.027 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
0046 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.015 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
0056 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem 54S UE 59346 22940 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
0103 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem 54S UE 57852 23672 West Gate PDR-77
0108 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.035 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Navy Exchange PDR-77
0111 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.027 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
0117 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
0121 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
0127 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
0156 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem 54S UE 59346 22940 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
0202 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem 54S UE 57852 23672 West Gate PDR-77
0207 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.016 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Navy Exchange PDR-77
0209 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
0214 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
0220 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
0225 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.017 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
0237 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.027 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
0243 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
0247 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.024 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
0250 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
0253 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
0258 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.035 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
0303 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
0346 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.031 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
0352 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77

0357 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
0400 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.026 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
0409 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
0414 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
0419 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77

0432 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
0439 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.014 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
0444 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
0448 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
0456 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
0500 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.031 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
0505 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77

0618 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
0626 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77



0700 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.029 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
0705 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.027 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
0712 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77

0718 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.029 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
0725 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
0749 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.026 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
0757 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.041 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
0803 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
0809 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
0816 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.031 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
0821 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77

0829 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.052 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
0859 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.033 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
0907 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.041 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
0911 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.026 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77

0919 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.029 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
0925 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
0933 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.035 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
0940 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
1008 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.032 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
1024 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.035 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
1029 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
1035 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.026 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77

1042 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
1051 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.032 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
1059 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
1153 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.024 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
1201 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
1204 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.035 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
1209 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.026 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77

1217 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
1232 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.033 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
1237 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
1448 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
1455 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
1500 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.021 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
1505 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
1512 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77

1520 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.031 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
1526 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
1605 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
1610 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.032 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
1614 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
1620 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.027 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
1626 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
1632 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77



1638 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
1702 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.04 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
1709 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
1714 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
1718 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
1730 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
1739 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
1754 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
1820 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.021 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
1835 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.033 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
1840 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
1843 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.024 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
1850 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.081 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
1854 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.026 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
1859 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
1924 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
1929 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
1933 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
1935 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.042 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
1940 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
1945 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.046 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
1950 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.017 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
2008 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
2014 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.026 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
2017 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
2020 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
2025 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.016 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
2031 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.021 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
2035 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
2046 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.011 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
2055 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.035 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
2059 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
2101 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
2107 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.024 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
2111 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.034 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
2116 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77
2152 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.015 mrem 54S UE 57805 24605 Flight Line (South) PDR-77
2159 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem 54S UE 57852 24977 West Gate PDR-77
2203 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem 54S UE 58779 26057 Navy Exchange PDR-77
2206 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 mrem 54S UE 57862 24977 Main Gate PDR-77
2212 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.024 mrem 54S UE 58779 25057 PAX Terminal PDR-77
2216 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem 54S UE 59267 26135 Flight Line (North) PDR-77
2223 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem 54S UE 59686 24824 CBRN Warehouse PDR-77

A. .1. 4 J A.



0001 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 m/Rem Yokota 51752 57170 ANPDR-77
0001 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.017 m/Rem Yokota 51519 57126 ANPDR-77
0001 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.014 m/Rem Yokota 51451 57542 ANPDR-77
0001 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 m/Rem Yokota 51386 57958 ANPDR-77
0001 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 m/Rem Yokota 51924 57038 ANPDR-77
0001 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.017 m/Rem Yokota 5188056657 ANPDR-77
0200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.008 m/Rem Yokota 51752657170 ANPDR-77
0200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.024 m/Rem Yokota 51519 57126 ANPDR-77
0200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 m/Rem Yokota 51451 57542 ANPDR-77
0200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 m/Rem Yokota 51386 57958 ANPDR-77
0200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 m/Rem Yokota 51924 57038 ANPDR-77
0200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.011 m/Rem Yokota 5188056657 ANPDR-77
0400 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 m/Rem Yokota 51752657170 ANPDR-77
0400 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.021 m/Rem Yokota 51519 57126 ANPDR-77
0400 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.014 m/Rem Yokota 51451 57542 ANPDR-77
0400 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 m/Rem Yokota 51386 57958 ANPDR-77
0400 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.021 m/Rem Yokota 51924 57038 ANPDR-77
0400 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.015 m/Rem Yokota 5188056657 ANPDR-77
0800 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.011 m/Rem Yokota 5178 567670 ANPDR-77
0800 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 m/Rem Yokota 51519 57126 ANPDR-77
0800 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.017 m/Rem Yokota 51451 57542 ANPDR-77
0800 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 m/Rem Yokota 51386 57958 ANPDR-77
0800 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.017 m/Rem Yokota 51924 57038 ANPDR-77
1000 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.012 m/Rem Yokota 5188056657 ANPDR-77
1000 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 m/Rem Yokota 51752657170 ANPDR-77
1000 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.024 m/Rem Yokota 51519 57126 ANPDR-77
1000 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 m/Rem Yokota 51451 57542 ANPDR-77
1000 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 m/Rem Yokota 51386 57958 ANPDR-77
1000 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.015 m/Rem Yokota 51924 57038 ANPDR-77
1200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.01 m/Rem Yokota 5188056657 ANPDR-77
1200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 m/Rem Yokota 51752657170 ANPDR-77
1200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.027 m/Rem Yokota 51519 57126 ANPDR-77
1200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.014 m/Rem Yokota 51451 57542 ANPDR-77
1200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 m/Rem Yokota 51386 57958 ANPDR-77
1200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.014 m/Rem Yokota 51924 57038 ANPDR-77
1800 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.015 m/Rem Yokota 5188056657 ANPDR-77
1800 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 m/Rem Yokota 51752657170 ANPDR-77
1800 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 m/Rem Yokota 51519 57126 ANPDR-77
1800 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.011 m/Rem Yokota 51451 57542 ANPDR-77
1800 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.012 m/Rem Yokota 51386 57958 ANPDR-77
1800 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.013 m/Rem Yokota 51924 57038 ANPDR-77
2000 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.012 m/Rem Yokota 5188056657 ANPDR-77
2000 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.009 m/Rem Yokota 51752657170 ANPDR-77
2000 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.007 m/Rem Yokota 51519 57126 ANPDR-77
2000 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 m/Rem Yokota 51451 57542 ANPDR-77



2000 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 m/Rem Yokota 51386 57958 ANPDR-77
2000 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 m/Rem Yokota 51924 57038 ANPDR-77
2200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.017 m/Rem Yokota 51880 56657 ANPDR-77
2200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.014 m/Rem Yokota 51752 57170 ANPDR-77
2200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.013 m/Rem Yokota 51519 57126 ANPDR-77
2200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.004 m/Rem Yokota 51451 57542 ANPDR-77
2200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.001 m/Rem Yokota 51386 57958 ANPDR-77
2200 03/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.016 m/Rem Yokota 51924 57038 ANPDR-77



Measurement Dat•: Measuremen TpeI -- a Value Measuremnt[ U Laio t.[] iqui imen * s .-

0020 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.027 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
0027 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem Sendal Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
0038 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.029 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
0115 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.031 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
0124 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem Sendal Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
0142 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
0200 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem .Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
0211 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.024 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
0232 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
0300 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
0312 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.026 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
0342 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77

0415 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.03 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
0421 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
0432 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.028 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
0445 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem Sendai Airport 54 S VH 93749 21182 AN PDR 77
0600 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.021 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
0613 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
0623 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
0630 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem Sendai Airport 54 S VH 93749 21182 AN PDR 77
0658 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.021 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
0702 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
0706 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.024 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
0719 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.017 mrem Sendai Airport 54 S VH 93749 21182 - AN PDR 77
0809 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77

0815 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
0821 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
0827 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 mrem Sendai Airport 54 S VH 93836 21142 AN PDR 77
0902 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
0909 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
0915 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
09 24 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem Sendai Airport 54 S VH 93749 21182 AN PDR 77

1005 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
1016 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.021 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
1023 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
1035 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem Sendai Airport 54 S VH 93893 21043 AN PDR 77
1039 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem Sendai Airport 54 S VH 93749 21182 AN PDR 77
1105 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
1113 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.021 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
1118 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
1123 3252011 Beta/Gamma 0.016 mrem Sendai Airport 54 S VH 93893 21043 AN PDR 77
1205 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
1211 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
1214 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.023 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
1219 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem Sendai Airport 54 S VH 93893 21043 AN PDR 77



1314 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.025 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
1321 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.021 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
1324 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.019 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
1329 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem Sendai Airport 54 S VH 93893 21043 AN PDR 77
1407 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
1415 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
1418 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.022 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
1422 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma .0.022 mrem Sendai Airport 54 S VH 93893 21043 AN PDR 77
1505 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.013 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
1512 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
1516 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.017 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
1522 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem Sendai Airport 54 S VH 93893 21043 AN PDR 77
1610 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.015 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.481 E 140 56.000 AN PDR 77
1618 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.021 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 07.961 E 140 55.543 AN PDR 77
1623 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.02 mrem Sendai Airport N 38 08.374 E 140 54.942 AN PDR 77
1628 3/25/2011 Beta/Gamma 0.018 mrem Sendai Airport 54 S VH 93893 21043 AN PDR 77
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1800 20110326 Beta 911 CPM Embassy Rooftop 35.668 139.743
1800 20110326 Gamma 33.4K CPM Embassy Rooftop 35.668 139.743
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Loyd. Susan
Hayden. Elizabeth
Brenner, Eliot; Burnell, Scott; Harrington, Holly
RE: ConstAccessRule.docx
Friday, March 25, 2011 4:33:34 PM

Beth:
Please put a close hold on this. I will be surprised if we use it .... but that's no reflection on
the draft release! It's exactly what I asked for. Just think we will decide it's best not to air
this. Thanks for the fast turnaround.
Susan

Susan K. Loyd
Communications Director
Office of the Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Tele: 301-415-1838
Susan. Loyd@nrc.gov

From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 2:59 PM
To: Loyd, Susan
Cc: Harrington, Holly; Brenner, Eliot; Burnell, Scott
Subject: ConstAccessRule.docx

Susan,

Per your request.

Beth

Y~~/V)1 1 q



From: Hayden, Elizabeth
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 10:01 AM
To: Burnell, Scott; RST12 Hoc; RST01 Hoc; ET07 Hoc
Cc: Weber, Michael
Subject: RE: 3/30 RST assessment

Although we can give reporters, embassy and others a quick response saying the 3/26 report was based on
our understanding at the time, it begs the question about what we are now saying based on more current
information.

Beth Hayden
Senior Advisor
Office of Public Affairs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

--- Protecting People and the Environment
301-415-8202
elizabeth.hayden(anrc.1ov

From: Burnell, Scott
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 9:54 AM
To: RST12 Hoc; RST01 Hoc; ET07 Hoc
Cc: Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: 3/30 RST assessment
Importance: High

All;

Please send the "final" version of the 3/30 assessment, for internal use only, so that OPA can understand the
differences from 3/26. Thanks.

Scott

Y/y/ -(3 /'s

1



From: Franovich, Mike
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 11:20 AM
To: OST01 HOC; Zimmerman, Roy; RST01 Hoc; Hoc, PMT12; LIA08 Hoc; ET05 Hoc; ET07

Hoc
Cc: Virgilio, Martin; Weber, Michael; Leeds, Eric; Orders, William; Hipschman, Thomas;

Snodderly, Michael; Castleman, Patrick; Marshall, Michael; Muessle, Mary; Mamish,
Nader; Merzke, Daniel; Bowman, Gregory; Andersen, James; Nieh, Ho

Subject: Suggestion to Improve Fukushima Daiichi Information Flow to Commissioners' Offices

Roy, et al.,

Leveraging IT capabilities to make life a little bit easier, I have a suggestion regarding
requested documents that are in the queue to be sent to the Commissioners' offices. It
may be more efficient to post these documents and future requested information at a
single share point site that the commissioner assistants may then access. Using share
point could also help with accounting of information that has been sent previously to
Commissioners' offices. If need be, you may institute limited access for control and
accounting purposes.

Previously, photos from flyovers were posted at the following share point site that the
CAs accessed as needed.

http://portal.nrc.cov/edo/nrr/NRR%20TA/FAOQ%2ORelated%20to%2OEvents%200ccurinq%2ý0in%20]Japan/Forms/AllItem
s.aspx?View=%7b282DC699%2d FA97%2d430B%2dAlF9%2d6008558261C5%7d&RootFolder=%2fedo%2fnrr%2fN RR%
20TA%2fFAO%2ORelated%20to%2OEvents%200ccurinq%20in%20Japan%2fFukushima%2ODaiichi%20Aerial%20Photos

v/r,

Mike Franovich
Technical Assistant for Reactors
Office of Commissioner Ostendorff
301-415-1784
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Thciras, George

From: Fuller, Edward
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 10:00 AM
To: Thomas, George
Subject: FW:F-LY - 0700 EDT (March 23, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami

SitRep - "
Attachments: NRC Status Update 3.23.11--0700 EDT.PDF

From: Schroer, Suzanne
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 8:33 AM
To: Schroer, Suzanne
Subject: FW: FOR OFFIIAtL-USE-ONLY-- 0700 EDT (March 23, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami SitRep - FOR

f'

From: McCree, Victor
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 8:32 AM
To: R2MAIL; R2_RESIDENT SITES
Subject: FOROQFFLCTAIi1F ONLY - 0700 EDT (March 23, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami SitRep - FOR OFFICIAL-

-FOR-OFI CIAL USE O.,NL-Y.

Attached, for your information, is the 0700, March 23, 2011, NRC situation report regarding the
impacts of the earthquake/tsunami event, (yellow) highlighted to show several noteworthy status
items. This document is considered FOt-R OFFiCiAL US, NLY and is not to be distributed outside
the agency.

Two other items of interest:

" A Temporary Instruction (TI) will soon be issued with guidance for inspectors to assess the
adequacy of actions taken by power reactor licensees in response to the Fukushima Daiichi
nuclear station fuel damage event. The TI will require inspectors to evaluate each licensee's
readiness to mitigate beyond-design basis events, such as earthquakes, flooding, etc.

" A Task Group is being formed to identify near term actions, using current insights from the
Fukushima Daiichi, to further improve NRC and licensee programs to enhance safety.
Although the charter for the Task Group is still under development, areas that will likely be
reviewed include:

o the location of equipment, environmental conditions, and personnel available'to
implement B5b contingency response strategies;

o the implication of multiple simultaneous beyond design basis accidents;
o station blackout (SBO) requirements; and,
o fire coping strategies that include a self-induced SBO.

Vic Y/



Ward, Steven

From: Ward, Steven

Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:22 AM
To: Habighorst, Peter
Subject: RE: ACTION BRANCH CHIEFS: Volunteers to Support Agency Response to Japanese Event

Pete,

Please include the following information with my name for request #3. Not sure what they're looking for really
short of maybe ex-OIP staffers, but I have done some stuff that I never thought would be relevant to work
here.

Experience- Coordinated dose reconstruction project between US and Russia (Mayak NPP), spent two years
living in Russia coordinating international humanitarian aid efforts, served on a county council for coordinating
disaster response among minority populations in metropolitan areas (addressed topics such as how do you
communicate disaster information to people from over 30 countries, speaking over 25 different languages
when your primary responders all speak one language, etc.), experience working with IAEA and the World
Institute for Nuclear Security (WINS).

Thanks!

Steve

From: Habighorst, Peter
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 10:04 AM
To: Grice, Thomas; Horn, Brian; Tuttle, Glenn; Pham, Tom; Ward, Steven; Freeman, Eric; Ditto, David; Ani, Suzanne;
Aguilar, Santiago
Subject: FW: ACTION BRANCH CHIEFS: Volunteers to Support Agency Response to Japanese Event
Importance: High

See expansion of volunteers for support...

If interested, please provide to me by noon today with requested information. Steve and Eric I have already
put your names in the hat for request number 3...

From: Tschiltz, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:52 AM
To: Smith, Brian; Johnson, Robert; Habighorst, Peter; Campbell, Larry; Silva, Patricia
Cc: Bailey, Marissa; Kinneman, John; Smith, James
Subject: ACTION BRANCH CHIEFS: Volunteers to Support Agency Response to Japanese Event
Importance: High

Branch Chiefs.. we are expected to ensure that the people have appropriate experience for the positions that
they are volunteering to fill.

The. Division needs to compile a list of volunteers today so please submit to me NLT 2:00 pm this afternoon, if
you have any questions about the different positions please discuss with me.

Thanks, Mike

From: NMSSBOX Resource
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 9:45 AM " YYY/ ;/6



To: NMSS Distribution
Subject: Action: Volunteers to Support Agency Response to Japanese Event

Volunteers to Support Agency Response to Japanese Event

Yesterday, I received several requests to identify individuals who would be interested in responding to the Japanese
event. Specifically,

1. NSIR has asked for volunteers who would staff selected positions in the Ops Center. These positions are listed
below. Obviously, previous Ops Center training and experience is preferred but NSIR is now considering others.
Note, you will be volunteering for shift work (either 8 hr or 12 hr) as the Ops Center is being staffed 24/7.

2. NSIR has asked us to identify individuals who will be sent to replace the team that has been deployed to Japan.
The qualifications have not been specified but I believe they are looking for individuals with BWR and/or severe
accident mitigation experience. The new team is targeted to leave on March 27 and return on April .9.

3. OIP has asked us to identify individuals, who (1) have had desk officer or other international experience and (2)
are interested in helping them in the event that current staff cannot meet their work demands. (These individuals
could be deployed to Japan with the team under 2 above.)

If you are interested in any of these opportunities and your workload supports this effort, please discuss your interest with
your Branch Chief ASAP. 1. have asked that the Divisions provide me a consolidated list of volunteers by COB today,
March 16.

Information needed -

Opportunity 1 - name, current job title, Ops Center Position of interest, previous training/experience in Ops Center or
similar position (outside the Agency).
Opportunity 2 - name, current job title, status of passport, brief description of experience/training that supports this type of
assignment.
Opportunity 3 - name, current job title, brief description of international experience/training that would support this
assignment.

Ops Center Positions currently being staffed as of March 14.

Liaison Team
LT Director
LT Coordinator
LT Federal Liaison (2)
LT Congressional Liaison (2)
LT International Liaison (2)

Protective Measures Team
PMTR Director
PMTR Coordinator
PMTR Protective Actions Assistant Director
PMTR RAAD (Radiological Assessment Assistant Director)
PMTR Dose Assessment (RASCAL)
RASCAL Developer
PMTR GIS Analyst (Geographical Information Systems)
PMTR Meteorologist

Reactor Safety Team
RST Director
RST Coordinator
Severe Accident / PRA
BWR Expert
RST Comm / ERDS Operator
RST Support (Seismology Q&A)
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News Release

March 16, 2011

Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency

Seismic Damage Information (the 26th Release)
(As of 14:00 March 16th, 2011)

Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) confirmed the current

situation of Onagawa NPS, Tohoku Electric Power Co., Inc; Fukushima

Dai-ichi and Fukushima Dai-ni NPSs, Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. Tokai

Dai-ni NPS , Japan Atomic Power Co., Inc, as follows:

Major updates are as follows.

1. Nuclear Power Stations (NPS)

* Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS

The white smoke like steam generated from Unit 3. (08:30 March 16th)

Because of the possibility that the Primary Containment Vessel (PCV) of

Unit 3 was damaged, the operators evacuated from the central control

room of Unit 3 and 4 (a sheared facility). (10:45 March 16th) Thereafter

the operators returned to the room and restarted the operation for water

injection. (11:30 March 16th)

The fire at Unit 4 occurred. (05:45 March 16th) TEPCO reported that

no fire could be confirmed on the ground. (06:15 March 16th)

2. Actions taken by NISA

(March 15th)

22:00 According to the Nuclear Regulation Act, Minister of Economy, Trade

and Industry issued the following directive.

For Unit 4: To implement the injection of water to the Spent Fuel

Storage Pool.

<Situation of the injured>

* As for the member of Self-Defense Force (a person) who was injured due

to the explosion at Unit 3 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS and was

transported to National Institute of Radiological Sciences, the
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examination resulted in no internal exposure. The member was

discharged from the institute on March 16th.

(Contact Person)
Mr. Toshihiro Bannai
Director, International Affairs Office,
NISA/METI
Phone:+81-(0)3-3501-1087

2
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(Attached sheet)

1. The status of operation at NPS (Number of automatic shutdown units: 10)

* Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS, Tokyo Electric Power Co. Inc. (TEPCO)

(Okuma-machi and Futaba-machi, Futaba-gun, Fukushima Prefecture)

(1) The status of operation

Unit 1 (460MWe): automatic shutdown

Unit 2 (784MWe): automatic shutdown

Unit 3 (784MWe): automatic shutdown

Unit 4 (784MWe): in periodic inspection outage

Unit 5 (784MWe): in periodic inspection outage

Unit 6 (1,100MWe): in periodic inspection outage

(2) Major Plant Parameters (14:00 March 16th)

unit Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3

Reactor 0.207 (A) Incorrect 0.059 (A)
Pressure 0.171(B) indication*2  0.065(A)

Not
CV Pressure KPa 40 230

available

Reactor Water -1,750(A) -1,400(A) - 1,900(A)mm Not
Level* -1,750(B) Not-- 2,300(B)available(B)

Suppression Not Not

Pool Water °C Not availableavailable available
Temperature
Suppression NotKPa down scale down scale

Pool Pressure available

Measuring time 12:25 12:25 12:40

*1: Distance from the top of fuel.

*2: Due to loss of battery power.

(3) Report concerning other incidents
. TEPCO reported to NISA the Event in accordance with the Article 10 of

"3
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the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency

Preparedness regarding Fukushima Dai-ichi. (15:42 March 11th)

TEPCO reported to NISA the event in accordance with the Article 15 of

the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency

Preparedness regarding Fukushima Dai-ichi, Units 1 and 2.(16:36

March 11th)

<Unit 1>

* Seawater was injected to the Containment Vessel via the Fire

Extinguishing System Line (Started up 11:55 March 13th)

-- Temporary interruption of the injection (01:10 March 14th)

The sound of explosion in Unit 1 occurred. (15:36 March 12nd)

* Seawater is being injected as of 14:00 March 16th.

<Unit 2>

* Water injection function was sustained. (14:00 March 13th)

* Reactor water level was decreasing. (13:18 March 14th)

* Seawater injection to the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) was ready

through the Fire Extinguishing System line. (19:20 March 14th)

* TEPCO evaluated core damage of Unit 2 was "less than 5%" (22:14

March 14th)

* Water level in RPV in Unit 2 is decreasing. (22:50 March 14th)

* A sound of explosion was made in Unit 2. As the pressure in

Suppression Chamber decreased, there was a possibility that an

incident occurred in the Chamber. (06:20 March 15th)

* Seawater is being injected as of 14:00 March 16th.

<Unit 3>

* Fresh water was injected to the PCV via the Fire Extinguishing System

Line (FESL). (11:55 March 13th)

* Seawater was injected to the PCV via FESL. (13:12 March 13th)

* Injection of seawater for Unit 1 and Unit 3 into PCV was interrupted

due to the lack of seawater in pit. (01:10 March 14th)

* For Unit 3 injection of seawater into PCV was restarted (03:20 March

14th)

* For Unit 3 the pressure increased unusually. (11:45 March 14th)
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* For Unit 3 the explosion like Unit 1 occurred around the Reactor

Building (11:01 March 14th)

* The white smoke like steam generated from Unit 3. (08:30 March 16th)

* Because of the possibility that the PCV of Unit 3 was damaged, the

operators evacuated from the central control room of Unit 3 and 4 ( a

sheared facility). (10:45 March 16th) Thereafter the operators returned to

the room and restartedthe operation for water injection. (11:30 March

16th)

<Unit 4>

* It was confirmed that a part of wall in the operation area of Unit 4 was

damaged. (06:14 March 15th)

* The fire at Unit 4 occurred. (09:38 March 15th) TEPCO reported that

the fire was extinguished spontaneously. (11:00 March 15th)

* The temperature of water in the Spent Fuel Storage Pool at Unit 4 had

increased.

(84 °C at 04:08 March 14th)

* The fire occurred at Unit 4. (5:45 March 15th) TEPCO reported that no

fire could be confirmed on the ground.(06:15 March 16th)

* The water injection is suspented as of 14:00 March 16th.

* Fukushima Dai-ni Nuclear Power Station (TEPCO)

(Naraha-machi/Tomioka-machi, Futaba-gun, Fukushima pref.)

(1) The status of operation

Unit1 (1,100MWe): automatic shutdown, cold shut down

March 14th

Unit2 (1,10OMWe): automatic shutdown, cold shut down

March 14th

Unit3 (1,10OMWe): automatic shutdown, cold shut down

March 12th

Unit4 (1,100MWe): automatic shutdown, cold shut down

March 15th

at 17:00,

at 18:00,

at 12:15,

at 07:15,

5
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(2) Major plant parameters (As of 13:00, 16 March)

unit Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4

Reactor Pressure MPa 0.10 0.03 0.04 0.08

Reactor water 5.°C 55.6 52.3 27.9 55.4
temperature

Reactor water
mm 10,996 11,396 7,547 8,615level*

Suppression pool °C 39 34 44 56

water temperature

Suppression pooi kPa 147 137 131 174

pressure

cold cold cold coldRemarks shutdown shutdown shutdown shutdown

*: Distance from the top of fuel

(3) Report concerning other incidents

* TEPCO reported to NISA the event in accordance with the Article 10 of

the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency

Preparedness regarding Fukushima Dai-ni Unit 1. (18:08 March 11th)

* TEPCO reported to NISA the events in accordance with the Article 10

regarding Units 1, 2 and 4. (18:33 March 11th)

$ Onagawa NPS (Tohoku Electric Power Co., Inc.)

(Onagawa-cho, Oga-gun and Ishinomaki-shi, Miyagi Prefecture)

(1) The status of operation

Unit 1 (524MWe): automatic shutdown, cold shut down at 0:58, March 12th

Unit 2 (825MWe): automatic shutdown, cold shut down at earthquake

Unit 3 (825MWe): automatic shutdown, cold shut down at 1:17, March 12th

(2) Readings of monitoring post

Reading of monitoring post:

MP2 (Monitoring at the North End of Site Boundary)

approx. 6,500 nGy/h (19:00 March 14th)

-- approx. 5,400 nGy/h (19:00 March 15th)
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(3) Report concerning other incidents

* Fire Smoke on the first basement of the Turbine Building was

extinguished. (22:55 on March 11th)

Reported on the Article 10* of the Act on Special Measures Concerning

Nuclear Emergency Preparedness (13:09 March 13th)

2. Action taken by NISA

(March 11th)

14:46 Set up of the NISA Emergency Preparedness Headquarters (Tokyo)

immediately after the earthquake

15:42 TEPCO reported to NISA in accordance with the Article 10 of the Act

on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness

regarding Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS.

16:36 TEPCO judged the event in accordance with the Article 15 of the Act

on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness

regarding Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS, Units 1 and 2. (reported to NISA

at 16:45)

18:08 Regarding Unit 1 of Fukushima Dai-ni NPS, TEPCO reported to
NISA in accordance with the Article 10 of the Act on Special Measures

Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness.

18:33 Regarding Units 1,2 and 4 of Fukushima Dai-ni NPS, TEPCO

reported to NISA in accordance with the Article 10 of Act on Special

Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness.

19:03 Government declared the state of nuclear emergency. (Establishment

of Government Nuclear Emergency Response Headquarters and Local

Emergency Response Headquarters)

20:50 Fukushima Prefecture's Emergency Response Headquarters issued a

direction for the residents within 2 km radius from Unit 1 of

Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS to evacuate. (The population of this area is

1,864)
21:23 Directives from Prime Minister to the Governor of Fukushima

Prefecture, the Mayor of Ookuma Town and the Mayor of Futaba
Town were issued regarding the event occurred at Fukushima-Dai-ichi

NPS, TEPCO, in accordance with the Paragraph 3, the Article 15 of

the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency

Preparedness as follows:
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-Direction for the residents within 3km radius from Unit 1 to

evacuate.
-Direction for the residents within 10km radius from Unit 1 to stay

in-house.

24:00 Vice Minister of Economy, Trade and Industry, Ikeda arrived at the

Local Emergency Response Headquarters

(March12th)

05:22 Regarding Unit 1 of Fukushima Dai-ni NPS, TEPCO reported to

NISA in accordance with the Article 15 of the Act on Special Measures

Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness.

05:32 Regarding Unit 2 of Fukushima Dai-ni NPS, TEPCO reported to

NISA in accordance with the Article 15 of the Act on Special Measures

Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness.

05:44 Residents within 10km radius from Unit 1 of Fukushima Dai-ichi

NPS shall evacuate by the Prime Minister Direction.

06:07 Regarding of Unit 4 of Fukushima Dai-ni NPS, TEPCO reported to

NISA in accordance with the Article 15 of the Act on Special Measures

Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness.

06:50 In accordance with the Paragraph 3, the Article 64 of the Nuclear

Regulation Act, the order was issued to control the internal pressure

of the Containment Vessel of Units 1 and 2 of Fukushima Dai-ichi

NPS.

07:45 Directives from Prime Minister to the Governor of Fukushima

Prefecture, the Mayors of Hirono Town, Naraha Town, Tomioka Town

and Ookuma Town were issued regarding the event occurred at

Fukushima Dai-ni NPS, TEPCO, pursuant to the Paragraph 3, the

Article 15 of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear

Emergency Preparedness as follows:

-Direction for the residents within 3km radius from Fukushima

Dai-ni NPS to

evacuate.

-Direction for the residents within 10km radius from Fukushima

Dai-ni NPS

to stay in-house

17:00 TEPCO reported to NISA in accordance with the Article 15 of the Act
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on Special Measure Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness

since the radiation level at Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS exceeded the

acceptable limit.

17:39 Prime Minister directed evacuation of the residents within the 10 km

radius from Fukushima-Dai-ni NPS

18:25 Prime Minister directed evacuation of the residents within the 20km

radius from Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS

19:55 Directives from Prime Minister was issued regarding seawater

injection to Unit No. 1 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS.

20:05 Considering the Directives from Prime Minister and pursuant to the

Paragraph 3, the Article 64 of the Nuclear Regulation Act, order was

issued to inject seawater to Unit 1 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS.

20:20 At Unit 1 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS, seawater injection started.

(March 13th)

05:38 TEPCO reported to NISA pursuant to the Article 15 of Act on Special

Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness since Unit 3

of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS lost total coolant injection function.
Recovering efforts by TEPCO of the power source and coolant injection

function and work on venting are underway.

09:08 Pressure suppression in the Containment Vessel and fresh water

injection started at Unit 3 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS.

09:20 Opening of Pressure vent valve of Unit 3 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS.

09:30 The order was issued for the Governor of Fukushima Prefecture, the

Mayors of Ookuma Town, Futaba Town, Tomioka Town and Namie

Town in accordance with the Act on Special Measures Concerning
Nuclear Emergency Preparedness on the contents of radioactivity

decontamination screening.

09:38 TEPCO reported to NISA that Unit 1 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS

reached a situation specified in the Article 15 of Act on Special

Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness.

13:09 Tohoku Electric Power Company reported to notified that Onagawa

NPS reached a situation specified in the Article 10 of the Act on

Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness.

13:12 Fresh water injection was switched to seawater injection at Unit 3 of

Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS.
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14:25 TEPCO reported to NISA that Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS reached a

situation specified in the Article 15 of the Act on Special Measures

Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness.

(March 14th)

01:10 Seawater injection at Unit 1 and Unit 3 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS

were temporarily interrupted due to the lack of seawater in pit.

03:20 Seawater injection at Unit 3 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS was

restarted.

04:24 TEPCO reported to NISA that Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS reached the

situation specified in the Article 15 of Act on Special Measures

Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness.

07:53 TEPCO reported to NISA that Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS reached the

situation specified in the Article 15 of the Act on Special Measures

Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness.

13:25 TEPCO reported to NISA that Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 2 of NPS

reached the situation specified in the Article 15 of the Act on Special

Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness.

22:13 TEPCO reported to NISA in accordance with the Article 10 of the

Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency

Preparedness regarding Fukushima Dai-ni NPS.

22:35: TEPCO reported to NISA in accordance with the Article 15 of the Act

on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness

regarding Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS.

(March 15th)

00:00: The acceptance of experts from IAEA was decided.

NISA agreed to accept the offer of dispatching of the expert on NPS

damage from IAEA considering the intention by Mr. Amano, Director

General of IAEA. Therefore, the schedule of expert acceptance will be

planned from now on according to the situation.

00:00: NISA also decided the acceptance of experts dispatched from NRC.

07:24JAEA reported to NISA in accordance with the Article 10 of the Act on

Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness

regarding, Tokai Research and Development Centre, Nuclear Fuel

Cycle Engineering Laboratories.
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07:44 JAEA reported to NISA in accordance with the Article 10 of the Act on

Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness

regarding Nuclear Science Research Institute.

10:30 According to the Nuclear Regulation Act, Minister of Economic, Trade

and Industry issued the directives as follows.

For Unit 4: To extinguish fire and to prevent the occurrence of

re-criticality

For Unit 2: To inject water to reactor vessel promptly and to vent

Drywell.

10:59 Considering the possibility of lingering situation, it is decided that the

function of the Local Emergency Response Headquarter is moved to

the Fukushima Prefectural Office.

11:00 Prime Minister directed the in-house stay area.

In-house stay was additionally directed to the residents in the area

from 20 km to 30 km radius from Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS

considering in-reactor situation.

22:00 According to the Nuclear Regulation Act, Minister of Economy, Trade

and Industry issued the following directive.

For Unit 4: To implement the injection of water to the Spent Fuel

Storage Pool.

< Possibility on radiation exposure (As of 14:00 March 16th) >

<Exposure of residents>

(1) Including the evacuees from Futaba Public Welfare Hospital to

Nihonmatsu City Fukushima Gender Equality Centre as the result of

measurement of 133 persons at the Centre, 23 persons counted more than

13,000 cpm were decontaminated.

(2) The 35 residents transferred from Futaba Public Welfare Hospital to

Kawamata Town Saiseikai Hospital by private bus arranged by

Fukushima Prefecture were judged to be not contaminated by the

Prefectural Response Centre.

(3) As for the about 100 residents in Futaba Town evacuated by bus, the

results of measurement for 9 of the 100 residents were as follows. The
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evacuees were divided into two groups which joined later to Nihonmatsu

City Fukushima Gender Equality Centre.

No. of Counts No. of Persons

18,000cpm 1

30,000-36,000cpm 1

40,000cpm 1

little less than 40,000cpm* 1

very small counts 5

*(These results were measured without shoes, though the first

measurement exceeded 100,000cpm)

<Exposure of workers>

(1) As for the 18 workers conducting operations in Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS,

results of measurements are as follows;

One worker; 106.3 mSv. At the level of exposure no internal exposure and

medical treatment was not required.

Other workers: No threat of internal exposure and no medical treatment

needed.
(2) The 6 out of 7 people working at the time of explosion at the Unit 3 of

Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS injured and were conscious. The detailed

measurement data are not available.

<Others>
(1) Fukushima Prefecture has started the screening from 13 March at two

health office in the prefecture. It is undertaken at 12 evacuation sites, 6

health offices, etc. The results of screening are being totalled up.
(2) 5 members of Self-Defence Force who worked for water supply in

Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS were exposed. After the work (March 12th),

30,000 cpm was counted by the measurement at Off site Centre. The

counts after decontamination were between 5,000 and 10,000 cpm. One

member was transferred to National Institute of Radiological Science. No

other exposure of the Self-Defence Force member was confirmed at the

Ministry of Defence.

(3) As for policeman, the decontaminations of two policemen were confirmed

by the National Police Agency. Nothing unusual was reported.
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(4) As for fireman, no contamination was reported to National Firefighting

Agency. The confirmation is continued.

<Situation of the injured (As of 14:00 March 16th)>
1. Injury due to earthquake

- Two employees (slightly)

- Two subcontract employees (one fracture in both legs)

- Two missing (TEPCO's employee, missing in the turbine building of Unit

4)

- One emergency patient (According to the local prefecture, one patient of

cerebral infarction was transported by the ambulance).
- Ambulance was requested for one employee complaining the pain at left

chest outside of control area (conscious).

- Two employees complaining discomfort wearing full-face mask in the

main control room were transported to the industrial doctor of

Fukushima Dai-ni NPS.

2. Injury due to the explosion of Unit 1 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS

-Four employees were injured at the explosion and smoke of Unit 1

around turbine building (out of control area). Examined by Kawauchi

clinic.
3. Injury due to the explosion of Unit 3 of Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS

- Four TEPCO's employees

- Three subcontractor employees
- Four members of Self-Defence Force (one of them was transported to

National Institute of Radiological Sciences considering internal possible

exposure. The examination resulted in no internal exposure. The member

was discharged from the institute on March 16th.)

<Situation of Resident Evacuation (As of 14:00 March 16th)>

At 11:00 March 15th, Prime Minister directed in-house stay to the
residents in the area from 20 km to 30 km radius from Fukushima Dai-ichi
NPS. The directive was conveyed to Fukushima Prefecture and related

municipalities.
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News Release MIMlsy8Eoflcoom$ Thad0 nd i~duz y

Regarding the evacuation as far as 20-km from Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS

and 10-km from Fukushima Dai-ni, necessary measures have already been

taken.

* It seems that a plural number of people who were staying in the 20 km zone

are in moving gradually.
* The in-house stay in the area from 20 km to 30 km from Fukushima

Dai-ichi NPS is made fully known to the residents concerned.

(Contact Person)

Mr. Toshihiro Bannai

Director, International Affairs Office,

NISA/METI

Phone:+81-(0)3-3501-1087
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

HOO Hoc
Saturday, April 09, 2011 10:23 AM
ET07 Hoc
FW: EPA environmental monitoring data-IAEA
imageOOl.jpg

FYI

Headquarters Operations Officer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone: 301-816-5100
Fax: 301-816-5151
email: hoo.hoc(nrc.gov
secure e-mail: hoolinrc.sgov.gov

SU.S.NRC
Pr•eaitng fPrbmd Arn Eaxmknrawow

From: LIA08 Hoc
Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2011 10:20 AM
To: HOO Hoc; LIA02 Hoc; LIA07 Hoc; OST01 HOC; OST02 HOC; OST03 HOC
Cc: PMT02 Hoc; LIA06 Hoc; LIA01 Hoc
Subject: RE: EPA environmental monitoring data-IAEA

Cyndi Jones is our ENAC National officer point of contact. In the meantime, the LT can check with the EPA and see if
they have any objection to having IAEA list their websites on the ENAC (Early Notification and Assistance Convention)
website. Jeff Temple

From: HOO Hoc
Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2011 5:27 AM
To: LIA02 Hoc; LIA08 Hoc; LIA07 Hoc; OST01 HOC; OST02 HOC; OST03 HOC
Cc: PMT02 Hoc
Subject: FW: EPA environmental monitoring data-IAEA

IAEA request for review.

Headquarters Operations Officer
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Phone: 301-816-5100
Fax: 301-816-5151
email: hoo.hoc(@nrc.gov
secure e-mail: hoolanrc.sgov.gov

U.SUSNRC
/JirneyiAtg hiVjý An wEtm m yyy/ze/It -fil 9

From: IEC6@iaea.org [mailto: IEC6@iaea.org]
Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2011 5:17 AM

1



To: HOO Hoc; H002 Hoc; Huffman, William

Subject: EPA environmental monitoring data

Dear Sir / Madam,

The IEC is currently collating information provided by Member States on environmental monitoring data after the
Fukushima NPP accident.

Two public EPA websites containing relevant information have been brought to our attention:
http://www.epa.gov/iapan2Oll/rert/radnet-data-map.html
http://www.epa.gov/iapan2Oll/rert/radnet-sampling-data.html

I'm writing to you, as an official ENAC Contact Point, to confirm whether we can post these two links in the ENAC
website, and by extension include the USA on the list of Member States which have provided or made accessible

monitoring data.

Could you please confirm whether this is acceptable?

Best regards
Lea Ruscio
Liaison Officer
IAEA I EC
Tel. +43-1-2698846
Tel. +43-1-2600-2203

This email message is intended only for the use of the named recipient. Information contained in this email
message and its attachments may be privileged, confidential and protected from disclosure. If you are not the
intended recipient, please do not read, copy, use or disclose this communication to others. Also please notify the
sender by replying to this message and then delete it from your system.
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Ramsey, Kevin

From: Johnson, Robert
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:30 PM
To: NMSS FCSS FMB
Subject: FW: 1800 EDT (March 21, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update
Attachments: USNRC Earthquake-Tsunami Update.032111.1800EDT.pdf

All,
Additional status update on events in Japan. Missed it earlier and wanted to makes sure that you all had it, if
interested.
Thanks,
Robert

From: Bailey, Marissa
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 8:58 AM
To: Hiltz, Thomas; Habighorst, Peter; Smith, James; Smith, Brian; Damon, Dennis; Silva, Patricia; Campbell, Larry;
Johnson, Robert
Subject: FW: 1800 EDT (March 21, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update

Please share with your staff.

From: Haney, Catherine
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 4:59 AM
To: Kinneman, John; Tschiltz, Michael; Bailey, Marissa; Pulliam, Timothy; Ordaz, Vonna; Weaver, Doug; Mohseni, Aby;
Davis, Jack; Kokajko, Lawrence
Subject: Fw: 1800 EDT (March 21, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update

From: LIA07 Hoc
Sent: Mon Mar 21 18:16:05 2011
Subject: 1800 EDT (March 21, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update

Attached, please find an 1800 EDT (March 21, 2011) status update from the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
Emergency Operations Center regarding the impacts of the earthquake/tsunami.

Please note that this information is "Official Use Only" and is only being shared within the federal family.

Please call the Headquarters Operations Officer at 301-816-5100 with questions.

-Sara

Sara K. Mroz
Communications and Outreach
Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Sara.Mroz@nrc.gov
LIAO7.HOC@nrc.gov (Operations Center)
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Ghosh, Tina

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Short, Steve M [steve.short@pnl.gov]
Thursday, April 14, 2011 9:54 PM
Ghosh, Tina
Coles, Garill A; Gallucci, Ray
Proposal to Review SAMA info for input to the NRC 90-day Review
WhitePaper ReviewofBeyondDesign-BasisSafetyAnalysisLeveragingSAMAs 12April20011
Clean.pdf

Ii Tina:

low are you doing and how is SOARCA going? I hope all is well with you and your family.

wanted to get your thoughts on a white paper we have developed that we feel could provide useful insight intothe NRC review of
ie safety of U.S. plants in response to the recent events in Japan. The white paper is attached. Basically the white paper proposes
iat the severe accident information provided with the license renewal SAMA analyses provides significant insight into both the
iternal and external risk at 4/5 of nuclear power plants in the U.S and that this risk information would have value to the NRC review
iat the NRC commission initiated a couple of weeks ago. A couple of years ago Bob Palla and I discussed the potential for
)mpiling this information and I believe he discussed doing something along these lines with you. The attached white paper

proposes an expanded version of what we had previously discussed. I would appreciate your thoughts on the white paper proposal

and whether you consider it is worth pressing forward with. Any comments/thoughts you have would be much appreciated.

FYI. We have provided this to Ray Gallucci and Donnie Harrison. We've updated it to include Ray's comments but unfortunately we

have not been able to get any feedback from Donnie (it is my understanding he has been busy working at the NRC emergency

control center). However, we also recognize that this proposal is more likely to be of interest to RES than to NRR so I'm hoping you
will give me your thoughts.

Thanks much.

Steve

ISteven Short, P.E.
Staff Engineer
Energy and Environment Directorate

Pacific Northwest National Laboratory,
902 Battelle Boulevard
P.O. Box 999, MSIN K6-52
Richland, WA 99352 USA
Tel: 509-375-2868
Fax: 509-372-4995
steve.shortdpnl.qov
www.pnl.gov

vyý
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i eview of Beyond Design Basis Safety Analysis at U.S. Nuclear Power Plants in Light of the
Japanese Incident: Leveraging SAMA Information

A draft white paper by Garill Coles, Pacific Northwest National Laboratories (PNNL)

Line of Reasoning

The core-damage event at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power station due to a beyond-design-basis
'seismic event and subsequent tsunami is the most significant nuclear power plant accident since the
Chernobyl accident in 1986 (although many consider the severe reactor head degradation event at Davis
Besse in 2002 a significant near-miss). As a result of this event safety of nuclear power plants world-
wide and in the U.S. are being re-assessed. Within one week of the March 1 Ith Fukushima Daiichi
nuclear power station event the nuclear industry began a formal process of data gathering, analysis and

reassessment'. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission also began its assessment of lessons learned from
the incident with Task Force reports due back to the Commission in the form of a 30-day quick-look
report, a near term 60-day review, and a 90 day culminating report2. It is also worth noting that Secretary
of Energy Steven Chu issued a safety bulletin 3 dated March 2 4 th requiring, among other actions, the
review of how beyond design basis events have been considered or analyzed within DOE's Nuclear
Safety Regulations at its Hazard 1 and 2 nuclear facilities. This white paper discusses the need for review
of what is known about the beyond design basis risk associated with externally initiated events such as
seismic events and external flooding for the currently licensed fleet of U.S. nuclear power plants.

While much remains to be learned about the Japanese incident, it seems clear at this point that power
station nuclear safety was impacted by factors outside of the design basis for the facility. The Nuclear
Energy Institute (NEI) in response to questions about the Japanese incident explains that the Fukushima
Daiichi nuclear power plants were designed to withstand peak ground accelerations (PGA) of 0.45g. The
event was estimated to reach a PGA of 0.51g' at the Fukushima Daiichi site. AREVA identifies the
design-basis tsunami for these plants, in a presentation by Dr. Matthias Braun dated March 24, 201 14, to

be 6.5 m and the tsunami at the site to have been > 7m in height. World Nuclear News puts the design

Nuclear Energy Institute. "U.S. Nuclear Power Plants Reconfirming Safety, Response Programs in Light of Japan

Situation." Accessed April 5, 2011:

http://resources.nei.org/documents/iapan/FactSheet US Nuclear Plant Enhancements 4-4-11.pdf.
2 Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Memorandum from Chiarman Jaczko to Commissioners Svinicki, Apostolakis,

Magwood, and Ostendorff. COMGBJ-11-0002, NRC actions Following the Events in Japan. March 21, 2011.

Accessed April 5, 2011: http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/commission/comm-secy/2011/2011-

0002comgbi.pdf - 2011-03-23.
3 Department of Energy Office of Health, Safety and Security (DOE HSS). Safety Bulletin 2011-01, Events Beyond

Design Safety Basis Analysis. Accessed March 5, 2011: http://www.hss.doe.gov/csa/bulletins.html.
4 AREVA North America: Next Energy Blog. "The Fukushima Daiichi Incident, Dr. Matthias Braun." Accessed April

5, 2011: http://resosol.org/InfoNuc/seismes/Japon2Oll/Fukuchima AREVA-0325.ppt.
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shortfall even greater, identifying the design basis tsunami to be 5.7m and the tsunami to be 14m 5.
Considering that this nuclear accident happened in the context of a disaster on such a massive scale that it
involved not only the nuclear plant and utility plant operators, but the entire country, it is probably safe to

say the this type of event was beyond the anticipation of plant operators and regulators.

A question worth asking is whether significant damage to a nuclear plant like was seen in Japan could
happen in the U.S. due to a seismic event or a seismically induced tsunami. In a direct response to this
question NRC explains that: "All US nuclear plants are built to withstand environmental hazards,
including earthquakes and tsunamis. Even those nuclear plants that are located within areas with low

and moderate seismic activity are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster. The NRC
requires that safety-significant structures, systems, and components be designed to take into account even

rare and extreme seismic and tsunami events.'6 Never-the-less, the NRC is currently in the process of
conducting an assessment of the resistance of U.S. nuclear power plants to seismic events to address
updated U.S. Geologic Survey seismic hazard curves. Also, probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs), which
specifically address the risk from beyond design basis events, have focused primarily on internal events
(and now more recently on fire events) but for the most part (with some significant exceptions) do not
address seismic or external flooding initiating events. Moreover, the use of PRA standards, such as
ASME/ANS RA-Sa-2009 7, for external events is relatively recent when compared to PRA standards for

internal events.

Based on these recent events, we suggest that a review and compilation of what is known (and not
known) about beyond design basis risk, specifically for external events such as seismic events, tsunamis,
and external flooding, for the existing fleet of U.S. nuclear power plants is warranted. What is known is
that the degree of information on external event risk varies depending on the nuclear power station.

While many plants such as the Seabrook Nuclear Power Station maintain a plant specific seismic PRA,
most plants do not. Also, while many plants developed fire PRAs in response to Supplement 4 of Generic
Letter 88-208 (i.e., individual plant examination for external events or IPEEE), these have been
maintained to varying degrees. In addition, while some plant PRAs address other specific external events
of concern (i.e., the Davis Besse nuclear power station PRA specifically models the tornado hazard), but
again most plant-specific PRAs do not. In general the degree to which external events PRA has been
developed is typically less than for the internal events. We propose that the current best compilation of
beyond design basis analysis for most nuclear power plants is the analysis of Severe Accident Mitigation
Alternatives (SAMA). The SAMA analysis has been provided with the Environmental Report, and in
response to requests for additional information, for a majority of nuclear power plants as part of their

5 World Nuclear News. "Fukushima faced 14-metre Tsunami, March 23, 2011" Access April 11: http://www.world-

nuclear-news.org/RS Fukushima faced 14-metre tsunami 2303113.html.
6 Nuclear Regulatory Commission. "NRC frequently asked questions related to the March 11, 2011 Japanese

Earthquake and Tsunami." http://www.nrc.gov/iapan/faqs-related-to-iapan.pdf.
7 American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME). "Addenda to ASME RA-S-2008 Standard for Level 1/Large

Early Release Frequency Probabilistic Risk Assessment for Nuclear Power Plant Applications." ASME RA-Sa-2009,

February 2, 2009. New York, NY.
8 Nuclear Regulatory Commission. June 1991. Generic Letter No. 88-20, Supplement 4, Procedural and Submittal

Guidance for the Individual Plant Examination of External Events (IPEEE), NUREG-1407.
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operating license renewal process. We submit that the individual plant SAMAs represent a rich source of
beyond-design-basis information that can be leveraged during the review of U.S. nuclear power plants in
the wake of the Japanese incident.

What Can be Learned from SAMAs?

NRC license renewal environmental regulations require a SAMA evaluation. The purpose of a SAMA
evaluation is to identify severe accident mitigation alternative candidates that have the potential to reduce
severe accident risk and to determine whether implementation of individual SAMA candidates would be
cost beneficial. 10 CDR Part 51, Subpart A, Appendix B, Table B-i, Issue 76 states that "...The
probability weighted consequences of atmospheric releases, fallout onto open bodies of water, releases to

ground water, and societal and economic impacts from severe accidents are small for all plants.
However, alternatives to mitigate severe accidents must be considered for all plants that have not

considered such alternatives...." The SAMA evaluations have required power plants operators to expand
on the PRA models used to perform Individual Plant Examinations (IPEs) and Individual Plant
Examinations of External Events (IPEEEs) analyses of the 1990s. Many plants were in the position to be
able to incorporate significantly updated PRA models in their SAMA evaluations. In some cases this
expansion included improved external events PRAs. In all cases a Level 3 PRA was performed for the
range of potential severe accidents that could occur. This Level 3 PRA effort consists of the calculation
of expected population dose from severe accidents and was not performed for the IPEs and IPEEEs.

We propose that compilation of germane information contained in the SAMA and the SAMA evaluation

reports would help to characterize what is known about severe accidents initiated by both internal and
external events. Including internally-initiated events in this review is critical because 1) random failures
are a potentially a significant contributor to external event CDF and 2) prevention/mitigation of core
damage from external events generally relies on the same systems/components to prevent/mitigate core
damage from internal events. The kind of information that could be distilled from these reports includes
(but is not confined to) the following:

* The core damage frequency (CDF) of internally initiated events, by initiating event.

* Characterization of the extent to with external events has modeled in nuclear power plant PRAs,
including which external events.

• The CDF of external events, by initiating event, to the degree that they have been modeled.

* The expected population dose and off-site economic cost (i.e., Level 3 analysis results) from both
internal and external events, by containment release mode.

* Severe Accident Mitigation Alternatives related to external events.

" Identification of aging and non-aging-related cost-beneficial Severe Accident Mitigation
Alternatives related to both internal and external events.
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" Identification of dominant internal and external event failures that contribute to the CDF based on
Level I PRA results.

* Identification of dominant internal and external event failures that contribute to the accident
release frequency based on Level 2 PRA results.

* Identification of dominant internal and external event failures that contribute to the accident
release frequency CDF based on Level 1 and 2 PRA results.

" Characterization of "important" Level 3 analysis assumptions, including population distribution
within the emergency planning zone (EPZ) and within a 50-mile radius of the plant.

* Estimated present dollar value of the benefit of eliminating internal and external severe accident
risk.

We propose that compilation of beyond design basis accident risk information contained in SAMA
analyses would provide a fairly comprehensive characterization of what is known about severe accident
risk from external events at nuclear power plants in the U.S. We acknowledge that external events PRAs
across the industry exist at different levels of completeness and that information from SAMAs about
external event risk will not be complete, However, we maintain that understanding what is not known
about severe accident risk at nuclear power plants, as well as what is known, will provide valuable insight
to the NRC Task Force tasked with assessing the implications of the recent events in Japan on U.S.
nuclear regulatory processes and lead to the potential identification of gaps in desired information.
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OIP ITServices Resource

From: LIA02 Hoc
Sent: Friday,.April 15, 2011 2:06 PM
To: Bloom, Steven
Subject: FW: TEPCO Earthquake Information Update on April 15 (2): Result of discharge of low level

radioactive water to the sea

From: Michael W. Chinworth[SMTP:MICHAEL-CHINWORTH@JNES-USA.ORG]
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 2:05:28 PM
To: LIA02 Hoc
Cc: yamachika-hidehiko@jnes-usa.org; aono-kenjiro@jnes-usa.org
Subject: Fwd: TEPCO Earthquake Information Update on April 15 (2): Result of discharge of low level radioactive water to the sea
Auto forwarded by a Rule

-------- Original Message--------

Subject:[Spaml TEPCO Earthquake Information Update on April 15 (2): Result of discharge

of low level radioactive water to the sea

Date:Fri, 15 Apr 2011 17:28:28 +0000

From:matsuo. ken ji@tepco. co. jp <matsuo. kenji@tepco. co. jp>

To:matsuo. kenji@tepco. co. jp <matsuo. kenji@tepco. co. jp>

Dear Friends,

TEPCO has announced the result of discharge of low level radioactive water to the sea.
Please see details below.

Contacts:
TEPCO Washington Office 202-457-0790

Kenji Matsuo, Director and General Manager
Yuichi Nagano, Deputy General Manager,
Masayuki Yamamoto, Manager, Nuclear Power Programs

Result of discharge of low level radioactive water to the sea

As to the low level radioactive wastewater stored at the Central Radioactive Waste Treatment Facility, we
began discharging at 7:03PM, April 4th to the south of the water discharge channel and finished at 5:40PM,
April 1 0 th.

At 9:55AM, April 11th, we confirmed that the wastewater in the building had been discharged sufficiently so
that the preparation work to accept high level radioactive wastewater in the building could be done.
In relation to the low level radioactive water in sub-drain pits of Units 5 and 6, we began discharging from 9
PM, April 4 th via the water discharge channel of Units 5 and 6 and finished by 6:52PM, April 9th.

In terms of the discharge of low level radioactive water to the sea, as instructed by NISA, we have been
conducting ocean monitoring in a steadfast manner. We have been increasing the number of monitoring
points and the frequency to investigate and confirm the influence of the dispersion of radioactive substances
and have been notifying the result.



The radioactive density monitored at the measurement points including near the power station did not
indicate significant fluctuation in comparison with the trend one week before the discharge.

The amount of low level radioactive wastewater discharged to the sea this time was approx 9,070 tons from
the Central Radioactive Waste Treatment Facility and approx 1,323 tons from the sub-drain pits of Units 5 and
6 (Unit 5: approx 950 tons, Unit 6: approx 373 tons). The total radiation discharged was approx 1.5 x 1011 Bq.

We evaluate approximately 0.6 mSv of effective radioactive doses per year for adults as the impact on the
discharge of the low radioactive wastewater to the sea if they eat adjacent fish and seaweeds every day. The
amount (0.6 mSv of effective radioactive doses per year) is one-forth of annual radioactive dose to which the
general public is exposed in nature. The level is similar to the evaluation we made before the discharge to the
sea.

With the completion of discharge, as soon as the preparation work completed to accept high level radioactive
wastewater at the Central Radioactive Waste Treatment Facility, we will transfer the extremely highly
radioactive wastewater in the turbine building of Unit 2 to the Central Radioactive Waste Treatment Facility and
store under stable conditions.
Also, from now on, as to the low level radioactive water in sub-drain pits of Units 5 and 6, we will transfer to a

temporary outdoor tank and consider an appropriate radiation mitigation plan.
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[Estimation of Discharged Radioactivity]

Nuclide analysis of accumilated v-aterand sub-drain water, Fukushima Daichi NPS

Time and Date of 15:30, Mar 28th, 2011 1I&0 March 28tM, 2011 1.030. March 30th, 2011 10:40, Marci 30th, 2011
sarTpne cotection

Accuri ed w-ater, Acrrdated waer,
Centralized R~adton Certran.ed pit R icPlaceo samptn Waste Treatmnn1FacdiWy Waste Treamert Facity Sub-dr pt wa&. Lkt5 Sub-drap1tw+tetlli6

(non rRCC (RCA)

Detected Nudides Density of Sarrlpe (BqJcn'3)
(1alf4ife)

1-131
.3-, S "00 8.7E-01 1.6E+00 ZE+01(a~prx 8 days)

Cs- 134C1,42 7E +00 4,4E-o00 2 .5E.0 4 7E+00
(aprc 2 years)

Cs-137 28S+00 44E+00 2 7E.01 49E-,(aE÷r44 30 years)

-1-t31,Cs-134,Cs-137 are Ned fWgxes. Data d' oter nucides are Lner e".uabon

Radioactive Materials Density (Bold italic number (Bq/cm3) in above Table is used,)

Radioactive Material Density (Bq/cm3)
1-131 Cs-134 Cs-137 Total

Central R/W Treatment 6.3x100 4.4x10 0  4.4x100  1.5x10 1

Sub-Drain unit 5 1.6x100 2.5x10-1 2.7x101 2.1 xl10
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Sub-Drain unit 6 I 2.Ox1O' I 4.7x1 I 4 .9 x 100 I 3.0x10'

Discharged Radioactivity

Discharged Radioactivity (Bq)
1-131 Cs-134 Cs-137 Total

Central R/W Treatment 5.7x10 10  4.0x10 1° 4.0x10 10  1.4x 1011
Sub-Drain unit 5 1.5x-107 2.4x108 2.6x108 2.0x109
Sub-Drain unit 6 7.5x 109 1.8x109 1.8x109 1.1x100l

Total 6.6x`1010 4.2x 1070 4.2x 10'0 1.5x1011

[Calculation of Effective Radioactive Dose]
--Annual Effective Dose (Whole Body) per 1 Bq/cm3 is based on "Regulatory Guide for the Annual Dose
Target for the Public in the Vicinity of Light Water Nuclear Power Reactor Facilities"
1-131 : 2.42 x E+0 mSv/yr
Cs-134: 4.99 x E+1 mSv/yr
Cs-137: 3.41 x E+1 mSv/yr

--Sea water flow rate near Fukushima Daiichi NPS is 10 cm/sec. In this case, sea water radioactive density is
diluted to 1/10 at 1 km down stream. Since discharge period was 5 days, annual average radioactive density
in the ocean areas is estimated by (radioactive density at discharge point) x (1/10) x (5/365).

--Conclusion
1-131 : (1/10) x (5/365) x 2.42 (mSv/yr) x 20 (Bq/cm3) = 0.066 mSv/yr
Cs-134: (1/10) x (5/365) x 49.9 (mSv/yr) x 4.7 (Bq/cm3) = 0.321 mSv/yr
Cs-1 37: (1/10) x (5/365) x 34.1 (mSv/yr) x 4.9 (Bq/cm3) = 0.229 mSv/yr
Total dose = 0.066 + 0.321 + 0.229 = 0.616 mSv/yr
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From: info@ecologicalinternet.org on behalf of Terry Brooks
<terrybrookspen@googlemail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 11:43 PM
To: FOIA Resource
Subject: Please follow Europe and China's leads and inspect old nuclear plants and delay new

starts

Dear U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Given the worsening Japanese nuclear disaster, I am writing to demand immediate closure of U.S. nuclear energy
facilities that remain operational after having exceeded their engineered operable life. Please immediately close these
facilities for inspection in an orderly manner as is occurring in Europe. It is the prudent thing to do given many older
reactors in the U.S. are of similar design as those melting down in Japan.

Japan is facing the worst nuclear crisis since the atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Multiple explosions have
hit the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant, several reactors have lost their cooling systems, raising fears of meltdown(s).
Radiation levels have been detected as far as
100 miles away. Many people have tested positive for radiation exposure, and hundreds of thousands of have been
evacuated, with the numbers expected to rise.

In the United States, some reactors which have recently had their licenses extended are nearly 40 years old, and their
owners are asking the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for approval to extend their lives further. No additional
extensions should be granted, and these older reactors that have been extended must be taken off line immediately and
inspected given recent happenings in Japan. Clearly these 1970s vintage era systems were not adequately engineering
for infrequent but large natural disasters and increasingly human exacerbated events.

Further, it is presumptuous for the federal government to be planning to provide for $36 billion in loan guarantees to
build still more nuclear plants, when we do not yet have a permanent waste repository, or even a plan. We are dooming
civilizations for hundreds of thousands of years to having to protect and maintain enclosure upon our nuclear waste.
Nuclear waste stored on site has caught fire in Japan, and the current on site storage across America is completely
unacceptable. It is not a matter of if, it is only one of when will there be a nuclear disaster in America.

All existing nuclear energy plants, waste and weapons are accidents waiting to happen. Nuclear complexity, ecological
costs, natural disasters and a conflict ridden world show nukes can never be safe. The price of nuclear fission is
potentially enormous when even one accident happens, must less several as now with our Japanese brothers and
sisters.
In a continually more disorderly world, it is clear that no nuclear materials are secured, and that developing countries
embracing nuclear energy will lead to weapon proliferation and yet more great loss of life from accidents and war. But
we could choose to ban nuclear materials in their entirety.

It is time for humanity to choose which technologies they allow based upon full preponderance of the evidence - and as
an ecologist I would predict all but certain similar impacts no matter the effort from the introduction of geo-engineering,
genetically modified organisms (particularly food), nanotech, etc. Nuclear fission has been shown to be deadly in the
field of battle, along Japan's coastal plains, it's unsecured wastes are growing, and through terrorist and militaristic
rhetoric regarding their use in an increasingly unstable world.

Please immediately cease extending the licenses of old nuclear power plants, and shut down for inspection those which

have been extended. We will be calling upon President Obama to convene an urgent summit to begin fully dismantling

1y/
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global nuclear weaponry. Some technologies such as splitting the atom at their root are anti-human and Earth. Let's get
it done, ban the bomb, ban nuclear energy, and commit to climate and energy solutions that are serious and include life-
saving energy conservation, efficiency, carbon taxes & using only true renewables. This will soon be the only energy at
our disposal if we desire a habitable Earth, and we must transform our society accordingly.

With grave concern,

Terry Brooks
United Kingdom
terrybrookspen@googlemail.com

cc:
President Obama; EPA Administrator, Lisa P. Jackson; Secretary of Agriculture, Tom Vilsack; Secretary of Energy, Steven
Chu; Secretary of Interior, Ken Salazar; NOAA Administrator, Jane Lubchenco; President's Science Advisor, Dr. John
Holden; NRC Contacts for Open Government
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From: LIA07 Hoc
To: Borchardt. Bill; Bradford. Anna; Cohen. Shari; CooPer. LaTova; Dyer. Jim; Flory. Shirley; Gibbs, Catina; Haney,

Catherine; Hudson, Sharon; Jaczko. Greoory; Johnson, Michael; Leeds, Eric; Loyd, Susan; Pace Patti; Schwarz
Sherry; Sheron, Brian; Speiser. Herald; Sprogeris, Patricia; Taylor, Renee; Virqilio, Martin; Walls, Lorena;
Weber, Michael

Subject: Update for Go Books - 0600 EDT, March 25, 2011
Date: Friday, March 25, 2011 6:25:06 AM
Attachments: NRC Status Update 3.25.11--0430.pdf

TEPCO Press Release 149.odf
TEPCO Press Release 150.pdf
TEPCO Press Release 151.odf
TEPCO Press Release 152.odf
TEPCO Press Release 146.odf
TEPCO Press Release 147.odf
TEPCO Press Release 148.pdf
ET Chronologv 3-25-11 0600.odf
March 25 0600 EDT one gager 3 .pdf

Please find attached updated information for the "Go Books".

The updates include:
- The 0430 EDT, 03/25/11 Status Update - Please note that the time of publication for this

has moved to 0430 to better serve the needs of the team in Japan.
- The latest ET Chronology
- The latest TEPCO Press Releases (Numbers 146-152)
- "One Pager" (0600 EDT, 03/25/11)

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.

-Jim

Jim Anderson

Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission

James.anderson@ nrc.gov

LIA07.HOC(@nrc.gov (Operations Center)
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Press Releases

Press Release (Mar 25,2011)
Result of the ienestigation on exposure to radiation of workers from cooperative companies at Uit3 in Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station(March 25, 2011)

This nuclear power station has been shut down because of Tohoku-Chiho
Taiheiyou-Oii Earthquake.
on March 24, lO2l, it was confirmed that 3 workes from cooperative
companies O were io charge of cable laying work in the lSt floor and
the underground floor of turbine building were exposed to the radiation
dose of moan uhan i70ote.2 of then were confirmed that their leg skins
were contaminated. Although they were decontaminated by laundering, they
were transferred to F.ukshima Medical University hospital because there
is possibility that they get a burn injury by beta ray. After nedical
examination at Fokushima Medical cniversity Oospital, they were
transferred to National Institute of Radiological Sciences in Chiba
Prefectore no March lb and stay for around four days to onrvey the
sit ion Investigation result of the water that the workers stepped
in would be announced when it is reported. (previously announced)

We announce the investigation result of their working surroundings as
nentioned bellow .

Radiation dose rate of surface of the water is approximately 40dmSe/h.

Result of gamma-ray nuclide analyses based on sampling of puddle

Puddle in underground floor of turbine
building of Unit 3

Name of nuclide Concentration of sample(Bq/cm')

Cobalt6O Approximately 7.0 X 102

Techretium'99m Approximately 2.5 x 10'

Iodirel31 Approximately 1.2 X 10'

Cesium1 34 Approximately 1.8 X 10s

Cesiumi 36 Approximately 2.3 X 1 04

Cesium1 37 Approximately 1.8 X 10'

Bariumi 40 Approximately 5.2 X 10"

Lanthanuml 40 Approximately 9.4 X 10'

Cerium1 44 Approximately 2.2 X 10'

total Approximately 3.9 X 10'

We are assessing radiation done of 2 worker's leg skin by beta ray.

We gess that this incident was caused because the workers regarded
radianio. dose of woring ares as low from survey result of radiation
dose on March 23 and continued working without recognizing change of
working conditions of the day although alarm of their dosemeter rang.

We thoroughly instruct our employees and workers of cooperative companies
to recognize alarm of their dosemeter and evacuate when the alarm rings.

IFDDUViUgc Noto
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Press Release (Mar 25,2011)
March 25th(Fri):Group2(Original Schedule 18:20-22:00)

-Blackout Period: Approximately 3 hours (18:20 -22:00)
-Expected Number of Customers: Approximately 2,970,000
-Applicable Region: Saitoma pref., Chiba pref., Kanagasa pref., Tokyo,
Tochigi pref., Yamanashi pref., Shizuoka pref.

No.A
Sayama City, Sakado City, Kawagoe City, Tsurugashima City, Bidaka City,
Ogose Town, Moroyama Town, Iruma City, Banno City, Tokigawa Town

No.0
oakura City, Narashino City, Yachiyo City

No.C
Sagamihara City (Chuo Ward, Midori Ward), Kawasaki City (Asao Ward),
Machida City

No.D
Hanyu City, Okegasa City, Kazo City, Kukl City, Kumagaya City, Satte
City, Gyoda City, Kounosu City, Ageo City, Kitamoto City

No.E
Inagi City, Komae City, Mitaka City, Koganei City, Tama City,
Chofu City, Fuchu City

No.F
Iwafuse Town, Nogi Town, Kanuma City, Oyama City, Tochigi City

No.G
Saitama City (Urasa Ward, Omiya Ward, Chuo Ward, Minami Ward, Midori
Bard), Koshigaya City, tYshiukaa City. Misato City, Kasukabe City,
WaKwguhi City, Soka City, Motsubsehi Town, Barabi City

No. H
Mishima City, Gotemba City, Susono City, Nagaioumi Town

No. I
Ichikawa City, Matsudo City, Funabashi City

No.J
Chigasaki City, Samukawa Town, Hiratsuka City

No.K
Ichikawa City, Narashino City, Chiba City (Hanamigawa Ward, Wakaba
Ward, Mihama Ward), Funabashi City, Yachiyo City

No.L
kiss City, Hachioji City

No.M
Akishima City, Hino City, Hachioji City

Ns.N

Saitama City (Grawa Ward, lwatsuki Ward, Minami Ward, Midori Ward),
Koshigaya City, Kuki City, Saute City, Kasukabe City, Kawaguchi City,
Miyashiro Town, Shiraoka Town, Sugito Town

Wo.0
Kofu City, Ichikawamisato Town, Chu. City, Fuefuki City, Minami-Alps
City, Fujihawa Town

No.P

Numazu City, Atami Cuty, Mishima City, Susono City, Kannami Town,
Thimioo Town, Nagi uitl Toot

No.0

Yokohama City (Asahi Ward, Seya Ward, Tsazuki Ward, Midori Ward)

No.R
Kunitachi City, Tama City, Machida City, Hino City, Bachioji City,
Fuchu City

SNo.is based on each substatlon's coverage area.

*SGart time aud end time may slightly differ in each Group.

*Depesndig opus the demand-supply conditions during the designated day,
additional blackout may 000ur at other chan the scheduled time.
We will continue maximuo efforts to continue supplying electricity to
the railroad services and may not carry Ott the rolling blrckout to them.
The blackout may n00 be carried outor all the custos i ths
appointed regions.

*Qav1i DMe w
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Press Release (Mar 25,2011)
The results of nuclide analyses of radioactive materials in the air at the site of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station(4th release)

On March 22nd 2011, as part of monitoring activity of the surrounding
environment, we conducted nuclide analysis of radioactive materials
contained in the air which were collected on March 20th and 21st 2011
at the site of Fuknshima Daiichi Nuclear Power station, which was
damaged by Tohcku-Chihou-Taiheiyo-Oki Earthquake. As a result,
radioactive materials were detected as shocn in the attachment.
Therefore, we summarized the results and reported theo to Nuclear and
Industry Safety Aeucy an cell as to the government of Fukushima
Prefecture today. (previously announced)

On March 24th, 2011, we conducted nuclide analysis of radioactive
materials contained in the air which were collected on March 24th,

2011 at the site of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station. As a
result, radioactive materials eroe detected as shown in the
attacheest. Therefore. we summariced the results and reported them
to Nuclear and Industry Safety Agency as well as to the government
of Fukushima Prefecture today.

We will continue the sampling survey same as this one.

attachmentl:The resnil of the njcllde analysis of radioactive materials in the
air at the site of Fukushima Daiichi N,.rleoerPue Stario (PE 64.0KB)

attachment2:The result of the nurlide analysis of radioactive mater-als in the
air at the site of Fuiushima Daini Nuclear Power Strtion(PDF 54.0KB)

attachment3;Nuclide analysis of radioactive materials in the air Fuiushima Dalilchi
-ulear Power Station(Main Gate) (PDF 10.5KB)

attachment4:Nuclide analysis of radioactive outerials in the air Fuushirma Daini
Nuclear Power Statiun(MP-l) (PlF 12 TKB)

I "I - I I
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Press Release (Mar 25,2011)
Plant Status of Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station (as of 9:00 am March 25th)

[No update from the last release issued at 9:00 pm, March 24th]

Unit Status
1 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is

available.
No reactor coolant is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at l00°C in the Pressure
Suppression Chamber.

2 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is
anailable.
No reactor coolant is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 100-C in the Pressure
Suppression Chamber.

3 Reactor c ld shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is
available.
No reactor coolant is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at ll&C in the Pressure
Suppression Chamber.

4 Reactor cold shutdown, stable water level, offsite power is
available.
No reactor coolant is leaked to the reactor containment vessel.
Maintain average water temperature at 10°C in the Pressure
Suppression Chamber.

Other N.A.

PRWO
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Press Release (Mar 24,2011)
Detection of trace amounts of radioactive iodine around an exhaust stack and others of Kashiwazaki-Kariwa Nuclear Power Station

TEPCO has measured exhaust air from an exhaust stack and vent of each
building of Kashiwazaki-Kariaa nuclear power station with a filter for
a week, and detected iodine 131 up to 2.4 X 10' (becquerel/cm3) at
the exhaust stacks at all buildings, the exhaust vents of service
buildings and auxiliary buildings (Aruhasa-side) at Usit 3, 1 and 6.

It slightly exceeded the upper limit (please refer to h[e attashmeat for
mara informa Lion).

Therefore, TEPCO checked operation conditions and works of all units,
readings of high "ensitisity aft gas aonitor''. a periodical analysis
result at iodinu 131 sontained in reastor cater of Unit 1, 5, 6 and 7
is operation. However, any abnormality was detected.

It is presumed that iodine 131 released into the atmospher t from
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station was ollected and derected
in Kahiwaraki-Kariwa Nuclear Power station, sae iodine 111 was detected
is radioastivity measurement of the euhaust air af same units and no
abnormality of iodine 131 in nuclear water was detected.

Readings of monitoring posts and dust radiation monitors are within
the normal range and have little environmental impact.The monitoring
pusts are losated at boundary at the station aud seasure an ambient
dose rate. The dust radiation monitors" are located beside
the monitoring pasts.

Attachment: :measurement result of iodias 131 in
tashiwaaki-Kariua Nucleau Power lao

1: High sensitivity off gas monitor
Measurement equipment installed in an off-gas treatment system to
detect minimal leakage of radioactive materials from fuel rods to
the nuclear rater early

'2: lust radiation monitor
Measurement equipment to monitor radioactivity contained in dust
which is csllected around boundary of the nuclear power station.
Three dust radiation moitoar are instatled beside
the monitoring poets.

attachmentt:easurems L result of isdias 131 i1
tyhiwa-ari-faria Niaclear Power Sltaton

attachmctt2:Detacaion of trace auounts of .auloaytive iodinae arurr-d an
ashat stack and utters .f Ktshiwaaaki-Ktaria Ntlear Pouer

PRUDM91PKQ
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Press Release (Mar 25,2011)
Plant Status of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station (as of 10:00 PM Mar 24th)

-new items are underlined

All 6 units of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station have been shut down.

Unit l(Shut down)
- Reactor has been shut down. However, the explosive sound and white

smoke were confirmed after the big quake occurred at 3:36 pm Mar 12th.
It was assumed to be hydrogen explosion.

-At approximately 2:30 am on March 23rd, seawater was started to be
injected to the nuclear reactor through the feed water system.

- At arrroximately 10:50 am an March 24th, white fog-like steam arising
from the roof part of the reactor building was observed.

- At approximately 11:30 am on March 24th, lights in the main control
room was restored.

- We hove been injecting sea water into the reactor pressure vessel.

Unit 2(Shut down)
- At approximately 6:00 am on March 15th, an abnormal noise began

eosnating from nearby Pressure Suppression Chanber and the pressure
within this chamber decreased.

- At 6:20 pm on March 21st, white smoke was confirmed arising from
the top of the reactor building. As of 7:11 am on March 22nd, smoke
decrersed to the level where we can hardly confirm

- We have been injenting sea water into the reactor pressure vessel.

Unit 3(Shut down)
- Reactor has been shut down. However, the explosive sound and white

smoke were confirmed at 11:01am Mar 14th. It was assumed to be hydrogen
explosion.

- At 8:30am on March 16th, fog like steam was confirmed arising from
the reactor building.

- At approximately 6:15 am on March 17th the pressure of the Suppression
Chamber has temporarily increased. We were preparing to implement
a meas.rement to reduce the pressure of the reactor containment vessel
(partial discharge of air containing radioactive material to otside)
in order to fully secure safety. However, at present, it is not
a situation to take a measure immediately to discharge air containibg
radioactive materbal to outside now. We will continue toa monitor
the status of the pressure of the reactor containment vessel.

- At approoimately 4:00 pm, March 21st, light gray smoke was confirsed
arising from the floor roof of the Unit 3 building. on March 22nd,
the color of smoke changed to somewhat white and it is slowly dissipating.

- At approximately 10:45 pm on March 22nd, the light in the main control
room was turned un.

- At around 4:20 pam on March 23rd, our staff confirmed light black smoke
belching from the Unit 3 building. At approximately 11:30 pm on
March 23rd and 4:50 am on March 24th, our employee found no signs of smoke.

- He have been injecting sea water into the reactor prescore vessel.

Unit 4(outage due to regular inspeetiosn

- Reactor haS been shut down. However, at approximately 6 am on
March 11th. We have confirmed the explosive sound and the sustained
damage around the 5th floor rooftop area of the Noclear Reactor Building.

- On March 15th and 16th, we respectively confirmed the outbreak of fire
at the 4th floor of the sorthwestern part of the Nurlear Reactor
Ruilding. We immediately reported this atter to the fire department
and the related authorities. TEPCO employees confirmed that each fire
had already died down by itself.

- At this moment, we do not consider any reactor coolant leakage inside
the reactor coutainment vessel happened.

Unit 5(outage due to regular inspection)
- Reactor has been shut down and the sufficient level of reactor coolant

to ensure safety is maintained.
- At 5 am, March 19th, we started the Residual Heat Removal System Pump

Cf) in order to cool the spent fuel pool.
- At this moment, we do not consider any reactor coolant leakage inside

the reactor containment vessel happened.
- At 2:31 pm, March 20th, the reactor achieved reactor cold shutdown.

At around 5:24 pm on March 23rd, when we switched the temporary
Residual Heat Removal System Seawater Pump, it has stopped
automatically. At ar.oud 4:14 po, March 24th, we started replaced pump
and at aruond 4:31 pm, cooling of reactor has restarted.

Unit 6(outage due to regular inspectionl
- Reactor has been shut down and the sufficient level of reactor coolant

to ensure safety is maintained.
- We are working on receiving external power supply to Units 5 and 6.

We completed the repair work on the emergency diesel generator (A).
- At 10:14 pam, March 19th, we star ted the Residual Heat Removal System

Pump (B) of Unit 6 in order to cool the spent fuel poon.
- At this moment, we do Iot tonsider any reactor coolant leakage inside

the reactor Containment vessel happened.
- At 7:27 pm, March 20th, the reactor achieved reactor cold shutdown.

Today's work for cooling the spent fuel pools
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- At approximately 5:35 am, we started injecting seawater into the fuel
spent pool of Unit 3, using Fuel Pool Cooling and Filtering(clean up)
system (FPC) and finished at 4:05 pm.

- At around 2:35 pm, spraying to unit 4 by concrete pump track and
finished at around 5:30 pm.

- We are considering further spraying at other units and others subject
to the conditions of spent fuel pools.

Casualty
- 2 workers of cooperative firm were injured at the occurrence of

the earthquake, and were traonported to the hospital on March 11Ah.
- 4 workers were injured and transported to the hospital after explosive

sound and white smoke were confirmed around the Unit ion March l1th.
- Prtestce of 2 TEPCO employees at the site is not confirmed on

March llth.
- 1 TEPCO employee who was not able to stand by his own holding left

chest with his hand, nas transported to the hospital by an ambulance
on March 12th.

- 1 subcontract worker at the key earthquake-proof building was
unconscious and transported to the hospital by an ambulance on
March 12th.

- The radiation exposure of 1 TEPCO employee, who was working inside
the reactor building, exceeded 10imSv and he was transported to
the hospital on March 12th.
2 TEPCO employees felt bad during their operation in the central
control rooms of Unit 1 and 2 while wearing full masks, and wore
trrasferred to Furishima Paini Nuclear Power Station for conssltation
with a medisal adlisor on Marsh 13th.

- 11 workers wore injrred and transported to Fukushima Daini Nuclear
Power Utasion err. aftsr erplosive sound and white smoke were confirmed
around the Unit 3. One of the workers was transported to the FOKUSHIMA
Medical University asspital on March 14th.

- At approrimarely 12 pm on March 22nd, 1 worker who had been working on
setting up a temporary power panel in the common pool was injured and
transported to Fukushima Doain Nuclear Power Station where
the industrial doctor is.

- At approximately 1 am on March 23rd, 1 worker who had been working on
transporting a temporary power panel in the common pool was injured and
transported to Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station where
the industrial dostor is.

- On March 24th, it was confirmed that 3 workers from cooperatise
companies who were in charge of cable laying work in the let floor and
the underground floor of turbine building were exposed to the radiation
done of more than 170 mSv. 2 of them were confirmed that their leg skin
were contaminated. Although riot were desonraminatrd, sihce ot is
judged that there it possibiliry of hera ray har injury, they were
transferred to Fuirshima MediaSl Uni2ersity tosoiral. After medical
eaamrnarion at fuirshima Medisal Uoiversist Hospital, they will be
transferred so Natiosal Instirure of awdioloQical Soienoes in Chiba
Prefecture today (Marsh 25) aad stay for aroutd foss darso survey
the situation. Insoection result of the Rater that the work eon eoosed
in will be ansonornsed wh it is retorted.

Others
-We measured radioactive materials (iodine etc.) isolde of the nuclear

power station area (outdsoo) by monitoring car aso cosfirmed that
radioactive materials level is getting higher than ordiasry lesel.
hA listed below, we have determined that specific incidens stipulated
in article 15, clause 1 of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear
Emergency Preparedness (Abnormal increase in radiation dose measured
at sitr boundary) have occurred.
-Determined at 4:17 pm Mar 12th (Around Monitoring Post 4
-Determined at 8:56 am Mar 13th (Around Monitoring Pant 4

lerormined at 2:15 pm Mar 13th (Around Monitoring Post 4
Determined at 3:50 am Mar 14th (Around Monitoring Post 6

-DUtermined at 4:15 am Mar 14th (Around Monitoring Post 2
-Detemined at g:7 pm Mar 14th (Arosud Monitoring Post 3

.Determined at 0:51 pm Mar 14th (Around main entrance
-Determined at 6:11 am Mar 15th (Around main entrance
-DDetermined a- 8:11 am Mar 15th (Around main entrance)
-Determined at 4:17 pm Mar 15th (Around main entrance
•Determined at 11:05 pm Mar 15th (Around main entrance

-Determined at 8:58 am Mar 19th (Around MPh)
From now on, if the measured figure fluctuates and goes above and below
500 000r0 S'/h, we deem that as the continuous name esert and will nwt
regard that as a new specific incidents stipulated in article 15,
tlouse 1 of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency
Preparedness (Abnormal increase in radiation lane measured at
site boundary) has occurred. In the interim, if we measure a masifestly
abnormal figure and it is evident that the event is not the continuous
same event, we will determine and notify.

- The national government has instructed escuuation for those local
residents within 20km radius of rho periphery and evacuation to inside
for those residents from 20km to 30km sadius of the periphery, because
it's possible that radioactive materials are discharged.

- At saoiowtely 11am on March 15th, we ohser-ed 400mSv/h at she inland
side of the Unit 3 reactor building and 10mSs/h at the inland sae of
the Unit 4 reactor building.

- At around 10:37 am March 21st, water spraying to common spent fuel pool
and finished at 3:30 pm (conducted by TEPCO).

- At around 3:37 pm, March 24th, electricity supply to common spent fuel
pool has started from external power trusts. At around 6:05 sm, fuel
sool oooling oump was startsd so sool rho pool.

- Me fornd am signs of absormal sitration for the casks by visual
observation during the patrol activity. A detailed inspection is
under preparation.

- At Units 5 and 6, in order to prevent hydrogen gas from accumulating
within the buildings, we have made three holes on the roof of
the reactor building for each unit.

- In total 12 fire engines arm lest for the water spraying to the spent
fuel pools and water injection to the nuclear reactors by various
regional fire departments* as well as Tokyo Fire Department. Also,
instruction regarding the setting and operation of large scale
decontamination system was provided by Niigata City Fire Headquarter
and Hamamatsu City Fire Headquarter.

Horiyama Fire Department, Iwaki Fire Brigade Headquarters,
Fire Headquarters of Sukagawa District Wide Area Fire-fighting
Association, Yonezawa City Fire Headquarters, Utsunomiya City Fire
Headquarters, Fire Headquarters of Aizr-Wakamatsu wide area municipal
association, Saitama City Fire Bureau, and Niigata City Fire Bureau.

- Until March 22nd, Units I through 6 were started to be energized from
the external power sourse.

- We sill continue to take all measures to ensure the safety and to

ý 11 ý '- I
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continue monitoring the surrounding environment around
the Power Station.
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Press Release (Mar 25,2011)
Status of TEPCOs Facilities and its seriwes afer Tohok-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake (as of 9:00AM)

Due to the Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake which occurred on March l1th
2011, TrPCO's facilities including our nuclear power stations have been
ceverely damaged. We deeply apologize for the anxiety and inconvenience
caused.

Below is the status of TEPCO's major facilities.
mnew items are underlined

[Nuclear Poaer Station]
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station:
Units I to 3: shutdown due to earthquake

(Units 4 to 6: outage due to regular inspection)

The rational government has instructed to evacuate for those local
residents within 20im radius of the site periphery and to remain indoors
for chore local residents between 20km and 30km radius of the site
periphefy.

*Off-site power was connected to Unit 1 to 6.

'Unit 1
The explosive sound and white smoke was confirmed near Unit 1 when the big
quake occurred at 3:36pm, March 12th.
We have started injection of sea water at 8:20 pm, March 12th, and then
boric acid which absorbs neutron into the reactor afterwards.

At approximately 2:30 am, March 2lrd, we have started the injection of sea
water into the reactor from feed water system.

At approximately 10:50 on March 24th, white smoke was confirmed arising
from the top of the reactor building.

At approximately 11:30 am, March 24th, lights in the main control room
were reotored.

'Unit 2
At 1:25 pm, March 14th, since the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System
has failed, it was determined that a specific incident stipulated in
Clause 1, Article 15 of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear
Emergency Preparedness occurred (failure of reactor cooling function).

At 5:17 pm, March 14th, while the water level in the reactor reached the
top of the fuel rod, we have restarted the water injection with the valve
operation.

At approximately 6:14 an, March 15th, the abnormal sound was confirmed
near the suppression chamber and the pressure inside the chamber
decreased afterwards. It was determined that there is a possibility that
snmethiog happened in the suppression chamber. While sea water injection
to the reactor continued, TEPCO employees and workers from other companies
not in charge of injection work started tentative evacuation to a safe
location. Sea water injection to the reactor continued.

On March 18th, power was delivered up to substation for backup power
through offsite transmission line. We completed laying cable further to
unit receiving facility in the building, and at 3:46 pm, March 20th the
load-side power panel of the receiving facility started to be energized.

From 3: 05 pm to 5: 20 pm an March 20th, 40 tons of seawater was injected
into Unit 2 by TEPCO employees.

At 6:20 on March 21st, white smoke was confirmed arising from the top of
the reactor building. As of 7:11 am on March 22nd, smoke decreased to the
level where we can hardly confirm.

From around 4 pm to 5 pm on March 22nd, approximately 18 tons of sea water
was injected into the spent fuel pool by TEPCO employees.

-Unit 3
At 6:50 am, March 14th, while water injection to the reactor was under
operation, the pressure in the reactor containment vessel increased to
530 kPa. As a result, at 7:44 am, it was determined that a specific
incident stipulated in article 15, clause I occurred (abnormal increase
of the pressure of reactor containment vessel). Afterwards, the pressure
has gradually decreased (as of 9:05 am, 490 kPa).

At approximately 11:01 am, March 14th, an explosion followed by white
smoke occurred near Unit 3. 1 TEPCO employees and 3 workers from other
companies (all of them are conscious) have sustained injuries and they
were already taken to the hospital by ambulances.
As the temperature of water in the spent fuel pool rose, spraying water
by helicopters with the support of the Self Defense Force was considered,
however the operation on March 16th was cancelled.

At 6:15 am, March 17th, the pressure of the Suppression Chamber
temporarily increased, but currently it is stable in a certain range.
On March 20th, we were preparing to implement a measurement to reduce the

I 1- 1- 1 1
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pressure of the reactor containment vessel (partial discharge of air
containing radioactive material to outside) in order to fully secure
safety. However, at present, it is not a situation to take a measure
immediately to discharge air containing radioactive material to outside.
We will continue to monitor the status of the pressure of the reactor
containment vessel. Monitoring will be continued.

In order to cool spent fuel pool, water was sprayed by helicopters on
March 17th with the cooperation of Self-Defense Forces.

At approximately past 7:00 pm, March 17th, Self-Defense Forces and the
police had started spraying water by water cannon trucks upon our request
for the cooperation. At 8:09 pm, March 17th, they had finished the
operation.

At 2:00 pm, March 18th, spraying water by fire engines was started with
the cooperation of Self-Defense Forces and the United States Armed Forces.
At 2:45 pm, March 18th, they had finished the operation.

At approximately 0:30 am, March 19th, spraying water was started with the
cooperation of Fire Rescue Task Forces of Tokyo Fire Department started
spraying water. At approximately 1:10 am, March 19th, they finished the
operation. They resumed spraying water at 2:10 pm. At aprroximately 3:40
am, March 20th, they finished the operation.

At approximately 9:30 pm, March 20th, spraying water was started with the
cooperation of Fire Rescue Task Forces of Tokyo Fire Department. At
approximately 3:58 am, March 21th, they finished the operation.

At approximately 3:55 pcm, March 21st, light gray smoke was confirmed
arising from the southeast side of the 5th floor roof of the Unit 3
building, and the situation was reported to the fire department at
approximitely 4:21 pm. The parameters of reactor pressure vsel, reactor
containment vessel, and monitored environmental data remained at the same
level. However, employees working around Unit 3 evacuated to a safe
location. It is observed the smoke has been decreasing. On March 22nd,
the color of smoke changed to somewhat white and it is slowly dissipating.

At approximately 3:10 pm on March 22nd, water discharge into Unit 3 by
Tokyo Fire Department's Hyper Rescue and Osaka City Fire Department was
conducted and completed at approximately 4:00 PM on the same day.

At approximately 10:45 pm on March 22nd, lights in the main operation room
were restored.
At 11:02 am on March 23rd, the injection of sea water to spent fuel pool
was conducted, and finished approximately at 1:20 pm on the same day.

At 4:20 pm on March 23rd, light gray smoke was observed belching from
Unit 3 building. The situation was reported to the fire derartment at
4:25 pm on March 23rd.
The parameters of the reactor, the reactor containment vessel of Unit 3,
and monitored figures around the site's immediate surroundings remained
stable without significant change. To be safe, workers in the main control
room of Unit 3 and around Unit 3 evacuated to a safe location.

At approximately 11:30 pm on March 23rd and 4:50 am on March 24th, TEPCO
employees confirmed the smoke has disappeared. Accordingly, workers
evacuation was lifted.

At approximately 5:35 am on March 24th, yea water injection through Fuel
Pool Cooling and Filtering System was initiated.

- Unit 4
At approximately 6:00 am, March 15th, an explosive sound was heard and
the damage in the 5th floor roof of Unit 4 reactor building was confirmed.
At 9:38 am, the fire near the north-west part of 4th floor of Unit 4
reactor building was confirmed. At approximately 11:00 am, TEPCO employees
confirmed that the fire was off.

At approximately 5:45 am on March 16th, a TEPCO employee discovered a fire
at the northwest corner of the Nuclear Reactor Building. TEPCO immediately
reported this incident to the fire department and the local government and
proceeded with the extinction of fire.
At approximately 6:15 am, TEPCO staff confirmed at the site that there are
no signs of fire.

At approimamtely 8:21 am on March 20th, spraying water by fire engines was
started withthe cooperation of Self-Defense Forces and they finished the
operation at approximately 9:40 am. At approximately 6:45 pm spraying
water was started by Self-Defenses' water cannon trucks and finished at
approximately 7:45 pm.

At approximately 6:30 am, March 21st, spraying water by fire engines was
started with the cooperation of Self-Defense Forces and the United States
Armed Forces. At approximately 8:40 am, March 21, they had finished the
operation.
On March 21st, cabling has been completed from temporary substation to the
main power center.

From approximately 5:20 pm on March 22nd, water discharge from the
concrete pumping vehicle was conducted and ended at approximately 8:30 pm
on the same day.

From approximately 10:00 am on March 23rd, water discharge from the
concrete pumping vehicle was conducted and ended at approximately 1:00 pm
on the same day.

-Unit 5 and 6
At 5 am on March 19th, we started the Residual Heat Removal System Pump
(C ) of Unit 5 in order to cool the spent fuel pool. At 10:14 pm, we
started -he Residual Heat Removal System Pump (H ) of Unit 6 in order
to cool the spent fuel pool.

Unit 5 has been in reactor cold shutdown since 2:30 pm on March 20th.
Unit 6 has been in reactor cold shutdown since 7:27 nm on March 20th.

At Units 5 and 6, in order to prevent hydrogen gas from accumulating
within the buildings, we have made three holes on the roof of the reactor
building for each unit

At approximately 5:24 pm on March 23rd, the temporary Residual Heat
Removal System Seawater Poop automatically stopped when its power source
was switched. We plan to repair the pump while maintaining the appropriate
the water level and the temperature in the reactor. At around 4:14 pm,
March 24th, we started replaced oumo and at around 4:35 om, cooling of
reactor has restarted.

-' 1 1- 1,' 1
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'On March 18th, regarding the spent fuel in the common spent fuel pool,
we have confirmed that the water level of the pool is secured. At around
10:37 am March 21st, water spraying to common spent fuel pool and
finished at 3:30 pm. At around 6:05 cm, fuel cool cooling pumo was
started tu cool the pool.

-common spent fuel pool: a spent fuel pool for common use set in a
separate building in a plant site in order to preserve spent fuel
which are transferred from the snent fuel pool in each Unit building.

'On March 17th, we patrolled buildings for dry casks and found no signs
of abnormal situation for the casks by visual observation. A detailed
inspection is under preparation.
'dry cask: a measure to store spent fuel in a dry storage casks in
storages. Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station started to utilize
the measure from August 1995.

-In total 13 fire engines are lent for spraying water to the spent fuel
pools and water injection to the nuclear reactors by various regional
fire departments' as well as Tokyo Fire Department. Also, instruction
regarding the setting and operation of large scale decontamination system
was prorvided.

'On March 24, 2011, it was confirmed that 3 workers from cooperative
companies who were in charge of cable laying work in the lst floor and
the underground floor of turbine building were exposed to the radiation
dose of more than l70mSv.2 of them were confirmed that their leg skins
were contaminated. Although they were decontaminated by laundering, they
were transferred to Fukushima Meducal University hoscital because there
is sossibility that they get a burn injury by beta ray. After medical
examination at Fukushima Medical University Hosaital, they were
transferred to National Institute of Radiological Sciences in Chiha
Prefecture on March 25 and stay for around four days to survey the
situation. We are assessing radiation dose of 2 worker's leg skin by beta
ray. We thoroughly instruct our mcployees and workers of cooperative
comoanies to recognize APD alarm and evacuate when the alarm rings.

'On March 21st and 23rd, we detected cobalt, iodine and cesium from the
seawater around discharge canal of Unit 1, 2, 3 and 4.

'On March 2Urh,21st and 23rd, we detected iodine, cesium and tellurium
in the air collected at the site of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power
Station.

'We will continuously endeavor to securing safety, and monitoring of the
surrounding environment.

Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station:
Units 1 to 4: shutdown due to earthquake

'The national government has instructed evacuation for those local
residents within 1hkm radius of the periphery.

'In order to achieve cold shutdown, reactor cooling function was restored
and cooling of reactors was conducted. As a result, all reactors achieved
cold shutdown: Unit I at 5:00 pm, March 14th, Unit 2 at 6:00 pm, March
14th, Unit 3 at 0:15 pm, March 12th, Unit 4 at 7:15 am, March 16th.

'Since March 12th, we had been preparing measures for reducing the
orsesure of reactor containment vessels (partial discharge of air
containing radioactive materials to outside), but on March 17th, we
released such preparation in all Units.

'(Unit 1)
As it is confirmed that the temperature of the Emergency Equipment Cooling
Water System " has increased, at 3:20 pm, March 15th, we stopped the
Residual Heat Removal System (B) for the inspection. Subsequently, failure
was detected in the power supply facility associated with the pumps of the
Emergency Equipment Cooling Wacer System. At 4:25 pm, March 15th, after
replacing the power facility, the pumps and the Residual Heat Removal
System (B) have been reactivated.

'(Unit 4)
As it is confirmed that the oressure at the outlet of the pumps of the
Emergency Equipment Cooling Water System"' has been decreased, at 8:05
pm, March 15th, we stopped the Residual Heat Removal System (B) for the
inspection. Subsequently, failure was detected in the power supply
facility associated with the pumps of the Emergency Equipment Cooling
Water System. At 9:25 pm, March 15th, after replacing the relevant
facility, the pumps and the Residual Heat Removal System (B) have heen
reactivated.

'l:emergency water system in which cooling water (pure water) circulates
which exchanged the heat with sea water in order to cool down bearing
pumps and/or heat exchangers etc.

Kashiwazaki Kariwa Nuclear Power Station:
Units 1, 5, 6, 7: normal operation

(Units 2 to 4: outage due to regular inspection)

.(Thermal Power Station]
Hirono Thermal Power Station Units 2 and 4: shutdown due to earthquake
Hitachinaka Thermal Power Station Unit 1: shutdown due to earthquake
Kashima Thermal Power Station Units 2, 3, 5, 6: shutdown due to earthquake
Higashi-Ohgishima Thermal Power Station Unit 1: restarted generation at
13:42 PM on March 24th

[Hydro Power Station]
All the stations have been restored.
(Facilities damaged by the earthquake are now properly under
consideration)

(Transmission System, etc.]
All substation failed due to the earthquake have been restored.

[Blackout in TEPCO's Service Area]
All the blackouts are resolved.

[Supply and Demand Status within TEPCO's Service Area to Secure Stable Power
Supply]

Backup supply from Shinshinano Conversion Station: 60OMW
Backup supply from Sakuma Conversion Station: 3UOMW
Backup supply from Higashi Shimivu Conversion Station: 1U0MW
Backup supply from Hokkaido-Honshu Interconnection Facilities: 600MW

Considering the critical balance of our power supply capacity and expected
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power demand forward, in order to avoid unexpected blackout, TEPCO has
been implementing rolling blackout (planned blackout alternates from one
area to another) since Mar 14th. We will make our utmost to secure the
stable power supply as early as possible.
For customers who will be subject to rolling blackout, please be prepared
for the announced blackout periods. Also for onstomers who are not subject
to blackouts, TEPCO appreciates your continuous cooperation in reducing
electricity usage by avoiding using unnecessary lighting and electrical
equipment.

[Others]
Please do NOT touch cut-off electric wirens.
In order to prevent fire, please make sure to switch off the electric
appliances such as hair drier and to shut down the breaker of distribution
board when you leave your house.
For the customer who has in-house power generation, please secure fuel for
generator.

PIDIM~9 WHINi
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From: Google Alerts
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Subject: Google Alert - Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Date: Friday, March 25, 2011 4:38:15 PM

News 3 new results for Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Southern's two new nuke reactors pass enviro review: NRC
Reuters
By Tom Doggett WASHINGTON (Reuters) - Southern Co passed the environmental review for the
two nuclear reactors it wants to build at its Vogtle nuclear station in Georgia. the US Nuclear
Regulatory Commission said on Friday, suggesting Japan's crisis is ...
See all stories on this toic >)

Just how safe are nuke power plants in, near Iowa?
Chicago Tribune
The newspaper, which reviewed Nuclear Regulatory Commission records, reported that
Nebraska's Fort Calhoun Station is one of three plants in the United States facing the highest level
of regulatory scrutiny. That's because the plant's safety systems ..
See ries on th

Nuclear Costs to Soar Post Japan Disaster
Reuters
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is already reviewing nuclear plants planned for
construction in the US and has a task force assembled to see if there are lessons to be learned
from the Japanese disaster. Nuclear provides 20 percent of the ...
See all stories on this top >)

Tip: Use a minus sign (-) in front of terms in your query that you want to exclude. Learn more.

Remove this alert.
Create another alert.
Manage your alerts.



From: RST01 Hoc
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 10:09 PM
To: RST01B Hoc
Subject: FW: youtube video closeup new today

From: RST01 Hoc
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 9:57 PM
To: RST01A Hoc
Subject: FW: youtube video closeup new today

From: ET02 Hoc
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 9:55 PM
To: RSTO1 Hoc; RST12 Hoc; RST09 Hoc; ET02 Hoc
Subject: youtube video closeup new today

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ulIho3Ogc5Pk
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Ani, Suzanne

From: NEIGA@nei.org
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:01 PM
To: Ani, Suzanne
Subject: **Update 1:15pm March 16** Information on the Japanese Earthquake and Reactors in that

Region

RU(LEA1 ENERGY INSTI1iTE

UPDATE AS OF 1:15 P.M. EDT, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16:

NEI has posted an updated version of the fact sheet Used Nuclear Fuel Storage at the Fukushima
Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant. Also available is a new fact sheet called Industry Taking Action to
Ensure Continued Safety at U.S. Nuclear Energy Plants.

As always, please go to http://resources.nei.org/japan for the latest updates.

Click here to unsubscribe
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--Schaperow, Jason

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Schaperow, Jason
Friday, March 25, 2011 12:56 PM
Bush-Goddard, Stephanie

_FW: RASCAL Runs justifying U.S. PARs
RASCAL Run of 03152011_0251AM (used in 03162011 NRC Press Release).pdf; RASCAL
Run of 03162011_1224PM (used in 03162011 NRC Press Release).pdf

,It

.1~

From: Tinkler, Charles
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:34 AM
To: Schaperow, Jason
Subject: FW: RASCAL Runs justifying U.S. PARs

Where is the source term?

From: Lee, Richard
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:21 AM
To: Tinkler, Charles; Salay, Michael
Subject: FW: RASCAL Runs justifying U.S. PARs

fyi

From: Hoc, PMT12
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 11:05 AM
To: Gibson, Kathy
Cc: Lee, Richard
Subject: FW: RASCAL Runs justifying U.S. PARs

Hi Kathy.
FYI - Here are the full RASCAL runs from the press release. We now have Richard's name and can contact him as
necessary..T;ise, cn't be ih=,rI AIIt~irl0 NRC. The ET confirmed for us that MACCS code will not be used to
benchmark RASCAL and that RES staff should not engage further efforts to use MACCS for this event.

K. Brock

y
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Case description: Fukushima Unit 2 mid night rel
Run date/time: 2011/03/15 03:04

Maximum Dose Values (rem) - Close-In
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7 6A ce127
ease 14MAR

Dist from release
miles
(kilometers)

Total EDE
Thyroid CDE
Inhalation CEDE
Cloudshine
4-day Groundshine
Inter Phase 1st Yr
Inter Phase 2nd Yr

0.5 1. 1.5 2. 3. 5. 7. 10.
(0.8) (1.61) (2.41) (3.22) (4.83) (8.05) (11.27) (16.09)

5.4E+03
2.8E+04
3.7E+03
1.9E+01
1.7E+03
2.4E+04
1.1E+04

2.OE+03
1.1E+04
1.4E+03
9.3E+00
6.5E+02
9.3E+03
4.4E+03

1.2E+03
6.2E+03
8.0E+02
5.8E+00
3.8E+02
5.4E+03
2.6E+03

8.2E+02
4.3E+03
5.6E+02
4.1 E+00
2.6E+02
3.8E+03
1.8E+03

4.8E+02
2.5E+03
3.3E+02
2.5E+00
1.5E+02
2.2E+03
1.OE+03

2.4E+02
1.3E+03
1.7E+02
1.4E+00
7.3E+01
1.OE+03
4.9E+02

1.6E+02
8.4E+02
1.1E+02
9.7E-01
4.6E+01
6.6E+02
3.1 E+02

9.5E+01
5.1 E+02
6.7E+01
6.2E-01
2.8E+01
3.9E+02
1.8E+02

Notes:
" Doses exceeding PAGs are underlined.
" Early-Phase PAGs: TEDE .- 1 rem, Thyroid (iodine) CDE - 5 rem
" Intermediate-Phase EPA PAGs: 1st year - 2 rem, 2nd year- 0.5 rem

*** indicates values less than 1 mrem
* To view all values - use Detailed Results I Numeric Table
* Total EDE = Inhalation CEDE + Cloudshine + 4-Day Groundshine

Maximum Dose Values (rem) - To 50 mi

Dist from release
miles
(kilometers)

Total EDE
Thyroid CDE
Inhalation CEDE
Cloudshine
4-day Groundshine
Inter Phase 1st Yr
Inter Phase 2nd Yr

15
(24.1)

8.6E+01
3.3E+02
3.9E+01
4.5E-01
4.7E+01
7.1E+02
3.4E+02

20
(32.2)

6.3E+01
2.7E+02
3.1 E+01
3.8E-01
3.2E+01
4.7E+02
2.3E+02

30
(48.3)

3.7E+01
1.3E+02
1.3E+01
1.7E-01
2.4E+01
3.8E+02
1 .8E+02

40
(64.4)

1.8E+01
5.9E+01
4.4E+00
7.4E-02
1.3E+01
2.2E+02
1.IE+02

50
(80.5)

8.1 E+00
2.5E+01
1.3E+00
2.9E-02
6.7E+00
1.3E+02
6.9E+01

Notes:
* Doses exceeding PAGs are underlined.
* Early-Phase PAGs: TEDE - 1 rem, Thyroid (iodine) CDE - 5 rem
* Intermediate-Phase PAGs: 1st year - 2 rem, 2nd year - 0.5 rem

* indicates values less than 1 mrem
* To view all values - use Detailed Results I Numeric Table
* Total EDE = CEDE Inhalation + Cloudshine + 4-Day Groundshine
* Total Acute Bone = Bone Inhalation + Cloudshine + Period Groundshine

Case Summary

Event Type

Location
Name:
City, county, state:
Lat / Long / Elev:
UTC Offset:
Population:

Nuclear Power Plant

Fukushima Unit 2
<undefined>, <undefined>, <undefined>
37.4214' N, 141.0325' E, 0 m
9 hours
not available

Reactor Parameters

RASCAL v4.1 Source Term to Dose model
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Reactor power:
Average fuel burn-up:
Containment type:
Containment volume:
Design pressure:
Design leak rate:
Coolant mass:
Assemblies in core:

K
Source Term

Type:
Shutdown:
Core uncovered:
Core recovered:

Release Pathway
Type:

Description:
Release height:

Release events
2011/03/15 00:00
2011/03/15 00:00

2350 MWt
30000 MWD / MTU
BWR Mark I
2.50E+05 ft3

60 lb/in2

0.54 %/d
1.25E+05 kg
550

Time Core Is Uncovered
2011/03/11 14:46
2011/03/15 00:00
No

BWR - Release Through Dry Well
via direct, unfiltered pathway
Unit 2 mid-night release 3-14-11
10.m

Sprays Off
Leak rate (% vol) Total failure

Meteorology
Type: Actual Ob,4
Dataset name: Fukushim•
Dataset desc: Obs/fcsts

Summary of data Di
at release point: Type de

2011/03/12 14:00 Obs 26
2011/03/12 15:00 Obs 26
2011/03/12 16:00 Obs 27
2011/03/12 17:00 Obs 26
2011/03/12 18:00 Obs 24
2011/03/12 19:00 Obs 23
2011/03/12 20:00 Obs 23
2011/03/12 21:00 Obs 22
2011/03/12 22:00 Obs 22
2011/03/12 23:00 Obs 22
2011/03/13 00:00 Obs 22
2011/03/13 01:00 Obs 23
2011/03/13 02:00 Obs 23
2011/03/13 03:00 Obs 22
2011/03/13 04:00 Obs 22
2011/03/13 05:00 Obs 22
2011/03/13 06:00 Obs 22
2011/03/13 07:00 Obs 24
2011/03/13 08:00 Obs 24
2011/03/13 09:00 Obs 27
2011/03/13 12:00 Obs 27
2011/03/13 13:00 Obs 27
2011/03/13 14:00 Obs 31
2011/03/14 18:00 Obs 25
2011/03/14 19:00 Obs 26

R SCAL v4.1 Source Term to Dose model

servations
32011 03-14 1600
for Fukushima Unit 1

r
,9

5
5
7
0
1
6
9
9
4
6
8
5
3
5
5
5
5
8
8
0

•6

2
8
8

Speed Stab
m/s class

Tern p°C
Precip

1.0
1.0
1.3
2.4
1.4
2.1
2.1
3.8
5.1
3.9
4.1
2.6
3.9
1.8
1.3
2.2
2.2
2.7
2.7
3.1
7.4
6.2
2.8
4.8
5.0

B
B
B
B
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
D
D
B

unk
unk

Page 2 of 3
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2011/03/14 20:00
2011/03/14 21:00
2011/03/14 22:00
2011/03/14 23:00
2011/03/15 00:00
2011/03/15 02:00
2011/03/15 03:00
2011/03/15 04:00
2011/03/15 05:00
2011/03/15 06:00
2011/03/15 07:00
2011/03/15 08:00
2011/03/15 09:00
2011/03/15 10:00
2011/03/15 11:00
2011/03/15 12:00
2011/03/15 13:00
2011/03/15 14:00
2011/03/15 15:00
2011/03/15 16:00
2011/03/15 17:00
2011/03/15 18:00
2011/03/15 19:00
2011/03/15 20:00
2011/03/15 21:00
.2011/03/15 22:00
2011/03/15 23:00
2011/03/16 00:00
2011/03/16 01:00
2011/03/16 02:00
2011/03/16 03:00
2011/03/16 04:00
2011/03/16 05:00
2011/03/16 06:00
2011/03/16 07:00
2011/03/16 08:00
2011/03/16 09:00

Dataset options:

Calculations
Case description:
End of calculations:

Obs
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst

330
337
323
305
015
002
347
332
332
344
026
044
020
010
030
027
037
053
058
067
081
089
085
083
074
054
029
011
346
350
323
316
298
314
312
331
353

2.2
4.6
7.2
6.6
8.6
7.5
5.2
5.6
4.0
3.5
3.8
4.4
4.2
3.4
3.5
3.0
3.4
3.7
3.7
3.2
3.9
4.7
4.4
4.4
4.6
5.0
5.6
5.1
4.3
5.3
5.6
5.4
4.8
5.6
4.7
4.9
4.1

unk
unk
unk
unk
unk
unk
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
D
D
D
B
B
C
C
B
B
B
C
D
D
D
C
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

7

None
None
None
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
None
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
None
None
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
None
None
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
Rain
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
None
None
None
None
None
None

Est. missing stability using: Wind speed, time of day, etc.
Adjust stability for consistency: No
Modify winds for topography: Yes

Fukushima Unit 2 mid night release 14MAR
2011/03/15 16:00
Start of release to atmosphere + 16 h
Close-in + to 50 miles
0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 5.0, 7.0, 10.0 miles

Distance of calculation:
Close-in distances:

RASCAL v4.1 Source Term to Dose model Page 3 of 3
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1 Total Effective Dose Equivalent

Accumulated between 2011103115 00:00 and 2011/03115 16:00

Fukushima Unit 2 mid night release 14MAR

Fukushima Unit 2

S50-mi

\ I / .

4\,, R • B /.

I -

0.01 to 1 rem
Below EPA PAG Range

E-I
I 25-mi C "- \

'< t ' "C

1 to 5 rem
EPA Early Phase PAG Range

/
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P

N

M
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/ \ D

/

E

> 5 rem

Exceeds EPA PAG Range
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Summa

Case de
Run dat

Maxin

Dist from
miles
(kilomet

Total ED
Thyroid (
Inhalatioi
Cloudshi
4-day Gn
Inter Pha
Inter Pha

Notes:
- Doses
- Early-P
. Interme
*** indic

• To view
* Total El

Maxin

Dist from
miles
(kilomet

Total EDI
Thyroid (

~,½$44 /A pr'.-5s K1E

Fukushima U2, U3 and U4 SFP approximate site release
2011/03/17 08:48

ry Report

scription:
e/time:

hum Dose Values (rem) - Close-In

/ 1?l_' 2 VAL IQ44~

10.
(16.09)

1.4E+01
7.5E+01
1.0E+01
1.1E-01
4.4E+00
7.5E+01
3.8E+01

release

ers)

E
3DE
n CEDE
ne
oundshine
se 1st Yr
se 2nd Yr

0.5 1. 1.5 2. 3. 5. 7.
(0.8) (1.61) (2.41) (3.22) (4.83) (8.05) (11.27)

5.4E+03
2.9E+04
3.8E+03
2.2E+01
1.5E+03
2.6E+04
1.3E+04

1.5E+03
7.9E+03
1.0E+03
8.OE+00
4.1 E+02
7.OE+03
3.5E+03

6.7E+02
3.6E+03
4.8E+02
3.9E+00
1.9E+02
3.2E+03
1.6E+03

3.9E+02
2.1 E+03
2.8E+02
2.3E+00
1.1 E+02
1.9E+03
9.2E+02

1.8E+02
9.6E+02
1.3E+02
8.OE-01
5.OE+01
8.5E+02
4.2E+02

7.5E+01
4.OE+02
5.4E+01
2.6E-01
2.1E+01
3.5E+02
1.8E+02

4.OE+01
2.1 E+02
2.9E+01
2.1E-01
1.1E+01
1.9E+02
9.5E+01

exceeding PAGs are underlined.
hase PAGs: TEDE - 1 rem, Thyroid (iodine) CDE - 5 rem
diate-Phase EPA PAGs: 1st year - 2 rem, 2nd year - 0.5 rem
ates values less than 1 mrem
'all values - use Detailed Results I Numeric Table
DE = Inhalation CEDE + Cloudshine + 4-Day Groundshine

ium Dose Values (rem) - To 50 mi

release

ers)

E
3DE

15 20 30
(24.1) (32.2) (48.3)

Inhalation CEDE
Cloudshine
4-day Groundshine

1.5E+01
8.6E+01
1.1E+01
12E-01
4.1E+00

1.3E+01
7.OE+01
9.2E+00
9.7E-02
3.4E+00
6.OE+01
3.0E+01

1.tE+01
5.2E+01
7.7E+00
7.3E-02
2.8E+00
4.7E+01
2.3E+01

40
(64.4)

1.OE+01
4T9E+01
7.6E+00
7.OE-02
2.7E+00
4.5E+01
2.2E+01

50
(80.5)

9.9E+00
4.8E+01
7.3E+00
6.6E-02
2.5E+00
4.3E+01
2.1E+01

Inter Phase 1st Yr 7.1E+U1
Inter Phase 2nd Yr 3.6E+01

Notes:
* Doses exceeding PAGs are underlined
" Early-Phase PAGs: TEDE - 1 rem, Thy
" Intermediate-Phase PAGs: 1st year- 2

*** indicates values less than 1 mrem
* To view all values - use Detailed Resul
* Total EDE = CEDE Inhalation + Clouds
* Total Acute Bone = Bone Inhalation +

Case Summary

Event Type Nuc

Location
Name: Fuk
City,. county, state: <un
Lat/ Long / Elev: 37.z
UTC Offset: 9 hc
Population: not

Reactor Parameters

,SGA--v41 Source Term to Dose model

roid (iodine) CDE - 5 rem
rem, 2nd year - 0.5 rem

ts I Numeric Table
;hine + 4-Day Groundshine
Cloudshine + Period Groundshine

lear Power Plant

ushima U4
defined>, <undefined>, <undefined>
4214° N, 141.03250 E, 0 m
urs

available
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Sum,

R

A
C
C
C
D
C
A

mary Report

,eactor power:
verage fuel burn-up:
ontainment type:
ontainment volume:
)esign pressure:
esign leak rate:
oolant mass:
.ssemblies in core:

Source Term
Type:
Shutdown:
Core uncovered:
Core recovered:

Release Pathway
Type:

Description:
Release height:

Release events
2011/03/16 19:50
2011/03/16 19:50

Meteorology
Type:
Dataset name:
Dataset desc:

Summary of data
at release point:

3760 MWt
30000 MWD / MTU
BWR Mark I
2.50E+05 ft'
60 lb/in2

0.54 %/d
1.25E+05 kg
917

Time Core Is Uncovered
2011/03/11 14:46
2011/03/16 19:50
No

BWR - Release Through Dry Well
via direct, unfiltered pathway
Fukushima - U2, U3 and U4 SFP release approximation
10. m

Leak rate (% vol) Total failure
Sprays Off

Actual Observations
Fukushima 2011-03-16 0935
Obs/fcsts for Fukushima Unit 1

Dir Speed Stab
Type deg m/s class

2011/03/12 14:00
2011/03/12 15:00
2011103/12 16:00
2011/03/12 17:00
2011/03/12 18:00
2011/03/12 19:00
2011/03/12 20:00
2011/03/12 21:00

Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs
Obs

2011/03/12 22:00 Obs
2011/03/12 23:00 Ob'
2011/03/13 00:00 Obs
2011/03)13 01:00 Obs
2011/03/13 02:00 Obs
2011/03/13 03:00 Obs
2011103/13 04:00 Obs
2011/03/13 05:00 Obs
2011/03/13 06:00 Obs
2011/03/13 07:00 Obs
2011/03/13 08:00 Obs
2011/03/13 09:00 Obs
2011/03/13 12:00 Obs
2011/03/13 13:00 Obs
2011/03/13 14:00 Obs
2011/03/14 18:00 Obs
2011/03/14 19:00 Obs

ource T~erm toDose model

S

S
S"

265
265
277
260
241
236
239
229
224
226
228
235
233
225
225
225
225
248
248
270
271
276
312
258
268

1.0
1.0
1.3
2.4
1.4
2.1
2.1
3.8
5.1
3.9
4.1
2.6
3.9
1.8
1,3
2.2
2.2
2.7
2.7
3,1
7.4
6.2
2.8
4.8
5.0

B
B
B
B
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
D
D
B

unk
unk

Precip

"7
"7
"7

7
72

72

72
"7

TempoC
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Summary

2C
2C
2C
20
2C
20
2C
2C
2C
20
2C
20

20
20
2C
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

Report

11/03/14 20:00
1t1/03/14 21:00
I11/03/14 22:00
11/03/14 23:00
11/03/15 00:00
i11/03/15 02:00
111/03/15 03:00
111/03/15 04:00
111/03/15 05:00
111/03/15 06:00
111/03/15 07:00
)11/03/15 08:00
111/03/15 09:00
11/03/15 10:00
I11/03115 11:00
111/03115 12:00
11/03/15 13:00
11/03/15 14:00
11/03h15 15:00
11/03/15 16:00
11/03/15 17:00
11/03/15 18:00
11/03/15 19:00
11/03/15 20:00
11/03/15 21:00
11/03/15 22:00
11/03/15 23:00
11/03/16 00:00
11/03/16 01:00.
11/03/16 02:00
'11/03/16 03:00
11103/16 04:00
11/03/16 05:00
11/03/16 06:00
11/03/16 07:00
11/03/16 08:00
11/03/1.6 09:00
11/03/16 10:00
11/03/16 11:00
11/03/16 12:00
11/03/16 13:00
11/03/16 14:00
11/03/16 15:00
11/03/16 16:00
11/03/16 17:00
11/03/16 18:00
11/03/16 19:00
11/03/16 20:00
11/03/16 21:00
11/03/16 22:00
11/03/16 23:00
11/03/17 00:00
11/03/17 01:00
11/03/17 02:00
11/03/17 03:00
11/03/17 04:00
11/03/17 05:00
11/03117 06:00

Obs 330
Fcst 337
Fcst 323
Fcst 305
Fcst 015
Fcst 002
Fcst 347
Fcst 332
Fcst 332
Fcst 344
Fcst 026
Fcst 044
Fcst 020
Fcst 010
Fcst 030
Fcst 027
Fcst 037
Fcst 053
Fcst 058
Fcst 067
Fcst 081
Fcst 089
Fcst 085
Fcst 083
Fcst 074
Fcst 054
Fcst 029
Fcst 0i1
Fcst 346
Fcst 350
Fcst 323
Fcst 316
Fcst 298
Fcst 314
Fcst 312
Fcst 331
Fcst 299
Fcst 312
Fcst 309
Fcst 304
Fcst 314
Fcst 325
Fcst 324
Fcst 304
Fcst 299
Fcst 297
Fcst 316
Fcst 309
Fcst 294
Fcst 299
Fcst 300
Fcst 294
Fcst 286
Fcst 287
Fcst 293
Fcst 300
Fcst 311
Fost 295

2.2 unk
4.6 unk
7.2 unk
6.6 unk
8.6 unk
7,5 unk
5.2 E
5.6 E
4.0 E
3.5 E
3.8 E
4.4 E
4.2 E
3.4 E
3.5 D
3.0 D
3.4 D
3.7 B
3.7 B
3.2 C
3.9 C
4.7 B
4.4 B
4.4 B
4.6 C
5.0 D
5.6 D
5.1 D
4.3 C
5.3 D
5.6 D
5,4 D
4.8 D
5.6 D
4.7 D
4.9 D
4.2 D
5.4 C
7.5 C
7.2 C
8.8 C
10.4 C
12.3 C
14,7 D
14.2 0
11.3 D
9.8 D
9.4 D
9.5 D
7.6 D
9.7 D
5.0 D
7.0 D
6.6 D
6.5 D
6.3 D
5.9 D
7.4 D

None
None
None
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
None
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
None
None
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
None
None
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
Rain
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
Lgt rain
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
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--.I-
law,

Summary Repo

2011/03.
2011/03,
2011/03.
2011/03.
2011/03,
2011/03.
2011/03.
2011/03,
2011/03.
2011103.
2011/03.
2011103
2011/03
2011/03,
2011/03.
2011/03.
2011/03,
2011/03.
2011/03
2011103
2011/03.
2011/03
2011/03.
2011/03
2011/03
2011/03.
2011/03.

Dataset opti

Calculations
Case descri
End of calcu

Distance of
Close-in disi

rt

/17 07:00
/17 08:00
/17 09:00
/17 10:00
/17 11:00
/17 12:00
/17 13:00
/17 14:00
/17 15:00
/17 16:00
/17 17:00
/17 18:00
/17 19:00
/17 20:00
/17 21:00
/17 22:00
/17 23:00
/18 00:00
/18 01:00
(18 02:00
/18 03:00
/18 04:00
(18 05:00
/18 06:00
/18 07:00
/18 08:00
/18 09:00

Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fcst
Fest

303
333
321
307
292
315
299
292
286
298
286
285
288
301
311
307
303
311
316
310
319
316
307
311
326
343
344

8.4
4.8
5.9
5.0
8.4
9.3
11.1
11.8
10.7
9.3
8.5
10.6
11.1
11.3
10.1
8.4
8.7
7.1
3.4
6.0
7.4
6.3
4.9
4.4
5.1
5.4
6.1

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

ons:

ption:
ilations:

calculation:
tances:

Est. missing stability using: Wind speed, time of day, etc.
Adjust stability for consistency: No
Modify winds for topography: Yes

Fukushima U2, U3 and U4 SFP approximate site release
2011/03/17 10:50
Start of release to atmosphere + 15 h
Close-in + to 50 miles
0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 5.0, 7.0, 10.0 miles

RASCAL v4.1 Source Term to Dose model Page 4 of 4



[Total Effective Dose Equivalent
Accumulated between 2011/03/16 19:50 and 2011/03117 10:50

Fukushima U2, U3 and U4 SFP approximate site release
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From: PMT03 Hoc

Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 8:58 PM

To: LIA06 Hoc

Subject: RE: Reoccurring Daily Calls Rev 6 (3).docx

Attachments: Reoccurring Daily Calls Rev 6 (3).docx

FYI.. There is a new call being added at 1400 (call with WhiteHouse).

From: LIA06 Hoc
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 4:12 PM
To: PMT01 Hoc; Hoc, PMT12; PMT03 Hoc
Subject: FW: Reoccurring Daily Calls Rev 6 (3).docx

Note call at 1500 with HHS and States.

Liaison Team Director

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Operations Center

From: LIA11 Hoc
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 2:57 PM
To: LIA08 Hoc; LIA06 Hoc
Subject: FW: Reoccurring Daily Calls Rev 6 (3).docx

From: RST01fHoc
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 10:03 AM
To: LIA01 Hoc; LIA11 Hoc
Subject: Reoccurring Daily Calls Rev 6 (3).docx

/4' V Q
1



From: OST01 HOC
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 7:25 PM
To: LIA07 Hoc; OST04 Hoc
Subject: FW: 1800 EDT (March 24, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update
Attachments: USNRC Earthquake-Tsunami Update.032411.1800EDT.pdf

Thanks! Are you going to update the SITREP/SPOTREP Log in WebEOC? Thanks again!

EST Coordinator

From: HOO Hoc [mailto:HOO.Hoc@nrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 6:19 PM
To: LIA07 Hoc; OST01 HOC; OST02 HOC; OST03 HOC
Subject: FW: 1800 EDT (March 24, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update

From: NITOPSfSMTP:NITOPS(a.NNSA.DOE.GOVI
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 6:18:47 PM
To: DL-Policy Working Group; Blumenthal, Daniel; Brown, Courtney M (NST);
Buntman, Steven; dartdoeliaisonl (_ofda.gov; dblumenthalkofda.cov;
Debbie Wilber; DOE LNO to USAID; Froh, William; Haley, Billy;
McClelland, Vince; Johnson, Steven; Thompson, Roger (NEV);
wafroh(agmail.com; Wilber, Deborah; CMHT; HOO Hoc; NARAC; PMT01 Hoc;
PMT02 Hoc; Hoc, PMT12
Subject: FW: 1800 EDT (March 24, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update
Auto forwarded by a Rule

From: LIA07 Hoc [mailto:LIA07.Hoc@nrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 6:00 PM
Subject: 1800 EDT (March 24, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update

Attached, please find an 1800 EDT (March 24, 2011) status update from the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
Emergency Operations Center regarding the impacts of the earthquake/tsunami.

Please note that this information is '4ffidatlise-"" and is only being shared within the federal family.

Please call the Headquarters Operations Officer at 301-816-5100 with questions.

-Sara

Sara K. Mroz
Communications and Outreach
Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Sara.Mroz@nrc.gov
LIAO7.HOC@nrc.gov (Operations Center)



From: OST01 HOC
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 12:19 AM
To: LIA08 Hoc
Subject: RE: Thoughts on the Transition

Thanks!

From: LIA08 Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 12:17 AM
To: OST01 HOC
Subject: RE: Thoughts on the Transition

It is becoming less productive to have someone staff the LT on the 2300 to 0700 shift. Most LT "business" is generated
by the site team, who can get their business done through an OIP on call person. Jeff Temple

From: OST01 HOC
Sent: Tuesday, April 12, 2011 11:32 PM
To: LIA08 Hoc; RST09 Hoc; RST08 Hoc; Hoc, PMT12
Cc: FOIA Response.hoc Resource
Subject: Thoughts on the Transition

Good Evening All,

NSIR is trying to figure out how everything is working in the new 6-person configuration. Now that we are a couple
days into it, could you please think about the following questions:

1. What is going well?
2. What needs to' be improved about the transition?

When you have time tonight, if you could send me your thoughts, I would greatly appreciate it.

Thanks,
Rebecca Stone
EST Coordinator

7x/1/,3,3&
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From: Schwartman. Jennifer
To: Moore. Scott; HOO Hoc
Cc: Miller. Charles; Cool. Donald
Subject: Re: Message sent on behalf of the Japanese Delegation to the OECD

Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 5:21:26 PM

We have translators now.
Sent from an NRC Blackberry

From: Moore, Scott
To: HOO Hoc
Cc: Miller, Charles; Cool, Donald; Schwartzman, Jennifer
Sent: Wed Mar 16 17:20:43 2011
Subject: FW: Message sent on behalf of the Japanese Delegation to the OECD

See following, regarding doses in Japan. I am not sure if the Protective Measures Team (or others)
have seen this info. The attachment is in Japanese. We just received it. Several NRC staff were on

distribution.

Scott W. Moore, Acting Deputy Director
Office of Federal and State Materials and

Environmental Management Programs

301-415-7875

Scott.Moore@nrc.gov

From: Serge.GAS@oecd.org [mailto: Serge. GAS@oecd.org]
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 4:56 PM
To: dewi-vande.weerd@minbuza.nl; ses@nuclear.ntua.gr; stratfordrj@state.gov;
martina.palm@bmu.bund.de; massimo.garribba@ec.europa.eu; mhchang@kaeri.re.kr;
giuseppe.montesano@enel.it; Miller, Charles; michael.pflugradt@diplo.de;
toshihiko.kamada@mofa.go.jp; marc.huebsch@mae.etat.lu; kjell.bendiksen@ife.no; Cool, Donald;
mikulas.turner@ujd.gov.sk; roberto.ranieri@isprambiente.it; arc@csn.es; mperez@delegamexocde.org;
zafer.alper@taek.gov.tr; petr_martinek@mzv.cz; ryan.gilchrist@dfat.gov.au;
slozoya@delegamexocde.org; wpjung@konicof.or.kr; anne-laure.rebus@diplomatie.gouv.fr;
patrick.blake@dfat.gov.au; chris.hoornaert@diplobel.fed.be; tom.eischen@eco.etat.lu;
jmredondo@mityc.es; rafal.frac@oecd-poland.org; communications.centre@mae.etat.lu;
anne.vaatainen@tem.fi; clappermx@state.gov; mirko.zambelli@eda.admin.ch; gvarkonyi@kum.hu;
ron.hutchings@ansto.gov.au; shimomura.kazuo@jaea.go.jp;
jeanpaul.decaestecker@consilium.europa.eu; gornjm@state.gov; tripputi@sogin.it;
franco.malerba@esteri.it; riku.huttunen@tem.fi; ansi.gerhardsson@environment.ministry.se;
dominique.ristori@ec.europa.eu; euk@um.dk; peter.faross@ec.europa.eu; katrin.einarsdottir@utn.stjr.is;
martina.petrovicova@mzv.sk; frederic.mondoloni@cea.fr; sano-takiko@meti.go.jp;
steve.chandler@decc.gsi.gov.uk; daniel.iracane@cea.fr; douglas.forsythe@international.gc.ca;
cfranco@delegamexocde.org; rene.mctaggart@decc.gsi.gov.uk; Hanjo-de.Kuiper@minbuza.nl;
sguindon@nrcan.gc.ca; pierre.multone@bfe.admin.ch; theofiel.vanrentergem@economie.fgov.be;
ronaky@haea.gov.hu; smm@gr.is; mjlopez@magic.fr; ece.teams@fco.gov.uk; pedrovaz@itn.pt;
pedro.liberato@ocde-portugal.com; v.manavi@greece-oecd.org; willy.deroovere@fanc.fgov.be;
olivier.aubourg@developpement-durable.gouv.fr; aldo.flores@energia.gob.mx;
markus.pfaff@bmu.bund.de; james.wiblin@dfat.gov.au; stefni@um.dk; pape@bmwi.bund.de;
peter rice@environ.ie; cathy.fievet@diplobel.fed.be; koyama-masaomi@meti.go.jp; bannai-
toshihiro@meti.go.jp; colin.sykes@fco.gov.uk; elif.atalay@mfa.gov.tr; fennel.waters@fco.gov.uk; fjar
ana@mityc.es; stefano.monti@enea.it; marta.ziakova@ujd.gov.sk;
katarina. isaksson@foreign. ministry.se; ugo.bollettini@sviluppoeconomico.gov.it;
jacques.sturm@diplomatie.gouv.fr; tania.constable@ret.gov.au; ssimon@kum.gov.hu; m.bermudez-

Y XY/ 33(1



samiei@iaea.org; jwill@nrcan.gc.ca; fujino-h@mext.go.jp; elo@haea.gov.hu; maurice.biggar@dfa.ie;
lars.ekecrantz@environment.ministry.se; lucky@kaeri.re.kr; zates@mfa.gov.tr;
roberto.zangrandi@enel.com; una_nidhubhghaill@environ.ie; daniel-yves.taupenas@diplomatie.gouv.fr;
sswkang@mest.go.kr; minerpar@magic.fr; andreas.molin@bmlfuw.gv.at; m.m.g.hoedemakers@minez.nl;
pascal.previdoli@bfe.admin.ch; marcel.reimen@mae.etat.lu; thzorbak@eeae.gr;
sajuria@energia.gob.mx; je@cnsns.gob.mx; v.cserveny@iaea.org; jms@itn.pt;
louise.fell@berr.gsi.gov.uk; Schwartzman, Jennifer; hubacek@mpo.cz; francois.bonino@cea.fr;
matti.oivukkamaki@formin.fi; mathieu.remond@fco.gov.uk
Subject: Message sent on behalf of the Japanese Delegation to the OECD

Please find below a message sent on behalf
of the Japanese Delegation to the OECD

Wednesday. 15 March - 19:28

The attached file is the result of the measurement of the Environmental
Radioactivity Level in Japan.(Measured at every prefecture in Japan between
17:00 15th - 9:00 16th March) The figures are showed by "pGy/h", and the
figures in the far right column show the average level of the observation
points in the normal situation.

These prefectures orders from the north side to the south side of Japan [NB:
the names of prefectures are onLy in Japanese]. (Tokyo- No13, Nagoya-No23,
Osaka-No27, Ibaraki-No.8) Fukushima prefecture (where Fukushima Dai-ichi
Nuclear Power Station locates) is No. 7, and the data is blank in this paper.

But, we measure it more precisely in Fukushima (including the level near
Fukushima Dai-ichi NPS) and I think it was (is, will be) announced in various
ways.

Best regards,
Toshihiko KAMADA

Complement to the previous message of Tuesday. 15 March - 20:14

We are able to see the following information at the website of "IAEA Update on Japan

Earthquake" (www.iaea.orgInewscenter/news/tsunamiupdate0l.html).

The time the explosion occurred at Fukushima Dai-ichi, Unit 2 and Unit 4 was considered

around 21:00 on 1 4 th March (UTC).

Extract from the IAEA report:

Japanese Earthquake Update (15 March 11:25 UTC) Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear



Power Plant Update Radiation Dose Rates Observed at the Site

The Japanese authorities have informed the IAEA that the following radiation
dose rates have been observed on site at the main gate of the Fukushima

Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant.

At 00:00 UTC on 15 March a dose rate of 11.9 millisieverts (mSv) per hour was
observed. Six hours later, at 86:00 UTC on 15 March a dose rate of 0.6
millisieverts (mSv) per hour was observed.

These observations indicate that the level of radioactivity has been

decreasing at the site.

As reported earlier, a 488 millisieverts (mSv) per hour radiation dose
observed at Fukushima Daiichi occurred between units 3 and 4. This is a high
dose-level value, but it is a local value at a single location and at a
certain point in time. The IAEA continues to confirm the evolution and value
of this dose rate. It should be noted that because of this detected value,
non-indispensible staff was evacuated from the plant, in line with the
Emergency Response Plan, and that the population around the plant is already

evacuated.

Best regards,

Toshihiko KAMADA

First Secretary (Science and Technology)

Permanent Delegation of Japan to the OECD

Tel.: +33 (0)1 53 76 6181

Fax: +33 (0)1 45 63 05 44

E-mail: toshihiko.kamada(@mofa.o.jp
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From: LIA07 Hoc
To: Borchardt. Bill; Virgilio, Ma-tin; Weber. Michael; Pace, Patti; Speiser, Herald; Gibbs. Catina; Leeds, Eric; Haney,

Catherine; Walker. Dwight; Sheron. Brian; Johnson. Michael
Subject: Updates for the "Go Books", 2030 EDT, March 16 2011
Date: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 8:39:52 PM
Attachments: Talking Points Two Paoer.031611.1900EDT.DOCX

NRC Status Uodate 3-16.11--1900om.odf
Talking Points 8.odf
Press Release 9.odf
TEPCO Press Release 34,odf
TEPCO Press Release 35.pdf
TEPCO Press Release 36,pdf
TEPCO Press Release 31,odf
TEPCO Press Release 32,odf
TEPCO Press Release 33.odf
ET Chronologv 3-16-11 5,39omr.pdf
From US Embassy Tokyo 3.16.11,Qdf
TEPCO Press Release 37.odf

Please find attached updated information for the "Go Books" provided earlier today.

The updates include:

- The 1900, 3/16/11 Status Update
- The 19400, 3/16/11 Talking Points Two-Pager
- The latest ET Chronology
- The latest NRC Press Release (11-050)
- The latest NRC OPA Talking Points
- The latest TEPCO Press Releases
- Statement from US Embassy Tokyo re: protective actions for American citizens in Japan

We are working on pulling together a few other items that were requested, including the
Chairman's prepared statement for today's hearing and a set of briefing slides. We will send those
out once we have them.

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.

-Sara

Sara Mroz
Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
sara.mrozl&nrc.gov
LIA07.HOC(&nrc.gov (Operations Center)
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NRC "Talking Points" - Current as of March 16, 2011, 1900 EDT

Reactor Status

0 Fukushima Daiichi Units 1 - 6

Unit 1
" Core damage occurred due to insufficient cooling water caused by loss of offsite power and onsite diesel

generators following the tsunami
* As of 2200 JST (0900 EDT) on March 14, it is reported that sea water is being injected with reported stable

cooling
* Containment described as "functional"
* Hydrogen explosion from overheated fuel-water reaction has damaged reactor building (secondary

containment)
* The spent fuel pool level is unknown
* High radiation levels reduced to 600 pSv/hour (60 mrem/hour) at 0200 EDT on March 15, 2011, at site gate.

(Site gate is same for each unit.)

Unit 2
a Core damage occurred due to insufficient cooling water caused by loss of offsite power and onsite diesel

generators following the tsunami
* Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) has failed
* Hydrogen explosion from overheated fuel-water reaction damaged the reactor building
* Secondary containment: Cut hole to reduce likelihood of hydrogen gas buildup
* Sea water injection restarted with core cooling reported as not stable
* Primary containment is intact.
* High radiation levels reduced to 600 pSv/hour (60 mrem/hour) at 0200 EDT on March 15, 2011, at site gate.

(Site gate is same for each unit.)
* The spent fuel pool level is unknown. Some water is available as evidenced by steam emanating from hole.

Unit 3
* Core damage due to insufficient cooling water caused by loss of offsite power and onsite diesel generators

following the tsunami
* Sea water is being injected with reported stable cooling
* Hydrogen explosion from overheated fuel-water reaction has damaged reactor building (secondary

containment)
* Primary containment described as "functional"
* The spent fuel pool level is possibly drained - some evidence of steam.
* High radiation levels reduced to 600 pSv/hour (60 mrem/hour) at 0200 EDT on March 15, 2011, at site gate.

(Site gate is same for each unit.)

Unit 4
" First fire in the reactor building was a small generator lube oil fire. IAEA reports that fire was put out at 2200

EDT, March 14.
" High radiation levels reduced to 600 pSv/hour (60 mrem/hour) at 0200 EDT on March 15, 2011, at site gate.

(Site gate is same for each unit.)
* Second fire began at 1645 EDT, March 15, 2011 in reactor building. Reports indicate that this fire is not yet

contained. Fuel reported to be uncovered.
" Radiation level outside Unit 4 reported to be 30R/hour following second fire.
* High radiation dose rates measured between Units 3 and 4, source is suspected to be the partially

uncovered Unit 4 spent fuel pool.
* The spent fuel pool's ability to retain water is in doubt, no steam - likely dry.
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Unit 5
0 The reactor is defueled.
* Spent fuel pool is reported to be heating up.
0 A/C power available from Unit 6 diesel generator.

Unit 6
* The reactor is defueled.
* Spent fuel pool is reported to be heating up.
" A/C power available from diesel generator.

Other Japanese Nuclear Sites:
" Fukushima Daini Units 1 - 4: As of 7:15 am on March 15 (Japan), Tepco press release reports reactors

in cold shutdown and offsite power available.
* Onagawa Units 1 - 3: shutdown, stable, turbine building basement fire extinguished.
* Kashiwazaki Kariwa Nuclear Power Station (Advanced Reactors): Units 1, 5, 6, 7: normal operation /

Units 2 to 4: regular outage

Protective Action Recommendations

* For Fukushima Daiichi site, Japanese national government issued a protective action recommendation that
instructed evacuation for local residents within a 20km radius of the site boundary and sheltering in place out to
30km for residents who stayed behind

* Japan has imposed no-fly zone (30km radius, altitude unlimited) over Daiichi plants.
* A RASCAL run at 06:54AM (EDT) on March 16, 2011 for hypothetical combined core based on the following

assumptions: Units 2 & 3 each, 33% core melt & no containment; Unit 4, full core offload 100% melt in the Spent
Fuel Pool (SFP) with no roof; wind direction from West Northwest blowing out to the ocean. Results: PAG
exceded at 50 miles (80.5 km) with TEDE of 24.0 rem, and CDE thyroid of 130 rem.

Meteorological Conditions:

As of 1100 EDT, March 16, wind direction is from the West and wind speed is between 10-20 mph. This wind
direction not expected to change significantly until the next front comes through over the weekend.

General Talkinq Points

* Based upon the degrading situation at the Daiichi plant, the US NRC recommends that Americans within 50
miles of the Daiichi plant to evacuate the area.

*. 6.1 Aftershock near Hamaoka: no damage to reactors
o 5 reactors: 2 are decommissioned; 1 shutdown; 2 operating

* TEPCO and US Forces in Japan (USFJ) are working together to allocate firefighting and heavy equipment
capable of pumping seawater from the ocean into containment.

o A list of additional equipment to provide for accident mitigation has been developed by NRC and
provided to USAID.

" Disaster Assistance Response Team arrived Sunday:
o 11 NRC staff are in Tokyo with the Ambassador and getting information from Japanese officials.

" NRC continues to develop projections of the accident's progression, dose estimates and Q&As, including those
addressing the safety of reactors in operation in the US.

" Government of Japan has accepted US offer to conduct aerial/ground monitoring and also requested potassium
iodide tablets. DOE Aerial Measurement Teams are expected to fly over the Daiichi site on March 17 at around
0900 local time (2000 EDT).

* The NRC has been asked to provide recommendations for solutions to the spent fuel pool issues during
conference call with NISA and TEPCO.
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TALKING POINTS

JAPAN NUCLEAR SITUATION

As of 3/16/2011 7:15 p.m. EDT

Update: Addition of bullet on status of SFPs

* Based on calculations performed by NRC experts, we now believe that it is

appropriate for U.S. residents within 50 miles of the Fukushima reactors to evacuate.

Our recommendation is based on NRC guidelines for public safety that would be used

in the United States under similar circumstances.

" Given the results of the monitoring and distance between Japan and Hawaii, Alaska,

U.S. Pacific Territories and the U.S. West Coast, the NRC expects the U.S. to avoid

any harmful levels of radioactivity. The NRC is aware of various internet postings

depicting modeled radiation plumes for the ongoing events at the nuclear power

plants in Japan. All of the models the NRC has seen are based on generic

assumptions regarding the potential radiation release from the plants and as such are

unable to predict actual radiation levels away from the site. The NRC is working

closely with our federal partners to monitor radiation releases from the Japanese

nuclear power plants.

" The NRC continues to believe, based on all available information, that the type and

design of the Japanese reactors, combined with how events have unfolded; will

prevent radiation at harmful levels from reaching U.S. territory.



[Status as of 7:00pm on 3/16] The NRC is closely monitoring the condition of the

spent fuel pools at the Japanese nuclear power plants. Our current understanding,

which is based on the best available information provided to NRC reactor experts in

Japan, is the following:

o Unit 4 - The SFP is likely dry and the integrity of the spent fuel pool is in

question.

6 Units 2 & 3 - Steam is escaping which indicates that boiling is likely

occurring in the spent fuel pool. The current water level of the pool is

uncertain.

o Unit 1 - The status of the SFP is unknown.

In accordance with established protocols, U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP)

employs several types of radiation detection equipment in its operations at both air

and sea ports, and uses this equipment, along with specific operational protocols, to

resolve any security or safety risks that are identified with inbound travelers and

cargo. Out of an abundance of caution, CBP has issued field guidance reiterating its

operational protocols and directing field personnel to specifically monitor maritime

and air traffic from Japan. CBP will continue to evaluate the potential risks posed by

radiation contamination on inbound travelers and cargo and will adjust its detection

and response protocols, in coordination with its interagency partners, as developments

warrant.

The Japanese government has formally asked for U.S. assistance in responding to

nuclear power plant cooling issues triggered by an earthquake and tsunami on March

11. The NRC has eleven staff on the ground in Japan as part of the USAID team.

The NRC is coordinating its actions with other federal agencies as part of the U.S.

government response. The NRC's headquarters Operations Center was activated at

the beginning of the event and has been monitoring the situation on a 24-hour basis

ever since.



* The NRC is always looking to learn information that can be applied to U.S. reactors

and we will analyze the information that comes from this incident.

* The NRC is working with other U.S. agencies to monitor radioactive releases from

Japan and to predict their path.

* U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including

earthquakes. Even those plants that are located outside of areas with extensive

seismic activity are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster.

* The NRC requires that safety-significant structures, systems, and components be

designed to take into account the most severe natural phenomena historically reported

for the site and surrounding area. The NRC then adds a margin for error to account

for the limitations on historical data. In other words, U.S. nuclear power plants are

designed to be safe based on historical data to predict the area's maximum credible

earthquake.
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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
" _Office of Public Affairs Telephone: 301/415-8200

Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
z•- k. l op E-mail: opa.resource(dinrc.gov Site: www.nrc.gov

Blog: http:iipublic-blog.nrc-gatewav.gov

No. 11-050 March 16, 2011

NRC PROVIDES PROTECTIVE ACTION RECOMMENDATIONS
BASED ON U.S. GUIDELINES

Under the guidelines for public safety that would be used in the United States under
similar circumstances, the NRC believes it is appropriate for U.S. residents within 50 miles of
the Fukushima reactors to evacuate.

Among other things, in the United States protective actions recommendations are
implemented when projected doses could exceed 1 rem to the body or 5 rem to the thyroid. A
rem is a measure of radiation dose. The average American is exposed to approximately 620
millirems, or 0.62 rem, of radiation each year from natural and manmade sources.

In making protective action recommendations, the NRC takes into account a variety of
factors that include weather, wind direction and speed, and the status of the problem at the
reactors.

Attached are the results of two sets of computer calculations used to support the NRC
recommendations.

In response to nuclear emergencies, the NRC works with other U.S. agencies to monitor
radioactive releases and predict their path. All the available information continues to indicate
Hawaii, Alaska, the U.S. Territories and the U.S. West Coast are not expected to experience any
harmful levels of radioactivity.

News releases are available through a free listserv subscription at the following Web address:
http:,'.iw rc.gov/public-involveilistserver.htil. The NRC homepage at A,-Aw.nrc.gov also offers a SUBSCRIBE

link. E-mail notifications are sent to subscribers when. news releases are posted to NRC's website.



15 March 2010 02:51am (EDT), NRC Operations Center, Protective Measures Team

This data is based on system condition estimates for a hypothetical, single reactor site, 2350
MWt, Boiling Water Reactor. Model results are projections only and may not be representative
of an actual release. This projection uses modeled forecast meteorological conditions and is
subject to change.

Maximum Dose Values (rem) - Close-In

Dist from release
miles 0.5 1. 1.5 2. 3. 5. 7. 10.
(kilometers) (0.8) (1.61) (2.41) (3.22) (4.83) (8.05) (11.27) (16.09)

Total EDE 5.4E+03 2.OE+03 1.2E+03 8.2E+02 4.8E+02 2.4E+02 1.6E+02 9.5E+01
Thyroid CDE 2.8E+04 1.1E+04 6.2E+03 4.3E+03 2.5E+03 1.3E+03 8.4E+02 5.1E+02
Inhalation CEDE 3.7E+03 1.4E+03 8.OE+02 5.6E+02 3.3E+02 1.7E+02 1.1E+02 6.7E+01
Cloudshine 1.9E+01 9.3E+00 5.8E+00 4.1E+00 2.5E+00 1.4E+00 9.7E-01 6.2E-01
4-day Groundshine 1.7E+03 6.5E+02 3.8E+02 2.6E+02 1.5E+02 7.3E+01 4.6E+01 2.8E+01
Inter Phase 1st Yr 2.4E+04 9.4E+03 5.4E+03 3.8E+03 2.2E+03 1.1E+03 6.6E+02 3.9E+02
Inter Phase 2nd Yr 1.1E+04 4.4E+03 2.6E+03 1.8E+03 1.OE+03 4.9E+02 3.1E+02 1.8E+02

Notes:
" Doses exceeding PAGs are underlined.
" Early-Phase PAGs: TEDE - 1 rem, Thyroid (iodine) CDE - 5 rem
" Intermediate-Phase EPA PAGs: 1st year - 2 rem, 2nd year - 0.5 rem

*** indicates values less than 1 mrem
* To view all values - use Detailed Results I Numeric Table
* Total EDE = Inhalation CEDE + Cloudshine + 4-Day Groundshine

Maximum Dose Values (rem) - To 50 mi

Dist from release
miles 15 20 30 40 50
(kilometers) (24.1) (32.2) (48.3) (64.4) (80.5)

Total EDE 8.6E+01 6.3E+01 3.7E+01 1.8E+01 8.1E+00
Thyroid CDE 3.3E+02 2.7E+02 1.3E+02 5.9E+01 2.3E+01
Inhalation CEDE 3.9E+01 3.1E+01 1.3E+01 4.4E+00 1.3E+00
Cloudshine 4.5E-01 3.8E-01 1.7E-01 7.4E-02 2.7E-02
4-day Groundshine 4.7E+01 3.2E+01 2.4E+01 1.3E+01 6.7E+00
Inter Phase 1st Yr 7.2E+02 4.8E+02 3.8E+02 2.2E+02 1.3E+02
Inter Phase 2nd Yr 3.4E+02 2.3E+02 1.8E+02 1.1E+02 6.9E+01

Notes:
" Doses exceeding PAGs are underlined.
" Early-Phase PAGs: TEDE - 1 rem, Thyroid (iodine) CDE - 5 rem
" Intermediate-Phase PAGs: 1st year - 2 rem, 2nd year - 0.5 rem

*** indicates values less than 1 mrem
* To view all values - use Detailed Results I Numeric Table
* Total EDE = CEDE Inhalation + Cloudshine + 4-Day Groundshine

Total Acute Bone = Bone Inhalation + Cloudshine + Period Groundshine



16 March 2010 12:24pm (EDT), NRC Operations Center, Protective Measures Team

This data is based on system condition estimates for a hypothetical, four reactor site. Model
results are projections only and may not be representative of an actual release. This projection
uses modeled forecast meteorological conditions and is subject to change.

Maximum Dose Values (rem) - Close-In

Dist from release
miles 0.5 1. 1.5 2. 3. 5. 7. 10.
(kilometers) (0.8) (1.61) (2.41) (3.22) (4.83) (8.05) (11.27) (16.09)

Total EDE 5.4E+03 1.5E+03 6.7E+02 3.9E+02 1.8E+02 7.5E+01 4.0E+01 1.4E+01
Thyroid CDE 2.9E+04 7.9E+03 3.6E+03 2.1E+03 9.6E+02 4.OE+02 2.1E+02 7.5E+01
Inhalation CEDE 3.8E+03 1.0E+03 4.8E+02 2.8E+02 1.3E+02 5.4E+01 2.9E+01 1.0E+01
Cloudshine 2.2E+01 8.0E+00 3.9E+00 2.3E+00 8.0E-01 2.6E-01 2.1E-01 1.1E-01
4-day'Groundshine 1.5E+03 4.1E+02 1.9E+02 1.1E+02 5.0E+01 2.1E+01 1.1E+01 4.3E+00
Inter Phase 1st Yr 2.6E+04 7.OE+03 3.2E+03 1.9E+03 8.5E+02 3.6E+02 1.9E+02 7.5E+01
Inter Phase 2nd Yr 1.3E+04 3.5E+03 1.6E+03 9.2E+02 4.2E+02 1.8E+02 9.5E+01 3.8E+01

Notes:
* Doses exceeding PAGs are underlined.
* Early-Phase PAGs: TEDE - 1 rem, Thyroid (iodine) CDE - 5 rem
* Intermediate-Phase EPA PAGs: 1st year - 2 rem, 2nd year - 0.5 rem

*** indicates values less than 1 mrem
* To view all values - use Detailed Results I Numeric Table
* Total EDE = Inhalation CEDE + Cloudshine + 4-Day Groundshine

Maximum Dose Values (rem) - To 50 mi

Dist from release
miles 15 20 30 40 50
(kilometers) (24.1) (32.2) (48.3) (64.4) (80.5)

Total EDE 1.5E+01 1.3E+01 1.1E+01 1.OE+01 9.9E+00
Thyroid CDE 8.6E+01 7.OE+01 5.2E+01 4.9E+01 4.8E+01
Inhalation CEDE 1.1E+01 9.2E+00 7.7E+00 7.6E+00 7.3E+00
Cloudshine 1.2E-01 9.7E-02 7.3E-02 7.OE-02 6.6E-02
4-day Groundshine 4.1 E+00 3.4E+00 2.8E+00 2.6E+00 2.5E+00
Inter Phase 1st Yr 7.1E+01 6.OE+01 4.7E+01 4.5E+01 4.3E+01
Inter Phase 2nd Yr 3.6E+01 3.0E+01 2.3E+01 2.2E+01 2.1E+01

Notes:
* Doses exceeding PAGs are underlined.
* Early-Phase PAGs: TEDE - 1 rem, Thyroid (iodine) CDE - 5 rem
* Intermediate-Phase PAGs: 1st year - 2 rem, 2nd year - 0.5 rem

*** indicates values less than 1 mrem
* To view all values - use Detailed Results I Numeric Table
* Total EDE = CEDE Inhalation + Cloudshine + 4-Day Groundshine
* Total Acute Bone = Bone Inhalation + Cloudshine + Period Groundshine

T EDE - Total Effective Dose Equivalent
CDE - Committed Dose Equivalent
CEDE - Committed Effective Dose Equivalent
PAGs - Protective Action Guidelines
EPA - Environmental Protection Agency
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Press Release (Mar 16,2011)
Wednesday (March 16th): Group 3 (Original Scheduled Time:18:20PM - 22:OOPM)

-Blackout Period: Approximately 3 hours (18:20PM - 22:0OPM)
-Expected Number of Blackouts: Approximately 2,620,000 customers
-Targeted Region: Saitama pref., Tokyo, Chiba pref., Tochigi Pref.,
Gunma pref., Yamanashi pref., Kanagawa pref.

http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/ 11031607-e.html 3/16/2011
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Press Release (Mar 16,2011)
Wednesday (March 16th): Group 3 (Original Scheduled Time:18:20PM - 22:OOPM)

-Blackout Period: Approximately 3 hours (18:20PM - 22:00PM)
-Expected Number of Blackouts: Approximately 2,620,000 customers
-Targeted Region: Saitama pref., Tokyo, Chiba pref., Tochigi Pref.,
Gunma pref., Yamanashi pref., Kanagawa pref.
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Press Release (Mar 16,2011)
Wednesday (March 16th): Group 3 (Original Scheduled Time:18:20PM - 22:OOPM)

-Blackout Period: Approximately 3 hours (18:20PM - 22:O0PM)
-Expected Number of Blackouts: Approximately 2,620,000 customers
-Targeted Region: Saitama pref., Tokyo, Chiba pref., Tochigi Pref.,
Gunma pref., Yamanashi pref., Kanagawa pref.
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Press Release (Mar 16,2011)
Wednesday (March 16th): Group 3 (Original Scheduled Time:18:20PM - 22:OOPM)

-Blackout Period: Approximately 3 hours (18:20PM - 22:OOPM)
-Expected Number of Blackouts: Approximately 2,620,000 customers
-Targeted Region: Saitama pref., Tokyo, Chiba pref., Tochigi Pref.,
Gunma pref., Yamanashi pref., Kanagawa pref.
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Press Release (Mar 16,2011)
Wednesday (March 16th): Group 3 (Original Scheduled Time:18:20PM - 22:OOPM)

-Blackout Period: Approximately 3 hours (18:20PM - 22:OOPM)
-Expected Number of Blackouts: Approximately 2,620,000 customers
-Targeted Region: Saitama pref., Tokyo, Chiba pref., Tochigi Pref.,
Gunma pref., Yamanashi pref., Kanagawa pref.

http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/ 11031607-e.html 3/16/2011
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Press Release (Mar 16,2011)
Wednesday (March 16th): Group 3 (Original Scheduled Time:18:20PM - 22:OOPM)

-Blackout Period: Approximately 3 hours (18:20PM - 22:OOPM)
-Expected Number of Blackouts: Approximately 2,620,000 customers
-Targeted Region: Saitama pref., Tokyo, Chiba pref., Tochigi Pref.,
Gunma pref., Yamanashi pref., Kanagawa pref.

http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/1 1031607-e.html 3/16/2011
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Press Release (Mar 16,2011)
Impact to TEPCO's Facilities due to Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake (as of 10:00PM)

Due to the Tohoku-Taiheiyou-Oki Earthquake which occurred on March 11th
2011, TEPCO's facilities including our nuclear power stations have been
severely damaged. We deeply apologies for the anxiety and inconvenience
caused.

Below is the status of TEPCO's major facilities.
*new items are underlined

[Nuclear Power Station]
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station:

Units 1 to 3: shutdown due to earthquake
(Units 4 to 6: outage due to regular inspection)

The national government has instructed to evacuate for those local
residents within 20km radius of the site periphery and to remain indoors
for those local refidents between 20km and 30km radius of the site
periphery.

Unit 1
The explosive sound and white smoke was confirmed near Unit 1 when the
big quake occurred at 3:36pm, March 12th. We have started injection of
sea water at 8:20 pm and then boric acid into the reactor afterwards.

Unit 2
At 1:25 pm, March 14th, since the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System
has failed, it was determined that a specific incident stipulated in
article 15, clause 1 occurred (failure of reactor cooling function).
At 5:17 pm, while the water level in the reactor reached the top of
the fuel rod, we have restarted the water injection with the valve
operation.
At approximately 6:14 am, March 15th, the abnormal sound was confirmed
near the suppression chamber and the pressure inside the chamber
decreased afterwards. It was determined that there is a possibility that
something happened in the suppression chamber. While sea water injection
to the reactor continued, TEPCO employees and workers from other
companies not in charge of injection work started tentative evacuation to
a safe location.
Sea water injection to the reactor is still under operation.

Unit 3
At 6:50 am, March 14th, while water injection to the reactor was under
operation, the pressure in the reactor containment vessel increased to
530 kPa. As a result, at 7:44 am, it was determined that a specific

http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/ 11031609-e.html 3/16/2011
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Press Release (Mar 16,2011)
Implementation plan of rolling blackout on and after Thurs, March 17, 2011
.................................................................................................................................................

Due to the power supply-demand balance, TEPCO has been implementing

rolling blackout on and after Monday, March 14. We sincerely regret
to cause the anxiety and inconvenience to our customers and the society.
We appreciate your cooperation in conserving electricity consumption.

oImplementation plan of rolling blackout on Thurs, March 17

Regional block and time periods planned to have rolling blackout based
on electricity supply-demand today are as follows.The actual extension
of blackout for each block are planned to be up to approximately

3 hours each.
For customers who will be subject to rolling blackout, please
be prepared for the announced blackout periods. Also for customers

who are not subject to blackouts, TEPCO appreciates your continuous
cooperation in reducing electricity usage by avoiding using

unnecessary lighting and electrical equipment.

[Expected rolling blackout time periods in each region]

Block 5: 6:20 - 10:00
Block 1: 9:20 - 13:00

Block 2: 12:20 - 16:00
Block 5: 13:50 - 17:30

Block 3: 15:20 - 19:00

Block 1: 16:50 - 20:30
Block 4: 18:20 - 22:00

ePlease refer to the attachmentl for the detailed region of the blocks.
(The website of TEPCO provides information including "Chome".

ht:wwwtepco. jep/indiex- .h t1l)
eStarting and ending time of blackout periods may slightly differ.
eDepending on supply and demand conditions on the actual days, planned

blac kouts may not been carried out. In addition, in case electricity
supply and demand exceeds our forecast, we will reconsider the rolling
blackout plan and inform you before we implement the revised planned

blackouts.
eThe blackout may occur in the adjacent areas where the planned blackouts

are carried out.

oImplementation plan of rolling blackout from Fri, March 18 to Tue,

March 22 Please refer to the attachment2 for the detailed plan.

*Please refer to the attachmentl for the detailed region of the blocks.

eThe rolling blackout will be changed every day. Starting and ending time
of blackout periods may slightly differ.

http ://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/ 11031610-e.html 3/16/2011
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*Depending on supply and demand conditions on the actual days, planned
blackouts may not been carried out. Also, in case supply and demand
exceeds our forecast, we will reconsider planned blackouts and inform
you before we implement the new planned blackouts.

[Others]
*ln order to prevent fire, please make sure to switch off the electric

appliances such as hair drier and to shut down the breaker of
distribution board when you leave your house.

*For the customer who has in-house power generation, please secure fuel
for generator.

[Improvement for implementing planned blackouts]
eWe are basically carrying out the existing plans, but realize that they

have problems. We will consider and improve implementation plans from
the customers' point of view.

<Reference>
oPrediction of Demand and Supply on March 16

Estimated Demand 35,000 MW(18:00~-9:00)
Supply Capacity 33,000 MW

oExpected demand and supply on March 17
Estimated Demand 38,000 MW(18:00-19:00)
Supply Capacity 33,500 MW

Appendices:

attachmentl: Groru,!jl(PulF 9.35 1B)

:ro u,2(PD !0.1KB)
:Group3(PO 9.81K5)

:Group4 (PD- i0.0KB)

attachment2:Weeky Schedu.e o- RoIiling BIackont (planned) (PF .1.8. B)

http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/ 11031610-e.html 3/16/2011
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Press Release (Mar 16,2011)
Fire occurrence at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station Unit 4

At approximately 5:45 am, a TEPCO employee discovered a fire at the
northwest corner of the Nuclear Reactor Building while transporting a
battery to the central control room of Unit 4 of Fukushima Daiichi
Nuclear Power Station.
TEPCO immediately reported this incident to the fire department and
the local government. In addition, TEPCO also contacted related parties
about this incident and began immediate preparations to extinguish the
fire.

I ,kto• vaq-3 !@D

http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/ 11031605-e.html 3/16/2011
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Press Release (Mar 16,2011)
Fire occurrence at Fukushima Dalichi Nuclear Power Station Unit 4 (2nd Release)

At approximately 5:45 am, a TEPCO employee discovered a fire at
the northwest corner of the Nuclear Reactor Building while transporting
a battery to the central control room of Unit 4 of Fukushima Daiichi
Nuclear Power Station.
TEPCO immediately reported this incident to the fire department and
the local government. In addition, TEPCO also contacted related parties
about this incident and began immediate preparations to extinguish
the fire. (previously announced)

However, during an inspection at approximately 6:15 am, TEPCO staff found
no signs of fire. The area will be kept under strict surveillance.

http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/ 11031606-e.html 3/16/2011
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Press Release (Mar 16,2011)
Wednesday (March 16th): Group 3 (Original Scheduled Time:18:20PM - 22:OOPM)

-Blackout Period: Approximately 3 hours (18:20PM - 22:O0PM)
-Expected Number of Blackouts: Approximately 2,620,000 customers
-Targeted Region: Saitama pref., Tokyo, Chiba pref., Tochigi Pref.,
Gunma pref., Yamanashi pref., Kanagawa pref.

http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/ 11031607-e.html 3/16/2011
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LIA07 Hoc
Borchardt, Bill; Bradford, Anna; Cohen, Shari; Cooper, LaToya; Dyer. Jim; Flory. Shirley; Gibbs, Catina; Haney,
Catherine; Hudson. Sharon; Jaczko, Gregory; Johnson. Michael; Leeds. Eric; Lovd. Susan; Pace Patti; Schwarz
Sherry; Sheron. Brian; Speiser. Herald; Taylor. Renee; Viroilio, Martin; Walls. Lorena; Weber. Michael
LIA07 Hoc
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TEPCO Press Release 132.pdf
March 24 0600EDT one oaqer.pdf
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NRC Status Uodate 3.24.11--0600 EDT.pdf

IJO A *
Please find attached updated information for the "Go Books".

The updates include:
- The 0600 EDT, 03/24/11 Status Update
- The 0600 EDT, 03/24/11 One Page Briefing Sheet
- The latest ET Chronology
- The latest TEPCO Press Release (Number 132)

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.

-Jim

Jim Anderson
Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission

James.anderson( nrc.aov

LlA07.HOC(@nrc.gov (Operations Center)
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Press Release (Mar 24,2011)
Plant Status of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station (as of 7:00 AM Mar 24th)

-new items are underlined

All 6 units of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Pover Station hy. been shut down.

Unit i(Shut down)
-Reactor has been shut down. However, the explosive sound and white smoke

were con firmed after the big quake occurred at 3:36 pm mar 12th. it was
assumed to be hydrogen explosion.

-At appru.atmtely 2:30 am us March 03rd, seawater was started to be
injected tn the unclear reenter through the feed eater eystem.

-We have been injecting sea water into the reactor preesure see el.

Unit 2(Shut dee)
-Reactor has been shut down and the level of reactor coolant had dropped

and the reactor pressure had increased because the Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling System stopped. Mesres w er taken to Iawnr the preen.ue within
the Reenter Centainenat vessel and to inject ea eater into the Rentoer
whiteocarefully onofirming safety. The levei f roaster reonet end the
pressure of the Reactor resumed.

-At approuieately 6:00 am on March 15th, an abnormal roi.e began emanating
from nearby Preseure Suppreesiun thaeh.r and the preesre within this
chamber decreased.

-At 6:20 pm us MCrch 21st, white s moke ws confirmed arising fru. the tap
of the reactor building. As of 7:01 as on March 22nd, smoke denreasad to
the level ahere we ran hardly confirm

-We have been injecting sea water into the reactor pressure vessel.

Unit 3(Shut dotes)
-Reactor has been shut down. However, the explosive sound and white smoke
wure confirmed at ll:01am Mar 14th. It was assumed to be hydrogen
e.plosieu.

-At 8:30am on March 16th, fog like steam as confirmed arising from the
reactor building.

-At appraolimtely 6:10 em un ferh 17th the pressure of the Suppression
Chamber has temporarily increased. Wn aere preparing te irplement a
mea nurement to redune the pressure of the reactor runtainment vessel
(partial discharge of air nontaining radioactive material to outside)
in order tu fll y secure safety. However, at present, it is not a
sitnation to take aneasure imaediately to discharge air containing
radioactive material to outside now. "' ailS continue to monitor the
status of the pressure of the reactor containment veasel.

-At approximately 4:00 pm, March 21st, light gray smoke was confirmed
arising from the floor r-of of the Unit 3 building. On March 22nd, thi
color of smoke changed to somewhat white and it is slowly dissipating.

-At appreoimately 10:45 pm on March 22nd, the light in the main control
room was tursed en.

-At around 4:20 pm on March 23rd, our staff confirmed light black smoke
belching froe the Unit 3 building. At approximately 11:31 peon aarce
23rd and 4:50 am on March 24th, our employee found esigen ef snake.

-We have been injecting ea eater into the reactor pressure vessel.

Unit 4 (outage due to regular inspection)
-Reactor has been shut down. However, at approximately 6 am on March
15th.
we have eoufirmed the explosive sound and the sustained damage around
the 5th floor roeftop area of the Nu.lear Reeator Building.

-on March 15th and 16th, we respectively confirmed the outbreak of fire
at the 4th floor uf the northwestern part of the Nuclear Reactor
Building. We immediately reperted thin matter to the fire department
and the related authurities. TEPCO employees confirmed that each fire
had already died down by itself.

-At this mmenut, we do not -unidher any reactor coolant leakage inside
the reactor containment vessel happened.

Unit 5 loatage due to reguier bnspeetion)
-Reart orbs been shut duwn and the sufficient levei of reactor coolant
to ensure safety is maintained.

-At 5 am, March 19th, we started the Residual Heat Removal System Pump
(C) in order to cool the spent fuel pool.

-At this moment, we do not rnst.ider any reactor coolant leakage inside
the reentor cont aitment vessel happened.

-At 2:30 pm, March 20th, the reactor acrieied reactur cold shutdown. At
aruand 5:24 pm oa caret 23rd, whehn weitehed the temporary Residual
Heat Removal System Seawater Pump, it automatirally stopped. We ill
repair the pump and maintain the rencter eater level and the temperature
in the reactor properly.

Unit 6 (outage due to regular inspection)
-Reactor has been shut down and the sufficient level of reactor coolant

t ensure safety is maintained.
-We are working on rereiieg entenal power supply to Units 5 and 6. We
completed the repair work on the emergerny diesel generator (A).

-At 11:14 pm, Carc 19th, se started the Re.idual Heat Removal Syatem
Pump 6B) If Unit 6 in order to cool the spent fuel pool.

-At this moment, ow du nut nonsider any reactor oolaent leakage inside
the reactor containment vessel happened.

-At 7:27 pm, March 20th, the reactor achieved reactor cold shutdown.

http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/l 1032401-e.html 3/23/2011
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Today's work for cooling the spent fuel pools
-At approximately 5:35 am, we started injecting seawater into the fool
spent pool of Unit 3, using Fuel Pool Cooling and Filtering(clean up)
msytem (FP1).

-We ae coensidering further spoaysng at other unita and othes subject
to the conditions of spent fuel pools.

CraneaIty

-2 workers of cooperative firm were injured at the occurrence of the
earthquake, and were transported to the hospital on March 11th.

-4 workers were injured and transported to the hospital after explosive
sound and white smoke were confirmed around the Unit !on March lth.

-Presence of 2 TEPCO employees at the site is not confirmed on March llth.
-1 TEPCO employee who was not able to stand by his own holding left chest
with his hand, was transported to the hospital by an ambulance on March
12th.

-1 subcontract worker at the key earthquake-proof building was unconscious
and transported to the hospital by a, ambulance on March 12th.

-The radiation exposure of 1 TEPCO employee, oho was working inside the
reactor building, exceeded 100mSv and he was transported to the hospital
an March 12th.

-2 TEPCO employees felt bad during their operation in the central control
nooms of Unit 1 and 2 while wanring foll masks, and were transfeored to
Fukoshima Daini Nuclear Power Station for consultation with a medical
adviaor on March 13th.

-11 workers were injured and transported to Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power
Station etc. after explosive sound and white smoke were confirmed around
the Unit 3. One of the workers was transported to the FUOKUSHIMA Medical
University Hospital on March 14th.

-At approximately 10 pm on March 22nd, I worker who had been working on
setting up a temporary power panel in the common pool was injured and
transported to Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station where the industrial
doctor is.

-At approximately 1 am on March 23rd, 1 worker who had been working on
transporting a temporary power panel in the comon pool was injured and
transported to Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station where the industrial
doctor is.

Others
-We measured radioactive materials (iodine etc.) inside of the nuclear

power station area (outdoor) by monitoring con and confirmed that
radioactive materials level is getting higher than ordinary level. As
,inted below, oe have determined that specific incidents stipulated in
article 15, clause 1 of Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear
Emergency Preparedness (Abnormal increase in radiation dose measured
at site boundary) have occurred.
-Determined at 4:17 pm Mar 12th (Around Monitoring Post 4
-Determined at 8:56 am Mar 13th (Around Monitoring Post 4
-Determined at 2:15 pm Mar 13th (Around Monitoring Post 4
-Determined at 3:50 am Mar 14th (Around Monitoring Post G
-Determined at 4:15 am Mar 14th (Around Monitoring Post 2 I
-Detemined at 9:27 am Mar 14th (Around Monitoring Post 3
-Determi ned at 9:37 pm Mar 14th (Around main entrance
-Determined at 6:51 am Mar 15th (Around ma01 entrance
-Determined at 8:11 am Mar 15th (Around main entrance
-Determined at 4:17 pm Mar 15th (Around main entrance
-Determined at 11:05 pm Mar 15th (Around main entrance

oDetermined at 9:58 am Mar 19th (Around MIS)
From no ono, if the measured figure fluctuates and goes abone and below
500 micro Sv/h, we deem that as the continuous same event and will not
regard that as a new specific incidents stipulated in article 15, clause
1 of the Act on Special Measures Concerning Nuclear Emergency Preparedness
(Abnormal increase in radiation dose measured at site boundary) has
occurred. In the interim, if we measure a manifestly abnormal figure and
it is evident that the event is not the continuous same event, we will
dmtarmine and notify.

-The national government has instructed evacuation for those local
residents within 20km radius of the periphery acd evacuation to inside
for those residents from 20km to 31km radius of the periphery, because
it's possible that radioactive materials are discharged.

-At approximately 10am on March 15th, we obscrved 400mSv/h at the inland
side of the Unit 3 reactor building and 1nmSv/h at the inland side of
the Unit 4 reactor building.

-we checked the status of spent fuel in the common pool, and confirmed
that the water level secured. We are planning to conduct a detailed
inspection.

-We found no signs of abnormal situation for the casks by visual
observation during the patrol activity. A detailed inspection in under
preparation.

-At Units 5 and 6, in order to prevent hydrogen gas from accumulating
oithin the buildings, we have made three holeo on the roof of the reactor
buiIding for each unit.

-In total 12 fire engines are lent for the water spraying to the spent
fuel pools and woter injection to the nuclear reactors by various
regional fire departmentsm as well as Tokyo Fire Department.

Koriyama Fire Department, Iwaki Fire Brigade Headquarters, Fire
Headquarters of Sukagawa District Wide Area Fire-fighting
Association, Yonecawa City Fire Headquarters, Utsunomiya City Fire
Headquarters, Fire Headquarters of Aizu-Wakamatau wide area municipal
association, Saitama City Fire Bureau, and Niigata City Fire Bureau.

-On March 21st and 22nd, we detected cobalt, iodine and cesium fCoo the
oeawater aromnd discharge canal of Units 1, 2, 3 and 4.
-Wo detented iodine, cesium and tellurium in the air collected at the
site of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station on March 20th, 21st and
22nd.

-Until March 22nd, Units 1 through 6 were started to be energized from
the external power source.

-We will continue to take all measures to ensure the safety and to
continue monitoring the surrounding environment around the Power
Station.

namaw p4ý'ie p

http://www.tepco.co.jp/en/press/corp-com/release/1 1032401 -e.html 3/23/2011
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From: OST01 HOC
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 7:54 PM
To: LIA07 Hoc
Subject: RE: 1800 EDT (March 24, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/TsunamiStatus Update

Lol! Thanks!

From: LIA07 Hoc
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 7:54 PM
To: OST01 HOC
Subject: RE: 1800 EDT (March 24, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update

It's there now. Sorry we thought we had done it ©

From: OST01 HOC
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 7:25 PM
To: LIA07 Hoc; OST04 Hoc
Subject: FW: 1800 EDT (March 24, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update

Thanks! Are you going to update the SITREP/SPOTREP Log in WebEOC? Thanks again!

EST Coordinator

From: HOO Hoc [mailto:HOO.Hoc@nrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 6:19 PM
To: LIA07 Hoc; OST01 HOC; OST02 HOC; OST03 HOC
Subject: FW: 1800 EDT (March 24, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update

From: NITOPS[SMTP:NITOPSC@NNSA.DOE.GOV1
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 6:18:47 PM
To: DL-Policy Working Group; Blumenthal, Daniel; Brown, Courtney M (NST);
Buntman, Steven; dartdoeliaison 1 (lofda.Qov; dblumenthal(Cofda. ov;
Debbie Wilber; DOE LNO to USAID; Froh, William; Haley, Billy;
McClelland, Vince; Johnson, Steven; Thompson, Roger (NEV);
wafroha.jqmailcom; Wilber, Deborah; CMHT; HOO Hoc; NARAC; PMT01 Hoc;
PMT02 Hoc; Hoc, PMT12
Subject: FW: 1800 EDT (March 24, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update
Auto forwarded by a Rule

From: LIA07 Hoc [mailto:LIA07.Hoc@nrc.gov]
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 6:00 PM
Subject: 1800 EDT (March 24, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami Status Update

Attached, please find an 1800 EDT (March 24, 2011) status update from the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
Emergency Operations Center regarding the impacts of the earthquake/tsunami.

Y1



.Please note that this information is 'Officaial=semOnty" and is only being shared within the federal family.

Please call the Headquarters Operations Officer at 301-816-5100 with questions.

-Sara

Sara K. Mroz
Communications and Outreach
Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Sara.Mroz@nrc.gov
LIA07.HOC@nrc.gov (Operations Center)
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments: x.

LIA08 Hoc
Thursday, March 24, 2011 1:53 AM

* Christensen, Harold; LIA03 Hoc
NUREG-0728
incident-response.pdf
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ABSTRACT

The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) regulates the Nation's civilian uses of
nuclear fuels and materials to protect the health and safety of the public, to promote the
common defense and security, and to protect the environment. The NRC Incident Response
Plan, NUREG-0728, was developed to reflect Commission policy on the agency's response to
radiological and other incidents and emergencies especially incidents involving NRC licensees
and certificate holders. The Plan assigns responsibilities for responding to any potentially
threatening incident involving NRC-regulated activities and for assuring that the NRC fulfills its
statutory mission. This revision, Revision 4, to the Plan reflects the current NRC policy and
organization structure and aligns the Plan with the National Response Plan and the National
Incident Management System.

Comments regarding this document should be forwarded to the following:

Director, Division of Preparedness and Response
Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This Revision 4 to NUREG-0728, NRC Incident Response Plan (IRP), incorporates (1) agency
policy and organizational roles and responsibilities relative to incident and emergency response
set forth in Management Directive 8.2, NRC Incident Response Program; (2) national-level
incident management policy and mechanisms provided in the National Response Plan (NRP)
and the National Incident Management System (NIMS); (3) enhancements and updates to the
NRC's Incident Response Program; and (4) agency organizational changes.

This Plan and Management Directive 8.2 are being revised in parallel to ensure consistent
documentation of the NRC Incident Response Program. Planning-related information which
was previously contained in Management Directive 8.2 has been relocated to this Plan. In
addition, certain detailed information previously contained in this Plan has been incorporated
into the implementing procedures for this Plan.

Within the framework of the NIMS, the NRP and associated annexes (Emergency Support
Function Annexes, Support Annexes, and Incident Annexes) govern the Federal Government's
overall response to an incident. As a signatory to the NRP, the NRC commits to support the
NRP concepts, processes, and structures and to carry out NRC's assigned functional
responsibilities to ensure effective and efficient incident response. Key NRP concepts
incorporated into Revision 4 include Incident of National Significance, Homeland Security
Operations Center (HSOC), Interagency Incident Management Group (IIMG), Principal Federal
Official (PFO), Joint Field Office (JFO), Interagency Modeling and Atmospheric Assessment
Center (IMAAC), and provisions of the NIMS related to incident command and management. In
addition, Revision 4 incorporates provisions of the Nuclear/Radiological Incident Annex to the
NRP. This annex, which supersedes the Federal Radiological Emergency Response Plan
(FRERP), provides for timely, coordinated Federal response to nuclear/radiological incidents
and is the principal NRP annex applicable to the NRC.

Revision 4 incorporates several programmatic enhancements and updates and reflects the
agency's current organization. The revision of the agency's response modes is noteworthy:
the Normal mode is the routine state of agency operations and the ongoing level of response
readiness; the Monitoring mode reflects a heightened state of agency readiness associated with
incident assessment; the Activation mode reflects agency escalation for extensive incident
analysis and evaluation, for consideration of dispatching an NRC site team, or for incidents
involving terrorist activities; and the Expanded Activation mode reflects agency escalation for
incidents which warrant the full response capabilities of the NRC and which may involve
dispatch of an NRC site team.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Purpose and Scope of Plan

The NRC Incident Response Plan (IRP), NUREG-0728, Revision 4, governs the overall NRC
response to radiological incidents and emergency events with a focus on those incidents
involving NRC licensees and certificate holders (hereafter referred to as "licensees"). The Plan
reflects Commission policy regarding the planning and preparations for, response to, and
recovery from incidents and assigns headquarters and regional responsibilities, by organization
and by position, to assure the NRC will fulfill its statutory mission.

This Plan is a key document of the NRC Incident Response Program and provides the basis for
NRC's incident-related interface and coordination with licensees and other stakeholders. The
Plan is focused on incidents involving facilities and materials licensed by the NRC or an
Agreement State; however, the Plan encompasses all incidents in which the NRC has a
response role under its statutory authorities or as part of the overall Federal Government
response. For completeness, the Plan includes summaries of the responsibilities and activities
of the licensees, State/local/tribal governments, and the Federal Government for incidents
involving NRC-regulated facilities and materials.

As a signatory of the NRP (Reference 1), the NRC has committed to the national-level policies,
concepts, processes, and structures identified therein. Accordingly, this Plan is in alignment
with the NRP and applicable parts of the National Incident Management System (Reference 2).

This Plan:

Identifies the role and responsibilities of the NRC related to incident response
• • Identifies the NRC's capabilities and organizational structure for incident response
* • Identifies NRC interrelationships with licensees, State/local/tribal governments, other

Federal agencies, and other organizations
* * Emphasizes the licensee's primary responsibilities relative to incident response

Describes NRC response activities and provisions for delegation of incident-related
authority vested in the Chairman
Guides headquarters and regional staff in carrying out their responsibilities for response
to an incident
Guides headquarters and regional staff in interactions prescribed in the NRP and
associated annexes
Identifies the "road map" for implementing procedures and supporting documents related
to incident management

B. NRC Statutory Authority

The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, and the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974
provide the statutory authority for the NRC and the foundation for NRC regulations. The
statutory authorities for the NRC's incident response functions are summarized as follows:
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Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (AEA): Under the AEA, 42 U.S.C. § 2011
et seq., the NRC has broad authority to regulate (by licensing, regulation or order)
commercial nuclear power and fuel facilities and the possession, transfer, and use of
source, byproduct, and special nuclear materials and other actions to protect the
public health and safety and to provide for the common defense and security.

Energy Reorganization Act of 1974: This Act abolished the Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC) and moved the AEC's regulatory function to the NRC, establishing
the NRC as an independent regulator of certain nuclear materials and facilities.
See 42 U.S.C. § 5801 et seq. This Act (in combination with AEA) gives the NRC
authority to regulate a limited number of Federal facilities operated by the Department
of Energy.

Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1980: This plan, which was enacted in Public Law
98-614, establishes the NRC Chairman as the principal executive officer and official
spokesman for the Commission. Section 3 of the plan transfers to the Chairman all the
functions vested in the Commission pertaining to an emergency involving NRC-licensed
or regulated materials and facilities. Under Section 3, the Chairman may delegate this
authority in whole or in part to other Commissioners or the NRC staff.

Uranium Mill Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978: This Act amended the AEA to
give the NRC authority to regulate the radioactive tailings or wastes generated by
uranium milling and other operations designed to process ores for uranium or thorium.
NRC regulations at 10 C.F.R. Part 40 govern disposal of such material.

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act of 1978: This Act (in combination with the AEA) gives
the NRC authority to license the export and import of nuclear materials and equipment to
ensure that these items are used for peaceful purposes. NRC regulations governing
export licensing are set forth in 10 C.F.R. Part 110.

Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982/Nuclear Waste Policy Act Amendments of
1987/Energy Policy Act of 1992: These Acts set forth requirements for development
and licensing of Yucca Mountain, a proposed high-level radioactive waste repository
being developed by the Department of Energy (DOE). The NRC will consider DOE's
eventual license application against technical criteria set forth in NRC regulations in
10 C.F.R. Part 63.

Diplomatic Security and Anti-Terrorism Act of 1986: This Act, 22 U.S.C. § 4802
et seq., requires the Secretaries of Defense, State, and Energy, the Director of the Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency, and the NRC to review the adequacy of the physical
security standards currently applicable to the shipment and storage outside the United
States of special nuclear material which is subject to U.S. prior consent rights, with
special attention to protection against terrorist acts. The Act also amends the AEA to
require each licensee or applicant for a license to operate a utilization facility (e.g., a
nuclear power reactor) to fingerprint each individual who is permitted unescorted access
to the facility or is permitted access to certain safeguards information.

Solar, Wind, Waste, and Geothermal Power Production Incentives Act of 1990:
This Act amended the AEA to require licensing of uranium enrichment facilities under
NRC regulations in 10 C.F.R. Parts 40 and 70.
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Prohibited transactions involving nuclear materials, 18 U.S.C. § 831, provides for
criminal penalties for specified transactions involving nuclear materials and provides that
the Attorney General may request assistance from the Secretary of Defense in the
enforcement of this section notwithstanding the Posse Comitatus Act.

The mission of the NRC, under the AEA, is to regulate the civilian commercial, industrial,
academic, and medical uses of nuclear materials in order to protect the public health and safety
and promote the common defense and security. This congressionally-defined NRC mission
enables the Nation to use radioactive materials for beneficial civilian purposes while ensuring
that public health and safety, the common defense and security, and the environment are
protected.

The NRC's scope of responsibility includes regulation of commercial nuclear power plants;
research, test, and training reactors; nuclear fuel cycle facilities; medical, academic, and
industrial uses of radioactive materials; and the transport, storage, and disposal of nuclear
materials and wastes. NRC's regulations are designed to protect the public and occupational
workers from radiation hazards in industries using radioactive materials.
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II. OVERVIEW: NRC INCIDENT RESPONSE PROGRAM

This section provides a narrative overview of the NRC Incident Response Program and its
relationship to both national policy and the response programs of licensees and State/local/tribal
governments.

A. Program Scope

The NRC Incident Response Program integrates the overall NRC capabilities associated with
the planning and preparation for, response to, and recovery from radiological incidents and/or
emergency events. The program is focused on incidents involving nuclear/radiological facilities
and materials licensed by the NRC or an Agreement State. However, the program
encompasses all incidents in which the NRC has a response role under its statutory authority or
as part of the overall response role of the Federal Government.

The headquarters Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response (NSIR) manages and
administers the program. NSIR's responsibilities include: develop and maintain program
documentation; staff, operate and maintain the Headquarters Operations Center (HOC);
coordinate the staffing of response teams and functions of personnel in the incident response
organization; conduct training, drills, and exercises; conduct outreach activities with
stakeholders (e.g., licensees, State, local, and tribal government agencies, other Federal
entities); integrate NRC's incident management processes and activities with licensees,
State/local/tribal governments, and Federal entities; and carry out a process of agency-wide
continuing improvement for incident management.

Each of the four regional offices manages and administers the regional elements of the
program. The elements include staffing and operation of the regional incident response
centers; developing and maintaining region-specific program documentation; staffing incident
response teams; conducting training, drills, and exercises; integrating NRC incident response
with licensees' and State/local/tribal governments' incident response; and conducting
stakeholder outreach activities.

B. Program Documentation

Management Directive 8.2, NRC Incident Response Program (Reference 3), the top-tier
document, sets forth policy on the agency's Incident Response Program. The directive
specifies the organizational and positional roles and responsibilities of headquarters and
regional offices relative to incident management and response and is applicable to all
agency employees.

This Plan, NUREG-0728, Revision 4, reflects the NRC policy and organizational structure
provided in Management Directive 8.2. This Plan governs the overall NRC response to
incidents and assigns responsibilities for assuring that the NRC fulfills its statutory mission
relative to incident response.

Headquarters and regional office implementing procedures, separate from this Plan, document
the specific functions and responsibilities and contain the detailed information for the NRC's
response teams and personnel to implement and carry out the provisions of the Plan.
Procedures address such topics as responder notifications and team staffing, lessons learned,
communication protocols, system/equipment operation, licensee interface, interagency
coordination,. and stakeholder outreach.
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C. Program Resources

NRC resources associated with the Incident Response Program include personnel, facilities,
and systems/equipment. The agency provides 24/7 staffing of the HOC by duty officers familiar
with licensee facilities and operations. In response to an incident, NRC personnel provide
staffing of the headquarters response teams, and activate the agency's response capabilities.
Regional offices provide personnel to staff their respective incident response centers and, as
appropriate, a team to be dispatched to the incident location. Further, NRC personnel staffing is
maintained sufficient to continually staff positions on a 24/7 basis as necessary to support
incident response functions.

The HOC and the regional incident response centers are equipped with communications,
information display, and analysis systems. For example, communications systems provide
direct linkages, including secure telephone/fax, with licensees and government entities. The
Emergency Response Data System (ERDS) displays real-time safety system data from all
nuclear power reactor plants. Radiological analysis and consequence assessment processes
provide the capability for predicting radiological consequences to the public and/or the
environment.

D. Program Readiness

NRC readiness for response to incidents is maintained by planning and preparedness activities
such as: plan and procedure maintenance, training, exercises, interagency liaison/coordination,
stakeholder outreach, and program assessments. This Plan and the implementing procedures
are reviewed and periodically updated to reflect lessons learned and agency organizational
changes. Headquarters Operations Officers(HOOs)/Headquarters Emergency Response
Officers (HEROs) receive ongoing training and response team members receive both initial and
refresher training. The NRC maintains a broad program of emergency exercises and
participates, either full-scale or partial, in both facility and materials licensee exercises and
Federal interagency exercises on an ongoing basis. The NRC is an integral part of the Federal
incident management community and actively participates in interagency policy and planning
and preparedness activities with the Homeland Security Council (HSC), Department of
Homeland Security (DHS), Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), and other
departments/agencies. The agency maintains a comprehensive program of stakeholder
outreach activities to include licensees, Federal/State/local/tribal government agencies, and the
public. The agency maintains an aggressive program of continuing improvement related to
nuclear/radiological security, emergency preparedness, and incident response.

E. Licensee Alignment

The NRC responds to incidents under its own statutory authorities and responsibilities in
accordance with this Plan and, if applicable, as an integral part of the overall response by the
Federal government consistent with the NRP. Licensees respond to incidents involving their
licensed facilities and/or material in accordance with their respective NRC-mandated plans,
programs, and procedures. The scope and extent of the NRC response to a licensee incident
are dependent upon the incident's severity and typically correlates with the information reported
by the licensee and the licensee's scope of response.

Facility licensees are responsible for taking immediate actions to ensure safety and security, to
mitigate the consequences of an incident, to promptly notify State/local/tribal officials and the
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NRC, and to provide appropriate public protective action recommendations to offsite
government authorities.

Incident notifications and response activities are facilitated by the NRC-mandated standardized
emergency classification scheme for incidents at licensee facilities.

The NRC (1) performs independent assessment of incidents and potential offsite consequences
and, as appropriate, confirms or provides recommendations concerning public protective
measures; (2) performs oversight of the licensee to include monitoring, evaluation of
protective action recommendations, advice, assistance, and, in rare circumstances, direction;
and (3) dispatches, if appropriate, an NRC site team of technical experts to the licensee's
facility. Under certain extreme circumstances and subject to significant preconditions, the NRC
may take possession of special nuclear materials and/or operate certain facilities regulated by
the NRC if necessary to protect the health and safety of the public or the common defense
and security.

For incidents involving licensed radioactive materials, the respective responsibilities of the
licensee and the NRC are unchanged from those for a facility. Response activities would,
however, be incident-specific and vary with incident type and location, source term, and
potential consequences.

F. Interagency Alignment

Homeland Security Presidential Directive-5 (HSPD-5), Management of Domestic Incidents,
(Reference 4) tasks all Federal departments and agencies to support and assist the
Secretary of Homeland Security and to adopt and conform to the NIMS and NRP.

NIMS: The NIMS provides a nationwide framework for Federal, State, local, and tribal
governments to prevent, prepare for, respond to, and recover from domestic incidents. The
NIMS consists of protocols for incident command and management, plus provisions for resource
management, communications, and planning and preparedness.

NRP: The NRP, using the NIMS, integrates Federal domestic prevention, preparedness,
response, and recovery plans into a single all-discipline, all-hazards plan. The NRP consists of
a "base plan" plus multiple subject-specific annexes that expand upon, and further delineate,
the interagency roles, responsibilities and activities pertaining to particular incidents.
Participation in the NRP allows Federal agencies to draw on the resources of others in
exchange for the commitment to provide similar assistance when requested "consistent with
[the agency's] own authorities and responsibilities."

The NRP emphasizes that agencies fully retain their independent authorities and
responsibilities; but it also anticipates that participating agencies will coordinate their actions by
working through NRP-established multi-agency organizations. The Secretary of Homeland
Security does not direct policy or resolve conflicts that may arise within these multi-agency
organizations. The Secretary, consistent with HSPD-5, provides the mechanisms necessary to
coordinate Federal operations and resources and facilitates conflict resolution.
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G. National Response Plan and National Incident Management System

The Federal Government's overall response to an incident is governed by the NRP and
associated annexes (Emergency Support Function Annexes, Support Annexes, and Incident
Annexes) within the framework of the NIMS.

Revision 4 of this Plan brings the Plan into alignment with the NRP and the NIMS. As a
signatory to the interagency letter of agreement that promulgated the NRP, the NRC
commits to:

Supporting NRP concepts, processes, and structures and carrying out NRC's assigned
functional responsibilities to ensure effective and efficient incident response
Agreeing to the terms and conditions of the Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) for
mutual aid set forth in the Financial Management Support Annex of the NRP
Providing cooperation, resources, and support to the Secretary of Homeland Security in
the implementation of the NRP, as appropriate and consistent with NRC's authorities
and responsibilities

* 0 Cooperating with appropriate Federal incident management leadership to include the
Principal Federal Official, Federal Coordinating Officer, and Federal Resource
Coordinator, as appropriate and consistent with NRC's authorities and responsibilities
Modifying existing NRC incident management and emergency response plans to
facilitate compliance with the NRP
Forming and maintaining incident management partnerships with State, local, tribal, and
regional entities, the private .sector, and nongovernmental organizations
Utilizing NRC-specific authorities, resources, and programs to facilitate incident
management activities in accordance with the NRP
Developing, exercising, and refining headquarters and regional capabilities to ensure
sustained operational readiness in support of the NRP.

Key NRP concepts adopted by the NRC and incorporated into the provisions of this
Plan include:

Incident of National Significance. As determined by DHS, an actual or potential
high-impact event that requires a coordinated and effective response by an appropriate
combination of Federal, State, local, tribal, nongovernmental, and/or private-sector
entities in order to save lives and minimize damage and to provide the basis for
long-term community recovery and mitigation activities is termed an Incident of
National Significance. For such incidents, DHS coordinates the overall Federal
response according to provisions of the NRP and annexes.

Nuclear/Radiological Incident Annex. Incidents involving nuclear/radioactive materials,
including incidents considered Incidents of National Significance, are addressed in this
annex to the NRP (see discussion below).

Homeland Security Operations Center (HSOC). The NRC and other Federal
departments/agencies report incident-related information to the DHS headquarters 24/7
operations center. In addition, the NRC provides staff liaisons on a "situation basis" as
requested by DHS to facilitate interagency coordination.

Interagency Incident Management Group (IIMG). The NRC provides management-level
representation to the IIMG, on a "situation basis" and in parallel with other
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Federal departments/agencies, for interagency policy-level support to the Secretary of
Homeland Security and the White House.

Principal Federal Official (PFO) and Joint Field Office (JFO). During Incidents of
National Significance, when a PFO is designated to locally oversee, coordinate, and
execute the Secretary of Homeland Security's responsibilities and a JFO is established
to coordinate Federal assistance to the affected jurisdictions, the NRC staffs positions in
the JFO organization in support of the PFO and other Federal agencies. The JFO may
include a joint information center (JIC).

Interagency Modeling and Atmospheric Assessment Center (IMAAC). The IMAAC,
coordinated by DHS, provides hazardous materials (radiological, chemical, biological)
atmospheric dispersion modeling and health effect predictions during an Incident of
National Significance and generates the single Federal prediction of atmospheric
dispersion and consequences utilizing the best available resources from the Federal
Government. The NRC interfaces and coordinates with the IMAAC.

NIMS. This Plan and the associated implementing procedures incorporate the
provisions of the NIMS related to incident command and management. The NRC will
evaluate and adopt, as appropriate, the other provisions of the NIMS which are currently
undergoing DHS-coordinated interagency collaborative development.

H. Nuclear/Radiological Incident Annex

The NRP's Nuclear/Radiological Incident Annex (Reference 5), which supersedes the FRERP,
provides for timely, coordinated response by Federal agencies to nuclear/radiological incidents
and is the principal annex applicable to the NRC. The annex applies to any nuclear/radiological
incident that has actual, potential, or perceived radiological consequences within the United
States, its territories, possessions, or territorial waters, and requires a response by the Federal
Government. The annex does not create any new authorities nor change any existing
authorities and nothing in the annex alters or impedes the ability of the NRC or other Federal
agencies to carry out their specific authorities and perform their responsibilities under law.
Under this annex, the NRC roles/responsibilities are analogous to those under the superseded
FRERP and the annex comports closely with the FRERP.

The annex may be implemented (1) concurrently with, and as integral part of, the NRP for
Incidents of National Significance or (2) independently as a stand-alone Federal interagency
protocol for incidents below the threshold of an Incident of National Significance. Under the
annex, NRC is either the Coordinating Agency or a Cooperating Agency. The Coordinating
Agency is that Federal agency which owns, has custody of, authorizes, regulates, or is
otherwise deemed responsible for the radiological facility or activity involved in the incident.
(Note:. "Coordinating Agency" equates to "Lead Federal Agency" under the FRERP.) The NRC
is the Coordinating Agency for incidents that occur at fixed facilities or activities licensed by the
NRC or Agreement States or involving AEA licensed material. For terrorism incidents involving
materials or facilities licensed by NRC or Agreement States, NRC is the Coordinating Agency
responsible for coordinating technical support and assistance to the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) in the performance of its law enforcement mission.
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As the Coordinating Agency, NRC performs the following Federal-level functions:
(1) coordinates actions of Federal agencies related to the overall response; (2) coordinates
Federal activities related to response and recovery of the radiological aspects of the incident;
(3) coordinates security activities related to Federal response operations; (4) ensures
coordination of technical data (collection, analysis, storage, and dissemination); (5) ensures that
Federal protective action recommendations are developed and provides advice and assistance
to State, local, and tribal governments for implementation; (6) coordinates release of Federal
information to the public; (7) coordinates release of Federal information to Congress; (8) informs
the White House on aspects of the incident; and (9) ensures coordination of demobilization of
Federal assets. For Incidents of National Significance, DHS is responsible for the overall
coordination of Federal response activities and NRC performs the Coordinating Agency
response functions in concert with DHS.

As a Cooperating Agency, the NRC provides technical and resource support to the
Coordinating Agency. The NRC is a Cooperating Agency for all nuclear/radiological incidents
other than those for which it is the Coordinating Agency. For example, for incidents involving
Department of Energy (DOE)-owned/operated facilities and for terrorism incidents involving
material not licensed by NRC or Agreement States, NRC would provide technical assistance to
other Federal, State, local, and tribal agencies as a Cooperating Agency.
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II1. KEY PLANNING CONCEPTS

A. Nuclear/Radiological Incidents

The Nuclear/Radiological Incident Annex of the NRP is implemented (1) concurrently with, and
as an integral part of, the NRP for nuclear/radiological incidents considered to be Incidents of
National Significance or (2) independently for other nuclear/radiological incidents considered to
be below the threshold of an Incident of National Significance and, therefore, not requiring
overall Federal coordination by DHS.

The Coordinating Agency leads the nuclear/radiological aspects of the response in support of
DHS for Incidents of National Significance or, for incidents below the threshold of an Incident of
National Significance, leads the overall Federal response. The Cooperating Agencies provide
technical and resource support to DHS and to the Coordinating Agency.

B. Incidents Involving Licensees

The licensee, pursuant to provisions of Titlel 0 of the Code of Federal Regulations, is
responsible for controlling the nuclear/radioactive material or facility, protecting against
radiological releases, and mitigating the consequences of the incident. The licensee must be
prepared to perform essential activities to ensure protection of the public in the event of an
incident.

The NRC supports and assists the licensee, conducts an independent assessment of licensees
and others to ensure safety and mitigate potential offsite consequences, and provides
assistance and recommendations concerning any protective measures. For incidents involving
facilities or materials licensed by the NRC or an Agreement State, the NRC is the designated
Coordinating Agency under the Nuclear/Radiological Incident Annex.

For a transportation incident, the respective responsibilities of the licensee and NRC are the
same as for a regulated facility. Response activities vary with the mode of transportation
(e.g., highway, rail, ship, or plane), incident location, incident type, source term, and potential
consequences. Response to an incident in the public transportation domain inherently relies on
licensee and NRC cooperation with appropriate State, local, tribal, and Federal agencies.

C. Nonlicensee Incidents

For an incident involving a nuclear or radiological facility or material not licensed by the NRC or
an Agreement State, another Federal department/agency is the designated Coordinating
Agency under the Nuclear/Radiological Incident Annex and the NRC serves as a Cooperating
Agency. In this capacity, the NRC provides technical assistance and support to DHS, other
Federal entities, and State/local/tribal authorities commensurate with its capabilities and
consistent with its statutory authorities.
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D. Terrorism Incidents

Terrorism incidents involving nuclear or radioactive materials, including facilities and materials
licensed by the NRC or an Agreement State, are considered Incidents of National Significance.
For such incidents, DHS coordinates the overall Federal response under the provisions of the
NRP and the associated annexes. Under the provisions of the Terrorism Incident Law
Enforcement and Investigation Annex, the FBI manages and directs law enforcement and
intelligence aspects of the response, while coordinating its activities with appropriate
Federal/State/local/tribal governments.

For facilities or material licensed by the NRC or an Agreement State, the NRC is the
Coordinating Agency under the Nuclear/Radiological Incident Annex. The NRC performs the
functions delineated in the annex and, supported by the designated cooperating agencies,
provides technical support and assistance to the FBI in the performance of its law enforcement
and criminal investigative mission.
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IV. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

A. Licensees

Licensees have the following responsibilities for incident response, pursuant to provisions of
Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations:

(1) Limiting the Consequences
The licensee has the immediate and primary continuing responsibility for preventing the
occurrence and limiting the consequences of an incident. Limiting the consequences to
public health and safety takes clear precedence over adverse publicity or limiting
financial loss. During an incident the licensee is required to take whatever action is
deemed necessary to limit the consequences to public health and safety.

(2) Notifications and Protective Action Recommendations
The licensee is responsible for initial incident notifications to State, local, tribal, and
Federal authorities (as specified in the licensee's emergency plan) and for keeping these
entities informed of the status of the incident with respect to protection of the public
health and safety. The licensee is required to promptly recommend to State, local, tribal,
and Federal authorities specific protective actions to limit the danger to the public,
including evacuation and sheltering and the prophylactic use of potassium iodide (KI) as
appropriate.

(3) Notifying NRC
The licensee is responsible for notifying the NRC in compliance with regulatory
requirements (e.g., 10 CFR Part 20, Subpart M, "Reports"; 10 CFR 30.50,
"Reporting Requirements"; 10 CFR 40.60, "Reporting requirements"; 10 CFR 50.72,
"Immediate notification requirements for operating nuclear power reactors";
10-CFR 70.50, "Reporting requirements"; 10 CFR 70.74, "Additional reporting
requirements"; 10 CFR 73.71, "Reporting of safeguards events"; and 10 CFR 76.120,
"Reporting requirements").

B. State, Local, and Tribal Governments

State governments and, as applicable, local/tribal governments are responsible for determining
and implementing measures to protect life, property, and the environment in areas outside the
facility boundary or incident location. Although the licensee has the primary role in preventing
and mitigating onsite incident consequences, the State authorities are responsible for
implementing a response to assure the protection of the public from offsite consequences.
These State authorities are assisted by the NRC, DHS, and other Federal Government
departments/agencies. In addition, for incidents involving Agreement State licensees, State
governments are responsible for notifying the NRC of the incident in a timely and effective
manner.

C. NRC

NRC roles and responsibilities for incident response are as follows:

(1) Licensee Incidents
For incidents involving facilities or materials licensed by the NRC or an Agreement State,
NRC responsibilities include (1) performing an independent assessment of the safety of
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the facility or material; (2) evaluating licensee protective action recommendations;
(3) performing oversight of the licensee (monitoring, advising, assisting, and/or
directing); (4) supporting and coordinating with State/local/tribal authorities, DHS, and
other Federal agencies; (5) reporting information to appropriate entities including the
media and the public.

In carrying out its responsibilities related to a licensee incident, the NRC may have more
than one licensee interface role, sometimes concurrently, as events progress. These
interface roles are not discrete or mutually exclusive, but are generally incremental. The
following interface roles are presented in ascending order of NRC responsibility:

Monitor and assess. In this role, NRC response is limited and involves
information acquisition and assessment. The licensee has primary responsibility
for ensuring safety and responding to the incident. NRC keeps itself appraised of
both the situation and the status of response actions, based on information and
electronic data supplied directly by the licensee, as well as any data obtained
from independent sources, reported by NRC personnel on site, or provided by
offsite authorities. NRC maintains cognizance of offsite conditions and activities
related to the incident. Data are collated, verified, analyzed, and evaluated by
NRC to arrive at an independent assessment of the situation and of the
adequacy of safety and protective measures being recommended or
implemented. NRC serves as the focal point at the Federal level for providing
authoritative technical information on the incident related to the onsite situation
and licensee activities.

Coordinate and inform. The NRC will appropriately inform cognizant officials,
other agencies, and the public about the status of the incident. This role is
exercised when it is clear that responsible parties are not aware of pertinent
information or when information is specifically requested by interested parties
(e.g., news media, DHS, White House). NRC activities are coordinated with DHS
and other Federal entities.

Advisory. The NRC response is expanded to exert influence on the response
process. The primary responsibility for dealing with the incident remains with the
licensee. NRC gives advisory support and assists in diagnosing the situation,
isolating critical problems, and determining what courses of action and additional
precautionary measures are necessary and appropriate. NRC advises the
licensee and, as applicable, State/local/tribal authorities and other Federal
agencies. In coordination with DHS, NRC advises State and local/tribal
authorities on actions to mitigate the consequences of the incident and to protect
the public. This advice may confirm the licensee's recommendation or provide
additional recommendations.

Assistance. The NRC may, upon request, assist the licensee by obtaining
onsite and external support relating directly to onsite response activities. In this
capacity, NRC may serve as an intermediary between the licensee and other
response participants. NRC may also coordinate the deployment of Federal
resources to the State and/or other response organizations.

Limited direction. In rare situations, the NRC may find it necessary to intervene
in a limited manner to direct the licensee's onsite response. NRC rarely assumes
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this role, but plans are made for such a contingency. The Chairman of the NRC
has the authority to issue orders and directives to the licensee and, in such
situation, the Chairman or designee issues formal orders to the licensee to take
certain measures and then monitor implementation of the actions ordered. The
licensee continues to make other incident-related decisions and to operate and
manage the facility with licensee personnel.

(2) Nonlicensee Incidents

For nuclear/radiological incidents not involving facilities or materials licensed by the NRC
or an Agreement State, the NRC is responsible for providing technical assistance and
support, consistent with its statutory authorities. For incidents in which the
Nuclear/Radiological Incident Annex is implemented, the NRC serves as a Cooperating
Agency and is responsible for (1) providing technical assistance to include source term
estimation, plume dispersion, and dose assessment calculations (2) providing
assistance concerning protective action measures and (3) providing assistance in
Federal radiological monitoring and assessment activities.

D. Federal Government

1. The White House

The President leads the Nation in response to an Incident of National Significance. The
President may instruct a Federal department/agency, subject to statutory limitations, to utilize its
authorities and resources. Under provisions of the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and
Emergency Assistance Act (Stafford Act), the President may declare a major disaster or
emergency to provide Federal assistance to State/local/tribal entities. The Assistant to the
President for Homeland Security, as directed by the President, may convene Federal
interagency meetings to coordinate policy issues. The White House uses the mechanisms and
provisions of the NRP to coordinate the response activities of Federal departments/agencies.

2. Department of Homeland Security

The Secretary of Homeland Security is responsible for coordinating the overall Federal
Government response to Incidents of National Significance in accordance with HSPD-5 and the
NRP. The Secretary, in accordance with HSPD-3, "Homeland Security Advisory System,"
coordinates dissemination of information regarding the risk of terrorist acts and the
implementation of measures to reduce vulnerability or increase response capability during a
period of heightened alert.

For a nuclear/radiological Incident of National Significance, DHS carries out overall coordination
responsibilities according to the provisions of the NRP Base Plan, the Nuclear/Radiological
Incident Annex, and other NRP annexes. For nuclear/radiological incidents of lesser severity,
below the threshold of an Incident of National Significance and, therefore, not requiring overall
coordination by DHS, organizational elements of DHS (e.g., DHS/FEMA); DHS/Infrastructure
Analysis and Infrastructure Protection, Customs and Border Protection; Science and
Technology Directorate; DHS/U.S. Coast Guard (USCG); DHS/U.S. Secret Service; others)
carry out their respective responsibilities according to the provisions of the Nuclear/Radiological
Incident Annex and other annexes.
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In accordance with provisions of the Stafford Act, DHS/FEMA is responsible for coordinating the
provision of Federal resources and assistance to affected State, local, and tribal governments
for incidents resulting in presidentially declared disasters or emergencies. All incidents resulting
in disaster and emergency declarations under the Stafford Act are considered Incidents of
National Significance. However, not all Incidents of National Significance necessarily result in a
declaration under the Stafford Act.

31 Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)

Under the AEA, the FBI is responsible for investigating all alleged or suspected criminal
violations of the act. The Attorney General, typically acting through the FBI, has lead
responsibility for criminal investigations of terrorist acts or threats, including those involving
nuclear/radioactive materials, and for coordinating activities of other members of the law
enforcement community. The FBI also plays a key part in working with the NRC and DHS in
determining the credibility of threats involving nuclear facilities and materials.

For a nuclear/radiological terrorism incident, the FBI is responsible for managing and directing
the law enforcement and intelligence aspects of incident response under the Terrorism Incident
Law Enforcement and Investigation Annex of the NRP. The Coordinating Agency and
Cooperating Agencies under the Nuclear/Radiological Incident Annex perform their respective
functions delineated in the annex and provide technical support and assistance to the FBI.

4, Federal Departments/Agencies

The responsibilities of other Federal departments/agencies (e.g., DOE, Environmental
Protection Agency [EPA], U.S. Department of Agriculture [USDA]) pertaining to
nuclear/radiological incidents are delineated in the Nuclear/Radiological Incident Annex. For a
nuclear/radiological incident in which the NRC is designated the Coordinating Agency, these
departments/agencies serve as Cooperating Agencies and provide technical assistance and
support to the NRC.
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V. CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS

A. NRC Response Functions

The NRC carries out incident response functions, in accordance with this Plan, under its own
statutory authorities and responsibilities (see Section I.B) and, if applicable, as an integral part
of the overall Federal response consistent with the NRP. For incidents involving facilities and/or
materials licensed by the NRC or an Agreement State, the NRC (1) performs an independent
assessment of the incident and potential offsite consequences and, as appropriate,
provides/confirms recommendations concerning any protective measures (2) performs oversight
of the licensee (monitoring, evaluation of protective action recommendations, advice,
assistance, and, in rare circumstances, direction) and (3) dispatches, if appropriate, an NRC
team of technical experts to the licensee's site.

As a signatory to the NRP, the NRC supports the NRP concepts, processes, and structures and
carries out assigned functional responsibilities to ensure effective and efficient incident
management. In addition, NRC cooperates with and supports the Secretary of Homeland
Security in implementation of the NRP, as appropriate and consistent with NRC's authorities
and responsibilities.

For incidents involving facilities and/or materials licensed by the NRC or an Agreement State,
NRC is the Coordinating Agency under the Nuclear/Radiological Incident Annex. Accordingly,
the NRC performs the specified Federal-level response functions, as appropriate and consistent
with the agency's authorities and responsibilities, including (1) coordinating actions of Federal
agencies related to the overall response; (2) coordinating Federal activities related to response
and recovery of the radiological aspects of the incident; (3) coordinating security activities
related to Federal response operations; (4) ensuring coordination of technical data (collection,
analysis, storage, and dissemination); (5) ensuring Federal protective action recommendations
are developed in a timely and effective manner and providing advice and assistance to State,
local, and tribal governments for implementation; (6) coordinating release of Federal information
to the public; (7) coordinating release of Federal information to Congress; (8) informing the
White House on all aspects of the incident; and (9) ensuring coordination of demobilization of
Federal assets. The designated cooperating agencies (e.g., DOE, EPA, USDA) provide
assistance and support to the NRC.

For incidents below the threshold of an Incident of National Significance, the NRC, as
Coordinating Agency, performs the Federal-level functions and coordinates the overall Federal
response as provided in the annex. For Incidents of National Significance, DHS is responsible
for the overall coordination of Federal response activities and the NRC, as Coordinating
Agency, performs the Federal-level functions in concert with DHS.

For other nuclear/radiological incidents (e.g., incidents involving DOE-owned material), the NRC
is a Cooperating Agency. Accordingly, NRC provides technical assistance and support to DHS
and the Coordinating Agency as appropriate and consistent with the agency's authorities and
responsibilities.

For non-nuclear/radiological incidents, NRC may be designated a "support agency" or
"cooperating agency" under one or more of the Emergency Support Function Annexes,
Support Annexes, and/or Incident Annexes. Accordingly, NRC provides technical assistance
and support according to the provisions of the annexes as appropriate and consistent with
NRC's authorities and responsibilities.
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B. NRC Response Organization

The overall response to any incident is under the direction of the NRC Chairman, or his/her
designee. Response personnel at both headquarters and regional offices are organized by
teams and the Chairman is the Director of the Executive Team. The agency's response at the
regional level is under the direction of the respective Regional Administrator or designee. If an
NRC site team is established and dispatched to the vicinity of an incident (e.g., licensee's site),
the Site Team Director (i.e., director of the NRC site team) assumes lead responsibilities under
specific authorities delegated by the Chairman.

NRC headquarters and regional response teams are staffed by experienced and qualified
personnel whose routine responsibilities/activities correlate with the respective team's incident
response functions and activities. Experienced and qualified supervisors/managers serve as
team directors. Team directors tailor team staffing for a particular incident and, for an extended
incident, determine long-term team staffing. Team-specific incident response implementing
procedures identify the specific staffing and functions/activities for each team.

1. Headquarters Operations Center (HOC)

The HOC is continuously staffed (24 hours a day, 7 days a week) with a HOO/HERO. The
HOO and HERO function as a team to receive emergency and non-emergency notifications
from NRC licensees, government agencies, and/or private entities. Notifications made to the
HOC include safety and security incidents. Depending on the nature of the reported incident,
the HOO and HERO notify designated headquarters and regional management-level decision
makers. If a decision is made to escalate the NRC response mode, the HOO and HERO
promptly notify the appropriate NRC incident response team members. In addition to internal
notifications, the HOO and HERO notify other Federal departments/agencies and, if appropriate,
licensees and State agencies. The HOO and HERO, while continuing to perform their functions,
are an integral part of the headquarters incident response organization. HOO/HERO functions
are conducted in accordance with an implementing procedure.

2. Regional Offices

Regional incident response is under the leadership of the respective Regional Administrator
with oversight by the Executive Team (ET). Response personnel include selected management
and technical staff at the respective regional offices and the resident inspectors at nuclear
power plant and nuclear fuel facility sites. For an incident at a licensee site with resident
inspectors, the inspectors typically receive prompt notification from the licensee, monitor the
licensee's response, and communicate with the respective regional office. Regional response
personnel communicate with the HOO/HERO and, if appropriate, additional headquarters
response personnel.

Depending on the incident's complexity and severity, the regional office may partially or fully
staff its incident response center. For a severe incident at a licensee's site, the regional office
staffs its incident response center and dispatches the site team. For an Incident of National
Significance in which a JFO is established, the regional office may provide NRC representation
consisting of the Senior NRC Official and appropriate support staff. NRC representation at the
Joint Field Office is typically supplemented by headquarters and/or other regional offices.
Regional office incident response staffing and activities are addressed in an implementing
procedure.
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3. Headquarters Executive Team (ET)

The ET, typically under the leadership of the Chairman, is the NRC's senior decision-making
body for incident response. The ET's essential functions are (1) support licensees and
State/local/tribal decision makers to assure that radiological consequences are minimized and
(2) communicate and coordinate effectively with Federal stakeholders. The ET:

* Leads Federal response under NRC statutory authorities
* Responds as the Coordinating Agency or a Cooperating Agency under the NRP
* Supports and assists decision-making to assure that risk to the public is

minimized
Communicates appropriateness of actions to protect the public to Federal
departments/agencies, Congress, media, and other stakeholders
Coordinates Federal resources to licensee or support organizations when
licensee capabilities are exceeded

The ET is led by the Director (NRC Chairman or designee) and the Deputy Director (appointed
by the Director, typically the Executive Director for Operations [EDO]). Additional team
members may include: the Deputy Executive Directors, the Director of the Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation (NRR), the Director of the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES), the
Director of the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards (NMSS), and/or the Director of
the Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response (NSIR).

At the discretion of the Director, additional management support to the ET may include: the
Director of Communications, the Office of General Counsel, the Office of the Inspector General,
the Office of the Chief Financial Officer, the Office of Enforcement, the Office of Public Affairs,
the Office of Investigations, the Office of Information Services, the Office of Administration,
and/or other senior managers. For an extended incident requiring long-term staffing of the ET,
members of the Team may be relieved by other senior managers as authorized by the Director.

Other Commissioners are kept informed of the incident but are typically not designated as part
of the ET. For an extended incident requiring long-term staffing of the ET, other Commissioners
may relieve the Chairman as the Director. The staffing and activities of the ET are addressed in
an implementing procedure.

4. Headquarters Support Teams

The headquarters support teams provide technical expertise and support to the ET. One team
assesses the licensee actions to ensure safety and project future conditions. Another team
monitors and independently determines potential radiological exposure to the public and
provides assistance to licensees and governmental agencies in determination of public
protective measures. Additional teams assess licensee actions to ensure safeguards/security
and coordinate security response with law enforcement and intelligence agencies; provide
liaison with DHS and other Federal departments/agencies; communicate and coordinate with
Federal agencies, State governmental agencies, and other stakeholder organizations;
communicate with media representatives and the public; and provide administrative support for
the effective functioning of the NRC response organization. The staffing and activities of the
support teams are addressed in an implementing procedure.
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C. NRC Response Modes

The NRC response is flexible and tailored to the specific incident(s). Predesignated response
modes enable the agency to activate response capabilities in a structured manner and focus the
agency's response, as appropriate, at the region, headquarters, or incident site. This flexibility
permits the NRC response to be commensurate with incident characteristics and severity and
with licensee activities. The appropriate response mode is based on the NRC's assessment of
incident severity and/or uncertainty. NRC's performance measure in this area is to make a
decision regarding the appropriate agency response mode within 30 minutes of receiving initial
notification of an incident. The NRC response modes are addressed in an implementing
procedure.

The NRC Chairman is the senior authority for all aspects of emergency response. The
Chairman becomes the Director of the ET with the authority and the responsibility for leading
the agency in responding to emergencies. The Director may call on other Commissioners to
provide advice and/or perform key functions.

Certain authorities may be delegated by the Chairman to the Deputy Director of the ET. The
Deputy Director, typically the EDO, exercises the delegated authorities unless the Chairman
specifically directs otherwise. Together, the Director and Deputy Director assure that planned
actions are under way during the response modes and, in addition, identify other necessary
actions unique to the particular incident. The headquarters and regional teams carry out those
actions.

For an incident at a specific licensed facility, the NRC response mode is determined by
consideration of the licensee emergency classification and the NRC's independent assessment
of incident conditions. (Table 1, Part A, identifies and describes licensee emergency classes for
nuclear power plants, as excerpted from NUREG-0654, Rev. 1 (Reference 6). Table 1, Part B,
describes emergency classes for gaseous diffusion plants, regulated under 10 CFR Part 76,
and facilities regulated under 10 CFR Part 30 (byproduct material), 10 CFR Part 40 (source
material), and 10 CFR Part 70 (special nuclear material), as excerpted from the respective parts
of 10 CFR.) The NRC response mode for other types of incidents (e.g., a transportation
incident involving regulated material, regional electric grid incident affecting multiple licensed
facilities, large-scale natural disaster, national-level domestic threat, and/or terrorist
threat/attack not focused at a specific facility) is determined by the NRC's independent
assessment of the aggregate of available incident-related information, including information
from licensees and other sources.

The NRC's deactivation of activated response capabilities and, if applicable, participation in
recovery activities are performed in a structured manner but are flexible and tailored to the
specific incident(s). Deactivation includes activities such as collecting incident-related
information and records, identifying and assigning post-incident activities and investigations,
resupply of expended response consumables, addressing personal needs of response
personnel, and developing lessons learned. Recovery may include radiological cleanup
activities in accordance with mechanisms of the National Response Plan and the development,
coordination, and execution of restoration plans for impacted communities. Deactivation and
recovery are addressed in an implementing procedure.

1. NORMAL Mode

The routine (i.e., normal) state of NRC operations includes all activities designed to maintain-
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incident response readiness (e.g., 24/7 staffing by HOOs/HEROs). In addition, the NRC is
poised to respond at its alternate Continuity of Operations (COOP) site. The regional offices
are prepared to back up each other and headquarters. When warranted (e.g., during National
Special Security Events), the NRC may dispatch staff to the HSOC and other sites to enhance
coordination and communications.

2. MONITORING Mode

The NRC escalates to the MONITORING mode, a heightened state of readiness for incident
assessment, upon decision by designated headquarters and regional managers. For a
facility-specific or region-specific incident, the responsible regional office has the lead for
agency response and appropriately staffs its incident response center. Headquarters supports
the region and may have specific individuals participating in monitoring and/or analysis
activities, but the HOC is not staffed and activated.

The NRC may escalate to the MONITORING mode for situations that are not facility or
region-specific (e.g., natural phenomena involving multiple licensees, multi-region electric grid
incident, international incident, terrorism-related incidents). For such situations, headquarters
has the lead for agency response and the regions provide appropriate support. Figure 1
illustrates the role of headquarters and regional offices for the MONITORING mode.

3. ACTIVATION Mode

The NRC escalates to the ACTIVATION mode if an incident is sufficiently complex or uncertain
that it warrants extensive analysis and evaluation by the agency, if it warrants consideration for
sending an NRC site team to the vicinity of the incident, or if the incident involves terrorist
activities. In the ACTIVATION mode, the lead for agency response shifts from the region to
headquarters. The HOC is activated with partial staffing by the support teams under the
leadership of a partially-staffed ET. For a facility-specific or location-specific incident
(e.g., a transportation incident), the responsible regional office continues staffing of its incident
response center and may prepare a site team to travel to the licensee's site or the location of
the incident. Headquarters and the regional office maintain continuous communication,
evaluate available information, make appropriate notifications, and prepare for escalation of
response should it be necessary. Other regional offices provide appropriate support. Figure 2
illustrates the role of headquarters and regional offices for the ACTIVATION mode.

4. EXPANDED ACTIVATION Mode

The NRC escalates to the EXPANDED ACTIVATION mode if the incident severity and/or
situation uncertainty warrants the full response capabilities of the NRC. EXPANDED
ACTIVATION may be initiated in response to a facility-specific incident at a licensee's site,
incident(s) involving multiple licensees' facilities, terrorist attack or other incidents in which the
full capabilities of the NRC are needed to support the overall Federal response. Headquarters
typically continues to lead the agency's response in the EXPANDED ACTIVATION mode. The
ET Director leads the agency response and the HOC is activated with full staffing by the ET and
support teams. Team membership is tailored to the specific incident. The regional office
incident response center is fully staffed and, if appropriate, staffing is adjusted to accommodate
a site team. Other regional offices may partially staff their incident response centers or provide
resources and/or personnel to the NRC site team. Figure 3 illustrates the role of headquarters
and regional offices for the EXPANDED ACTIVATION mode.
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The EXPANDED ACTIVATION mode may involve dispatch of an NRC site team to the
licensee's site or the vicinity of an incident under the leadership of the Regional Administrator or
designee. The Site Team Director is delegated specific authorities from the ET Director to lead
NRC response activities. The focus of NRC response is at the incident site and the site team
may have the lead for most of the agency response. At the site, the Site Team Director
assumes supervision of NRC personnel, represents NRC in interactions with other agencies
(e.g., represents the NRC locally as Coordinating Agency or Cooperating Agency), and decides
what response actions must be taken, consistent with the delegated authority. The ET Director
retains any authority not specifically delegated to the Site Team Director. Figure 4 illustrates
the role of the site team, headquarters, and regional offices during EXPANDED ACTIVATION.

D. NRC External Coordination

1. Licensees

For incidents involving facilities and/or materials licensed by the NRC or an Agreement State,
the NRC continually interfaces and coordinates with the licensee. The NRC relies upon the
licensee for providing the initial notification of an incident or potential incident in accordance with
NRC regulations and guidance (see Section IV.A.3). Following the initial notification, the NRC
may establish and maintain a continuous communications link with the licensee via the Federal
Telecommunications System (FTS) telephone lines and/or other means. In addition, if
appropriate, the NRC may dispatch a site team to the incident site.

2. State, Local, and Tribal Governments

a. Protective Action Recommendations

For incidents involving facilities and/or materials licensed by the NRC or an Agreement
State, the NRC coordinates with State and, as appropriate, local/tribal authorities.
These offsite authorities have responsibilities for deciding what public protective actions
are to be implemented. A major emphasis in the NRC incident response is providing
offsite authorities with an evaluation of license protective action recommendations that
represent the position of the Federal Government. In order to effectively perform this
task, NRC establishes communication channels with government officials (e.g., the
Governor's office, emergency management agencies, and radiological health
organizations) at both the headquarters and regional levels. The NRC typically
coordinates such communications with DHS.

b. Incident Command System

State/local/tribal government agencies, consistent with implementation of the NIMS, use
the incident command system as the organization structure for their response to an
incident. As such, these agencies may establish and/or support multi-agency
coordination centers (e.g., emergency operations centers (EOCs) and incident command
posts).

For incidents involving facilities and/or materials licensed by the NRC or an Agreement
State and consistent with the need for interagency coordination, the NRC may provide
NRC representatives to the multi-agency coordination center(s). Staffing for the
representative(s) is provided by the respective regional office with headquarters and
other regional offices providing backup personnel to support shift-work and/or long-term
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activities. The NRC representative(s) interfaces with the representatives of other
agencies/organizations and coordinates NRC activities via communication with the
region, headquarters, and, if established, the NRC Site Team.

3. Department of Homeland Security

NRC coordination and interactions with DHS regarding incident response may occur at multiple
levels over an extended period of time and involve both headquarters and regional personnel.
Figure 5 illustrates overall NRC interface with DHS and Figure 6 illustrates NRC interface within
the multiagency coordination system.

a. Homeland Security Operations Center

Homeland Security Operations Center (HSOC)
The HSOC, located at DHS headquarters, serves as the primary national-level hub for
operational communications and information pertaining to domestic incident
management. The HSOC is a standing 24/7 interagency organization fusing law
enforcement, national intelligence, emergency response, and private sector reporting. It
facilitates homeland security information-sharing and operational coordination with other
Federal, State, local, tribal, and non-governmental emergency response organizations.

National Response Coordination Center (NRCC)
The NRCC, a component of the HSOC located at FEMA headquarters, is a
multiagency center that provides overall Federal response coordination for Incidents
of National Significance. The NRCC supports the efforts of regional and field
components and, during an incident, may operate on a 24/7 basis with staffing by
representatives from Federal departments/agencies associated with the Emergency
Support Function Annexes.

NRC Information Reportingq
The NRC reports incident-related information to the HSOC through execution of an
implementing procedure. The HOO/HERO notifies the HSOC upon notification that a
licensee has declared an event (to include facility events, significant transportation
events, or events that occur in the field or at industrial sites). The threshold for such
notifications is below the minimum reporting threshold mandated by DHS (i.e., actual or
potential Incident of National Significance). If the NRC transitions to a response mode,
additional notifications are made to the HSOC. Incident updates are reported to entities
that were part of the initial notification process and, therefore, the HSOC is informed of
interactions between the NRC and other Federal agencies, State, local, and tribal
governments, and private/non-government entities.

NRC Staffing
The NRC and other Federal departments/agencies provide staff-level representation to
the HSOC in order to integrate a spectrum of interagency subject matter expertise and
reach-back capability to meet the demands of a wide range of potential incidents. Many
agencies support the HSOC on a routine basis by shift staffing; however, the NRC and
other selected agencies provide HSOC support as warranted on a situational basis.
Headquarters provides staff-level technical liaisons to the HSOC as provided in an
implementing procedure. The liaison, as necessary, also serves as the agency's
representative to the NRCC.
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b. Incident of National Significance

The Secretary of Homeland Security, in consultation with other departments and
agencies as appropriate, determines whether an incident is an Incident of National
Significance. The criteria for an Incident of National Significance derive from HSPD-5
and are generally qualitative (e.g., resources of State and local /tribal authorities are
overwhelmed; threats or incidents related to high-profile, large-scale events present
high-probability targets such as National Special Security Events (NSSEs); and the
President directs the Secretary of Homeland Security to assume responsibility for
managing an incident).

The NRC staff and DHS have developed the following definitive criteria for an Incident of
National Significance involving radiological facilities or materials licensed by the NRC or
an Agreement State (Reference 7):

Nuclear Power Plants
For radiological incidents at nuclear power plants, the criteria for an Incident'of National
Significance typically correlate with the licensee emergency classification scheme.

The following would likely be considered Incidents of National Significance:

General Emergency declaration at a nuclear power plant resulting from
an "accident" (i.e., non-terrorist incident) due to natural disaster,
equipment failure, operator errors, etc.

General Emergency, Site Area Emergency, or Alert declaration at a
nuclear power plant resulting from a terrorist incident.

The following would likely be considered below the threshold for an Incident of
National Significance:

Site Area Emergency, Alert, or Unusual Event declaration at a nuclear
power plant resulting from an "accident" (i.e., non-terrorist incident) due to
natural disaster, equipment failure, operator errors, etc.

Facilities/Materials
For radiological incidents. involving facilities (other than nuclear power plants) or
materials licensed by the NRC or an Agreement State, the criteria for an Incident of
National Significance generally correlate with the above nuclear power plant criteria with
respect to radiological source term magnitude and potential impact on public health and
safety.

The following would likely be considered Incidents of National Significance:

* * Facilities (other than nuclear power plants): Alert or higher emergency
class declaration resulting from a terrorist incident.

Materials (i.e., incidents outside nuclear/radiological facility boundaries):
Terrorist incidents involving an improvised nuclear device (IND),
radiological dispersal device (RDD), and/or radiological exposure device.
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The following would likely be considered below the threshold for an Incident of
National Significance:

Facilities (other than nuclear power plants): Any "accident"
(i.e., non-terrorist incident) due to natural disaster, equipment failure,
operator errors, etc.

Materials (i.e., incidents outside nuclear/radiological facility boundaries):
Any "accident" (i.e., non-terrorist incident) due to natural disaster,
equipment failure, operator errors, etc.

c. Interagency Incident Management Group

Interagency Incident Management Group (IIMG)
The IIMG is convened during Incidents of National Significance and periods of
heightened national alert as requested by the Secretary of Homeland Security. The
IIMG, located at DHS headquarters, provides policy-level support to the Secretary and
other national authorities. It consists of management-level, senior representatives from
DHS components, other selected Federal departments/agencies, and selected
State/local/tribal agencies. IIMG members officially represent, and provide
time-sensitive reach-back to, their respective agencies.

NRC Staffing
In coordination with DHS, NRC headquarters provides qualified managers at the
Senior Executive Service (SES) level as representatives to the IIMG as specified in an
implementing procedure. The NRC's representative coordinates with the
representatives of other departments/agencies and provides reach-back to
headquarters.

d. Principal Federal Official and Joint Field Office

Principal Federal Official (PFO) and Joint Field Office (JFO)
The PFO and JFO are established as part of the DHS-coordinated Federal response to
an Incident of National Significance. The PFO is the Federal official designated by the
Secretary of Homeland Security to act as his/her representative locally to oversee,
coordinate, and execute the Secretary's incident management responsibilities under
HSPD-5. The PFO is typically located at the JFO and coordinates the activities of the
Federal officials involved in incident management activities acting under their own
authorities. In addition, the PFO provides a channel for communicating with the media
and the public about the incident. The PFO does not direct or replace the incident
command structure and does not have directive authority over Federal/State officials,
including the NRC Site Team, who retain their authorities as defined in existing statutes
and directives.

The JFO, a temporary Federal facility established to coordinate Federal assistance to
the affected jurisdiction(s), provides a central location for Federal, State, local, tribal,
non-governmental, and private-sector organizations with primary responsibility for
incident support and coordination. The JFO focus is providing support to on-scene
efforts and conducting broad support operations beyond the incident site. The JFO is
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intended to combine, within a single Federal facility, the traditional functions of the FBI
Joint Operations Center (JOC), the FEMA Disaster Field Office, and, in some situations,
joint information centers (JICs).

The JFO utilizes the scalable organizational structure of the NIMS and the organization
adapts to the magnitude and complexity of the incident. The Coordination Group
manages JFO activities and consists of the PFO, Senior Federal Law Enforcement
Officer, Federal Coordinating Officer, Senior Federal Officials with jurisdictional
responsibility or functional authority, selected State/local/tribal officials, and appropriate
private-sector representatives. The Senior Federal Officials, including the Senior NRC
Official if provided, use the existing authorities, expertise, and capabilities of their
respective departments/agencies to assist in incident management in coordination with
other members of the Coordination Group.

NRC Staffing
The NRC, as Coordinating Agency under the Nuclear/Radiological Incident Annex and
Supporting (Cooperating) Agency under other NRP annexes, supports the JFO structure
with staffing appropriate to the specific incident. The NRC may staff the Senior NRC
Official position to participate in the Coordination Group and provide additional technical
staff to support the Senior NRC Official. JFO staffing is typically provided by the
respective Regional Office with Headquarters and other Regional Offices providing
backup personnel to support shift work and/or long-term activities. NRC staffing to the
JFO is addressed in an implementing procedure. Figure 7 illustrates NRC interface
within the JFO.

e. Federal Emergency Management Agency

DHS/FEMA, in consultation with the Coordinating Agency, coordinates the provision of
Federal resources and assistance to affected State/local/tribal governments under the
Stafford Act. In addition, DHS/FEMA maintains integrated, coordinated information
regarding the status of all resource support activities.

The NRC, as Coordinating Agency, interfaces with FEMA regarding issues/activities
related to the Stafford Act. The NRC, as a Cooperating Agency, may interface with
FEMA regarding provision of NRC technical assistance and support for the incident.

4. Federal Interagency Assets

Federal interagency assets for a nuclear/radiological incident are available upon request by the
Coordinating Agency or DHS. The NRC may access and/or contribute to these assets.

a. Interagency Modeling and Atmospheric Assessment Center (IMAAC)

The IMAAC, is the Federal center responsible for providing hazardous materials,
atmospheric dispersion modeling, and health effect predictions during an Incident of
National Significance. Under DHS coordination, IMAAC generates the single Federal
prediction of atmospheric dispersion and consequences utilizing the best available
resources from the Federal Government. IMAAC products are to be recognized for
single utilization by Federal agencies and for distribution to all levels of government and
to local responders.
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The NRC, for a radiological incident involving a NRC-licensed facility, uses the
agency-developed radiological assessment tools and methodologies to independently
generate a source term and dose assessment based on facility or event conditions and
other data supplied by the licensee in accordance with an implementing procedure.

As Coordinating Agency, the NRC shares source term information with IMAAC and uses
IMAAC capabilities to confirm and/or modify the NRC assessments. IMAAC supports
the NRC and develops dose assessments, using the source information, to provide
confirmation and overall refinement using the NRC source term and dose assessment
calculations. When available, IMAAC results are compared to those obtained by the
NRC and licensee. As Coordinating Agency, the NRC may request/coordinate data from
the IMAAC, and coordinate the release of these data to other government agencies.

b. Advisory Team for Environment, Food, and Health

The Federal Advisory Team develops coordinated advice and recommendations
concerning environmental, food health, and animal health matters for use by DHS, the
JFO Coordination Group, the Coordinating Agency, and State/local/tribal governments.
The Advisory Team includes representatives from DHS, EPA, USDA, Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, and other Federal
agencies.

As Coordinating Agency, the NRC is a member of the Advisory Team and coordinates
the composition and activities of the Advisory Team in accordance with an implementing
procedure. As a Cooperating Agency, the NRC may participate as a member of the
Team as requested by the Coordinating Agency.

c. Federal Radiological Monitoring & Assessment Center

The FRMAC is established at or near the incident location in coordination with DHS, the
Coordinating Agency, other Federal agencies, and State/local/tribal authorities. DOE is
responsiblefor developing and maintaining FRMAC policies and procedures,
determining FRMAC composition, and maintaining FRMAC operational readiness. A
FRMAC normally includes representation from DOE, EPA, Department of Commerce,
National Communications System, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and other Federal
agencies as needed. DOE coordinates radiological monitoring and assessment
activities during the initial phases of incident response and typically transfers this
responsibility to EPA during the recovery process.

As Coordinating Agency, the NRC provides representation to the FRMAC and
coordinates FRMAC activities as provided in an implementing procedure. As a
Cooperating Agency, the NRC may provide representatives to the FRMAC at the
request of the Coordinating Agency.

d. Radiological Assistance Program (Department of Energy - DOE)

The DOE maintains Radiological Assistance Program (RAP) teams at DOE field
locations as a first-responder resource to assess, evaluate, and mitigate the hazards of
a radiological incident. The NRC, or other Federal agency or State, may acquire RAP
team assistance on a 24/7 basis via request to DOE.
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e. Other Interagency Assets

The NRC, as Coordinating Agency, may access additional nuclear/radiological Federal
assets as provided in the Nuclear/Radiological Incident Annex to the NRP. Examples
include the Aerial Measurement System (AMS) to provide wide-area radiation
monitoring; the Radiation Emergency Assistance Center/Training Site (REAC/TS) to
provide medical assistance, advisory teams, and training related to nuclear/radiological
incidents; and the Accident Response Group (ARG) for response to an incident involving
U.S. nuclear weapons.

5. The White House

As the Coordinating Agency, the NRC in concert with DHS will provide incident-related
information to the White House for Incidents of National Significance and other significant
events. In addition, the NRC may interface and coordinate with the White House through -the
HSC and/or the National Security Council (NSC) regarding interagency policy-level issues and
courses of action. Interface with White House and/or the HSC/NSC typically involves the
Chairman or his/her designee.

6. Congress

As the Coordinating Agency, the NRC in concert with DHS may provide incident-related
information to Congress. For example, members of Congress will be informed about significant
events involving facilities or materials in their States and districts. Such interface is typically
coordinated by the Office of Congressional Affairs (OCA).

7. International Organizations

As the Coordinating Agency, the NRC in concert with DHS, informs and coordinates with the
Department of State (DOS) for an incident with actual or potential foreign impact. Although
DOS is responsible for official interactions with foreign governments, NRC has bilateral
agreements with governments and organizations (e.g., Canada Nuclear Safety Commission,
International Atomic Energy Agency) that permit direct interface and exchange of information.
Such interface is typically coordinated by the Office of International Programs (OIP).

8. Public/Media

As the Coordinating Agency, the NRC in concert with DHS, provides incident-related information
to the public. At the Federal level, communication with the public is accomplished in
accordance with procedures outlined in annexes to the NRP (ESF #15, External Affairs, and the
Public Affairs Support Annex). NRC's interface with the media and release of information to the
public is coordinated by the OPA and may include the News Center, JIC in the vicinity of the
licensee's site, and/or a DHS-coordinated Joint Information Center integral with the JFO.

E. Continuity of Operations (COOP) Planning

This Plan sets forth the agency's incident response and emergency decisionmaking functions
when normal facilities and equipment are available. These important functions are a subset of
the agency's minimum essential functions. The NRC Plan for COOP (Reference 8) describes
the agency's minimum essential functions and the comprehensive and effective program to
ensure that capabilities exist to continue these minimal essential functions, uninterrupted,
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across a wide range of potential emergencies and disruptions, including loss of normal facilities
and equipment.

This Plan may be activated under the umbrella of the agency's COOP. Available members of
Headquarters senior management and others will form a COOP Management Team to address
interagency coordination at the headquarters level, restoration of operations, and other
functions (additional to the minimum essential functions) that may arise in a COOP emergency.

Each Federal department/agency must contribute to the national capability by maintaining a
COOP plan that provides for continuity of its minimum essential functions. Continuity of
Government (COG) provides for continuity at the next level, the executive branch, by
coordinating department and agency COOP plans to meet the Federal Government's policy
goals. Although NRC is a participant in COG activities, the COG plan is maintained at the
executive branch level.
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V1. INCIDENT RESPONSE MANAGEMENT and ADMINISTRATION

The NRC Incident Response Program integrates the overall NRC capabilities associated with
the planning and preparation for, response to, and recovery from radiological incidents and/or
emergency events. The program, focused on incidents involving nuclear/radiological facilities
and materials licensed by the NRC or an Agreement State, encompasses all incidents in which
the NRC has a response role under its statutory authority or as part of the overall response of
the Federal Government.

The program is maintained in coordination with the NRC's licensees and other stakeholders.

A. Authorities and Responsibilities

1. Management Directive 8.2

Management Directive 8.2, NRC Incident Response Program, and the associated Handbook 8.2
specify agency policy, the organizational roles/responsibilities of headquarters and regional
offices, and the positional authorities and responsibilities relative to the program.

2. Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response (NSIR)

NSIR is responsible for the management and administration of the NRC Incident Response
Program. NSIR responsibilities include the following:

(1) Develop and maintain agency plans, program requirements, and procedures for
planning, preparedness, response and recovery related to incidents. Ensure the
NRC response to incidents is consistent with the agency's role and
responsibilities and is coordinated with the DHS, other Federal/State activities,
and licensees.

(2) Develop, maintain, and integrate agency plans, program requirements, and
procedures for response to incidents that threaten the continuity of government
(COG) or COOP.

(3) Develop, maintain, and administer the agency personnel qualification program
related to incident response.

(4) Manage the HOC. Receive, screen, and promptly communicate operational
event information reported to the center.

(5) Conduct and coordinate exercises with licensees and Federal/State/local/tribal
entities to achieve and test readiness objectives.

(6) Oversee the regional incident response program. Provide guidance to regional
offices and assess regional office response capabilities.

(7) Conduct outreach and communication activities with licensees, Agreement
States, and other stakeholders.

(8) Conduct investigations of significant operational events involving facilities or
materials licensed by the NRC.
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(9) Perform programmatic oversight of the agency's Incident Response Program.
Chair a joint headquarters/regional oversight committee and ensure performance
of periodic assessments and continual improvements to the agency's program.

B. Plan, Procedures, and Agreements

This Plan reflects the policy and organizational responsibilities set forth in Management
Directive 8.2. It governs the overall NRC response to incidents and assigns responsibilities to
assure that the agency fulfills its statutory mission relative to incident response. The
implementing procedures, separate from this Plan, document the specific functions and
responsibilities and contain the detailed information for response teams and personnel to
implement and carry out the provisions of the Plan. Appendix C lists the implementing
procedures.

1. Headquarters Implementing Procedures

NSIR is responsible for developing, managing, and administering the headquarters
implementing procedures. The implementing procedures are generally organized to correlate
with the structure, functions, and responsibilities of the Headquarters response teams. Several
implementing procedures address functions of the HOC and these procedures are integrated
with other procedures utilized by the NRC's incident response organization.

2. Regional Implementing Procedures

Standardized regional implementing procedures are applicable to all regional offices. NSIR is
responsible for developing, managing, and administering these procedures. Some procedures
(e.g., State/local/tribal interfaces, COOP activities) vary among the regions and some
procedures (e.g., hurricane response) are not applicable to all regions. The respective regional
offices, under the guidance and oversight of NSIR, are responsible for developing, managing,
and administering these region-specific procedures

3. Memoranda of Agreement/Understanding (MOAIMOU)

In addition to Management Directive 8.2, this Plan, and the associated implementing
procedures, the NRC may establish MOA/Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) with other
Federal departments/agencies to provide support or services relating to the NRC's Incident
Response Program. Where appropriate, commitments to be fulfilled by NRC will be addressed
in implementing procedures. These Memoranda will be maintained and periodically reviewed to
assure that they meet current program needs.

4. Document Management

a. Current/Superseded Documents

Revision 4 (April 2005) of this Plan supercedes all prior revisions and/or versions. In
addition, Revision 4 takes priority over and supercedes all other documents on incident
response which contradict Revision 4.
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The following documents are superseded upon issuance of Revision 4:

* * NUREG/BR-0230, Response Coordination Manual 1996, September 1996
* • NUREG-1471, Concept of Operations, February 1994
* ° NUREG-0845, Agency Procedures for NRC IRP, February 1983

b. Document Maintenance - review/update/distribution

This Plan and the associated implementing procedures are formally reviewed, updated
as appropriate, and distributed to Headquarters /Regional offices on a periodic basis in
accordance with the document maintenance implementing procedure.

C. Supporting Programs

Associated with the NRC Incident Response Program are a number of "supporting programs"
which either directly correlate with, or are an integral part of, the agency's response capabilities.
These supporting programs address personnel resources (e.g., notification and training of
responders), communications equipment, facility operations/maintenance; response tools
(e.g., consequence assessment model), stakeholder outreach, and readiness (e.g., exercises,
lessons learned). Documentation associated with supporting programs is included within
implementing procedures.
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Licensee Emergency Classes
A. Nuclear Power Plants*

Notification of Unusual Alert Site Area Emergency General Emergency
Event

Events are in process or have Events are in process or have Events are in process or have Events are in process or have
occurred which indicate a potential occurred Mdich involve an occurred Mich involve actual occurred wMich involve actual or
degradation of the level of safety of actual or potential substantial or likely major failures of plant irhminentsubstantial core
the plant. No releases of degradation of the level of functons needed for protection degradation or melting vith
radioactive material requiring offsite safety ofthe plant. Any of the publica Any releases are potental for loss of containment
response or monitoring are releases are expected to be not expected to exceed EPA integrty. Releases can be
expected unless further degradaton I mited to small fr ctons of the Protective Action Guideline reasonably expected to exceed
of safetysystems occurs. EPA Protective Action exposure levels except near EPAProtectve Action Guideline

Guideline exposure levels. the site boundary. exposure levels oftsite for more
than the immediate site area.

* "Criteriafor Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emergenoy Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of

Nuclear Pover Rants," NUREG-O654IFEMA-REP-1, Rev. 1, November 1980

B. Regulated Material Facilities and Gaseous Diffusion Plants-

[Alert I Site Area Emergency

I

Events may occur. are in progress, or have occurred that could lead to a Events may occur. are in progress, or have occurred that could
release of radioactive material, but the release is not expected to require lead to a signiticant release of radioactive material and that could
a response by an offsite response organization to protect persons off site. require a response by offsite response organiza tons to protect

persons offsite.

*0 10 CFR Part 76, "Certification of Gaseous Diffusion Rants;" 10 CFR Part 70, "Dorestic Licensing of Special Nuclear

Material;" 10 CFR Part 40, "Domestic Licensing of Source Material;"and 10 CFR Part30, "Domestic Licensing of
Byproduct Material"

Table 1
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Monitoring
NRC Response Mode

NRC regional office typically has agency lead for licensee-specific incidents*

* Headquarters may have agency lead for incidents related to terrorism and/or
involving multiple licensees.

Figure 1
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Activation
NRC Response Mode

NRC headquarters has agency lead for all types of incidents*

Hea~dqu'artbers,• upr Regionial Offices ]

Coordination 

C- oaommuniction

Federal
Federal Agenc.es

Agencies [Regional]
[Headquarters] Licensees

* For licensee-specific incidents, the Regional Office may prepare and dispatch a

NRC site team.

Figure 2
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Expanded Activation (wlo site team)
NRC Response Mode

NRC headquarters has agency lead for all types of incidents*

NRC ,support NRC
Headquairters Regi~fnaI'Offite s - -

"• - -.. Coordination|

Coordination """ - -~Communication

Federal
Federal Agencies

Agencies [Regional]
[Headquarters] Licensees

Figure 3
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Expanded Activation (with site team).
NRC Response Mode

NRC Site Team is staffedfactivated at incident site*

Coordination

Federal
Agencies

[Headquarters]
Federal

Agencies
[Regional]

*Headquarters retains authority and agency lead for all decisions/actions
not specifically delegated to the Site Team Director.

Figure 4
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NRC Interface With
Department of Homeland Security

NRC is COORDINATING Agency

Coordination

NRC is COOPERATING Agency

Figure 5
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Multiagency Coordination
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Figure 6
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Principal Federal Official/Joint Field Office
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Figure 7
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Appendix A'

Key Terms and Authorities

The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, 42 U.S.C. §§ 2011- 2297 (2003), and the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C. §§ 5313-5316, 42 U.S.C. §§ 5801- 5891 (2002), provide
the statutory authority for both the DOE and the NRC, and the foundation for NRC regulation of
the Nation's civilian use of byproduct, source, and special nuclear materials to ensure adequate
protection of public health and safety, to promote the common defense and security, and to
protect the environment.

Catastrophic Incident. Any natural or manmade incident, including terrorism, that results in
extraordinary levels of mass casualties, damage, or disruption severely affecting the population,
infrastructure, environment, economy, national morale, and/or government functions. It could
result in sustained national impacts over a prolonged period of time; almost immediately
exceeds resources normally available to State, local, tribal, and private-sector authorities in the
impacted area; and significantly interrupts governmental operations and emergency services to
such an extent that national security could be threatened. All catastrophic incidents are
Incidents of National Significance.

Chain of Command. A series of command, control, executive, or management positions in
hierarchical order of authority.

Consequence Management. Predominantly an emergency management function and
included measures to protect public health and safety, restore essential government services,
and provide emergency relief to governments, businesses, and individuals affected by the
consequences of terrorism. The requirements of consequence management and crisis
management are combined in the NRP.

Credible Threat. A potential terrorist threat that, based on a threat assessment, is credible and
likely to involve Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD).

Crisis Management. Predominantly a law enforcement function and included measures to
identify, acquire, and plan the use of resources needed to anticipate, prevent, and/or resolve a
threat or act of terrorism. The requirements of consequence management and crisis
management are combined in the NRP.

Critical Infrastructures. Systems and assets, whether physical or virtual, so vital to the United
States that the incapacity or destruction of such systems and assets would have a debilitating
impact on security, national economic security, national public health or safety, or any
combination of those matters.

Defense Support of Civil Authorities (DSCA). Refers to DOD support, including Federal
-military forces, DOD civilians and DOD contractor personnel, and DOD agencies and
components, for domestic emergencies and for designated law enforcement and other
activities.

1This Appendix consists of excerpted information from the National Response Plan, December 2004.
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Emergency. As defined by the Stafford Act, an emergency is "any occasion or instance for
which, in the determination of the President, Federal assistance is needed to supplement State
and local efforts and capabilities to save lives and to protect property and public health and
safety, or to lessen or avert the threat of a catastrophe in any part of the United States."

Emergency Operations Center (EOC). The physical location at which the coordination of
information and resources to support domestic incident management activities normally takes
place. An EOC may be a temporary facility or may be located in a more central or permanently
established facility, perhaps at a higher level of organization within a jurisdiction. EOCs may be
organized by major functional disciplines (e.g., fire, law enforcement, and medical services), by
jurisdiction (e.g., Federal, State, regional, county, city, tribal), or by some combination thereof.

Emergency Public Information. Information that is disseminated primarily in anticipation of
an emergency or during an emergency. In addition to providing situational information to the
public, it also frequently provides directive actions required to be taken by the general public.

Emergency Support Function (ESF). A grouping of government and certain private-sector
capabilities into an organizational structure to provide the support, resources, program
implementation, and services that are most likely to be needed to save lives, protect property
and the environment, restore essential services and critical infrastructure, and help victims and
communities return to normal, when feasible, following domestic incidents. The ESFs serve as
the primary operational-level mechanism to provide assistance to State, local, and tribal
governments or to Federal departments and agencies conducting missions of primary
Federal responsibility.

Evacuation. Organized, phased, and supervised withdrawal, dispersal, or removal of civilians
from dangerous or potentially dangerous areas, and their reception and care in safe areas.

Federal. Of or pertaining to the Federal Government of the United States of America.

Federal Coordinating Officer (FCO). The Federal officer who is appointed to manage Federal
resource support activities related to Stafford Act disasters and emergencies. The FCO is
responsible for coordinating the timely delivery of Federal disaster assistance resources and
programs to the affected State and local governments, individual victims, and the private sector.

Federal On-Scene Coordinator (FOSC or OSC). The Federal official predesignated by the
EPA or the USCG to coordinate responses under subpart D of the NCP, or the government
official designated to coordinate and direct removal actions under subpart E of the NCP.

Federal Resource Coordinator (FRC). The Federal official appointed to manage Federal
resource support activities related to non-Stafford Act incidents. The FRC is responsible for
coordinating support from other Federal departments and agencies using interagency
agreements and MOUs.

First Responder. Local and nongovernmental police, fire, and emergency personnel who in
the early stages of an incident are responsible for the protection and preservation of life,
property, evidence, and the environment, including emergency response providers as defined in
section 2 of the Homeland Security Act of 2002 (6 U.S.C. 101), as well as emergency
management, public health, clinical care, public works, and other skilled support personnel
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(such as equipment operators) who provide immediate support services during prevention,
response, and recovery operations. First responders may include personnel from Federal,
State, local, tribal, or nongovernmental organizations.

The Homeland Security Act of 2002, Pub. Law 107- 296, 116 Stat. 2135 (2002)
(codified predominantly at 6 U.S.C. §§ 101-557 and in other scattered sections of the U.S.C.),
established the Department of Homeland Security with the mandate and legal authority to
protect the American people from the continuing threat of terrorism. Congress assigned DHS
the primary missions to: Prevent terrorist attacks within the United States; Reduce the
vulnerability of the United States to terrorism at home; Minimize the damage and assist in the
recovery from terrorist attacks that occur; and act as the focal point regarding natural and
manmade crises and emergency planning.

Homeland Security Presidential Directive-I: Organization and Operation of the Homeland
Security Council, Oct. 29, 2001. This directive establishes policies for the creation of the HSC,
which shall ensure the coordination of all homeland security-related activities among executive
departments and agencies and promote the effective development and implementation of all
homeland security policies.

Homeland Security Presidential Directive-3: Homeland Security Advisory System,
March 11, 2002. This directive establishes policy for the creation of a Homeland Security
Advisory System, which shall provide a comprehensive and effective means to disseminate
information regarding the risk of terrorist acts to Federal, State, and local authorities and to the
American people. Such a system would provide warnings in the form of a set of graduated
"Threat Conditions" that would increase as the risk of the threat increases. At each Threat
Condition, Federal departments/agencies would implement a corresponding set of "Protective
Measures" to further reduce vulnerability or increase response capability during a period of
heightened alert.

Homeland Security Presidential Directive-5: Management of Domestic Incidents,
February 28, 2003, is intended to enhance the ability of the United States to manage domestic
incidents by establishing a single, comprehensive national incident management system. In
H9PD-5 the President designates the Secretary of Homeland Security as the PFO for domestic
incident management and empowers the Secretary to coordinate Federal resources used in
response to or recovery from terrorist attacks, major disasters, or other emergencies in specific
cases. The directive assigns specific responsibilities to the Attorney General, Secretary of
Defense, Secretary of State, and the Assistants to the President for Homeland Security and
National Security Affairs, and directs the heads of all Federal departments and agencies to
provide their "full and prompt cooperation, resources, and support," as appropriate and
consistent with their own responsibilities for protecting national security. HSPD-5 notes that it
does not alter, or impede the ability to carry out, the authorities of Federal departments and
agencies to perform their responsibilities under law.

Homeland Security Presidential Directive-7: Critical Infrastructure Identification,
Prioritization, and Protection, Dec. 17, 2003. This directive establishes a national policy for
Federal departments and agencies to identify and prioritize U.S. critical infrastructure and key
resources and to protect them from terrorist attacks.

Homeland Security Presidential Directive-8: National Preparedness, Dec. 17, 2003. This
directive establishes policies to strengthen the preparedness of the United States to prevent
and respond to threatened or actual domestic terrorist attacks, major disasters, and other
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emergencies by requiring a national domestic all-hazards preparedness goal, establishing
mechanisms for improved delivery of Federal preparedness assistance to State and local
governments, and outlining actions to strengthen preparedness capabilities of Federal, State,
and local entities.

Incident. An occurrence or event, natural or human-caused, that requires an emergency
response to protect life or property. Incidents can, for example, include major disasters,
emergencies, terrorist attacks, terrorist threats, wildland and urban fires, floods, hazardous
materials spills, nuclear accidents, aircraft accidents, earthquakes, hurricanes, tornadoes,
tropical storms, war-related disasters, public health and medical emergencies, and other
occurrences requiring an emergency response.

Incident Action Plan. An oral or written plan containing general objectives reflecting the
overall strategy for managing an incident. It may include the identification of operational
resources and assignments. It may also include attachments that provide direction and
important information for management of the incident during one or more operational periods.

Incident Command Post (ICP). The field location at which the primary tactical-level, on-scene
incident command functions are performed. The ICP may be collocated with the incident base
or other incident facilities and is normally identified by a green rotating or flashing light.

Incident Command System (ICS). A standardized onscene emergency management
construct specifically designed to provide for the adoption of an integrated organizational
structure that reflects the complexity and demands of single or multiple incidents, without being
hindered by jurisdictional boundaries. ICS is the combination of facilities, equipment, personnel,
procedures, and communications operating with a common organizational structure, designed
to aid in the management of resources during incidents.

Incident Commander (IC). The individual responsible for all incident activities, including the
development of strategies and tactics and the ordering and release of resources. The IC has
overall authority and responsibility for conducting incident operations and is responsible for the
management of all incident operations at the incident site.

Incident of National Significance. Based on criteria established in HSPD-5, an actual or
potential high-impact event that requires a coordinated and effective response by and
appropriate combination of Federal, State, local, tribal, nongovernmental, and/or private-sector
entities in order to save lives and minimize damage, and provide the basis for long-term
community recovery and mitigation activities.

Infrastructure. The manmade physical systems, assets, projects, and structures, publicly
and/or privately owned, that are used by or provide benefit to the public. Examples of
infrastructure include utilities, bridges, levees, drinking water systems, electrical systems,
communications systems, dams, sewage systems, and roads.

Interagency Modeling and Atmospheric Assessment Center (IMAAC). An interagency
center responsible for production, coordination, and dissemination of consequence predictions
for an airborne hazardous material release. The IMAAC generates the single Federal prediction
of atmospheric dispersions and their consequences utilizing the best available resources from
the Federal Government.
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Interim Operating Facility (IOF). The IOF is a temporary field facility used by a
DHS/EPR/FEMA-led ERT in the early stages of an incident when the team cannot operate at
the State EOC due to space limitations or other reasons, and the JFO is not yet established. An
IOF is generally located at or near the State EOC, or near the incident site. The IOF remains in
operation until the JFO is established.

Joint Field Office (JFO). A temporary Federal facility established locally to provide a central
point for Federal, State, local, and tribal executives with responsibility for incident oversight,
direction, and/or assistance to effectively coordinate protection, prevention, preparedness,
response, and recovery actions. The JFO will combine the traditional functions of the JOG, the
FEMA DFO, and the JIC within a single Federal facility.

Joint Information Center (JIC). A facility established to coordinate all incident-related public
information activities. It is the central point of contact for all news media at the scene of the
incident. Public information officials from all participating agencies should collocate at the JIC.

Joint Information System (JIS). Integrates incident information and public affairs into a
cohesive organization designed to provide consistent, coordinated, timely information during a
crisis or incident operations. The mission of the JIS is to provide a structure and system for
developing and delivering coordinated interagency messages; developing, recommending, and
executing public information plans and strategies on behalf of the IC; advising the IC concerning
public affairs issues that could affect a response effort; and controlling rumors and inaccurate
information that could undermine public confidence in the emergency response effort.

Joint Operations Center (JOC). The JOC is the focal point for all Federal investigative law
enforcement activities during a terrorist or potential terrorist incident or any other significant
criminal incident, and is managed by the SFLEO. The JOC becomes a component of the JFO
when the NRP is activated.

Major Disaster. As defined by the Stafford Act, any natural catastrophe (including any
hurricane, tornado, storm, high water, wind-driven water, tidal wave, tsunami, earthquake,
volcanic eruption, landslide, mudslide, snowstorm, or drought) or, regardless of cause, any fire,
flood, or explosion, in any part of the United States, which in the determination of the President
causes damage of sufficient severity and magnitude to warrant major disaster assistance under
this act to supplement the efforts and available resources of States, local governments, and
disaster relief organizations in alleviating the damage, loss, hardship, or suffering caused
thereby.

Mission Assignment. The vehicle used by DHS/EPR/FEMA to support Federal operations in a
Stafford Act major disaster or emergency declaration. It orders immediate, short-term
emergency response assistance when an applicable State or local government is overwhelmed
by the event and lacks the capability to perform, or contract for, the necessary work.

Mitigation. Activities designed to reduce or eliminate risks to persons or property or to lessen
the actual or potential effects or consequences of an incident. Mitigation measures may be
implemented prior to, during, or after an incident. Mitigation measures are often developed in
accordance with lessons learned from prior incidents. Mitigation involves ongoing actions to
reduce exposure to, probability of, or potential loss from hazards. Measures may include
zoning and building codes, flood plain buyouts, and analysis of hazard-related data to determine
where it is safe to build or locate temporary facilities. Mitigation can include efforts to educate
governments, businesses, and the public on measures they can take to reduce loss and injury.
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Multiagency Command Center (MACC). An interagency coordination center established by
DHS/USSS during NSSEs as a component of the JFO. The MACC serves as the focal point for
interagency security planning and coordination, including the coordination of all NSSE-related
information from other intra-agency centers (e.g., police command posts, Secret Service
security rooms) and other interagency centers (e.g., intelligence operations centers, joint
information centers).

Multiagency Coordination System. Provides the architecture to support coordination for
incident prioritization, critical resource allocation, communications systems integration, and
information coordination. The components of multiagency coordination systems include
facilities, equipment, EOCs, specific multiagency coordination entities, personnel, procedures,
and communications. The systems assist agencies and organizations to fully integrate the
subsystems of NIMS.

National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC). The NCTC serves as the primary Federal
organization for analyzing and integrating all intelligence possessed or acquired by the
U.S. Government pertaining to terrorism and counterterrorism, excepting purely domestic
counterterrorism information. The NCTC may, consistent with applicable law, receive, retain,
and disseminate information from any Federal, State, or local government or other source
necessary to fulfill its responsibilities.

National Incident Management System (NIMS). A system mandated by HSPD-5 that
provides a consistent, nationwide approach for Federal, State, local, and tribal governments; the
private sector; and NGOs to work effectively and efficiently together to prepare for, respond to,
and recover from domestic incidents, regardless of cause, size, or complexity. To provide for
interoperability and compatibility among Federal, State, local, and tribal capabilities, the NIMS
includes a core set of concepts, principles, and terminology.

National Infrastructure Coordinating Center (NICC). Managed by the DHS Information
Analysis and Infrastructure Protection Directorate, the NICC monitors the Nation's critical
infrastructure and key resources on an ongoing basis. In the event of an incident, the NICC
provides a coordinating vehicle to share information with critical infrastructure and key
resources information-sharing entities.

National Response Center. A national communications center for activities related to oil and
hazardous substance response actions. The National Response Center, located at DHS/USCG
Headquarters in Washington, DC, receives and relays notices of oil and hazardous substances
releases to the appropriate Federal OSC.

National Response Team (NRT). The NRT, comprised of the 16 Federal agencies with major
environmental and public health responsibilities, is the primary vehicle for coordinating Federal
agency activities under the NCP. The NRT carries out national planning and response
coordination and is the head of a highly organized Federal oil and hazardous substance
emergency response network. EPA serves as the NRT Chair, and DHS/USCG serves as
Vice Chair.

National Special Security Event (NSSE). A designated event that, by virtue of its political,
economic, social, or religious significance, may be the target of terrorism or other criminal
activity.
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Nongovernmental Organization (NGO). A nonprofit entity that is based on interests of its
members, individuals, or institutions and that is not created by a government, but may work
cooperatively with government. Such organizations serve a public purpose, not a private
benefit. Examples of NGOs include faith-based charity organizations and the American
Red Cross.

Nuclear Incident Response Team (NIRT). Created by the Homeland Security Act to provide
DHS with a nuclear/radiological response capability. When activated, the NIRT consists of
specialized Federal response teams drawn from DOE and/or EPA. These teams may become
DHS operational assets providing technical expertise and equipment when activated during a
crisis or in response to a nuclear/radiological incident as part of the DHS Federal response.

On-Scene Coordinator (OSC). See Federal On-Scene Coordinator.

Preparedness. The range of deliberate, critical tasks and activities necessary to build, sustain,
and improve the operational capability to prevent, protect against, respond to, and recover from
domestic incidents. Preparedness is a continuous process involving efforts at all levels of
government and between government and private-sector and nongovernmental entities to
identify threats, determine vulnerabilities, and identify required resources.

Prevention. Actions taken to avoid an incident or to intervene to stop an incident from
occurring. Prevention involves actions taken to protect lives and property. It involves applying
intelligence and other information to a range of activities that may include such
countermeasures as deterrence operations; heightened inspections; improved surveillance and
security operations; investigations to determine the full nature and source of the threat; public
health and agricultural surveillance and testing processes; immunizations, isolation, or
quarantine; and, as appropriate, specific law enforcement operations aimed at deterring,
preempting, interdicting, or disrupting illegal activity and apprehending potential perpetrators
and bringing them to justice.

The Price-Anderson Amendments Act of 1988, Pub.L. No. 100-408, 102 Stat. 1066 (1988)
(amending the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 and codified at'42 U.S.C. §§ 2014, 2210, 2273,
2282a (2003)), provides for indemnification of governments and individuals affected by
nuclear incidents.

Principal Federal Official (PFO). The Federal official designated by the Secretary of
Homeland Security to act as his/her representative locally to oversee, coordinate, and execute
the Secretary's incident management responsibilities under HSPD-5 for Incidents of National
Significance.

Private Sector. Organizations and entities that are not part of any governmental structure.
Includes for-profit and not-for-profit organizations, formal and informal structures, commerce
and industry, private emergency response organizations, and private voluntary organizations.

Radiological Emergency Response Teams (RERTs). Teams provided by EPA's Office of
Radiation and Indoor Air to support and respond to incidents or sites containing radiological
hazards. These teams provide expertise in radiation monitoring, radionuclide analyses,
radiation health physics, and risk assessment. RERTs can provide both mobile and fixed
laboratory support during a response.
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Recovery. The development, coordination, and execution of service and site restoration plans
for impacted communities and the reconstitution of government operations and services through
individual, private-sector, nongovernmental, and public assistance programs that: identify needs
and define resources; provide housing and promote restoration; address long-term care and
treatment of affected persons; implement additional measures for community restoration;
incorporate mitigation measures and techniques, as feasible; evaluate the incident to identify
lessons learned; and develop initiatives to mitigate the effects of future incidents.

Regional Response Teams (RRTs). Regional counterparts to the National Response Team,
the RRTs comprise regional representatives of the Federal agencies on the NRT and
representatives of each State within the region. The RRTs serve as planning and preparedness
bodies before a response, and provide coordination and advice to the Federal OSC during
response actions.

Response. Activities that address the short-term, direct effects of an incident. Response
includes immediate actions to save lives, protect property, and meet basic human needs.
Response also includes the execution of emergency operations plans and of incident mitigation
activities designed to limit the loss of life, personal injury, property damage, and other
unfavorable outcomes. As indicated by the situation, response activities include: applying
intelligence and other information to lessen the effects or consequences of an incident;
increased security operations; continuing investigations into the nature and source of the threat;
ongoing public health and agricultural surveillance and testing processes; immunizations,
isolation, or quarantine; and specific law enforcement operations aimed at preempting,
interdicting, or disrupting illegal activity, and apprehending actual perpetrators and bringing
them to justice.

The Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act, 93 Pub. L. No. 288,
88 Stat. 143 (1974) (codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. §§ 5121- 5206, and scattered sections
of 12 U.S.C., 16 U.S.C., 20 U.S.C., 26 U.S.C., 38 U.S.C. (2002)), establishes the programs and
processes for the Federal Government to provide disaster and emergency assistance to States,
local governments, tribal nations, individuals, and qualified private nonprofit organizations. The
Act covers all hazards including natural disasters and terrorist events. The Act includes a
process for Governors to request Federal disaster and emergency assistance from the
President and for the President to declare a major disaster or emergency.

Senior Federal Official (SFO). An individual representing a Federal department or agency with
primary statutory responsibility for incident management. SFOs utilize existing authorities,
expertise, and capabilities to aid in management of the incident working in coordination with
other members of the JFO Coordination Group.

Subject-Matter Expert (SME). An individual who is a technical expert in a specific area or in
performing a specialized job, task, or skill.

Terrorism. Any activity that (1) involves an act that (a) is dangerous to human life or potentially
destructive of critical infrastructure or key resources; and (b) is a violation of the criminal laws of
the United States or of any State or other subdivision of the United States; and (2) appears to
be intended (a) to intimidate or coerce a civilian population; (b) to influence the policy of a
government by intimidation or coercion; or (c) to affect the conduct of a government by mass
destruction, assassination, or kidnaping.
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Threat. An indication of possible violence, harm, or danger.

Unified Command. An application of ICS used when there is more than one agency with
incident jurisdiction or when incidents cross political jurisdictions. Agencies work together
through the designated members of the Unified Command to establish their designated
Incident Commanders at a single ICP and to establish a common set of objectives and
strategies and a single Incident Action Plan.

Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD). As defined in Title 18, U.S.C. § 2332a: (1) any
explosive, incendiary, or poison gas, bomb, grenade, rocket having a propellant charge of more
than 4 ounces, or missile having an explosive or incendiary charge of more than one-quarter
ounce, or mine or similar device; (2) any weapon that is designed or intended to cause death or
serious bodily injury through the release, dissemination, or impact of toxic or poisonous
chemicals or their precursors; (3) any weapon involving a disease organism; or (4) any weapon
that is designed to release radiation or radioactivity at a level dangerous to human life.
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Appendix B 2

Acronyms and Initialisms

CDRG Catastrophic Disaster Response Group
CERCLA Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
CFO Chief Financial Officer
CONPLAN U.S. Government Interagency Domestic Terrorism Concept of Operations Plan
DCO Defense Coordinating Officer
DEST Domestic Emergency Support Team
DFO Disaster Field Office
DHS Department of Homeland Security
DMAT Disaster Medical Assistance Team
DMORT Disaster Mortuary Operational Response Team
DOC Department of Commerce
DOD Department of Defense
DOE Department of Energy
DOI Department of the Interior
DOJ Department of Justice
DOL Department of Labor
DOS Department of State
DOT Department of Transportation
DRC Disaster Recovery Center
DRM Disaster Recovery Manager
DSCA Defense Support of Civil Authorities
DTRIM Domestic Threat Reduction andincident Management
EOC Emergency Operations Center
EPA Environmental Protection Agency
EPCRA Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act
EPR Emergency Preparedness and Response
ERT Environmental Response Team (EPA)
ERT-A Emergency Response Team-Advance Element
ERT-N National Emergency Response Team
ESF Emergency Support Function
ESFLG Emergency Support Function Leaders Group
EST Emergency Support Team
FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation
FCO Federal Coordinating Officer
FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency
FIRST Federal Incident Response Support Team
FMC Federal Mobilization Center
FOC FEMA Operations Center
FRC Federal Resource Coordinator
FRERP Federal Radiological Emergency Response Plan
FRP Federal Response Plan
GAR Governor's Authorized Representative
GIS Geographical Information System

2This Appendix consists of excerpted information from the National Response Plan, December 2004.
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GSA General Services Administration
HHS Department of Health and Human Services
HQ Headquarters
HSAS Homeland Security Advisory System
HSC Homeland Security Council
HSOC Homeland Security Operations Center
HSPD Homeland Security Presidential Directive
IAIP Information Analysis and Infrastructure Protection
IC Incident Command
ICP Incident Command Post
ICS Incident Command System
IIMG Interagency Incident Management Group
IMT Incident Management Team
INRP Initial National Response Plan
IOF Interim Operating Facility
JFO Joint Field Office
JIC Joint Information Center
JIS Joint Information System
JOC Joint Operations Center
JTF Joint Task Force
JTTF Joint Terrorism Task Force
MAC Entity Multiagency Coordinating Entity
MACC Multiagency Command Center
MERS Mobile Emergency Response Support
MOA Memorandum of Agreement
MOU Memorandum of Understanding
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NAWAS National Warning System
NCP National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan
NCR National Capital Region
NCS National Communications System
NCTC National Counterterrorism Center
NDMS National Disaster Medical System
NEP National Exercise Program
NGO Nongovernmental Organization
NICC National Infrastructure Coordinating Center
NICC National Interagency Coordination Center
NIMS National Incident Management System
NIPP National Infrastructure Protection Plan
NIRT Nuclear Incident Response Team
NJTTF National Joint Terrorism Task Force
NMRT National Medical Response Team
NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NRCC National Response Coordination Center
NRP National Response Plan
NRT National Response Team
NSC National Security Council
NSSE National Special Security Event
NVOAD National Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster
OSC On-Scene Coordinator
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OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Administration
OSLGCP DHS Office of State and Local Government Coordination and Preparedness
PCC Policy Coordination Committee
PDA Preliminary Damage Assessment
PDD Presidential Decision Directive
PFO Principal Federal Official
POC Point of Contact
RCRA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
RISC Regional Interagency Steering Committee
RRCC Regional Response Coordination Center
RRT Regional Response Team
ROC Regional Operations Center
SAC Special Agent-in-Charge
SAR Search and Rescue
SCO State Coordinating Officer
SFLEO Senior Federal Law Enforcement Official
SFO Senior Federal Official
SIOC Strategic Information and Operations Center
SOG Standard Operating Guideline
SOP Standard Operating Procedure
START Scientific and Technical Advisory and Response Team
TSA Transportation Security Administration
TSC Terrorist Screening Center
US&R Urban Search and Rescue
USACE U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
USCG U.S. Coast Guard
USDA U.S. Department of Agriculture
USSS U.S. Secret Service
VMAT Veterinarian Medical Assistance Team
WAWAS Washington Area Warning System
WMD Weapons of Mass Destruction
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Appendix C

NRC Incident Response Plan Implementing Procedures
(Topical Listing)

Headquarters Implementing Procedures

HOO/HERO Incident Notifications
Responder Notifications and Team Staffing
Executive Team
Headquarters Support Teams
External Coordination
Responder Protection and Health/Safety
Maintenance of Incident Response Documentation
Qualification of Responders

* • Incident Response Facilities/Systems/Equipment
Communications
Emergency Response Data System
Consequence Assessment Models
Lessons Learned
Natural Phenomena

Regional Implementing Procedures

Standardized Regional Implementing Procedures
* * Region-specific Implementing Procedures
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OST04 Hoc

From: LIA07 Hoc*
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 8:29 PM
To: OST04 Hoc
Subject: FW: Statement by U.S. Ambassador John V. Roos

From: RMTPACTSU_ELNRC rmailto:RMTPACTSU ELNRC(.ofda qov]
S.- ent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 3:52 PM
To: LIA11 Hoc; LIA01 Hoc; LIA07 Hoc; LIA02 Hoc; LIA08 Hoc; Harrington, Holly; McIntyre, David; Burnell, Scott;
Marshall, Jane; Grant, Jeffery
Subject: Statement by U.S. Ambassador John V. Roos

Subject: Statement Issued by U.S. Embassy Tokyo

State Department Press Corps:

Following is a statement being issued by U.S. Embassy Tokyo now.

Press Office

U.S. Department of State

U.S. Embassy
Tokyo, Japan

March 16, 2011

Statement by U.S. Ambassador John V. Roos

The United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), the Department of Energy and other technical experts in the
U.S. Government have reviewed the scientific and technical information they have collected from assets in country, as
well as what the Government of Japan has disseminated, in response to the deteriorating situation at the Fukushima
Nuclear Power Plant. Consistent with the NRC guidelines that apply to such a situation in the United States, we are
recommending, as a precaution, that American citizens who live within 50 miles (80 kilometers) of the Fukushima
Nuclear Power Plant evacuate the area or to take shelter indoors if safe evacuation is not practical.

We want to underscore that there are numerous factors in the aftermath of the earthquake and Tsunami, including
weather, wind direction and speed, and the nature of the reactor problem that affect the risk of radioactive
contamination within this 50 mile (80 km) radius or the possibility of lower-level radioactive materials reaching greater
distances.

The U.S. Embassy will continue to update American citizens as the situation develops. U.S. citizens in need of emergency
assistance should send an e-mail to lapanEmergencyUSC(state.gov with detailed information about their location and
contact information, and monitor the U.S. Department of State website at travel.state.gov.

The United States is continuing to do everything in its power to help Japan and American citizens who were there at the
time of these tragic events. To support our citizens there, the Embassy is working around the clock, we have our
consular services available 24 hours a day to determine the whereabouts and well-being of all U.S. citizens in Japan and
we have offered our Japanese friends includes disaster response experts, search and rescue teams, technical advisers
with nuclear expertise and logistical support from the United States military.
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Press Releases

Press Release (Mar 17,2011)
March 17th (Thu): Group 1 (Original Schedule: 9:20 - 13:00)

-Blackout Period: Approximately 3 hours (9:20AM - 13:11PM)
-Expected Number of Households: Approximately 2,890,000 customers
-Applicable Region: Chiba pref., Tochigi prof., Saitama pref.,

Gunma pref., Kanagawa pref.

[Areas] No. is based on each substation's coverage area.

No.A
Kyonan Town, Kamogawa City, Tateyama City, Kimitsu City, Ichihara City,
Sodegaura City, Choese Town, Nagara Town, Minamiboso City, Futtsu City,
Mobara City, Kisarazu City

No.B
Sakura City, Otawara City, Nasukarasuyama City, Nasushiobara City,
Nakagawa Town, Nasu Town, Yaita City

No.C
Saitama City (Nishi ward), Fujimino City, Sayama City, Sakado City,
Shiki City, Tokorozawa City, Niiza City, Kawagoe City, Asaka City,
Miyoshi Town, Iruma City, Fujimi City, Wako City

No.D
Yotsukaido City, aIsumi City, Sakura City, Oamishirasato Town,
Ichihara City, Chiba City (Inage Ward, Hanamigawa Ward, Wakaba Ward,
Chuo Ward, Mihama Ward, Midori Ward), Funabashi City, Ichinomiya Town,
Chosei Village, Chonan Town, Nagara Town, Shirako Town, Mutsuzawa Town,
Togane City, Yachimata City, Yachiyo City, Mobara City

No.E
Kassa Town, Minano Town, Ogano Town, Chichibu City, Yorii Town,
Nagatoro Town, IHigashichichibu Village, Yokoze Town, Hanno City,

Ogawa Town, Tokigawa Town, Ranzan Town

No.F
Yokosuka City, Yokohama City (Isogo Ward, Sakae Ward, Kanazawa Ward,
Konan Ward), Kamakura City, Chigasaki City, Hayama Town, Zushi City,
Fujisawa City

No.G
Kamagaya City, Fusabashi City, Shiroi City

No.H
Kawasaki City (Saiwai Ward-, Kawasaki Ward-)

No.1
Midori City, Isesaki City, Kiryu City, Tamamura Town, Maebashi City

No.J
Aikawa Town, Kiyokawa Village, Ayas. City, Isehara City, Ebina City,
Chigasaki City, Atsugi City, Samukawa Town, Zama City, Sagamihara City
(Chuo Ward, Minami Ward), Yamato City, Fujisawa City, Hiratsuka City

No.K

Shibukawa City, Maebashi City, Showa Village

No.L
Ayase City, Yokohama City (Sakae Ward, Totsuka Ward, Konoe Ward,
Izumi Ward[, Kamakura City, Chigasaki City, Yamato City, Fujisawa City,

Hiratsuka City

•egarding railroad systems, TEPCO is endeavoring to secure continuous
supply of electricity. For this reason, rolling blackout may not be
implemented in some areas.

-Newly applicable areas due to operations from substations. However,
those areas could be out of the target if the network systems change in
future.
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From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Attachments:

LIA07 Hoc
Borchardt. Bill; Viii Martin; Weber, Michael; Jaczko. Gregory; Pace. Patti; Sgeiser, Herald; Gibbs, Catina;
Leeds, Eric
Updates to the "Go Books" with the latest information from the Ops Center

Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:36:54 PM

USNRC Earthouake-Tsunarni Update.031611.1400EDT.docx
Talking Points Two Pager.031611.1400EDT.docx
ET Chronologv 3-16-11 1.22am.odf
Press Release 9.pdf
Talking Points 6.odf

iC/

Please find attached updated information for the "Go Books" provided earlier today.

The updates include:

- The 1400, 3/16/11 Status Update
- The 1400, 3/16/11 Talking Points Two-Pager
- The latest ET Chronology
- The latest NRC Press Release (11-050)
- The latest NRC OPA Talking Points

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.

Jim Anderson
Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
james.anderson(nrc.gov
LIA07.HOC(dnrc.gov (Operations Center)
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NRC "Talking Points" - Current as of March 16, 2011, 1400 EDT

Reactor Status

0 Fukushima Daiichi Units 1 - 6

Unit 1
* Core damage from insufficient cooling water caused by loss of offsite power and onsite diesel

generators following tsunami
* Sea water being injected with reported stable cooling
* Primary containment described as "functional"
* Hydrogen explosion from overheated fuel-water reaction damaged reactor building

(secondary containment)
* Spent fuel pool level is unknown
* High radiation levels reduced to 600 microsieverts/hr (60 millirem/ hr) at 2:00 am EDT (March 15) at

site gate. Site gate is same for each unit.

Unit 2
" Core damage from insufficient cooling water caused by loss of offsite power and onsite diesel

generators following tsunami
* Sea water being injected
" Core cooling reported as not stable
" Loud sound near containment building caused concern that containment integrity is not assured

o Reported at 7:30 AM EDT, March 15, that containment is intact (better than previously thought)
o NHK cites NISA that there is partial damage to the containment

* Secondary containment: Cut hole to reduce likelihood of hydrogen gas buildup
* Spent fuel pool level is unknown. Possibility of steam/smoke from water boil-off or zirc-water

interaction
* High radiation levels reduced to 600 microsieverts/hr (60 millirem/ hr) at 2:00 am EDT

(March 15) at site gate. Site gate is same for each unit.

Unit 3
* Core damage from insufficient cooling water caused by loss of offsite power and onsite diesel

generators following tsunami
* Sea water being injected with reported stable cooling
* Primary containment described as "functional"
* Hydrogen explosion from overheated fuel-water reaction damaged reactor building (secondary

containment)
* Spent fuel pool level is unknown. Possibility of steam/smoke from water boil-off or zirc-water

interaction
* High radiation levels reduced to 600 microsieverts/hr (60 millirem/hr) at 2:00 am EDT (March 15) at

site gate. Site gate is same for each unit.

Unit 4
" First fire: Generator lube oil fire in reactor building; IAEA reports that fire out at 2200 EDT, March 14.
" High radiation levels reduced to 600 microsieverts/hr (60 millirem/hr)at 2:30 am EDT

(March 15) at site gate
" Second fire began 5:45am local time in reactor building. Reports indicate not yet contained. TEPCO

determining whether to use helicopter or fire truck to fight fire. Fuel reported uncovered.
" TEPCO reported 30R/hr inside Unit 4 following second fire.
• Reports of hydrogen explosion in Unit 4 due to uncovered fuel in the fuel pool.

Secondary containment is destroyed. There is no water in the spent fuel pool and the
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pool's ability to retain water is in doubt.

Unit 5
* IAEA reports that water level in the SFP was down 40 cm in 5 hours since 0800 EDT, March 15, 2011.

TEPCO plans to use operational diesel generator at Unit 6 to provide water to Unit 5.

Unit 6 stable
* Reactor spent fuel pool level unknown. Heatup reported.

Other Japanese Nuclear Sites:
* Fukushima Daini Units 1 - 4: As of 7:15 am on March 15 (Japan), Tepco press release reports reactors

in cold shutdown and offsite power available.
* Onagawa Units 1 - 3: shutdown, stable, turbine building basement fire extinguished.
" Kashiwazaki Kariwa Nuclear Power Station (Advanced Reactors): Units 1, 5, 6, 7: normal operation /

Units 2 to 4: regular outage

Protective Action Recommendations

* For Fukushima Daiichi site, Japanese national government issued a protective action recommendation that
instructed evacuation for local residents within a 20km radius of the site boundary and sheltering in place out to
30km for residents who stayed behind

* Japan has imposed no-fly zone (30km radius, altitude unlimited) over Daiichi plants.
* A RASCAL run at 06:54AM (EDT) on March 16, 2011 for hypothetical combined core based on the following

assumptions: Units 2 & 3 each, 33% core melt & no containment; Unit 4, full core offload 100% melt in the Spent
Fuel Pool (SFP) with no roof; wind direction from West Northwest blowing out to the ocean. Results: PAG
exceded at 50 miles (80.5 km) with TEDE of 24.0 rem, and CDE thyroid of 130 rem.

Meteorological Conditions:

As of 1100 EDT, March 16, wind direction is from the West and wind speed is between 10-20 mph. This wind
direction not expected to change significantly until the next front comes through over the weekend.

General Talking Points

* Based upon the de-grading situation at the Daiichi plant, the US NRC recommends that Americans within 50
miles of the Daiichi plant to evacuate the area.

* 6.1 Aftershock near Hamaoka: no damage to reactors
o 5 reactors: 2 are decommissioned; 1 shutdown; 2 operating

" TEPCO and US Forces in Japan (USFJ) are working together to allocate firefighting and heavy equipment
capable of pumping seawater from the ocean into containment.

o A list of additional equipment to provide for accident mitigation has been developed by NRC and
provided to USAID.

* Disaster Assistance Response Team arrived Sunday:
o 11 NRC staff are in Tokyo with the Ambassador and getting information from Japanese officials.

* NRC continues to develop projections of the accident's progression, dose estimates and Q&As, including those
addressing the safety of reactors in operation in the US.

* Government of Japan has accepted US offer to conduct aerial/ground monitoring and also requested potassium
iodide tablets. DOE Aerial Measurement Teams are expected to fly over the Daiichi site on March 17 at around
0900 local time (2000 EDT).

* The NRC has been asked to provide recommendations for solutions to the spent fuel pool issues during
conference call with NISA and TEPCO.
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RE NRC NEWS
9 •U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Office of Public Affairs Telephone: 301/415-8200
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

zr . • •E-mail: opa.resource(adnrc.gov Site: www.nrc.gov
Blog: http:iipublic-blog.nrc-gatewav.gov

No. 11-050 March 16, 2011

NRC PROVIDES PROTECTIVE ACTION RECOMMENDATIONS
BASED ON U.S. GUIDELINES

Under the guidelines for public safety that would be used in the United States under
similar circumstances, the NRC believes it is appropriate for U.S. residents within 50 miles of
the Fukushima reactors to evacuate.

Among other things, in the United States protective actions recommendations are
implemented when projected doses could exceed 1 rem to the body or 5 rem to the thyroid. A
rem is a measure of radiation dose. The average American is exposed to approximately 620
millirems, or 0.62 rem, of radiation each year from natural and manmade sources.

In making protective action recommendations, the NRC takes into account a variety of
factors that include weather, wind direction and speed, and the status of the problem at the
reactors.

Attached are the results of two sets of computer calculations used to support the NRC
recommendations.

In response to nuclear emergencies, the NRC works with other U.S. agencies to monitor
radioactive releases and predict their path. All the available information continues to indicate
Hawaii, Alaska, the U.S. Territories and the U.S. West Coast are not expected to experience any
harmful levels of radioactivity.

News releases are available through a free listserv subscription at the following Web address:
http://wiv.nrc.gov/puiblic-involveilistservcr.html. The NRC homepage at wwvw.nrc.gov also offers a SUBSCRIBE
link. E-mail notifications are sent to subscribers when news releases are posted to NRC's website.



15 March 2010 02:51am (EDT), NRC Operations Center, Protective Measures Team

This data is based on system condition estimates for a hypothetical, single reactor site, 2350
MWt, Boiling Water Reactor. Model results are projections only and may not be representative
of an actual release. This projection uses modeled forecast meteorological conditions and is
subject to change.

Maximum Dose Values (rem) - Close-In

Dist from release
miles 0.5 1. 1.5 2. 3. 5. 7. 10.
(kilometers) (0.8) (1.61) (2.41) (3.22) (4.83) (8.05) (11.27) (16.09)

Total EDE 5.4E+03 2.0E+03 1.2E+03 8.2E+02 4.8E+02 2.4E+02 1.6E+02 9.5E+01
Thyroid CDE 2.8E+04 1.1E+04 6.2E+03 4.3E+03 2.5E+03 1.3E+03 8.4E+02 5.1E+02
Inhalation CEDE 3.7E+03 1.4E+03 8.OE+02 5.6E+02 3.3E+02 1.7E+02 1.1E+02 6.7E+01
Cloudshine 1.9E+01 9.3E+00 5.8E+00 4.1E+00 2.5E+00 1.4E+00 9.7E-01 6.2E-01
4-day Groundshine 1.7E+03 6.5E+02 3.8E+02 2.6E+02 1.5E+02 7.3E+01 4.6E+01 2.8E+01
Inter Phase I stYr 2.4E+04 9.4E+03 5.4E+03 3.8E+03 2.2E+03 1.1E+03 6.6E+02 3.9E+02
Inter Phase 2nd Yr 1.1E+04 4.4E+03 2.6E+03 1.8E+03 1.OE+03 4.9E+02 3.1E+02 1.8E+02

Notes:
* Doses exceeding PAGs are underlined.
* Early-Phase PAGs: TEDE - 1 rem, Thyroid (iodine) CDE - 5 rem
* Intermediate-Phase EPA PAGs: 1st year - 2 rem, 2nd year - 0.5 rem

*** indicates values less than 1 mrem
* To view all values - use Detailed Results I Numeric Table
* Total EDE = Inhalation CEDE + Cloudshine + 4-Day Groundshine

Maximum Dose Values (rem) - To 50 mi

Dist from release
miles 15 20 30 40 50
(kilometers) (24.1) (32.2) (48.3) (64.4) (80.5)

Total EDE 8.6E+01 6.3E+01 3.7E+01 1.8E+01 8.1E+00
Thyroid CDE 3.3E+02 2.7E+02 1.3E+02 5.9E+01 2.3E+01
Inhalation CEDE 3.9E+01 3.1 E+01 1.3E+01 4.4E+00 1.3E+00
Cloudshine 4.5E-01 3.8E-01 1.7E-01 7.4E-02 2.7E-02
4-day Groundshine 4.7E+01 3.2E+01 2.4E+01 1.3E+01 6.7E+00
Inter Phase 1st Yr 7.2E+02 4.8E+02 3.8E+02 2.2E+02 1.3E+02
Inter Phase 2nd Yr 3.4E+02 2.3E+02 1.8E+02 1.1E+02 6.9E+01

Notes:
* Doses exceeding PAGs are underlined.
* Early-Phase PAGs: TEDE - 1 rem, Thyroid (iodine) CDE - 5 rem
* Intermediate-Phase PAGs: 1st year - 2 rem, 2nd year - 0.5 rem

*** indicates values less than 1 mrem
* To view all values - use Detailed Results I Numeric Table
* Total EDE = CEDE Inhalation + Cloudshine + 4-Day Groundshine
* Total Acute Bone = Bone Inhalation + Cloudshine + Period Groundshine



16 March 2010 12:24pm (EDT), NRC Operations Center, Protective Measures Team

This data is based on system condition estimates for a hypothetical, four reactor site. Model
results are projections only and may not be representative of an actual release. This projection
uses modeled forecast meteorological conditions and is subject to change.

Maximum Dose Values (rem) - Close-In

Dist from release
miles 0.5 1. 1.5 2. 3. 5. 7. 10.
(kilometers) (0.8) (1.61) (2.41) (3.22) (4.83) (8.05) (11.27) (16.09)

Total EDE 5.4E+03 1.5E+03 6.7E+02 3.9E+02 1.8E+02 7.5E+01 4.0E+01 1.4E+01
Thyroid CDE 2.9E+04 7.9E+03 3.6E+03 2.1E+03 9.6E+02 4.OE+02 2.1E+02 7.5E+01
Inhalation CEDE 3.8E+03 1.0E+03 4.8E+02 2.8E+02 1.3E+02 5.4E+01 2.9E+01 1.OE+01
Cloudshine 2.2E+01 8.0E+00 3.9E+00 2.3E+00 8.OE-01 2.6E-01 2.1E-01 1.1E-01
4-dayGroundshine 1.5E+03 4.1E+02 1.9E+02 1.1EE+02 5.OE+01 2.1E+01 1.1E+01 4.3E+00
Inter Phase 1 st Yr 2.6E+04 7.OE+03 3.2E+03 1.9E+03 8.5E+02 3.6E+02 1.9E+02 7.5E+01
Inter Phase 2nd Yr 1.3E+04 3.5E+03 1.6E+03 9.2E+02 4.2E+02 1.8E+02 9.5E+01 3.8E+01

Notes:
" Doses exceeding PAGs are underlined.
" Early-Phase PAGs: TEDE - 1 rem, Thyroid (iodine) CDE - 5 rem
" Intermediate-Phase EPA PAGs: 1st year - 2 rem, 2nd year - 0.5 rem

*** indicates values less than 1 mrem
* To view all values - use Detailed Results I Numeric Table
* Total EDE = Inhalation CEDE + Cloudshine + 4-Day Groundshine

Maximum Dose Values (rem) - To 50 mi

Dist from release
miles 15 20 30 40 50
(kilometers) (24.1) (32.2) (48.3) (64.4) (80.5)

Total EDE 1.5E+01 1.3E+01 1.1E+01 1.OE+01 9.9E+00
Thyroid CDE 8.6E+01 7.0E+01 5.2E+01 4.9E+01 4.8E+01
Inhalation CEDE 1.1E+01 9.2E+00 7.7E+00 7.6E+00 7.3E+00
Cloudshine 1.2E-01 9.7E-02 7.3E-02 7.0E-02 6.6E-02
4-day Groundshine 4.1 E+00 3.4E+00 2.8E+00 2.6E+00 2.5E+00
Inter Phase 1st Yr 7.1E+01 6.OE+01 4.7E+01 4.5E+01 4.3E+01
Inter Phase 2nd Yr 3.6E+01 3.OE+01 2.3E+01 2.2E+01 2.1E+01

Notes:
" Doses exceeding PAGs are underlined.
" Early-Phase PAGs: TEDE - 1 rem, Thyroid (iodine) CDE - 5 rem
" Intermediate-Phase PAGs: 1st year - 2 rem, 2nd year - 0.5 rem

*** indicates values less than 1 mrem
* To view all values - use Detailed Results I Numeric Table
* Total EDE = CEDE Inhalation + Cloudshine + 4-Day Groundshine
* Total Acute Bone = Bone Inhalation + Cloudshine + Period Groundshine

T EDE - Total Effective Dose Equivalent
CDE - Committed Dose Equivalent
CEDE - Committed Effective Dose Equivalent
PAGs - Protective Action Guidelines
EPA - Environmental Protection Agency
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OPA

TALKING POINTS

JAPAN NUCLEAR SITUATION

As of 3/16/2011 1:45 p.m. EDT

* Based on calculations performed by NRC experts, we now believe that it is

appropriate for U.S. residents within 50 miles of the Fukushima reactors to evacuate.

Our recommendation is based on NRC guidelines for public safety that would be used

in the United States under similar circumstances.

* The NRC continues to believe, based on all available information, that the type and

design of the Japanese reactors, combined with how events have unfolded, will

prevent radiation at harmful levels from reaching U.S. territory.

* The Japanese government has formally asked for U.S. assistance in responding to

nuclear power plant cooling issues triggered by an earthquake and tsunami on March

11. The NRC has eleven staff on the ground in Japan as part of the USAID team.

* The NRC is coordinating its actions with other federal agencies as part of the U.S.

government response. The NRC's headquarters Operations Center was activated at

the beginning of the event and has been monitoring the situation on a 24-hour basis

ever since.



" The NRC is always looking to learn information that can be applied to U.S. reactors

and we will analyze the information that comes from this incident.

* The NRC is working with other U.S. agencies to monitor radioactive releases from

Japan and to predict their path.

* Given the results of the monitoring and distance between Japan and Hawaii, Alaska,

U.S. Pacific Territories and the U.S. West Coast, the NRC expects the U.S. to

AVOID any harmful levels of radioactivity.

" U.S. nuclear power plants are built to withstand environmental hazards, including

earthquakes. Even those plants that are located outside of areas with extensive

seismic activity are designed for safety in the event of such a natural disaster.

* The NRC requires that safety-significant structures, systems, and components be

designed to take into account the most severe natural phenomena historically reported

for the site and surrounding area. The NRC then adds a margin for error to account

for the historical data's limited accuracy. In other words, U.S. nuclear power plants

are designed to be safe based on historical data to predict the area's maximum

credible earthquake.



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Haney. Catherine
Walker, Dwight; Dorman. Dan
Call
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 6:39:25 AM

Dan - give me a call on my cell if you go back to the office.

Dwight-make sure Dan sees this if he returns to the office.



From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Haney. Catherine
OST04 Hoc
Walker. Dwight
RE: Go-books
Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:55:00 PM

Can you send electronic updates to me and to my Admin asst., Dwight Walker.

From: OST04 Hoc
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 2:54 PM
To: Haney, Catherine; Sheron, Brian; Johnson, Michael
Subject: Go-books

Shortly, you should be receiving hard copy go-books to support your public outreach efforts.

Further updates to the books will be sent electronically. Please identify where you would like your

electronic updates to be sent (yourselves, administrative staff, etc.).l

Regards,
Melissa Ralph, NSIR

Melissa.Ralph(@ N RC.gov
LIAO7.hoc@nrc.gov (Operations Center)

xy;/y733 1



From:
To:

Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

LIA07 Hoc
Borchardt, Bill; Bradford, Anna; Cohen. Shari; Coooer. LaTova; Dyer. Jim; Flory, Shirley; Gibbs. Catina; Haney.
Catherine; Hudson, Sharon; Johnson, Michael; Leeds ; Lod Susan; Pace Patti; Schwarz. Sherry; Sheron.
Brian; Soeiser. Herald; Taylor, Renee; Viroilio. Martin; Walls. Lorena; Weber. Michael
Update for "Go Books," 0600 3/23/11: Corrected Time Stamp on One Page

Wednesday, March 23, 2011 7:24:07 AM
March 23 0600EDT one oager (2) (4".docx

h'~

Please find attached updated information for the "Go Books".

The updates include:

- The 0600 EDT, 03/23/11 One Page: This Update corrects time stamp.

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.

Yen

Yen Chen

US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
LIA07.HOC(nrc.gov (Operations Center)

Yq ý/? ý,240



From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

RST12 Hoc
Thursday, March 17, 2011 2:13 AM
tony.ulses@nrc.gov
plant status
boarddata.pdf

y?//3 3
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SPrintPDFJ
Archive List View Display Version

Japan Earthquake
and Tsunami Daiichi

jupdteI iew ublished

Daiichi Unit 1 (Shutdown) Critical Safety Functions

Core Damage - Yes, reported Cs.
RPV Level Control - Borated Sea Water
Containment - Intact/Prev. Vented
Release - Yes, reported CS

Daiichi Unit 2 (Shutdown)

Current 03/13/2011 04:20:08 (ET)
+1-2

Hours

Core Damage - No Evidence
RPV Level Control - RCIC: TAF + 355
Containment - Heat Up
Release - No evidence

Daiichi Unit 3 (Shutdown)

Core Damage - Uncertain, conflicting level reports
RPV Level Control - HPCI and borated water; TAF
+ 135
Containment - Intact
Release - No

Reactor Shutdown / Criticality

Core Cooling & Heat Removal

RCS & Reactor Vessel Integrity

Containment Pressure Control

Rad. Confinement & Mitigation

Licensee Event Classification

General and Site Emergency
Evacuation ordered to 20 km
2200 EST March 12

Lookingq Forward:

Unit 2/3 - Hydrogen issue?
Unit I - Injection clogging issues?

Status
Unit I - Stable

Unit 2 - Monitoring venting
Unit 3 - Level above TAF, HPCI



Kuritzky, Alan

From: Coyne, Kevin
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:55 AM
To: Marksberry, Don; Kuritzky, Alan; Salley, MarkHenry; Beasley, Benjamin; Ott, William; Peters,

Sean; Demoss, Gary
Subject: FW: 0700 EDT (March 17, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami SitRep
Attachments: NRC Status Update 3-17.11--07.00am.pdf

Fyi...

From: Barclay, Kevin
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 8:52 AM
To: Coyne, Kevin; Ghasemian, Shahram
Subject: FW: 0700 EDT (March 17, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami SitRep

At Rob Krseks request .......

From: Pederson, Cynthia
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 6:55 AM
To: All R3 Users
Subject: FW: 0700 EDT (March 17, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami SitRep

Please, n 6iote' ,that this information is iilU O• ly" and is onlyt being
shared' within the-fede~ral family.
Spent fuel pools are currently biggest concern.

From: LIA07 Hoc
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 6:16 AM
To: LIA07 Hoc
Subject: 0700 EDT (March 17, 2011) USNRC Earthquake/Tsunami SitRep

Attached, please find a 0700 EDT situation report from the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Emergency Operations
Center regarding the impacts of the earthquake/tsunami on March 17, 2011. This Update corrects information
about the US State Department's actions for employees in Japan.
Please note that this information is '"O.Qfticial-!UseýOnly•' and is only being shared within the federal family.
Please call the Headquarters Operations Officer at 301-816-5100 with questions.

-Jim

Jim Anderson
Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
iames.anderson5nrc.gov
LIA07.HOCanrc.gov (Operations Center)

1



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joosten. Sandy
Vietti-Cook, Annette; Brenner, Eliot; Hayden, Elizabeth
COMGBJ- 11-0002
Wednesday, March 23, 2011 8:04:18 AM

The Chairman's COM on NRC Actions Following the Events in Japan has been posted to
the NRC's public web site.

Sandy



From: Couret. Ivonne
To: Janberas. Holly; Harrinoton. Holly; McIntyre, David; Burnell, Scott; Brenner, Eliot; Hayden. Elizabeth; Screnci

Diane.; Sheehan, Neil; Useldinq, Lara; Dricks. Victor; Chandrathil, Prema; Mitlynq. Viktoria; Hannah, Roger;
Ledford, Joey

Subject: FYI - FW: Air News Release (HQ): CORRECTION: UPDATED - please note the addition of "hundreds of
thousands" in the second and sixth paragraphs

Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 7:43:25 AM

FYI - Yesterday's EPA press release correction. Ivonne

Ivonne L. Couret
Public Affairs Officer
Office of Public Affairs
Media Desk
opa.resource@nrc.gov
301-415-8200

Visit our online photo gallery. Incorporate graphics and photographs to tell your story!
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/photo -gallery/

2010-2011 Information Digest - Where you can find NRC Facts at a Glance
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-collections/nuregs/staff/srl350/

From: U.S. EPA [mailto:usaepa@govdelivery.com]
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 8:45 PM
To: Couret, Ivonne
Subject: Air News Release (HQ): CORRECTION: UPDATED - please note the addition of "hundreds of
thousands" in the second and sixth paragraphs

CONTACT:
EPA Press Office
press(epa.gov

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
March 22, 2011

CORRECTION: UPDATED - please note the addition
of "hundreds of thousands" in the second and sixth
paragraphs

Radiation Monitors Continue to Confirm
That No Radiation Levels of Concern
Have Reached the United States
WASHINGTON - During a detailed analysis of four west coast RadNet air monitor filters, the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) identified trace amounts of radioactive iodine, cesium, and
tellurium consistent with the Japanese nuclear incident. These levels are consistent with the levels
found by a Department of Energy monitor last week and are to be expected in the coming days.

EPA's samples were captured by three monitors in California and one in Washington State on Friday,

March 18 and sent to EPA scientists for detailed laboratory analysis. The data was reviewed over the



weekend and the analysis was completed Monday night. The radiation levels detected on the filters
from California and Washington monitors are hundreds of thousands to millions of times below
levels of concern.

In addition, last night preliminary monitor results in Hawaii detected minuscule levels of an isotope that
is also consistent with the Japanese nuclear incident. This detection varies from background and
historical data in Hawaii. This isotope was detected at our fixed monitor in Hawaii, and it is far below
any level of concern for human health. The sampling filter from this monitor is being sent to our
national radiation lab for further analysis.

In a typical day, Americans receive doses of radiation from natural sources like rocks, bricks and the
sun that are about 100,000 times higher than what we have detected coming from Japan. For example,
the levels we're seeing coming from Japan are 100,000 times lower than what you get from taking a
roundtrip international flight.

EPA is in the process of conducting detailed filter analyses for fixed monitors located in Oregon.

EPA's RadNet filter results for San Francisco, Seattle, Riverside and Anaheim, California detected
minuscule quantities of iodine isotopes and other radioactive particles that pose no health concern at
the detected levels. Below are the results of the detailed filter analysis. All of the radiation levels
detected during the detailed filter analysis are hundreds of thousands to millions of times below
levels of concern.

All units are in Picocuries per meter cubed.

- Filter results for Anaheim, Calif. found:
Cesium-137: 0.0017
Tellurium-132: 0.012
Iodine-132: 0.0095
Iodine- 131: 0.046

- Filter results for Riverside, Calif. found:
Cesium-137: 0.00024
Tellurium- 132: 0.0014
Iodine- 132: 0.0015
Iodine-131: 0.011

- Filter results for Seattle, Wash. found:
Cesium-137: 0.00045
Tellurium- 132: 0.0034
Iodine-132: 0.0029
Iodine-131: 0.013

- Filter results for San Francisco, Calif. found:
Cesium-137: 0.0013
Tellurium-132: 0.0075
Iodine-132: 0.0066
Iodine-131: 0.068

EPA's RadNet system is designed to protect the public by notifying scientists, in near real time, of
elevated levels of radiation so they can determine whether protective action is required. In addition, an
analysis of the filters in the monitors can identify even the smallest trace amounts of specific

radioactive isotopes.

As part of the federal government's continuing effort to make our activities and science transparent and
available to the public, EPA will continue to keep RadNet data available at:

http://www.epa.gov/iapan20l 1/
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Note: If a link above doesn't work, please copy and paste the URL into a browser.

Note: If a link above doesn't work, please copy and paste the URL into a browser.

View all news releases related to air issues

You can view or update your subscriptions or e-mail address at any time on your Subscriber Preferences
Page. All you will need is your e-mail address. If you have any questions or problems e-mail
support@govdelivery.com for assistance.

This service is provided to you at no charge by U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

Sent by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency - 1200 Pennsylvania Avenue NW Washington DC 20460 •202-564-4355



From: Brenner. Eliot
To: Batkin. Joshua; Hayden, Elizabeth; Loyd. Susan
Subject: RE:
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 7:09:41 AM

At youro convenience.

----- Original Message -----
From: Batkin, Joshua
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 7:08 AM
To: Hayden, Elizabeth; Brenner, Eliot; Loyd, Susan
Subject: Fw:

Let's chat

Joshua C. Batkin
Chief of Staff
Chairman Gregory B. Jaczko
(301) 415-1820

----- Original Message -....
From: Howard Glaser <Howard.Glaser@exec.ny.gov>
To: Leeds, Eric; R D <RD@exec.ny.gov>; Richard Bamberger <Richard.Bamberger@exec.ny.gov>;
Thomas Congdon <Thomas.Congdon@exec. ny.gov>
Cc: Batkin, Joshua
Sent: Wed Mar 23 01:05:05 2011
Subject: RE:

Eric -- just to confirm, yesterday at meetings end we had agreement on 3 things: IP would be the top
priority in NRC's seismic review; NRC would share data; and NY could have its people accompany NRC
on related inspections. We then reported precisely these things back to Governor and in our statement
about the meeting. The Lt. Gov also read verbatim our statement to the Chairman in 2nd phone
conversation in the afternoon. So we were a little surprised to see your spokeman's comments that
"this is not a serious concern". Your chairman certainly expressed that he thought this was a serious
concern, enough so that he would agree to make a personal visit to IP.

"This is really not a serious concern," said NRC spokeswoman Elizabeth Hayden, referring to a new
safety review of the Indian Point plant by her agency in the wake of Japan's nuclear crisis.
That is, it's not so serious that it would be started anytime this year, she said. "I know what [Cuomo]
said," Hayden explained yesterday, but the NRC's review "won't start until 2012."

Copying the Lt Gov and our director of communications.

Thanks. hg

From: Leeds, Eric [Eric. Leeds@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 5:15 PM
To: Howard Glaser
Cc: Batkin, Joshua
Subject: RE:

Understand the issue - it's not where any of us what to be. I spoke with the Chairman right after
LTGOV Duffy. Here's the answer to your question:

1 in 1,000 (10-3) - requires consideration of immediate action.
So Indian Point is in the range of 10-4 (1 in 10,000)- which in accordance with our processes means to
continue performing prudent regulatory evaluation.

'I las



From: Batkin, Joshua
To: Hayden, Elizabeth; Brenner, Eliot; Loyd, Susan
Subject: Fw:
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 7:08:26 AM

Let's chat

Joshua C. Batkin
Chief of Staff
Chairman Gregory B. Jaczko
(301) 415-1820

----- Original Message -----
From: Howard Glaser <Howard.Glaser@exec.ny.gov>
To: Leeds, Eric; R D <RD@exec.ny.gov>; Richard Bamberger <Richard.Bamberger@exec.ny.gov>;
Thomas Congdon <Thomas.Congdon@exec. ny.gov>
Cc: Batkin, Joshua
Sent: Wed Mar 23 01:05:05 2011
Subject: RE:

Eric -- just to confirm, yesterday at meetings end we had agreement on 3 things: IP would be the top
priority in NRC's seismic review; NRC would share data; and NY could have its people accompany NRC
on related inspections. We then reported precisely these things back to Governor and in our statement
about the meeting. The Lt. Gov also read verbatim our statement to the Chairman in 2nd phone
conversation in the afternoon. So we were a little surprised to see your spokeman's comments that
"this is not a serious concern". Your chairman certainly expressed that he thought this was a serious
concern, enough so that he would agree to make a personal visit to IP.

"This is really not a serious concern," said NRC spokeswoman Elizabeth Hayden, referring to a new
safety review of the Indian Point plant by her agency in the wake of Japan's nuclear crisis.
That is, it's not so serious that it would be started anytime this year, she said. "I know what [Cuomo]
said," Hayden explained yesterday, but the NRC's review "won't start until 2012."

Copying the Lt Gov and our director of communications.

Thanks. hg

From: Leeds, Eric [Eric.Leeds@nrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 5:15 PM
To: Howard Glaser
Cc: Batkin, Joshua
Subject: RE:

Understand the issue - it's not where any of us what to be. I spoke with the Chairman right after
LTGOV Duffy. Here's the answer to your question:

1 in 1,000 (10-3) - requires consideration of immediate action.
So Indian Point is in the range of 10-4 (1 in 10,000)- which in accordance with our processes means to
continue performing prudent regulatory evaluation.

Hope this helps.

Eric J. Leeds, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-1270



----- Original Message -----
From: Howard Glaser [mailto:Howard.Glaser(exec.ny.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 12:26 PM
To: Leeds, Eric
Cc: Batkin, Joshua
Subject:

Thanks for today. Expedited review is what we all really need. Duffy spoke to Chair.

One point; your guy said one in 13K. But ur report says 1 in 10K at IP. Which is your standard for
immediate review.



From: Horn, Brian
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 6:47 AM
To: Owens, Janice
Cc: Habighorst, Peter
Subject: RE: General guidance to export licensees

Morning Janice:

Good work.

I have marked a couple of possible word changes to your draft e-mail. (changes are marked in Red).

Brian Horn
492-3122

From: Owens, Janice
Sent: Wednesday, March 16, 2011 8:57 PM
To: Caldwell, Robert; Habighorst, Peter
Cc: Mamish, Nader; Collins, Chiquita; Bukharin, Oleg; Horn, Brian; Aguilar, Santiago; Kim, Grace; Fragoyannis, Nancy
Subject: General guidance to export licensees

As promised, here is a draft email message to the companies currently licensed or who have applications
pending for exports of LEU (UF6 or UO2) to Japan. We believe that given the present circumstances, a short
email message is the best means of communicating with them. I do not think there is a reason to delay
shipments to operating Japanese reactors; but we do not know how long fuel fabrication facilities in Tokai
Mura, Japan will be shut down and the operating fuel fabrication facility in Osaka, Japan is not a back-up on all
the export licenses.

I would like to thank Chiquita Collins for being this matter to OIP's attention and we look forward to receiving
your feedback. Please give first priority to the draft message to AREVA that I sent to you earlier. Thank you,

Janice Owens

AREVA NP;
Mitsui & Co. (USA), Inc;
Transnuclear Inc.;
Transport Logistics International
Edlow International ?
GNFA ?

In light of developments in Japan, the NRC staff is advising export licensees and export license
applicants that shipments of low enriched uranium (LEU) or natural uranium to Japanese fuel
fabrication facilities and/or Japanese reactors may need to be delayed, rescheduled, rerouted or
cancelled. In addition to the power reactors that have been shut down due to the earthquake, we
understand that nuclear fuel fabrication facilities located in Tokai Mura, Japan have also been
temporarily shut down. Those who currently hold active licenses or who have submitted applications
for licenses authorizing exports to Japan need to assess their plans to determine whether alterative
arrangements potentially requiring amendments are required.



Staff in the NRC Office of International Programs is prepared to work with you and to coordinate with
staff in the Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response (NSIR). During this time, please be
advised that the required 10-day advance notification for shipments of special nuclear material of low
strategic significance to NSIR's Director, Division of Security Policy,
(AdvanceNotificationsResourcecnrc..qov), may not be sufficient.

Please contact me if you have questions or need additional information.

Janice E. Owens
Branch Chief, Export Controls and International Organizations
Office of International Programs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-3684
301-415-2395 (fax)
Janice.OwenscWnrc.qov

-r US.NRC
IUlWl swi Nwilr• A v;PlsrV cu'Wakiatr
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From: :-indy Brower <mail@change.org>-
Sent: tfThursday, March 17, 2011 12:5_7_P-M--
To: FOIA Resource
Subject: Please follow Europe and China's leads and inspect old nuclear plants and delay new

starts

Dear U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Given the worsening Japanese nuclear disaster, I am writing to demand immediate closure of U.S. nuclear
energy facilities that remain operational after having exceeded their engineered operable life. Please
immediately close these facilities for inspection in an orderly manner as is occurring in Europe. It is the prudent
thing to do given many older reactors in the U.S. are of similar design as those melting down in Japan.

Japan is facing the worst nuclear crisis since the atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Multiple
explosions have hit the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant, several reactors have lost their cooling systems,
raising fears of meltdown(s). Radiation levels have been detected as far as 100 miles away. Many people have
tested positive for radiation exposure, and hundreds of thousands of have been evacuated, with the numbers
expected to rise.

In the United States, some reactors which have recently had their licenses extended are nearly 40 years old, and
their owners are asking the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for approval to extend their lives further. No
additional extensions should be granted, and these older reactors that have been extended must be taken off line
immediately and inspected given recent happenings in Japan. Clearly these 1970s vintage era systems were not
adequately engineering for infrequent but large natural disasters and increasingly human exacerbated events.

Further, it is presumptuous for the federal government to be planning to provide for $36 billion in loan
guarantees to build still more nuclear plants, when we do not yet have a permanent waste repository, or even a
plan. We are dooming civilizations for hundreds of thousands of years to having to protect and maintain
enclosure upon our nuclear waste. Nuclear waste stored on site has caught fire in Japan, and the current on site
storage across America is completely unacceptable. It is not a matter of if, it is only one of when will there be a
nuclear disaster in America.

All existing nuclear energy plants, waste and weapons are accidents waiting to happen. Nuclear complexity,
ecological costs, natural disasters and a conflict ridden world show nukes can never be safe. The price of
nuclear fission is potentially enormous when even one accident happens, must less several as now with our
Japanese brothers and sisters. In a continually more disorderly world, it is clear that no nuclear materials are
secured, and that developing countries embracing nuclear energy will lead to weapon proliferation and yet more
great loss of life from accidents and war. But we could choose to ban nuclear materials in their entirety.

It is time for humanity to choose which technologies they allow based upon full preponderance of the evidence -
and as an ecologist I would predict all but certain similar impacts no matter the effort from the introduction of
geo-engineering, genetically modified organisms (particularly food), nanotech, etc. Nuclear fission has been
shown to be deadly in the field of battle, along Japan's coastal plains, it's unsecured wastes are growing, and
through terrorist and militaristic rhetoric regarding their use in an increasingly unstable world.

Please immediately cease extending the licenses of old nuclear power plants, and shut down for inspection those
which have been extended. We will be calling upon President Obama to convene an urgent summit to begin
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fully dismantling global nuclear weaponry. Some technologies such as splitting the atom at their root are anti-
human and Earth. Let's get it done, ban the bomb, ban nuclear energy, and commit to climate and energy
solutions that are serious and include life-saving energy conservation, efficiency, carbon taxes & using only true
renewables. This will soon be the only energy at our disposal if we desire a habitable Earth, and we must
transform our society accordingly.

Signed,

Cindy Brower
Chicago, IL

Note: this email was sent as part of a petition started on Change.org, viewable at

XVvw.change.org/petitions/ban-nuclear-energy-time-for-true-renewables-only. To respond, email

responses~cgchange.org• and include a link to this petition. II1
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From: Yasiu Kruszynski <mail@change.org >
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 12:36 PM
To: FOIA Resource
Subject: Please follow Europe and China's leads and inspect old nuclear plants and delay new

starts

Dear U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Given the worsening Japanese nuclear disaster, I am writing to demand immediate closure of U.S. nuclear
energy facilities that remain operational after having exceeded their engineered operable life. Please
immediately close these facilities for inspection in an orderly manner as is occurring in Europe. It is the prudent
thing to do given many older reactors in the U.S. are of similar design as those melting down in Japan.

Japan is facing the worst nuclear crisis since the atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Multiple
explosions have hit the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant, several reactors have lost their cooling systems,
raising fears of meltdown(s). Radiation levels have been detected as far as 100 miles away. Many people have
tested positive for radiation exposure, and hundreds of thousands of have been evacuated, with the numbers
expected to rise.

In the United States, some reactors which have recently had their licenses extended are nearly 40 years old, and
their owners are asking the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for approval to extend their lives further. No
additional extensions should be granted, and these older reactors that have been extended must be taken off line
immediately and inspected given recent happenings in Japan. Clearly these 1970s vintage era systems were not
adequately engineering for infrequent but large natural disasters and increasingly human exacerbated events.

Further, it is presumptuous for the federal government to be planning to provide for $36 billion in loan
guarantees to build still more nuclear plants, when we do not yet have a permanent waste repository, or even a
plan. We are dooming civilizations for hundreds of thousands of years to having to protect and maintain
enclosure upon our nuclear waste. Nuclear waste stored on site has caught fire in Japan, and the current on site
storage across America is completely unacceptable. It is not a matter of if, it is only one of when will there be a
nuclear disaster in America.

All existing nuclear energy plants, waste and weapons are accidents waiting to happen. Nuclear complexity,
ecological costs, natural disasters and a conflict ridden world show nukes can never be safe. The price of
nuclear fission is potentially enormous when even one accident happens, must less several as now with our
Japanese brothers and sisters. In a continually more disorderly world, it is clear that no nuclear materials are
secured, and that developing countries embracing nuclear energy will lead to weapon proliferation and yet more
great loss of life from accidents and war. But we could choose to ban nuclear materials in their entirety.

It is time for humanity to choose which technologies they allow based upon full preponderance of the evidence -
and as an ecologist I would predict all but certain similar impacts no matter the effort from the introduction of
geo-engineering, genetically modified organisms (particularly food), nanotech, etc. Nuclear fission has been
shown to be deadly in the field of battle, along Japan's coastal plains, it's unsecured wastes are growing, and
through terrorist and militaristic rhetoric regarding their use in an increasingly unstable world.

Please immediately cease extending the licenses of old nuclear power plants, and shut down for inspection those
which have been extended. We will be calling upon President Obama to convene an urgent summit to begin
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fully dismantling global nuclear weaponry. Some technologies such as splitting the atom at their root are anti-
human and Earth. Let's get it done, ban the bomb, ban nuclear energy, and commit to climate and energy
solutions that are serious and include life-saving energy conservation, efficiency, carbon taxes & using only true
renewables. This will soon be the only energy at our disposal if we desire a habitable Earth, and we must
transform our society accordingly.

Signed,

Yasiu Kruszynski
Chicago, IL

Note: this email was sent as part of a petition started on Change.org, viewable at

www.change.o-g/petitions/ban-nuclear-cneryv-timc-tor-ti-ue-renewables-only. To respond, email

responses(eschange.org and include a link to this petition. M
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From: loannis Zambartas <mail@change.org>
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 6:29 PM
To: FOIA Resource
Subject: Please follow Europe and China's leads and inspect old nuclear plants and delay new

starts

Dear U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Given the worsening Japanese nuclear disaster, I am writing to demand immediate closure of U.S. nuclear
energy facilities that remain operational after having exceeded their engineered operable life. Please
immediately close these facilities for inspection in an orderly manner as is occurring in Europe. It is the prudent
thing to do given many older reactors in the U.S. are of similar design as those melting down in Japan.

Japan is facing the worst nuclear crisis since the atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Multiple
explosions have hit the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear plant, several reactors have lost their cooling systems,
raising fears of meltdown(s). Radiation levels have been detected as far as 100 miles away. Many people have
tested positive for radiation exposure, and hundreds of thousands of have been evacuated, with the numbers
expected to rise.

In the United States, some reactors which have recently had their licenses extended are nearly 40 years old, and
their owners are asking the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for approval to extend their lives further. No
additional extensions should be granted, and these older reactors that have been extended must be taken off line
immediately and inspected given recent happenings in Japan. Clearly these 1970s vintage era systems were not
adequately engineering for infrequent but large natural disasters and increasingly human exacerbated events.

Further, it is presumptuous for the federal government to be planning to provide for $36 billion in loan
guarantees to build still more nuclear plants, when we do not yet have a permanent waste repository, or even a
plan. We are dooming civilizations for hundreds of thousands of years to having to protect and maintain
enclosure upon our nuclear waste. Nuclear waste stored on site has caught fire in Japan, and the current on site
storage across America is completely unacceptable. It is not a matter of if, it is only one of when will there be a
nuclear disaster in America.

All existing nuclear energy plants, waste and weapons are accidents waiting to happen. Nuclear complexity,
ecological costs, natural disasters and a conflict ridden world show nukes can never be safe. The price of
nuclear fission is potentially enormous when even one accident happens, must less several as now with our
Japanese brothers and sisters. In a continually more disorderly world, it is clear that no nuclear materials are
secured, and that developing countries embracing nuclear energy will lead to weapon proliferation and yet more
great loss of life from accidents and war. But we could choose to ban nuclear materials in their entirety.

It is time for humanity to choose which technologies they allow based upon full preponderance of the evidence -
and as an ecologist I would predict all but certain similar impacts no matter the effort from the introduction of
geo-engineering, genetically modified organisms (particularly food), nanotech, etc. Nuclear fission has been
shown to be deadly in the field of battle, along Japan's coastal plains, it's unsecured wastes are growing, and
through terrorist and militaristic rhetoric regarding their use in an increasingly unstable world.

Please immediately cease extending the licenses of old nuclear power plants, and shut down for inspection those

which have been extended. We will be calling upon President Obama to convene an urgent summit to begin



fully dismantling global nuclear weaponry. Some technologies such as splitting the atom at their root are anti-
human and Earth. Let's get it done, ban the bomb, ban nuclear energy, and commit to climate and energy
solutions that are serious and include life-saving energy conservation, efficiency, carbon taxes & using only true
renewables. This will soon be the only energy at our disposal if we desire a habitable Earth, and we must
transform our society accordingly.

Signed,

loannis Zambartas
Athens, Greece

Note: this email was sent as part of a petition started on Change.org, viewable at

wvww.change.org/petitions/ban-nuclear-ncergv-time-for-true-rcncwables-onl . To respond, email

responses(d'change.org and include a link to this petition.
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From: Hayden. Elizabeth
To: Main, Jeffrey
Cc: Couret. Ivonne
Subject: RE: USA.gov Japan page
Date: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 9:07:00 AM

Thanks. Ivonne had pointed this out yesterday and I've asked that the first link be added
to our Japan page.

Beth Hayden
Senior Advisor
Qffice of Public Affairs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

--- Protecting People and the Environment
301-415-8202

elizabeth. hayden @nrc.gov

From: Main, Jeffrey
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 7:31 AM
To: Hayden, Elizabeth
Cc: Hoffman, Joan; Hardy, Sally; Main, Jeffrey; Harrington, Holly
Subject: USA.gov Japan page

Beth,

Just saw the following. I don't know whether this would add value to our Japan page or
not. Just thought I'd pass it along.

http://www.usa.gov/Japan2011 .shtml

I noticed they do not link to us, although the USAID page linked from the above site does
mention our efforts at http://www.usaid.gov/japanquake/index.html#help

--Jeffrey
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